


Maintaining English as the sole language of knowledge production and 
dissemination in universities that enrol students who speak multiple 
languages, and those students learning other languages, is questionable. This 
groundbreaking work calls into question the exclusive use of academic English 
in internationalising higher education teaching and research. By interrogating 
the dominant assumptions informing the monolingual mindset, Postmonolingual 
Critical Thinking indicates that academically literate students can capably use 
their repertoires of languages and knowledge for educational purposes. The 
case for students’ languages and knowledge having a place in English-medium 
universities is made through evidence of the uses of Zhōngwén, academic Chinese.

Proposing to broaden the scope of languages used for knowledge 
production and dissemination, this book highlights the educational potential of 
multilingualism. Postmonolingual Critical Thinking makes a unique proposal: that 
universities which recruit doctoral students from Asia create education policy 
practices that enable them to extend their multilingual capabilities. Arguing 
that by drawing on intellectual resources from their various languages, students 
construct knowledge of critical thinking in complex, interesting and potentially 
innovative ways, this book guides higher education institutions in putting this 
into practice. It outlines a pragmatic approach for universities to explore the 
potential of multipolar, multilingual education, while being attentive to the 
tensions posed by assertions of a monolingual mindset.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking has the potential to create great change in a 
higher education sector which is mired by a monolingual approach to graduate 
training. This unique and thought-provoking book is essential reading for those 
in the fields of applied linguistics, comparative education, higher education, 
international studies, teacher education and translation studies.
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The contemporary global higher education (HE) landscape reflects English lin-
guistic imperialism (Phillipson, 1992) in academic publishing processes, univer-
sity rankings methodologies (which privilege English-language publishing), and 
representations of ‘ideal’ approaches to teaching and learning (Inoue & Ander-
son, 2020). Despite the linguistic hybridity inherent in the English language, 
HE institutions and the industries that support them, reflect an overwhelm-
ingly monolingual mindset (Singh & Lu, this volume). This way of thinking 
relies on the perpetuation of myths, such as the idea that the English language 
is ‘pure’ rather than “internally multilingual” (Singh & Lu, this volume); that 
English language HE reflects some kind of pure (and superior) ‘Western’ peda-
gogical and epistemological tradition (Doherty & Singh, 2005); and that the 
only language in which critical thinking is possible is (pure, superior, Western) 
English (Singh, 2020). These myths are reflected and perpetuated in represen-
tations of ‘internationalisation’ in countries such as the UK, USA, Canada, 
Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand. In such locations, international students 
are required to meet English-language criteria in order to begin their studies, 
and are often subject to additional language testing (and ‘remediation’) during 
the course of their studies (Singh & Lu, this volume).

The myths just noted, and the practices and representations they justify, can 
be seen as a form of structural violence (Galtung, 1969) that promotes lin-
guicide and epistemicide (Boaventura de Sousa Santos, 2014). By failing to 
acknowledge the inherent hybridity (or multilingualism) of English, we render 
invisible the contribution of ‘other’ languages and epistemological traditions to 
theoretical work in English (Singh & Lu, this volume). By conflating the Eng-
lish language with ‘Western’ thought, and ‘Western’ thought with criticality, we 
reproduce narrow understandings of what it means to think critically (Singh & 
Lu, this volume), and dismiss the epistemological and pedagogical richness of 
our multilingual, multi-epistemic world (Naepi, Stein, Ahenakew, & Andreotti, 
2017; Thaman, 2014). By representing (some) international students in terms 
of (linguistic and epistemological) difference or deficiency, we fail to recog-
nise these students as knowledge agents who make HE (Madge, Raghuram, & 
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Noxolo, 2015). This structural violence is particularly stark when we consider 
the simultaneous positioning of (so-called different/deficient) international 
students as a crucial source of institutional and national revenue (Anderson, 
2014; Stein & Andreotti, 2016).

In this volume, Michael Singh and Lu Si Yi make visible, theorise, and chal-
lenge the myths perpetuated by (and that perpetuate) a monolingual mindset. 
They do this by foregrounding the work of doctoral candidates from China (中
国 Zhōngguó) studying in an English- (英文 Yīngwén-) centric context, and 
asking the question: How do multilingual students use their repertoire of lan-
guages and knowledge to express and to give meaning to critical thinking in 
English-dominated universities? Singh and Lu position the students as knowl-
edge agents, examining their critical reflections on the ways in which linguistic 
and epistemological mythologies manifest in their HE context; and the practices 
through which they challenge these through engaging in ‘postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking’ (后单语思辨 hòu dānyǔ sībiàn). In doing so, Singh and Lu provide 
a kind of an illustrated manifesto for decolonising a monolingual mindset in 
English-dominant doctoral education contexts. By drawing on students’ translin-
gual epistemological work, they demonstrate the epistemological and theoretical 
depth made possible when multilingual students are recognised as (intelligent) 
knowledge agents and are convinced of their intellectual power (see Chapter 4, 
this volume). The volume is replete with practical insights for (multilingual and 
monolingual) educators and supervisors interested in working beyond a mono-
lingual mindset in their own teaching and supervision.

Of course, a commitment to postmonolingual critical thinking raises many 
questions which Postmonolingual Critical Thinking goes some way to addressing 
How can all languages be represented in HE, let alone equally? Does translingual 
work genuinely counter English linguistic imperialism, when academic publish-
ing remains English-language dominant, and English remains represented as the 
‘international’ academic language? If we are to engage fully in postmonolingual 
teaching and learning, how can we communicate with each other? How might 
we think about the necessary work of translation in ways that honour opaque-
ness and linguistic/epistemological incommensurability (Lugones, 2003)? Can 
postmonolingual pedagogies be promoted at the level of the institution? If so, 
how can an institution embark on a postmonolingual journey when national 
funding mechanisms and international rankings methodologies privilege Eng-
lish-language academic publishing? How does a neoliberal political rationality 
that dominates HE provision in many countries militate against the development 
of postmonolingual pedagogies and commitments (Gurney & Lee, 2020)? What 
risks are involved in rejecting a monolingual mindset, and how are HE institu-
tions differently positioned in relation to these risks, depending on the socio-
linguistic and (post)colonial histories in which they are embedded?

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking offers a timely and important critique of 
monolingual mindsets in HE. Focusing on international doctoral students as 
the brokers of multilingualism in higher education, Michael Singh and Lu 
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Si Yi offer a framework for capitalising on the linguistic and epistemological 
resources that students bring to the doctoral work of knowledge construction, 
and for countering monolingual mindsets in doctoral education. This volume 
offers an “alternative thinking of alternatives” (Boaventura de Sousa Santos, 
2012, p. 52) in relation to HE in general, and internationalised education in 
English-dominant contexts in particular. We hope that others will take up and 
continue this thinking, for example, by considering how it might be applied at 
policy and institutional levels, as well as at other levels of education (for exam-
ple, see Cone, 2020; Ollerhead & Baker, 2020). The postmonolingual work 
that this volume demonstrates offers a starting point for new forms of interna-
tionalisation that affirm all of the rich epistemological and linguistic resources 
of our shared home, at a time when the ecological and social challenges facing 
our planet and its people require nothing less.

Vivienne Anderson and Henry Johnson,  
University of Otago, Aotearoa New Zealand
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The argument of Postmonolingual Critical Thinking speaks back to one of the 
long-standing mythologies in the field of higher education. That is, an almost 
folkloric belief that students from Asian countries are incapable of, unable to 
or are otherwise ill-disposed to ‘critical thinking’. Their alleged learning defi-
ciency in what is otherwise known as high order thinking skills (HOTS) is 
attributed to the limitations of their prior education in their homeland, or, in 
the most questionable of claims, because of deficits in their intellectual cultures. 
‘Critical thinking in English’ is now a standard bearer for innovative entrepre-
neurship and democratic participation in many of the preferred overseas study 
destinations for international students from Asia. Ironically, the press for these 
students to learn to think critically in English has increased in parallel with the 
revitalisation of Zhōngguó (中国, also known as China) as an entrepreneurial  
state underwriting that nation’s rise as an economic powerhouse and a knowledge-
producing superpower. With growing competition from Asia, the US and the 
UK are caught in tensions between continuing to drive the neoliberal global 
economy while pressing for nativist, neo-nationalist protectionism.

Here is where Postmonolingual Critical Thinking comes into play. The term 
‘postmonolingual critical thinking’ refers to the tensions between the insistence 
that students only use forms of critical thinking that conform to a particular 
monolingual mindset, and their actual uses of their multilingual capabilities, 
to give expression to their critical thinking. Universities in countries which 
are the favoured destinations for international students from Asia have created 
commodities to serve students’ demand for English language education, albeit 
in ways that reinforce the universities’ monolingual mindset. These educational 
commodities include academic English literacy programs, English Medium 
Instruction (EMI), English for Research Publication Purposes (ERPP), Eng-
lish for Specific Purposes (ESP) and Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL). English language proficiency is seen as prerequisite for, 
and constitutive of, higher order critical thinking. Negative labels such as ‘non-
English speaking backgrounds’ are used to reinforce the need international 
students from Asia have for academic English literacy programs to remediate 
what they do not have. Beginning with students’ apparent lack of fluency in 
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English, it is assumed that they lack capabilities for thinking critically in fields 
ranging from engineering through medicine to the social sciences. This focus 
on remediating Asian students’ learning deficits silently eliminates the need for 
universities to provide forms of education that capitalise on students’ multilin-
gual capabilities.

Students’ intellectual capital, accessible through their multilingual capabili-
ties, is not only being ignored but is being discouraged across many universities. 
However, there is an empirical flaw and conceptual fallacy running across the 
monolingual mindset governing these institutions that provides the focus for 
Postmonolingual Critical Thinking. The mistaken assumption is that students’ lack 
of fluency in the medium of instruction of these universities explains their crit-
ical thinking deficit in that language. The questionable assumption is reinforced 
by two others. First, it is assumed that this ‘problem’ can be remediated through 
more English-only academic literacy. In turn, it is assumed that such remedial 
interventions will then improve students’ critical thinking in academic English.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking questions the dominant assumptions inform-
ing the monolingual mindset, given the dynamic intermeshing of languages 
and knowledge in students’ education. There have been a series of break-
throughs in education that focus on pedagogies for integrating students’ uses of 
their multilingual capabilities in content-based learning. Postmonolingual Critical 
Thinking indicates that academically literate students can capably combine and 
use their repertoires of languages and knowledge for educational purposes. At 
the very least they can read literature by academics from Zhōngguó that makes 
evident that assumptions about ‘uncritical Chinese’ are false. Postmonolingual 
Critical Thinking recognises that students bring to their education repertoires of 
languages and knowledge that provide them combinatory forms of capital and 
capabilities for accessing the resources of their divergent intellectual cultures. 
By drawing on intellectual resources from their various languages, students 
construct knowledge of critical thinking in complex, interesting and poten-
tially innovative ways. Such capabilities are valuable in formal education as well 
as in the workplace, and of course, in the transnational knowledge exchange 
and co-production made possible through open-ended public debates.

Hence, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking makes a unique proposal, namely 
that universities which recruit doctoral students from Asia create education 
policy practices that enable them to extend their multilingual capabilities. All 
these students should be encouraged to use two or more languages in their 
doctoral education, research methods and academic research writing to make 
significant, original contributions to advances in knowledge. Thus, Postmono-
lingual Critical Thinking outlines a programmatic approach for universities which 
are the preferred destinations for students from Asia, to explore the potential of 
multipolar, multilingual education, while being attentive to the tensions posed 
by assertions of a monolingual mindset.

Through speaking to the tensions evident in students’ actual multilingual 
practices, and education policy practices driven by the prevailing monolingual 
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mindset, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking offers a range of distinctive features. 
With the aim of broadening the scope of the languages used for knowledge 
production and dissemination by doctoral students in universities where they 
study abroad it is appropriately ambitious. Through challenging the prevail-
ing image gained from existing research into the relationship between ‘criti-
cal thinking in academic English’ and those international students labelled as 
‘Chinese’, this book provides a much-needed corrective that opens up to fur-
ther investigation the teaching/learning of critical thinking the languages of 
students actually enrolled in these universities. By asking, how do students use 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge to express, and to give meaning 
to critical thinking in English-medium universities, it puts an important ques-
tion on the research and management agenda of universities. By exploring the 
question, why do universities that sell education internationally by recruiting 
thousands of students with multilingual capabilities only teach critical thinking 
in English, it opens up for exploration pedagogical possibilities for research that 
extends students’ capabilities for postmonolingual critical thinking.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking is at the centre of pedagogies that bring to 
the fore the tensions between the prevailing monolingual mindset that governs 
education policy practices, and forms of learning and teaching that engage stu-
dents’ repertoire of languages and knowledge. Through focusing on students 
from Zhōngguó, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking provides a way of thinking 
critically about the prevailing monolingual mindset in any university system 
that is involved in internationalising higher education and scholarly thought. 
Thus, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking is an ambitious, groundbreaking study 
that is of critical importance to those working on decolonising education 
and research methods. Given local/global trends towards decolonising educa-
tion, the tenor and orientation of the research and proposals in Postmonolin-
gual Critical Thinking will resonate across a wide range of university settings. 
This is especially so for countries where structural multilingualism has been 
institutionalised for centuries, such as the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and 
Aotearoa New Zealand, given the major flows of students from Zhōngguó to 
study in their universities where English-only is the medium of instruction and 
research.

With ever-more nations increasing their knowledge-producing capabilities 
through doctoral education and research, especially through international stu-
dents, then more languages are being used in the production and dissemina-
tion of this knowledge. Postmonolingual Critical Thinking will also be of interest 
to those working in Indonesia and Malaysia, across India to Greece where 
universities are recruiting students from throughout Asia and Africa into their 
doctoral education programs. The drive for decolonising education now speaks 
to higher education institutions in these particular countries, and others which 
rely financially on international students with multilingual capabilities. Moreo-
ver, the press for decolonising education is underwritten by the mounting geo-
political and economic tensions between Zhōngguó and the US. As Zhōngguó 
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grows in strength and continues to improve the multilingual and multicultural 
preparedness of its doctoral graduates, English-medium universities will be at a 
disadvantage in terms of the number of international students they recruit and 
in their power to influence and shape disciplinary fields.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking has the potential to ‘change the subject’ for 
a higher education sector and graduate supervision that is mired in a retrograde 
model held over from a unipolar, monolingual approach to graduate training 
and, indeed, critical scholarship. Both doctoral students and their educators 
need to better understand the dynamics of, and negotiate more effectively, the 
multilingual affordances deriving intercultural knowledge exchange and co-
construction in higher education. This is a significant work for those in the 
fields of applied linguistics, comparative education, higher education, interna-
tional studies, teacher education, translation studies and, focally, contemporary 
studies of education in Zhōngguó. Likewise, those who work in engineering, 
computing science and business will benefit from the insights and proposals 
presented in Postmonolingual Critical Thinking. These are small steps that may 
perhaps be overridden and washed away by the current nativist, neo-nationalist 
push in the US and the UK. However, critical thinking is never in short supply 
where governments have moved towards autocracy.



Our educational experiences have informed our shared interest in critical 
thinking and our developing understanding of its response to, and expression 
of, changing relations of power, languages and knowledge. For both of us, 
there are teachers from yesterday who by the force of their intellect dominate 
our methods of critical thinking today. Fortunately, our teachers from the past 
never completely pass away. Even as we have been constituted as teachers in 
a different era, we are the products of previous epochs. Peter Kelly taught the 
formalities of logic useful for understanding the abstract features of arguments. 
Glen Postle grounded methods of critical thinking in people’s everyday lives 
and the arguments they made about the affairs of their world. To explore the 
functions of the university in furthering critical thinking, Stephen Kemmis 
introduced Máo Zédōng’s (毛泽东) advocacy of changing one’s practices of 
critical thinking as the material circumstances unfold. Michael Apple’s method 
of critical thinking provided a focus for understanding education and its rela-
tionship with the world via cultures, governments, and economies of various 
kinds, and resistance to mechanisms for reproducing inequalities. Rob Tier-
ney’s historically informed ways of knowing critical thinking helped us to think 
critically about local/global developments in decolonising research, especially 
through translanguaging for doctoral education.

For over a decade and a half, our research colleagues and the research stu-
dents with whom we have worked on projects, in seminars, at conferences, 
and through peer reviews have provided valuable feedback to work relat-
ing to the ideas in this book, grounding it in their commitments to improve 
global knowledge production and dissemination: Xiafang Chen, Guihua Cui, 
Ngoc Ba Doan, Efrat Eilam, Xiaowen Huang, Meng Hui, Catherine Manat-
hunga, Nhung Nguyen, Jing Qi, Hiabo Shen, Gao Tao and Jingtan Wang. We 
acknowledge the work of our colleagues in sustaining us through yet another 
era when the difficulties and challenges of doing so make critical thinking all 
the more necessary.

We are especially thankful to our families for their whimsical ideas, sparkling 
insights and keen critical thinking. Their experiences and wisdom made our 
discussions informative and enjoyable, bringing us ever closer to the postmono-
lingual critical thinkers we want to be.
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necessary work of translation inherent in postmonolingual critical thinking, 
it is useful to consider the different meanings conveyed by ‘Si Yi’ (思逸) in 
Hànzì (汉字, characters). Unfolded and connected together, the name ‘思’ 
and ‘逸’ expresses several desirable attributes and outcomes of postmonolin-
gual critical thinking.

Sī 思 (v.) thinking, deliberating Sī 思 (n.) thoughts, insights

Thinking through the existing New thoughts: Postmonolingual 
situations: Postmonolingual critical thinkers develop their 
critical thinkers work to break capabilities for examining local/
through the monolingual/ global issues and situations by making 
multilingual status and keep alive breakthroughs that release existing 
alternatives meant to cope with, knowledge framed by monolingual 
if not transcend actual existing stereotypes.
injustice.

Thinking like a horse galloping: Transcendent thoughts: Rather 
Determined to find out the truth, than looking into a topic through 
postmonolingual critical thinkers a singular, monolingual lens, 
are continuous, unstoppable. postmonolingual critical thinkers 

develop the capability to appreciate 
and understand knowledge produced 
in multiple languages.

Sober, objective thoughts: Rather 
than privilege the language and 
knowledge of a certain group, 
postmonolingual critical thinkers 
develop the capability to produce 
knowledge through collective, 
inclusive intellectual engagement.

Although “思逸” have multiple meanings in Zhōngwén, to demonstrate 
its conceptual potential in relation to critical thinking, these Hànzì have 
to be examined through a postmonolingual lens. Postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking requires researchers, monolingual and multilingual alike, to 
combine the languages and knowledge used for thinking critically across 
divergent intellectual cultures in order to explore connections through ana-
lysing evidence, providing informed, reasoned explanations. Researchers 
are pressed to reconsider their familiar everyday critical thinking, by look-
ing at it through an unfamiliar postmonolingual lens to discover the ten-
sions that reveal multilingualism in monolingualism, and monolingualism in 
multilingualism. In doing so, monolingual and multilingual researchers alike 
recognise that their personal histories and the multiple intellectual tradi-
tions in which they are situated provide them the intellectual capabilities for 
postmonolingual critical thinking about how to influence continuities and 
discontinuities in their work life. 
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Introduction

Multilingualism is a permanent structural condition in many countries through-
out the world. Prior to British colonisation, the US, the UK, Canada, Australia 
and Aotearoa New Zealand were home to multilingual Indigenous nations. 
Yīngwén (英文, English) itself is a multilingual language. Loanwords from 
French (académique), Greek (homogenḗs), Latin (moribundus), and Spanish 
(exógeno) bring to the fore the internal multilingualism of Yīngwén. Increas-
ing numbers of East Asian words are now entering into its lexicon due to 
demographic shifts in the multilingual landscape. In general, British university 
students have a positive deposition towards using words from the Hangugeo  
(한국어, Korean), Nihongo (日本語, Japanese) and Pǔtōnghuà (普通话, spo-
ken Chinese) in their daily conversations (You, Kiaer, & Ahn, 2019). Today’s 
structural multilingualism is a product of the British colonialisation of these 
Indigenous nations. This structural multilingualism has been extended by the 
flows of migrant workers over the centuries. 

Each year the inflow of new immigrants and refugees, including interna-
tional students, reproduces this structural multilingualism. Structural multilin-
gualism is a part of the structuring of the international trade in education 
through the economic policy practices of governments in these countries. 
Universities, and associated sectors in these multilingual nations – accommo-
dation, travel, healthcare – have a massive financial reliance on the billions of 
dollars that international students inject into their economies (Deloitte Access 
Economics, 2015). Through paying their tuition fees and living costs as well 
as their contributions to job creation along with their knowledge production, 
and dissemination, international students are a significant source of revenue 
for these institutions, and countries (Levent, 2016). This trade in international 
students means that every semester these governments organise the importa-
tion of languages into these countries, thereby reproducing centuries of struc-
tural multilingualism. In other words, governments in these countries have 
made structural multilingualism a permanent operational condition of their 

Chapter 1

Multilingual/monolingual 
tensions
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universities. Structural multilingualism is a long-term, historically constituted 
phenomenon produced across generations by government policy practices.

Against this structural multilingualism created by these governments, they 
have also insisted that the Indigenous peoples and immigrants in each of 
these very different countries have to speak Yīngwén, and only Yīngwén, 
to be students, and eventually citizens. Universities in Aotearoa New Zea-
land, Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US have invested in normalising 
a monolingual mindset ahead of adding value to students’ functionings, and 
substantive freedom by extending their multilingual capabilities. The term 
‘monolingual mindset’, or in Deutsch, ‘monolingualer habitus’ (Gogolin, 
1993), refers to the valuing of monolingualism over multilingualism based 
on the mistaken perception that monolingualism is the norm in these mul-
tilingual nations. This ‘monolingual mindset’ resists acknowledging struc-
tural multilingualism, refuses its personal and societal advantages, and tries 
to erase these (Clyne, 2008; Molla, Harvey, & Sellar, 2019; Ndhlovu, 2015; 
Xu, Leung, Hall, Jafari, & Pour, 2019). For instance, in the US, university 
students from Zhōngguó (中国, also known as China) are warned against 
speaking Pǔtōnghuà (普通话, the common spoken language) (Wang, 2019). 
They were threatened with punishment for speaking Pǔtōnghuà, including 
having their academic, research, and employment opportunities subjected to 
penalties. Disheartened, and demoralised the students petitioned against the 
penalties driving this insistence on them adopting a monolingual mindset. 
Likewise, research into international students writing across the curriculum 
takes for granted the collection and analysis of evidence only in Yīngwén; the 
students, and researchers’ multilingual capabilities, are conspicuous by their 
absence (Weng, 2016).

Throughout Postmonolingual Critical Thinking excerpts from evidence 
provided by Mǐ Tù (米兔), a doctoral student from Zhōngguó, provide 
insights into the processes by which she made sense of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén (中文, also known as Mandarin). Sounding like 
‘me too’, Mǐ Tù is a pseudonym for an international doctoral student from 
Zhōngguó who completed her doctoral thesis in an Australian university. 
Among the netizens actively involved in online internet communities in 
Zhōngguó, Mǐ Tù is symbolised by a rabbit wearing a red scarf, and a cap 
bearing a red star. Her evidence indicates the links she made between her 
languages and the knowledge they provided her access to; how she con-
structed what was happening in this field, and the reasons for her particular 
views. Mǐ Tù’s account of supervisors’ monolingual mindsets indicates their 
presuppositions, ambivalence and uncertainties, while making visible the 
position within the debates over the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ 
and ‘Chinese students’.
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It was common for supervisors to say that did not want to grapple with 
the linguistic diversity of their students, other than to insist that they 
undertake programs in academic Yīngwén (英文, English) literacy. 
Others were not interested in the ways in which languages, other than 
Yīngwén, are involved in the production and dissemination of knowl-
edge. Some said they did not want to engage with other languages 
because they felt embarrassed at being monolingual speakers. Likewise, a 
few of those who supervised students investigating the education policy 
practices governing the uses of Yīngwén medium instruction in Asia 
and Africa insisted on linguistic separatism. Several insisted that, because 
they used intercultural pedagogies with what they called ‘culturally and 
linguistically diverse students’. On the one hand, they claimed to engage 
with their students’ cultural diversity by acculturating them into West-
ern knowledge, especially research practices and the operating systems 
of their university. On the other hand, they did not see this as meaning 
they had to engage with their students’ languages and the knowledge 
these provide access to. More than a few insisted that their intercultural 
supervision did not extend to allowing or enabling their students to fore-
ground the role of languages in the knowledge they used in, or produced, 
their investigations. While several sanctioned their students’ use of theo-
ries produced by researchers originally from outside the Euro-American 
sphere of influence, they insisted that the focus be on theories published 
in Yīngwén-language texts. At best, they could use Zhōngwén equiva-
lents for theoretical terms in Yīngwén. However, others regarded the 
introduction of words Zhōngwén into Yīngwén an irrelevant exercise in 
exotica, rather than foregrounding multilingualism, let alone an invita-
tion to engage in dialogue with new theoretical ideas.

Efforts to speed up this language shift to Yīngwén (英文, English) – and only 
Yīngwén – are driven by Yīngwén language entry tests, academic Yīngwén 
literacy re-education programs, Yīngwén-medium instruction and research, 
and Yīngwén literacy tests for graduates entering fields such as teaching. 
These interventions treat structural multilingualism as a temporary disruption 
caused by particular groups of students – immigrants, refugees, international 
and Indigenous students. As students complete their degrees in accordance 
with the demands for Yīngwén language proficiency those who speak these 
many different languages change each semester. Despite the press for Yīngwén-
only monolingualism, structural multilingualism will persist in universities for 
as long as these governments grow academic capitalism through recruiting 
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international students, and intellectual labour who speak a diversity of lan-
guages. Universities in these countries are at a marked disadvantage in terms of 
the challenges they have long confronted in educating international students 
with multilingual capabilities (Pinder, 2005; Sowden, 2005). However, educa-
tion that adds value to their multilingual capabilities remains inaccessible to 
these students due to these institutions’ investment in Yīngwén-only monolin-
gualism (Preece & Martin, 2009).

Each year, for the more than five million international students, the most 
popular destinations, particularly for those from Zhōngguó (中国, also known 
as China) are multilingual countries such as Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, 
Canada, the UK, and the US. The multilingual cities in these countries mean 
that overseas study by many international students makes the daily use of their 
multilingual capabilities possible (Benson, Chappell, & Yates, 2018). Moreo-
ver, because international students have the substantive freedom to do so, they 
employ their full repertoire of languages and knowledge to pursue their eve-
ryday functionings through using the multilingual resources available via their 
social media networks (Solmaz, 2018). Nations such as Zhōngguó are dra-
matically increasing the internationalisation of their higher education system 
to make substantial advances in producing original knowledge (Bao, Kehm, & 
Ma, 2018; Gao & Zheng, 2019; Zhu, Cai, Shen, & François, 2017).

Through government investment in knowledge production, and dissemina-
tion, Zhōngguó is improving its multilingual preparedness in doctoral educa-
tion and research (Lin & Deng, 2018). The research productivity, and impact 
of scholars in Zhōngguó, and those from there who are working overseas, is 
well-developed in the natural sciences, and is improving in the social sciences 
(Lou, Wang, & Yang, 2018). Not surprisingly, Zhōngwén (中文, also known 
as Mandarin) is becoming increasingly important in international knowledge 
production and dissemination. Internationally, the direction of research is being 
influenced as a result of the way Zhōngguó deploys its investment in research 
now that it has achieved a comparative advantage in knowledge production 
(Taylor & Cantwell, 2015; Xie & Freeman, 2019). Of greater significance for 
universities that recruit students from Zhōngguó, is the power of these students 
to influence disciplinary fields they are studying, especially those undertaking 
research-driven knowledge production and dissemination. These universities 
are unlikely to be able continue marginalising these students’ repertoire of 
knowledge-and-languages, given that Zhōngguó is a knowledge producing 
superpower (Pells, 2018; Tollefson, 2018; Xie, Zhang, & Lai, 2014).

Recognising that structural multilingualism and Yīngwén-only mono-
lingualism exist in tension as a consequence of conditions created by the 
economic policies of governments across these different nations, Postmono-
lingual Critical Thinking investigates ways of internationalising higher educa-
tion through capitalising on students’ languages and knowledge. How might 
universities throughout the popular study destinations for students from 
Zhōngguó prioritise, negotiate and reward students’ uses of their multilingual 
capabilities in knowledge production, and dissemination when they privilege 
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Yīngwén-medium instruction and research? How might educators do likewise 
when they do not speak, and cannot access knowledge in any of their students’ 
languages? How might international students use their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge to express, and to give meaning to critical thinking when they 
have elected to study in these universities to improve their Yīngwén language 
proficiency?

Bringing postmonolingual critical  
thinking into focus

Among the intellectual resources used by researchers and doctoral students 
in the production and dissemination of advances in knowledge are their lan-
guages. Thesis examiners, peer reviewers and research grant funding agencies 
carefully control the languages used in research. They police theses for the clar-
ity of expression, they check the accuracy of definitions given in journal arti-
cles, they test the rigour of reasoning for a given research methodology against 
its application, and they demand respect for selected bibliographic conventions 
(Maingueneau, 2015). However, to validate and legitimise their knowledge 
claims, researchers work within communities that use oral languages for confer-
ences, debates, seminars, symposia and workshops. Written languages are used 
for scholarly books, chapters, conference papers, dissertations and theses, edited 
works, journal articles, project reports, research manuals and research propos-
als. Research is always funded, organised, performed, disseminated, translated, 
interpreted, applied and taught in one or more spoken and written languages 
(Cormier, 2018; Edmonds-Wathen, 2019). Representing students’ uses of their 
repertoire of languages and knowledge in their education, and research makes 
their multilingual capabilities explicit.

How is the necessary work of translation approached through postmonolin-
gual critical thinking? Here the concept of postmonolingual critical thinking 
is explored in Zhōngwén, albeit in ways that preserve the disruptive effects 
of translating this concept from one language into another language in order 
to make strange what is otherwise taken for grant in both. Disruptive transla-
tion provides a method of analysis that renders the commonsense meanings 
and taken-for-granted understandings of this concept unfamiliar (Ruitenberg, 
2009). The concept of ‘postmonolingual critical thinking’ or hòu dānyǔ sībiàn 
(后单语思辨) signifies the contradictions arising from universities continual 
assertion of, and investment in, teaching critical thinking only through aca-
demic Yīngwén in the face of their students’ capabilities for thinking criti-
cally in multiple languages. The concept hòu dān yǔ sī biàn (后单语思辨) both 
expresses and gives meaning to postmonolingual critical thinking. Here post-
monolingual critical thinking is expressed through the use of Pīnyīn (拼音) or 
phonetic writing of Chinese in romanticised script, along with Hànzì (汉), or 
Chinese characters. Pīnyīn, and to a lesser extent Hànzì are used throughout 
this book to make the everyday presence of multilingualism a visible. To elabo-
rate on the meaning of hòu dānyǔ sībiàn (后单语思辨), Table 1.1 probes this 
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expression by exploring its divergences in Zhōngwén through connecting it to 
related ideas in Yīngwén, and contextualising it to enrich understanding of an 
unfamiliar likeness. In the paragraphs that follow the meaning of this concept 
is explained, and the merits of its use are briefly evaluated.

Although hòu dānyǔ (后单语, postmonolingual) is critical of dānyǔ (单语, 
monolingual), this does not multilingualism is necessarily and always better 
than multilingualism. The point being that there is always tensions around this 
question. Hòu dānyǔ (后单语) emphasises the divergences in knowledge to be 
gained from the thousands of many dānyǔ (单语) in the world. The term hòu 
dānyǔ (后单语) makes the struggle for homogeneity through an ideology that 
insist on a single language, and the multilingual heterogeneity of students’ lives. 
Thus, the term 思辨 (sī biàn) refers to doctoral students’ intellectual capabil-
ity for using existing repertoire of languages and knowledge through 思 (sī), 
analytical deliberation, so as to 辨 (biàn), or make informed decisions for them-
selves according to their own interest.

Through hòu dānyǔ sī biàn (后单语思辨, postmonolingual critical thinking), 
divergent approaches to thinking critically in different languages are explored 
to build intellectual connection for learning and research across these languages. 
Through connecting and contextualising, hòu dānyǔ sī biàn (postmonolingual 
critical thinking) creates for exploring new sources of knowledge from which 
to extract new meanings. It clears a path for creating intellectual spaces for 
reciprocal inquiries across languages. For instance, doctoral students interrogate 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge for intellectual resources to inform 
their critical thinking. In doing so, they explore the divergences in concepts 
to identify the potential for making original and perhaps significant contribu-
tions to the advancement of knowledge in their field of study. By engaging 
with the intellectual riches of more than one language students can exchange 
knowledge across intellectual cultures of the various subtleties in meaning and 
uses conveyed by keywords.

Hòu dānyǔ sī biàn (后单语思辨, postmonolingual critical thinking) speaks 
to universities that demand critical thinking in Yīngwén. In particular, to 
those universities that represent this as a superior form of intelligence while 
constructing international students from Zhōngguó as passive learners defi-
cient in the skills and disputation for thinking critically (Griffits, 2015). Such 
resistance to legitimatising and valuing students’ multilingual capabilities exists 
despite advances in research demonstrating possibilities for integrating content 
and languages learning (Garzón-Díaz, 2018). These postmonolingual tensions 
arise from the continual assertion of a monolingual mindset in the face of 
the persistence practices produced by structural multilingualism (Ayash, 2016; 
Monzó-Nebot & Salcedo, 2018; Yildiz, 2012). The concept of postmonolin-
gual critical thinking speaks to the multifaceted entanglements of languages, 
knowledge and power, and thus necessitates attention to the struggles in which 
the monolingual mindset and multilingual practices are embedded (Charalam-
bous, Charalambous, & Zembylas, 2016; McClatchey & Winter, 2005).  
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In effect, postmonolingual critical thinking names the tensions between the 
coexistence of higher education structures that embrace and press for a mono-
lingual mindset and the challenges posed by students’ persistent assertion of 
their multilingual capabilities.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking (hòu dān yǔ sī biàn, 后单语思辨) challenges 
the prevailing characterisation of the relationship between critical thinking, 
Yīngwén and international students from Zhōngguó. In effect, this study 
brings into question the prevailing monolingual mindset governing universi-
ties’ Yīngwén-only medium of instruction and research. Thus, this study has 
the potential to ‘change the subject’ for doctoral education and the place of 
languages in higher education programs more broadly. Postmonolingual Critical 
Thinking contributes to educational possibilities for

1 bringing into focus the capabilities for international students from Asia 
for producing knowledge about and through critical thinking in their 
repertoire of languages and knowledge; this study specifically focuses on 
doctoral students from Zhōngguó for producing knowledge about critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén.

2 making students’ capabilities for using their repertoire of languages and 
knowledge visible, in this instance, specifically through the use of Pīnyīn 
(拼音, Romanised phonetic characters) and Hànzì (汉字, characters) to 
make explicit the contribution of knowledge in Zhōngwén can make to 
research publications in Yīngwén.

3 deepening and extending students’ uses of their repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to express, and give meaning to, critical thinking in universities.

An argument for postmonolingual critical thinking

The prevailing characterisation of the relationship between critical thinking 
through Yīngwén and international students from Zhōngguó is problematic. 
There are academics and doctoral students in universities throughout those 
countries where most of the students from Zhōngguó choose to study abroad 
who are working to better understand and negotiate more effectively the 
dynamics of multilingual affordances and intercultural knowledge exchange. 
Let us trace the overall argument of Postmonolingual Critical Thinking, which 
brings into question a long-standing stereotype in the field of higher education, 
namely that Asian students are uncritical thinkers.

There is a significant body of literature that undergirds the almost folkloric 
belief that international students from throughout continental Asia are incapa-
ble of, unable or ill-disposed to critical thinking. For instance, Marshall and 
Moore (2018) report that students are not in positions, or lack the disposition, 
to think critically or to subvert the dominant neoliberal, corporatist discourses. 
By virtue of their prior education or cultural-political disposition, literature 
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suggests that Indigenous students and those from Asia are incapable of, or 
otherwise unable or ill-disposed to, higher order critical thinking (Atkinson, 
1997). Egege and Kutieleh (2004) report that Australian academics bemoan 
the lack of critical thinking among international students from Asia. While it 
is possible to appreciate these sentiments, they do provoke disagreements; criti-
cal thinking is not the preserve of one particular intellectual tradition, nor is 
it accessible only through Yīngwén. A key aspect of the problem arises when 
critical thinking is restricted to one intellectual tradition and made the preserve 
of just one language, Yīngwén.

Universities in the favoured study abroad destinations for students from 
Zhōngguó who choose to study abroad have created a range of educational 
commodities to service the flows of international students from Asia. These 
fields include teaching English to speakers of other languages, English as a sec-
ond language, English for special purposes, academic (English) literacy, English 
as the medium of instruction, and English for research publication purposes. 
Competence and proficiency in Yīngwén has been established as prerequisite 
for, and integral to, high order critical thinking (Atkinson, 1997; Egege & 
Kutieleh, 2004). Hence, universities provide support programs to accommo-
date students lacking the requisite proficiency in Yīngwén. However, these 
developments have been underwritten by an assumption that a lack of fluency 
in Yīngwén indicates a lack of capacity for higher order critical thinking. Thus, 
in disciplines ranging from accountancy through nursing to theology, students 
from Asia are seen as having restricted capabilities for critical thinking, and 
thus needing to be taught largely reductionist methods of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén (Lee, Lee, Makara, Fishman, & Hong, 2015; Lee & Thathong, 2017; 
Salsali, Tajvidi, & Ghiyasvandian, 2013; Sng, 2011). Moreover, universities in 
Daehanmingug (대한민국, Korea), Nihon-koku (日本国, Japan), Singapore, 
Việt Nam and Zhōngguó mimic US pedagogies for teaching students’ selected 
approaches to thinking critically in Yīngwén (De Waelsche, 2015; Dunn, 
2015; Lim, 2016; Oanh & Đạt, 2018; Okada, 2017; 邹小弈, 2018; 高月 & 荣
成昱，2019; 文秋芳, 孙旻, & 张伶俐, 2018). The tendency is to reinforce 
the image of an exclusive relationship between critical thinking and Yīngwén, 
along with academic dependency on Californian methods and tests of the skills 
and dispositions for critical thinking.

Educationally, all students can deepen their knowledge of critical thinking 
in one language, and have the potential to extend that knowledge in other 
languages. However, there are empirical and conceptual flaws running across 
existing literature that marries ‘critical thinking’, ‘Yīngwén’ and those labelled 
‘Asian’ students. There are three key misconceptions at stake here. First, it is 
questionable that a lack of proficiency in Yīngwén, the medium of instruc-
tion and research of universities in the preferred overseas study destinations for 
students from Zhōngguó, is indicative of a deficit in students’ critical thinking. 
Further, the taken-for-granted assumption that students who have a deficiency 
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in critical thinking can be remediated by ever-more training in Yīngwén alone 
is debatable. Third, the notion that learning Yīngwén per se will improve stu-
dents’ critical thinking in Yīngwén is doubtful.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking builds on the educational breakthroughs that 
have brought the tensions between structural multilingualism and monolingual 
mindsets into the focus (Ayash, 2016; Monzó-Nebot & Salcedo, 2018). This 
investigation into postmonolingual critical thinking elaborates upon Yildiz’s 
(2012) concept of the postmonolingual condition, which refers to the fields of 
“tension in which the monolingual paradigm continues to assert itself and mul-
tilingual practices persist or re-emerge” (p. 5). Postmonolingual Critical Thinking 
speaks to the tensions noticeable in the continuing assertion of a monolingual 
mindset in universities insisting on Yīngwén-only medium of instruction and 
research, in the face of the structural multilingualism apparent in their students’ 
(and staff ’s) everyday uses of their repertoire of languages and knowledge. The 
students from Zhōngguó who feature in this study used fragments of knowl-
edge expressed in Zhōngwén in their academic work. They made explicit 
their capabilities for thinking critically in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. However, 
there was no smooth procedure for them to do so. They had to attend to 
the contradictions between the prevailing monolingual mindset obvious in the 
workings of Yīngwén-only research bias while engaging in incipient moves 
to make multilingualism part of a more nuanced approach to their research 
writing. Their accounts are supplemented with literature that provides insights 
into critical thinking with Zhōngguó shèhuì tèsè (中国社会特色, that is, with 
Chinese socialist characteristics) (e.g. Xu & Du, 2015).

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking encourages students to use of their reper-
toire of languages and knowledge (yǔyán zhīshí zhěngtǐ, 语言知识整体) to 
give expression to their intellectual capabilities for knowledge production and 
dissemination. In so doing, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking outlines a distinc-
tive, programmatic approach to the tensions between structural multilingual-
ism and the monolingual mindset palpable in universities throughout those 
countries in which students from Zhōngguó study abroad. Moving across  
language-knowledge borders, Postmonolingual Critical Thinking maps possibili-
ties for working in original, innovative and transgressive ways through ques-
tioning monolingual approaches to multilingualism; thinking critically about 
critical thinking; and acknowledging the power governing critical thinking.

Questioning monolingual approaches to multilingualism

This study builds on the educational breakthroughs that have brought the 
concepts of ‘translanguaging,’, ‘plurilingualism’ and ‘superdiversity’ to fore of 
scholarly debates. For instance, in Puerto Rico translanguaging pedagogies are 
used to build on the fluent and capable ways that university students readily use 
their everyday repertoires of languages and knowledge for learning (Carroll & 
Sambolín Morales, 2016; Mazak & Herbas-Donoso, 2015). By reworking 
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multilingual/monolingual boundaries in an Australian university, translan-
guaging pedagogies have been used to combine students’ multiple linguistic 
resources to produce knowledge in interesting and innovative ways (Heugh, 
Li, & Song, 2017). Evidence indicates that for university students in Zhōngguó 
and Malaysia translanguaging pedagogies were valuable for effecting transna-
tional information flows, knowledge exchange, and diplomatic negotiations 
(Li & Zhu, 2013; Ng & Lee, 2019; Wang & Curdt-Christiansen, 2019). These 
translanguaging pedagogies recognise the educational and work-related value 
of students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge, and stand in marked con-
trast to news reports of students from Zhōngguó being directed to only speak 
Yīngwén at a US university (Wang, 2019). Of course, there is the chance that 
these translanguaging pedagogies might be overridden and washed away by 
the current nativist and neo-nationalist push, especially in the US and the UK 
(Kostakopoulou, 2017). Likewise, to avoid inflated expectations, it is important 
to acknowledge the limits on the transformative possibilities presented by post-
monolingual critical thinking, despite the debates it contributes to.

Ironically, translanguaging scholars invest in monolingualism. Postmonolin-
gual tensions are manifest in the valorisation of students’ linguistic diversity 
while translanguaging scholars keep their sights on socially valued, monolin-
gual registers. While they may include evidence in al-’arabiyyah  ( العََربِيَّة), their 
own research writing is presented as a monolingual affair. Jaspers (2018) 
observes that while students and their teachers are pressed to engage in trans-
languaging pedagogies, translanguaging scholars invest in monolingual prac-
tices, rather than the risks of interrupting monolingualism. In contrast, 
postmonolingual critical thinking brings to the fore the dilemmas of valorising 
monolingualism and multilingualism. It is not a matter of choosing one or the 
other. Instead, postmonolingual critical thinking speaks to the tensions in the 
assertion of a monolingual mindset and the persistent practice borne of struc-
tural multilingualism. These tensions pose dilemmas of communicative trans-
parency, intellectual freedom, meeting collective scholarly standards, respecting 
intellectual equality and making original contributions to the advancement of 
knowledge.

There are mounting concerns about the use of Yīngwén-only monolingual 
methods for studying multilingualism. This problem is especially marked in 
research into ‘translanguaging,’, ‘plurilingualism’ and ‘linguistic superdiversity’. 
That present-day students in universities across Aotearoa New Zealand, Aus-
tralia, Canada, the UK and the US are now characterised as being ‘super-
diverse’ raises more questions than implied by this slogan (Piller, 2016). The 
claim, made in Yīngwén, is that structural multilingualism is a new phenom-
enon demonstrating a complexity and heterogeneity that has emerged only 
recently is itself an expression of a monolingual mindset. Ndhlovu (2016) 
argues that the brand-name ‘super diversity’ does not speak to a new phe-
nomenon but instead reproduces linguistic homogenisation and reinforces the 
direction of power against structural multilingualism. The claims for ‘super 
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diversity’ overlook the thousands of years of linguistic diversity in these coun-
tries prior to, and after, British colonisation. The assertion of ‘super diversity’ 
ignores the various political projects employed across these countries to realise 
a monolingual nation state by eliminating or excluding those who spoke either 
the Indigenous languages or Asian languages. Taking the political project of 
establishing an Yīngwén-only nation-sate – both in ethnicity and language – as 
the ‘norm’, ‘super diversity’ is an expression of a monolingual mindset.

Postmonolingual critical thinking cannot transform universities that have 
invested in a Yīngwén-only medium of instruction and research in any sig-
nificant way. The agency of academics and students is constrained by, and con-
stitutes, university structures. However, Marshall and Moore (2018) contend 
that if individual students cannot engender change in educational structures, 
then individual teachers are hailed as having the agency to effect such changes. 
However, Jaspers (2018) observes that the intensification of the rhetoric of ‘fair 
go’ in education has been accompanied by the marked increase in interven-
tions by elites to make it less possible to realise changes in the direction of equal 
opportunities. The impact of postmonolingual critical thinking in a particular 
university has to be considered in relation to the geopolitical war between 
Zhōngguó and the US, including the mobilisation of conflict driven by neo-
nationalism and racial supremacism (Pei, 2017). While postmonolingual critical 
thinking is impacting on the educational trajectories of universities, its impact 
is a matter of contingencies, rather than a guarantee of a problem being solved.

Thinking critically about critical thinking

There is a well-established body of literature on thinking critically about criti-
cal thinking. Such critical thinking contests the commodification and mar-
ketisation of modes of critical thinking that they are derived from and reduce 
it to one single intellectual tradition (Danvers, 2019). These scholarly debates 
provide an important means of checking whether the ‘critical thinking’ offered 
for ‘consumption’ is mistaken or perhaps warped by political (re)framing (Lim, 
2016). Efforts to develop a shared understanding of intellectual richness of 
critical thinking address concerns about the marginalisation of reflection and 
resistance. For Anderson (2015), reducing critical thinking to just one intel-
lectual tradition is the product of repeated attempts to reduce its complexity, 
and the complexities of learning to a set of transferable, measurable skills and 
dispositions. Such narrow interpretations of critical thinking impose inflexible 
reductionist techniques of abstract logic, along with the mechanical application 
of decontextualised rules to contain the power of critical thinkers. Reduc-
tionist critical thinking encourages students to assume that only closed-loop 
techniques are necessary for constructing arguments and appraising knowl-
edge claims (Lee et al., 2015; Lee & Thathong, 2017). Moreover, in ques-
tioning reductionist critical thinking Walters (1987) challenges the insistence 
that other interpretations or expressions of critical thinking are unworthy of 
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serious educational consideration. Thus, failing to comply with skills and dis-
positions prescribed for critical thinking from within one selected intellectual 
tradition supposedly means students fail to think critically. Against this, Walters 
(1987) argues that reductionist critical thinking limits the intellectual horizons 
and curiosity of students by convincing them that there is only one tradition 
informing them about how to think critically. In effect, reductionist critical 
thinking robs students of a multitude of intellectual traditions that they might 
otherwise use to interpret and change the world, and the words produced 
about it.

In reducing critical thinking to an instrumental, self-centred tool, this par-
ticularly narrow stance encourages passivity in students, diminishing their spec-
ulative creativity and intellectual risk-taking. Where students have to follow a 
designated tradition of critical thinking, their adherence can be unimaginative, 
if not dysfunctional, especially where its relevance to students’ lives is rejected 
or ignored (Ware, 2013). Walters (1987) argues student passivity is developed 
through insistence on them adhering to the rules of a reductionist tradition of 
critical thinking. Students learn to express disdain for any method or expres-
sion of critical thinking that does not yield to the rules, skills and dispositions 
of the prescribed tradition of critical thinking. Walters (1987) contends that 
students’ creativity atrophies, along with their edge in undertaking more robust 
critical thinking, as they are pressed to champion the designated tradition in 
critical thinking. Reductionist critical thinking gives rise to an intellectually 
imperial rejection of alternative explanations of, and approaches to, thinking 
critically, especially those approaches informed by engagement in sociopolitical 
struggles. In contrast, postmonolingual critical thinking is about questioning 
and re-writing boundaries imposed by technical, self-referential approaches to 
critical thinking by unmaking the boundaries that have been on thinking criti-
cally in different languages.

Postmonolingual Critical Thinking rejects efforts to lock students firmly and 
exclusively into a single intellectual tradition of critical thinking. Reductionist 
interpretations of critical thinking render critical thinking irrelevant to those 
students who do know of, or are opposed to that tradition (Ware, 2013). To 
restrict students’ understanding of critical thinking to one intellectual tradition, 
such as that defined by the California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory 
(Salsali et al., 2013), is counterproductive. The parochialism of this test is obvi-
ous in studies that show students from divergent intellectual cultures scoring 
lower than their peers in the US. Given the contested definitions of critical 
thinking, such tests do not capture intellectual divergences in students’ criti-
cal thinking. Further, evidence of critical thinking occurring outside formal 
education is not captured by this test. Such tests do not connect with students’ 
everyday recurring practices of critical thinking, especially the uses they make 
of their repertoire of languages and knowledge.

Where students’ skills and disputations for thinking critically are locked into 
one particular Californian tradition, then many of those who question that 
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particular tradition will not have their capabilities for thinking critically rec-
ognised. Much attention is directed at ensuring that students’ critical think-
ing is understood, experienced and practised from within the confines of one 
particular intellectual tradition (Lim, 2016). For Brookfield (1991) it is ques-
tionable that critical thinking can only be understood and confirmed by those 
who are familiar with the specific US body of knowledge that describes this 
specific tradition. Teaching critical thinking from within a single intellectual 
tradition is an educational mistake. The risk is that teaching reductionist criti-
cal thinking induces students to see it as a remote, esoteric intellectual process 
conducted exclusively by and for psychoanalytic, philosophical or sociopolitical 
specialists (Brookfield, 1991; Ware, 2013). Teaching reductionist critical think-
ing removes it from the concrete struggles of students’ daily lives, struggles that 
provide the stimuli for their actual, more complex critical thinking.

Critical thinking cannot be reduced to a single intellectual tradition. Lan-
guages provide vehicles for producing and communicating critical thinking. 
Mindful of its powerful hegemonic role, Yīngwén provides one language for 
exchanging and co-constructing knowledge about critical thinking. Knowing 
Yīngwén does not equate with knowing all that is to be known about critical 
thinking. Going beyond the omissions of parochial US traditions for defining 
critical thinking, Sng (2011) regards students’ critical thinking as contextually 
grounded. Students’ rules, skills and dispositions for critical thinking are shaped 
by, and vary according to, the divergences in intellectual and sociopolitical cul-
tures. These contexts do not stop students from thinking critically but rather 
give shape and substance to their rules, skills and dispositions for critical think-
ing. Students from Zhōngguó and Bharat (India) demonstrate a significant level 
of understanding of the philosophical and historical grounds for critical think-
ing and its relationship to Yīngwén (Paton, 2011). Lim (2016) reports that in 
Singapore the sociopolitical drivers for selected US modes of critical think-
ing are used to differentiate curriculum instruction for elite and working-class 
school students. Reducing critical thinking to one single intellectual tradition 
is questionable. Teaching reductionist critical thinking is counterproductive to 
the development of critical thinking among those students who do know of, 
or are opposed to, this tradition.

In marked contrast, postmonolingual critical thinking is open-ended, draw-
ing in students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge to explore its divergences 
across intellectual cultures. Rather than adopting an exclusive concentration 
upon expositions of reductionistic traditions of critical thinking (Anderson, 
2015), postmonolingual critical thinking is part of humanity’s intellectual 
disposition, skills and language resources. Teaching postmonolingual critical 
thinking at universities throughout those countries where many students from 
Zhōngguó have decided to study opens up possibilities for seeing beyond just 
a Californian tradition of critical thinking to fresh, nonorthodox perspectives. 
Moreover, by encouraging students to draw on their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge and divergences in intellectual cultures, postmonolingual 
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critical thinking expands their imaginative faculty and enhances their intellec-
tual growth in ways likely to advance knowledge production. In this study, stu-
dents from Zhōngguó take imaginative risks to explore, speculate and invent, 
including alternative schemas, interpretations and expression of postmonolin-
gual critical thinking.

Educationally, students’ understanding, experiences and practices of post-
monolingual critical thinking take them beyond the confines of one particular 
tradition. A defining characteristic of postmonolingual critical thinking is its 
embrace and engagement with the messiness and uncertainty of thinking criti-
cally across languages and intellectual cultures. Often the official time allotted 
for teachers’ educational work only allows their unidirectional input; Hayes 
(2015) argues that it takes time for the conversations necessary for students 
to work through their critical thinking. Students need time to try out and 
express postmonolingual critical thinking. They need time to test evidence 
and counter-evidence available in their various languages. It takes them time 
to draw from their repertoire of languages and knowledge to develop their 
arguments and to redevelop them using contrary arguments. Postmonolingual 
critical thinking requires time for students to invest in the exercise of their 
imaginations. The aims are to take a thin one-dimensional tradition of critical 
thinking and to elaborate on it, to thicken it by drawing in resources from their 
repertoires of languages and knowledge. A richer understanding of postmono-
lingual critical thinking is possible through researching its conceptualisation 
and practices across divergent intellectual cultures.

The power governing critical thinking

Power in all its forms often shapes and works hard to determine what passes for 
critical thinking in divergent intellectual cultures. Ignoring the powers govern-
ing critical thinking makes students vulnerable to manipulation (Du, 2019). 
However, it is wrong to infer that critical thinking itself is what those in power 
determine (Lim, 2016). That power dictates what is taken to be critical think-
ing does not mean that there is no critical thinking as such. What matter 
are the ways students map their experiences of the world’s complex structural 
changes in media technologies and capitalism into making sense of critical 
thinking, biases and distortions. Postmonolingual Critical Thinking focuses on the 
problematic relationship between international students from Zhōngguó and 
critical thinking through Yīngwén-only. Given the economic war between 
Zhōngguó and the US (Zhao, 2019), this study necessarily raises questions 
concerning teaching students who have been educated according to the prin-
ciples of Zhōngguó shèhuì tèsè, trade deficits in international knowledge flows 
and the unipolar, monolingual internationalisation of education. Zhōngguó’s 
socialist challenges and capitalist struggles are significant for lessons about criti-
cal thinking with Zhōngguó shèhuì tèsè (Ware, 2013). These struggles and 
lessons are likely to be influential in shaping shared meanings through moves 
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towards multipolar, multilingual policy practices in international education. 
These issues raise a range of considerations students, educators and researchers 
engaged in elaborating postmonolingual critical thinking.

The tensions and risks inherent in postmonolingual critical thinking dur-
ing this period of geopolitical war between Zhōngguó and the US are espe-
cially significant. Students from Zhōngguó are already conscious of the power 
of extensive structural forces ranged against critical thinking (Chen & Wang, 
2016). From their knowledge of history, and the allegorical uses they make of 
history, they understand the determination with which those who have secured 
power oppose any critical thinking that challenges to the maintenance of the 
systemic structures necessary for reproducing power and privilege. The situ-
ation for critical thinking is now so tense it is said to be fēng shēng jǐn (风声
紧, the sound of the wind is tight). Languages and knowledge are capable of 
hiding and deferring critical thinking, rather than being conduit for conveying 
it. Postmonolingual Critical Thinking contributes to understanding how and why 
students from divergent intellectual cultures interpret critical thinking differ-
ently. The concept of postmonolingual critical thinking speaks to multilingual/
monolingual tensions brought about by forces more powerful than universi-
ties that are changing prevailing understandings of languages, knowledge and 
critical thinking. What worries educators is the effects on society of pressing 
students into subordinating languages, knowledge and critical thinking to the 
pursuit of political-commercial interests.

The social, economic and political structures of universities that privilege 
Yīngwén-only instruction and research may be taken for granted by some cor-
porate managers, academics and students. These universities have been struc-
tured to ensure the dominance of Yīngwén-only monolingualism in national 
and international education. In acknowledging the tensions between structural 
multilingualism and this monolingual mindset, postmonolingualism critical 
thinking cannot dismantle these structures alone. Intellectual communities and 
their tools are never equal to the challenges humanity faces (Ware, 2013). Stu-
dents from Zhōngguó know that selling Yīngwén-only instruction and research 
is a core business principle for universities in the US or elsewhere, for whom 
they are willing customers (Brookfield, 1991). In asking questions about the 
educational workings of these universities, and why they ignore students’ prior 
knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén makes unmistakable the contra-
dictions at stake here. Asking university management, why after three decades 
of international education they have no standards for adding value to students’ 
repertoire of languages and knowledge, but persist with negative labels such as 
‘non-English speaking backgrounds’ is a challenge posed by postmonolingual 
critical thinking (McLennan, 1999). To avoid acquiring a reputation for ask-
ing difficult questions because they trouble or subvert the power invested in 
Yīngwén-only instruction, research and management, postmonolingual critical 
thinking is denied rather than employed to advance educational innovations in 
students’ learning futures.
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The debates, events and claims over Zhōngguó’s trade and espionage can-
not be ignored. These arguments, actions and assertions are driving and fuel-
ling the folklore and mythology of universities in the US, Australia, Aotearoa 
New Zealand, Canada, and the UK. The overlapping histories, international 
disputes over trade and espionage, and the associated equation of one nation 
state as a friend and another as a customer can reinforce neo-nationalist 
demands for monolingual separatism (Zhao, 2019). Despite wanting to add 
value to students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge, and to have stu-
dents contribute to the two-way exchange of knowledge, the fear pro-
voked by such conflicts makes such endeavours problematic (Jaspers, 2018). 
Charalambous et al. (2016) found that conflict did not enable students in 
Greek-Cypriot schools to use translanguaging practices in their formal edu-
cation. Because the students wanted to keep a low profile (tāoguāngyǎnghuì, 
韬光养晦) they denied their multilingual capabilities. The students refused 
to speak Turkish, fearing that doing so would position them as Turkish rather 
than Greek-Cypriots. International and intra-national conflicts create ecolo-
gies that are hostile to questioning the prevailing monolingual educational 
culture, and stepping beyond the boundaries of accepted conventions and 
prevailing norms.

Some students may find comfort in the prevailing Yīngwén-only mono-
lingual intellectual culture, preferring not to bring postmonolingual critical 
thinking to bear on the power relations governing prevailing conventions and 
norms. They may find the security granted by acceptance into the dominating 
monolingual intellectual culture a price they are willing to pay, and forgo the 
possibilities of postmonolingual critical thinking. Ethically, it is necessary to 
work with students to give thoughtful and tactful consideration to the risks and 
consequences of thinking critically (Brookfield, 1991). To mitigate or other-
wise mediate the likelihood of students suffering personal and political damage 
it is essential to discuss, in historically informed ways, strategies and tactics for 
minimising such dangers and penalties.

The acronym ICTs should have been replaced long ago with the rise of 
business and government information surveillance, control and stratification 
technologies. Du’s (2019) study of critical thinking and ideology in higher 
education in Zhōngguó summarises key features of the government surveil-
lance and self-censorship under which academics and students work, at home 
and abroad. These are difficult and developing issues that require deliberative 
approaches that are rigorously thoughtful and cautiously tactful (Charalambous 
et al., 2016; Miletic & Bretherton, 2016). With the marked shift in Zhōngguó’s 
foreign policy from that of Dèng Xiǎopíng (邓小平), students from Zhōngguó 
are having to weigh these factors in their choices of research topics, approaches 
and how they might engage in commentary on issues (Duan, 2017; Xu & Du, 
2015). These political dimensions inherent in critical thinking in the US have 
always been significant for understanding its possible pedagogies and learning 
processes (Brookfield, 1991). So too, it is necessary to explore with students 
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how their postmonolingual critical thinking can have an effect in the world 
while minimising any likely negative consequences for themselves.

Itinerary through postmonolingual  
critical thinking

Commentaries by doctoral students, and texts by scholars, all from Zhōngguó 
are used in this study as a springboard to explore the characteristics of post-
monolingual critical thinking, its appropriateness for universities in countries 
which recruit many students from Zhōngguó, and to open up exploration 
of possible supplements. Textual analysis provides for the characterisation of 
postmonolingual critical thinking through a focus on the utterances of the 
research participants, chiefly those of doctoral students from Zhōngguó. Con-
textual analysis provides insights into the monolingual/multilingual tensions 
that spin around and are woven into the points they enunciate. Interpretative 
commentary provides an explanation of the concepts and strategies associated 
with postmonolingual critical thinking.

To learn more about postmonolingual critical thinking, readers have a range 
of choices for navigating through this book, electing to read chapters in an 
order that best serves their interests. The following itinerary provides an ori-
entation to the chapters in this book, foregrounding the keyhole issues raised 
in each.

Together, Chapters 2 and 3 present a problem-posing method for reviewing 
the research literature published in Yīngwén about the relationships between 
‘critical thinking’ and ‘students from Asia’. In Chapter 2, “Thinking critically 
about assumptions in the literature”, the prevailing assumptions in research 
reporting on this relationship are identified and questioned. The dominant 
monolingual thinking set represented by these assumptions is evaluated by 
being interrogated using counter-evidence of critical thinking produced in 
Zhōngguó. Chapter 3, “Presuppositions about postmonolingual critical think-
ing”, identifies the grounds for an alternative set of presuppositions about post-
monolingual critical thinking, and provides a preliminary evaluation of these.

The evidentiary chapters emphasise the contextual understanding of post-
monolingual critical thinking, situating it historically in specific intellectual 
cultures. This theoretical focus provides a basis for exploring ways in which 
connecting the past into the present creates learning continuities and disconti-
nuities through languages used or not used. Chapter 4, “Pedagogically engaging 
students’ prior critical thinking”, opens up the possibilities for doctoral stu-
dents engaging in postmonolingual critical thinking through recounting their 
history of prior learning of critical thinking in a language other than Yīngwén. 
This way of conceiving and narrating the flow of knowledge through time is 
extended in Chapter 5, “Students’ rules for postmonolingual critical think-
ing”, using students’ own rules of critical thinking for them to build cross-
sociolinguistic bridges to connect their past learning to their present learning. 
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Chapter 6, “Reconstructing postmonolingual critical thinking through popu-
lar culture”, demonstrates that collective memories produced about the past, 
through a historical television series, provide insights into the contemporary 
play of power governing critical thinking in todays’ workplace. Chapter 7 
indicates the open-ended character of postmonolingual critical thinking using 
an array of multilayered evidence about the business of education to provide 
a mental map of how the past plays into the present. Pointing to the inter-
weaving of history in contemporary debates, Chapter 8, “Intercultural self-
confidence through postmonolingual critical thinking”, turns to shifts being 
produced by students from Zhōngguó in concerning ‘Chinese students’ and 
‘critical thinking’.

Chapter 9 sketches the lessons that doctoral students and their educators can 
find in this study of postmonolingual critical thinking. By recasting students’ 
repertoire of languages and knowledge to make them operational drivers of 
their education and research, postmonolingual critical thinking puts question-
able assumptions about uncritical Asian students under pressure. Through the 
existential colourations of their repertoire of languages and knowledge stu-
dents imbue postmonolingual critical thinking with the signifying markers of 
the times and places where their thinking has been critical. While their criti-
cal thinking is punctuated by the power of sociocultural signifiers, it fluidly 
maps across their languages, being open to recasting with historical changes in 
contexts.

Conclusion

Does scholarly engagement in postmonolingual critical thinking mean stu-
dents and their supervisors cannot communicate with each other? Scholarly 
engagement in and through postmonolingual critical thinking creates a focus 
for communicating across intellectual cultures about the tensions between 
monolingual and multilingual knowledge production and dissemination. The 
tensions between structural multilingualism and monolingual mindsets make 
postmonolingual critical thinking integral to the education, and research nec-
essary for advances in knowledge. Given the shifts from a unipolar, mono-
lingual global order to a multipolar, multilingual global order, extending 
doctoral students’ capabilities for postmonolingual critical thinking through 
them using their repertoire of languages and knowledge is educationally sig-
nificant, nationally and internationally. The production of knowledge of criti-
cal thinking in Zhōngwén, and Yīngwén is a response to, and expression of 
the dynamic interplay of structural multilingualism produced by universities 
recruiting international, migrant, refugee and Indigenous students, and these 
educational institutions governing doctoral education through a Yīngwén-only 
monolingual mindset.

This chapter provided preliminary thoughts on postmonolingual critical 
thinking based on the tensions between multilingual practices and monolingual 
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mindsets. This framework for postmonolingual critical thinking is elaborated 
upon in the ensuing chapters. Doctoral students from Zhōngguó provide the 
evidence that is the primary focus for this exploration of postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking. Academic publications by scholars from Zhōngguó that question 
dominant mindsets, including those written in Yīngwén provide resources for 
postmonolingual critical thinking in doctoral education. Pedagogically, the fol-
lowing chapters situate doctoral education in these ever-changing multilin-
gual/monolingual tensions by analysing evidence of students’ efforts to explore 
intellectual divergences between languages as a basis for making original con-
tributions to advancing knowledge.
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Introduction

Challenging the prevailing assumptions identified in the literature published in 
Yīngwén (英文, English) about the relationships between ‘critical thinking’ and 
‘students from Asia’ is an educational necessity. A problem-posing method has 
been employed to formulate questions to test these assumptions, and to develop 
a more ambitious systematic pedagogical framework (Alvesson & Sandberg, 
2013). Thinking critically about the dominant assumptions in the literature is 
necessary for challenging the consensus underlying the existing research. Such 
problem-posing critical thinking goes beyond what is already familiar claims, to 
extend the possibilities for thinking differently about the relationships between 
‘critical thinking’ and ‘students from Asia’. The problem-posing method used 
in this study to identify, articulate and challenge assumptions underlying exist-
ing literature is informed by two interrelated principles. Chapter 2 identi-
fies, articulates and evaluates the assumptions underlying the literature in this 
domain. Chapter 3 develops an alternative set of presuppositions for ‘post-
monolingual critical thinking’, and provides a preliminary evaluation of them 
by considering their relationship to ‘students from Asia’. This chapter opens 
up five assumptions in literature to debate, specifically: ‘non-English speakers’ 
fail to think critically; education systems fail to teach critical thinking; politi-
cal systems oppose critical thinking; critical thinking is ‘Western’; and critical 
thinking in Yīngwén is marketable.

A key part of this problem-posing method evident throughout this book 
is the use of Pīnyīn (拼音, Romanised phonetic writing), along with the 
selective use of Hànzì (汉字, characters). They are used to disrupt the repro-
duction of the taken-for-granted assumptions in the literature. Pīnyīn is used 
to facilitate a reconsideration of how, and to what degree it might be likely, 
to think critically about the assumed link between ‘Chinese students’ and 
‘uncritical thinking’. This use of Pīnyīn creates fresh points of departure for 
re-engaging critical thinking to find new ways for adding educational value 
to university learning, and doctoral studies in particular. Direct quotations 
from the literature are used to show the composition and structure of the 

Chapter 2

Thinking critically about 
assumptions in the literature
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prevailing assumptions invested in the relationships between ‘critical think-
ing’ and ‘Chinese students’.

Identification of prevailing assumptions

The identification of the prevailing assumptions in the literature relating ‘critical 
thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’, indicates that universities in the US, the UK, 
Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand struggle to teach students from 
Zhōngguó (中国, otherwise known as China) to think critically in academic 
Yīngwén. They fail to address the power relations driving Yīngwén-medium 
instruction and research expressed in the prevailing monolingual mindset 
(Hajek & Slaughter, 2014). This mindset normalises critical thinking as an 
expression of only Yīngwén, even though students have multilingual capabili-
ties for producing critical thinking, and linking that to related skills, and dis-
positions in Yīngwén. These debatable assumptions move from what students 
cannot do, to what the education system does not do, to what the political 
system does not allow. These assumptions are then underwritten by the claim 
that critical thinking is not ‘Asian’ but only ‘Western’. This latter assumption, 
mistakenly legitimises the marketing of critical thinking in Yīngwén as part of 
the internationalisation of education, albeit only in Yīngwén.

‘Non-English speakers’ fail to think critically

The label ‘non-English-speaking background’ is used to reinforce the assump-
tion that those pigeonholed as ‘Chinese students’ fail to think critically. For 
example, the Australian Council of Learned Academies labelled doctoral stu-
dents from Asia as having ‘non-English-speaking backgrounds’ (McGagh et al., 
2016, p. 96). Likewise, Asian students’ familiarity with “a transmission style 
of teaching and learning” means they fail to demonstrate in UK universities 
“Socratic/Aristotelian rhetoric and argumentation” (Durkin, 2008b, p. 17). 
These students’ failure to adapt to critical thinking is related to their deficien-
cies in English (Chang, 2018; Smith, 2015). A lack of encouragement from 
their lecturers and fellow students reinforces their lack of willingness and ability 
to engage in critical thinking in English (Durkin, 2008a, 2008b).

A prevailing assumption is that students from Asia fail to demonstrate the 
capability for critical thinking in academic English. Tiwari, Avery, and Lai 
(2003) found that students from Hong Kong, unlike their Australian peers, 
“failed to show a positive disposition towards critical thinking” (p. 298). Their 
problems stem from different or non-traditional teaching/learning approaches. 
For Egege and Kutieleh (2004), critical thinking in English “needs to be incor-
porated into any transition program [because it is] an intellectual skill . . . lack-
ing in South-east Asian students” (p. 78). Thus, teaching critical thinking in 
English entails teaching a foreign Socratic/Aristotelian philosophy to foreign, 
non-traditional, ‘non-English-speaking background’ students.
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Education systems fail to teach critical thinking

A recurring assumption in the literature is that Asian students are socialised by edu-
cation systems that provide them with ‘non-traditional background’ knowledge. 
Specifically, the assumption is that students from Asia fail to think critically due to 
the failure of Asia’s education systems, including their English language programs 
(Rear, 2017). Zhang (2017) reported that international students from Zhōngguó 
were shocked by tasks requiring critical thinking because they were unfamiliar 
with this mode of analysis. Apparently, education in Zhōngguó insists on rigid, 
fixed criteria of right and wrong. Consequently, students from there find it dif-
ficult to think critically. They do not know what they can think critically about 
because they did not learn how to do so due to the failure of Zhōngguó’s educa-
tion system. These students find little correspondence between their education 
in Zhōngguó and the demand for critical thinking when studying abroad. Along 
with learning how to use evidence and references to develop their arguments, 
Zhang (2017) reported that they found learning to think critically challenging. 
Their education in Zhōngguó did not prepare them to establish their own argu-
ment by using problem-posing methods for reviewing the existing literature. 
They did not understand that questioning existing research findings is necessary 
for establishing what their contributions to advances in knowledge might be.

In the literature ‘Chinese students’ lack of capability for critical thinking 
is linked to their socialisation by Zhōngguó’s examination-oriented educa-
tion system. Universities in Zhōngguó use the Gāokǎo (高考) as a once-only 
national university entrance examination to recruit students from high schools 
(Liu, 2016). The higher the score students get in the Gāokǎo, the better their 
chances of entering an exclusive, elite university. However, getting a high score 
means giving the one preferred ‘correct’ answer to each examination question 
(Liu & Hu, 2005). Zhōngguó’s education system takes knowledge as “absolute, 
defined by an authority as right or wrong [and] expects expository teaching 
with the focus on content, and reproduction of material in their assignments” 
(Durkin, 2008a, p. 18). An effective way to pass the Gāokǎo is to exclude 
the possibility of incorrect answers by not thinking critically because doing so 
would lead to unacceptable responses (Liu, 2016). Consequently, teachers of 
Yīngwén in Zhōngguó feel pressed by the examination system to ask ‘low-
cognitive questions’ (Liao, 2014), making the examination system the “big-
gest obstacle to critical thinking training in class” (p. 197). Thus, the failure of 
‘Chinese students’ to think critically is attributed to such differences in edu-
cational cultures. If not the education system’s failings, then it is assumed that 
Zhōngguó’s political system is not a credible vehicle for developing students’ 
skills, and dispositions for thinking critically.

Political systems oppose critical thinking

An assumption in the literature is that political thought and ideological factors 
(zhèng zhì sī xiǎng, 政治思想) explain the lack of critical thinking among 
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students from Zhōngguó. The literature attributes their failure to think criti-
cally to the problems with its communist political system. Students’ lack of 
critical thinking is attributed to Zhōngguó’s one-party state, and its imposition 
of an official state ideology through a well-organised and persistent program 
of political education (Zhang, 2017). Specifically, university students across 
Zhōngguó study compulsory modules in Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism 
with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era (习近平新时代中国特色社会
主义思想) and ‘Máo Zédōng’s (毛泽东) Thought and Chinese Characteristic 
Socialism’. Zhang’s (2017) analysis of the teaching, content, and assessment of 
these intellectual ‘treasures’ makes evident the Communist Party’s (Gòngchǎn 
Dǎng 共产党) efforts to control the thoughts, judgement and attitudes of stu-
dents. Outwardly at least, they are subjugated to the Party’s ideological norms. 
It is perhaps unsurprising that students’ alleged inability to think critically is 
assumed to be due to Gòngchǎn Dǎng.

The assumption that the political and ideological thinking of Gòngchǎn 
Dǎng explains the lack of critical thinking among students from Zhōngguó 
resonates throughout the literature. For instance, Fairbrother (2003) found 
that students from Zhōngguó agreed that ‘indoctrination’ was part of their 
secondary schooling (p. 613). Students reported that textbooks implanted 
selected information in their minds, so that when that topic was mentioned 
in an examination paper it instantly triggered the correct answer, without 
the requirement to think critically. Moreover, university academics have to 
pass a test of their knowledge of the Gòngchǎn Dǎng’s contributions to the 
educational advantages of Zhōngguó. Academics make necessary corrections 
to their political thinking through these tests of political correctness (zhèng-
zhì zhèngquè，政治正确). While Zhōngguó’s system of government may 
undermine its students’ knowledge of critical thinking, Fairbrother (2003) 
also found that some students adopt a pragmatic approach, focusing on the 
mechanics of passing the course examinations. Critical thinking is relevant 
to making evident the corrosive power of illiberal authoritarian education in 
Zhōngguó, the US, and elsewhere (Yu & Gao, 2017). However, critical think-
ing does not provide a bulwark against these. Often what is now taken to be 
critical thinking is an expression of, and response to, political interests and 
economic forces (Lim, 2016).

In summary, three key assumptions tend to prevail as explanations for the fail-
ure of students from Zhōngguó to think critically. According to these assump-
tions, the ‘problem’ is that as ‘non-English speakers’ these students to fail to 
think critically; Zhōngguó’s education institutions fail to teach them to think 
critically; and its political system fails to promote critical thinking. However, 
this monolingual approach to intercultural educational does not foreground 
students’ multilingual capabilities. It does not grapple with ways in which criti-
cal thinking is constructed in knowledge produced in the diversity of students’ 
languages. Debatable though these assumptions are, they make clear that know-
ing how to think critically, and the extent to which it is possible to think 
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critically, are related to the power networks of any given time and place. Con-
sideration now turns to two assumptions governing the supposed ‘solution’ to 
this particular construction of the ‘problem’. The literature reveals that critical 
thinking is assumed to be uniquely ‘Western’, and consequently that critical 
thinking in Yīngwén is a marketable commodity for international education.

Critical thinking is ‘Western’

An assumption that attracts little debate in the literature is that critical think-
ing is a peculiarly ‘Western’ academic phenomenon. For Rear (2016), students 
from Asia fail to think critically because they have not been educated in the 
so-called Western academic tradition of critical thinking, and that such think-
ing is demanded by universities in the countries where most students from 
Zhōngguó decide to study abroad. These universities are burdened by having 
to educate ‘Asian students from non-English backgrounds’ in the Western tra-
dition of critical thinking in academic Yīngwén:

In an era of internationalisation, in which Western universities are actively 
seeking students from around the globe, helping international students to 
develop the [critical thinking] skills necessary to thrive in this new intel-
lectual environment is vital, emerging as a top priority concern for many 
institutions. Students from Asian backgrounds are said to have particular diffi-
culty in adapting to the demands of the Western academic tradition [for think-
ing critically], with educational background and insufficient language skills 
commonly cited as the most significant factors.

(Rear, 2016, p. 52, italics added)

Working within this assumption about the character of the ‘problem’, the con-
ventional ‘solution’ assumes remedial academic Yīngwén is all that is required. 
In Rear’s (2016) terms, ‘the’ problem is that non-English-speaking interna-
tional students from Asia lack the capability for critical thinking in academic 
Yīngwén due to deficiencies in their education in Asia. For Rear (2016), ‘the’ 
solution is for universities in the US and elsewhere to take on the burden of 
helping these students develop their proficiency in Yīngwén, and to press them 
to adapt to a supposedly unique Western intellectual tradition. Moreover, it is 
assumed that critical thinking in Yīngwén is an esteemed feature of university 
education, and research in the US as in other countries. Educators act as a 
bridge into Western knowledge of critical thinking for their students by mak-
ing explicit the expectations of Western education.

To explain the failure of international students from Asia to think critically in 
Yīngwén, the claims are that it is as a unique product of universities in the US 
in particular, and that it is incompatible with their intellectual cultures. Durkin 
(2008b) studied the adaptation of Asian students to “western norms of aca-
demic critical thinking/writing” (p. 1) in the UK. The form of critical thinking 
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required of academic writing in UK universities involved finding errors, iden-
tifying biases, and recognising contradictions, all in academic Yīngwén (Dur-
kin, 2008a, 2008b). The claims being that critical thinking is absent in Asian 
intellectual cultures, and that there are ‘Western’ norms of critical thinking 
(Chiu, 2009; De Waelsche, 2015; Ip et al., 2000). For international students 
from Asia enrolled in UK universities, their learning to think critically in aca-
demic Yīngwén has to progress through stages of adaptation to “deal with the 
challenge of western-style critical debate and argumentation” (Durkin, 2008a, 
p. 20). Another shared assumption identified in the literature, and discussed in 
the next section, is that critical thinking in Yīngwén is an internationally mar-
ketable educational commodity.

Critical thinking in Yīngwén is marketable

The assumption that critical thinking is uniquely ‘Western’ informs a related 
assumption, namely that critical thinking in Yīngwén is a marketable com-
modity for internationalising education. For universities in the US and the 
UK, as well as Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand, the assumption 
is that education in Yīngwén and the teaching of critical thinking in particular 
are internationally marketable commodities. Egege and Kutieleh (2004) assume 
that critical thinking in Yīngwén “is very much a Western cultural product” 
(p. 80). Californian methods and tests of students’ skills and dispositions for 
critical thinking in Yīngwén are educational products necessary for helping stu-
dents from Asia develop skills demanded as part of their adaptive re-education  
in the “Western academic tradition” (Rear, 2016, p. 52). Critical thinking in 
Yīngwén is assumed to be an exclusively Western marketable asset that is sold 
as a crucial skill and disposition for studying in universities from the UK to 
Canada, from Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand to the US. In other words, 
critical thinking in Yīngwén has been assumed as a point of difference in these 
universities’ business models. Egege and Kutieleh (2004) have captured these 
business assumptions:

Critical thinking [in Yīngwén] is considered such a crucial skill that it has 
become a marketable asset . . . critical thinking [in Yīngwén] has been picked 
out as an important distinguishing feature between Western academic models 
of study and non-Western or Confucian-based learning systems.

(p. 78, italics added)

The assumption that drives the commodification of critical thinking in Yīngwén 
as a ‘Western’ intellectual product is made possible through three interrelated 
marketing strategies. First, establish critical thinking in Yīngwén as a novel 
asset through research demonstrating that international students from Asia are 
“non-critical in their approach to academic texts and are considered to lack an 
understanding of the requirements of analysis and critique” (Egege & Kutieleh, 
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2004, p. 78). Second, create demand among Asian students for this particular 
academic Yīngwén commodity by ensuring that: “They have heard of criti-
cal thinking, are concerned about critical thinking and express an interest in 
finding out about it” (Egege & Kutieleh, 2004, p. 78). Third, increase sales, 
and build customer loyalty through a “culturally sensitive . . . western-centred 
approach” (Zhang, 2017, p. 858) that also justifies intellectual proprietary rights 
on critical thinking in academic Yīngwén. One approach to teaching/learn-
ing critical thinking in Zhōngguó’s universities is a product of the marketing 
of Californian methods and tests of students’ skills and dispositions for critical 
thinking (Lin, 2018; Liu & Yuan, 2018).

A prevailing assumption governing the marketability of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén is that for students to function well in universities throughout the 
destination countries for students from Zhōngguó studying abroad they need 
to get as much knowledge as they can afford. In turn, this knowledge enhances 
the power of these universities in the international knowledge economy. Egege 
and Kutieleh (2004) explain that the marketing of critical thinking in Yīngwén 
by these universities involves:

1 providing a historical exploration of the sociopolitical conditions that 
made critical thinking possible in the ‘West’, and the particular Yīngwén 
cultural assumptions governing its use in universities in these countries;

2 acknowledging that critical thinking is one among many Yīngwén-
medium intellectual products, as well as being one among many culturally 
different approaches used to make advances in knowledge;

3 illustrating the techniques, and mechanisms of critical thinking in Yīngwén 
as they relate to knowledge production, and dissemination in universities 
throughout these countries.

This marketing/educational strategy involves depositing knowledge of so-called 
Western critical thinking in Yīngwén in Asian students. They are expected to 
passively receive, file, and store these deposits. This is a form of ‘banking edu-
cation’ that was questioned by Freire (1993). Now ‘banking education’ also 
involves international students from Asia depositing money into the accounts 
of universities throughout these countries to pay for their education in critical 
thinking. In other words, ‘banking education’ now includes international stu-
dents depositing money into university accounts to pay for this marketable asset, 
and for which they are the adaptive receptacles. Critical thinking in Yīngwén is 
part of the unipolar, monolingual political economy for securing the interna-
tional dominance of Yīngwén-medium education and research. The interests 
of universities in these countries are served by deciding that critical thinking 
in Yīngwén is ‘Western’, because this point of difference in the international 
marketplace is what counts financially. Framing critical thinking as a product of 
the intellectual culture of these universities accords with the neoliberal political 
economy of governments in these countries (Kidman, 2019; Kilner, Collie, & 
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Clement, 2019). Writing in Zhōngguó’s International Critical Thought, Yuan 
and Zhang (2017) direct their critical thinking at questioning neoliberal politi-
cal philosophy for its privatisation, and marketisation of public assets to secure 
state-subsidised personal profits.

In summation, the prevailing assumptions in the literature about the rela-
tionships between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’ is embedded in, 
and produced by, relationships that act on and produce different meanings for 
each of these concepts. Assigning the label ‘Western’ to normalise practices of 
critical thinking legitimises a monolingual, unidirectional flow of commod-
itised knowledge. ‘Chinese students’ relinquish norms and practices of criti-
cal thinking from their intellectual culture in Zhōngwén (中文) in favour of 
the globally dominant intellectual culture in Yīngwén. Actions that assume 
critical thinking is a peculiarly ‘Western’ phenomenon produce assumptions 
about the banking opportunities of universities in those countries where stu-
dents from Zhōngguó prefer to study abroad. There intercultural educators 
build one-way bridges to ‘Western’ knowledge of critical thinking, making 
the expectations governing the new behaviours for it uses explicit, including 
practices for researching it. Actions that assume students from Zhōngguó are 
unable to think critically because they fail to speak Yīngwén proficiently due 
to the failure of Zhōngguó’s educational arrangements and political systems 
make the production of critical thinking in Yīngwén a marketable commod-
ity. Given these assumptions, it is clear that critical thinking is not a ‘problem’ 
that is exclusive to students themselves (Moore, Faltin, & Wright, 2003). The 
next section extends the evaluation of these assumptions. Questions about the 
parochial Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset, and the academic dependency 
that underwrites it, are brought into focus.

Evaluating assumptions about uncritical students

The taken-for-granted assumptions informing existing literature about the rela-
tionship between ‘critical thinking’ and those labelled ‘Chinese students’ raises 
two key questions considered here. First, evidence of critical thinking coming 
from Zhōngguó through the journal International Critical Thought necessitates 
questioning of methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén, and the order govern-
ing these assumptions. These assumptions are an expression of, and response 
to, the monolingual mindset that produces them. This mindset determines the 
exclusive use of Yīngwén for knowledge production, and dissemination in 
universities throughout the US and related countries.

Parochial English-only monolingual mindset

Within the governing monolingual mindset, Yīngwén is assumed to be the 
only credible language for critical thinking. However, critical thinkers might 
consider this as evidence of the long-established problem of Yīngwén-only 
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research bias (Eastwood et al., 2001; Harris et al., 2017). There is a need to 
make new and existing knowledge produced in Yīngwén available in multiple 
languages, and vice versa (Amano, González-Varo, & Sutherland, 2016). There 
is evidence of critical thinking among researchers who publish in English, and 
who also speak another language. For example, there are scholars working 
in Zhōngguó (中国) whose research publications in English question prevail-
ing assumptions about ‘uncritical thinkers Chinese’ (e.g. Gao, 2017; Li, 1993; 
Xu & Du, 2015). Arguably, because university students in Zhōngguó study the 
‘Fundamentals of Marxism: The Basic Tenets of Marxism’, this provides them 
with useful conceptual resources for critical thinking (Knight, 2006). Likewise, 
people in Zhōngguó use the internet to express their critical thinking, crea-
tively adapting to the changing forms of policing and managerial controls asso-
ciated with the ‘great fire wall’ (Chen, 2012; Yang, 2009, 2014). Because such 
evidence of critical thinking in Zhōngguó is ignored in much of the literature, 
so too is the potential for learning through transferring knowledge of critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén to English.

The divergences between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén in the skills and disposi-
tions for critical thinking provide intellectual resources for producing origi-
nal knowledge. For example, Hao’s (2016) Běijīng Zhédié (北京折叠, Beijing 
Folding) was originally posted on newsmth.net of Tsinghua University in 
December 2012. A Yīngwén translation was published in 2015. In this award-
winning science fiction novelette, Hao demonstrates that critical thinking has 
its basis in society, its many socio-economic institutions, and in the exchange of 
knowledge with other societies. Hao expresses her critical thinking by raising 
questions about class inequalities (Ren & Xu, 2018). Běijīng Zhédié challenges 
the negative consequences of automated production on unemployment, and 
ensuing economic stagnation. Hao’s Běijīng Zhédié serves as a model of criti-
cal thinking about the worsening conditions of the world’s megacities due to 
socio-economic stratification and class solidification. Hao’s novelette discloses 
the inequalities that come from devaluing humans and their labour. As robots 
replace workers, being human loses its meaning and value. Only in a narrow 
sense is any education system the sole basis for students’ critical thinking given 
such literature.

The dominant monolingual mindset that serves the values and interests of 
the economic power invested in Yīngwén exists in tension with Hao’s (2016) 
skills and disposition for critical thinking in Zhōngwén. Hao’s novelette opens 
up possibilities for exploring often-neglected questions concerning critical 
thinking in languages marginalised by the dominant assumptions that privilege 
critical thinking in Yīngwén. Literature in this domain promotes the mislead-
ing assumption that there is a homogeneous body of knowledge about critical 
thinking in Yīngwén which can operate internationally (Choi, 2018). The 
dominance of Yīngwén as the language for conducting research into criti-
cal thinking distorts and impoverishes humanity’s knowledge of critical think-
ing (Hwang, 2005). Ignoring the contributions to critical thinking in other 

http://newsmth.net
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languages denigrates both (Ulrich, 2001). Postmonolingual critical thinking 
deals with the tensions posed by the assumptions in the literature that are 
framed within a monolingual mindset, and the educational value of capitalis-
ing on students’ capabilities for accessing knowledge of critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén. Further, assumptions that marry ‘uncritical thinking’ and those 
labelled ‘Chinese students’ are also contested, and contestable because that 
encourages academic dependency throughout Asia on Californian methods 
and tests of students’ skills and dispositions for critical thinking.

Academic dependency

The prevailing assumptions in the literature about the relationship between 
‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’ reflect, and give expression to, the 
problem of academic dependency. This problem is a product of the global divi-
sion of intellectual labour in research and education (Arvanitis & Hanafi, 2016; 
Fouad, 2018). Intellectually dependent societies throughout Asia are depend-
ent on US universities for ideas, methods and tests of critical thinking skills and 
dispositions (Ip et al., 2000; Ku & Ho, 2010). In effect, the research and teach-
ing agendas of intellectually dependent societies in this field are substantially 
shaped, if not absolutely determined, by US exports of its methods, and tests of 
critical thinking (Liu & Yuan, 2018). Their definition of educational problems 
in this area, their methods for researching these problems, and standards they 
use to test students’ critical thinking skills, and dispositions reflect this academic 
dependency (Yu & Gao, 2017).

Such academic dependency creates conditions whereby critical thinking in 
Zhōngguó and Singapore is conditioned by developments in critical thinking 
in the US. For instance, Lin (2018) used Californian tests of students’ critical 
thinking skills, and dispositions in a study of Yīngwén language lessons in a 
high school in Zhōngguó. Likewise, Lim (2016) examined the authoritarian 
recontextualisation and regulation of US methods of critical thinking in the 
differential education of students in Singapore; philosophical edification for 
ruling elites, and instrumental instruction for the working class. Failure to think 
critically about the ways academic dependency and methodological national-
ism shape biases in research leads to the misidentification of political factors 
underlying educational outcomes (Usiskin, 2012). This academic dependency 
on the US for the research agenda, methods and ideas about critical thinking 
has produced in this superpower a mistaken image of students from Zhōngguó 
as passive recipients, intellectual inferiors who produce exotic knowledge.

Academic dependency is evident in the desire of academics in Zhōngguó for 
intellectual accreditation through referencing U.S. sources of knowledge. This 
desire is encouraged by their government, and universities (Jia, Miao, Zhang, & 
Cao, 2017). Academic dependency on the US is rationalised on the basis that 
its “critical thinking curriculum has been developed through long-time prac-
tice, and has become very mature” (Yu & Gao, 2017, p. 61). Thus, research in 
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this field in Zhōngguó largely focuses on investigating the implementation of 
the US “critical thinking ability training model” (Zhang, 2016, p. 243). The 
academic dependency of educators in Zhōngguó is such that they recognise, if 
not endorse, the global hegemony of Yīngwén, and in the knowledge of criti-
cal thinking produced in that language (Lin, 2018). Such academic dependency 
is reinforced with university rewards for delivering instruction and publishing 
research in Yīngwén.

In sum, the ensemble approach to the analysis of the prevailing assumptions 
in the literature about the relationships between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chi-
nese students’ enlarges the themes addressed. A key point to emerge from the 
assumptions in the literature is that politics and economics shape but do not 
decisively determine instruction and research in critical thinking in universi-
ties in Zhōngguó as in the US, and elsewhere (Egege & Kutieleh, 2004; Rear, 
2016). Students from Zhōngguó might reasonably see the education these uni-
versities provide them in critical thinking as mediated by power relationships 
that position them variously as full-fee-paying customers, ‘cash cows’ or agents 
of a foreign power (Cantwell, 2015). The assumptions in the literature are 
fraught with tensions over the division of intellectual labour between those 
who theorise critical thinking and those who generate evidence about criti-
cal thinking. Likewise, there are divisions over the uses of students’ languages 
as resources for knowledge of critical thinking. The dominant assumptions 
reproduce academic dependency through the unipolar, monolingual flow of 
US methods and tests of critical thinking skills, and dispositions in Yīngwén 
through universities in Zhōngguó. The next section makes explicit where the 
argument for postmonolingual critical thinking is coming from by interrogat-
ing the monolingual mindset.

Interrogating the monolingual mindset

In addition to evaluating the prevailing assumptions in the literature about 
the relationships between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’, it is nec-
essary to interrogate the manifest content of the monolingual mindset that 
underwrites them. A key problem in these assumptions is the monolingual 
mindset which shapes the way in which critical thinking and learning about it 
are understood and interpreted (Hajek & Slaughter, 2014). This monolingual 
mindset is built upon, and builds the mistaken assumption that Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén are totally separate languages with fixed impenetrable boundaries. 
The monolingual mindset positions students with multilingual capabilities as 
‘non-English-speaking’ entities with deficiencies in critical thinking, and their 
education is divorced from methods of critical thinking that their languages 
provide them access (De Waelsche, 2015; Egege & Kutieleh, 2004). Such a 
monolingual mindset is predicated on a range of false assumptions, including 
that structural multilingualism must be subordinated or eliminated by monolin-
gualism, and that students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge are irrelevant 
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to their education (Musanti & Rodríguez, 2017; Turnbull, 2019). The institu-
tionalisation of this monolingual mindset within measures to govern account-
ability, such as the testing the Yīngwén literacy of teacher education students, 
ignores the merits of university graduates’ multilingual capabilities. There is no 
critical thinking about structural multilingualism and education here. While 
structural multilingualism is the norm for universities throughout those coun-
tries in which students from Zhōngguó decide to study, being a product of 
colonisation, and centuries of government immigration policies, this mono-
lingual mindset asserts itself. With structural multilingualism being the norm 
for universities in these countries, it is important to understand what students’ 
repertoire of languages and knowledge means for thinking critically.

The monolingual mindset that dominates universities and their governments 
drives their decades-old struggles against the structural multilingualism that 
they themselves produce through international education (Cook & Zhuang, 
2019). The multilingual/monolingual tensions are evident in complaints about 
the policing of students’ multilingual practices making international news 
headlines (Wang, 2019). The complaints against students from Zhōngguó 
for speaking Pǔtōnghuà (普通话, common spoken Mandarin Chinese) are 
‘charged’ with not taking the opportunity to improve their Yīngwén (Qiu, 
2019). Universities demand that students with multilingual capabilities use only 
Yīngwén, and that they do so 100 per cent of the time. That they face barriers 
to their project work, internships, and research opportunities is only acceptable 
within a monolingual mindset (Wilke, 2019). Lacking any interest in languages 
for making multi-directional knowledge transfers, the monolingual mindset 
incorrectly assumes that improvement in students’ critical thinking comes only 
through the exclusive use of Yīngwén.

Questioning taken-for-granted labels

Any single label used to categorise students is based on assumptions that critical 
thinking reveals. The taken-for-granted label of ‘non-English-speaking back-
ground’ (NESB) expresses questionable assumptions. The problem with the 
NESB label is the way universities make sense of students who get stuck in this 
category. The NESB label emphasises what students supposedly do not know 
rather than foregrounding their existing knowledge. This label constrains pos-
sibilities for recognising, let alone adding, educational value to the repertoire 
of languages and knowledge that students bring to their university educations. 
‘NESB’ does not licence educators to legitimise doctoral students’ uses of criti-
cal thinking in Zhōngwén to extend their knowledge of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén. Operating from within a monolingual mindset, labels such as ‘non-
English speaking’, ‘non-background speaker’, or ‘non-native speaker’ perpetuate 
the mistaken assumption that learning through two or more languages is deviant. 
The monolingual mindset distorts the critical thinking possible through stu-
dents’ everyday uses of their multilayered repertoire of languages and knowledge.
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As an overly simplistic indicator of the capability for critical thinking, the 
NESB label neglects the positive aspects of students’ diverse languages and 
intellectual cultures, and results in inappropriate educational provision. For 
Verkuyten and Thijs (2010), such labels make explicit both the adversarial 
feelings and sense of difference directed at Asian languages, and those who 
speak them. This label privileges the prevailing monolingual mindset and signi-
fies how little value is afforded academically literate students who speak other 
languages in addition to Yīngwén. Further, this label’s negative connotations 
positions students from Asia as intellectual subordinates to be managed within 
a monolingual governmental mindset through which they adapt to thinking 
critically only in Yīngwén. In its Standards for Statistics on Cultural and Lan-
guage Diversity (McLennan, 1999), the Australian Bureau of Statistics replaced 
the ‘NESB’ label, considering it an inappropriate indicator.

A negative label, and inaccurate blanket measure cannot be replaced by 
another single measure. To use a single standard variable, such as ‘cultural 
and language diversity’ is inadequate. The Australian Bureau of Statistics did 
not recommend “a single key measure of cultural and language diversity to 
replace NESB, nor to propose an alternative acronym [recommending instead] 
a combination of variables which produced a range of data about a person’s 
background” (McLennan, 1999, p. 4). Multiple labels are necessary to assign 
educational value to diversity of intellectual cultures and languages present in 
universities. Structural multilingualism can be addressed through their planning 
and evaluation of educational programs that produce and disseminate advances 
in knowledge through such diversity. Here it is necessary to consider two other 
assumptions in the literature as to why students from Asia fail to think critically. 
These assumptions are grounded in views about the ‘non-traditional’ educa-
tional and political systems in which Asian students are socialised.

Likewise, the assumption underlying the label ‘Chinese students’ used in 
the literature also warrants challenging. Labelling these students as ‘Chinese’ 
does three things. First, this label marks these students as belonging to a par-
ticular nation state, that of the Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gònghéguó (中华人民共
和国, typically translated as ‘People’s Republic of China’, and abbreviated as 
Zhōngguó). Thus, the label ‘Chinese’ is used in the literature to signify that 
the explanation for these students’ inability to think critically is a function of 
them being educated in Zhōngguó. The label ‘Chinese’ operates as a sociopo-
litical marker, naming them as students from the People’s Republic of China. 
This label assumes that the important factor in these students’ inability to think 
critically is that they are from Zhōngguó. It does not signal that these students 
speak Zhōngwén, Yīngwén and other languages or dialects. The label ‘Chinese 
students’ reinforces the construction of a ‘deficit’ view of them due to inad-
equacies in the educational and political systems of Zhōngguó (Heng, 2018; 
Song, 2019). The label ‘Chinese students’ positions these students as avatars of 
Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gònghéguó itself, associating them with Zhōngguó revi-
talisation as a knowledge-producing superpower.
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In universities across the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New 
Zealand the label ‘Chinese students’ operates within the prevailing monolin-
gual mindset. This taken-for-granted labelling of these students in a way that 
foregrounds the politics of the nation state from which they come imposes 
limits on the pedagogies employed to engage them educationally in thinking 
critically. Because of the drive to internationalise universities in the countries 
offering favoured study destinations for many students from Zhōngguó, the 
expectation is that ‘Chinese students’ will learn methods of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén, while the educational uses of the languages they speak are ignored. 
Together the labels ‘non-English speaking’, ‘non-background speaker’, ‘non-
native speaker’, and ‘Chinese students’ suggests these students’ have a lack of 
credibility as critical thinkers. This assumption is systemically linked to the 
monolingual mindset that prevails in universities in these countries. Yīngwén 
is used to mark a division of intellectual labour, with these labels separating 
those who have knowledge of critical thinking from those who do not. Like-
wise, this division of intellectual labour maintains these classifications, and for-
tifies the boundaries between knowledge of critical thinking in Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén.

Counter-evidence of critical thinking in Zho-ngguó

Assumptions in the literature about academics and students in Zhōngguó 
not being capable of thinking critically are problematic. Significantly, Dur-
kin (2008a) found that the students from Dōngyà (东亚, East Asia) syner-
gise Dōng (东, East) and Xī (西, West) approaches to critical thinking. This 
claim acknowledges that critical thinking has a presence in Dōngyà intellectual 
cultures, being especially visible through online and popular citizens’ actions 
(Fincher, 2014; Hong, 1979; Wright, 2018; Yang, 2009, 2014). This recogni-
tion invites a fair-minded openness to understanding the skills and dispositions 
for critical thinking in other languages. Academics and students in Zhōngguó 
universities think critically because of, or in spite of, efforts to deprive them of 
this capability. Zhang (2017) found that students are

not convinced by, and have little faith in, the rigid and abstract ideology 
and politics teaching that was imposed on them; on the other hand, they 
demonstrate no great sense of protest and adopt a pragmatic attitude to 
complying with the learning and assessment criteria.

(p. 868)

Those students who use irony when referring to their political education sub-
jects as the ‘four treasures’, have a potential reference point for extending their 
critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. While this mode of political 
education fails to win many converts, students do develop their capabilities for 
critical thinking, especially via social media. For instance, Yao, Zhang, and Sun 
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(2013) reported that university students use mobile devices to raise questions 
relating to hot events and topics. Writers in Zhōngguó use creative language 
and symbols to express their critical thinking metaphorically (Wang, 2014). 
Their creative critical thinking is a response to, and expression of, their strate-
gies to avoid censorship, challenge taboos, express dissatisfaction, and reinforce 
new social conventions. Students’ expressions of critical thinking on the inter-
net provide potential educational resources for initiating dialogue about the 
intellectual tools, such as emoji (絵文字) that are employed in cyberspace. Par-
enthetically, emoji is a Nihonjin (日本人, Japanese language) loanword word; 
e means picture (絵), moji means character (文字).

There are critical thinkers in Zhōngguó. For instance, critical thinkers are 
among those in Zhōngguó who challenge the many obstacles and systematic 
barriers to gender and class equality (Fincher, 2018). Social media campaigns 
via the networking site Weibo (微博, microblog) stimulate critical thinking 
about, and inform the launch of petitions against, sexual harassment and rape. 
The gender dynamics underpinning Beijing’s housing market involves women 
financing the purchase of the marital home before the wedding, albeit without 
them registering their names on the deeds of ownership. Women hand over 
their life savings to prospective husbands without having their names appearing 
on the property documents. These women miss out on the wealth accumula-
tion provided by the privatisation of formerly public housing. Why are women 
doing this? There is intense pressure on young women to marry. ‘Shèngnǔ̈’ (剩
女, leftover women) refers to those who are still single after they turn twenty-
five. Today’s shèngnǚ draw their education in critical thinking from women 
writers of the early 20th-century Zhōngguó (Hong, 1979). ‘Shèngnǚ’ are 
delaying marriage to pursue higher education, and careers. Therefore, they are 
not starting a family until their late 20s.

There is literature demonstrating that academics in Zhōngguó are critical 
thinkers. Specifically, the journal, International Critical Thought is an official 
publication of Zhōngguó Shèhuì Kēxuéyuàn (中国社会科学院), the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences. International Critical Thought disseminates scholar-
ship that takes the social, political, cultural and economic challenges facing 
humanity and the planet as the focus for critical thinking. Highlighting the case 
of Zhōngguó’s socio-economic transformation, International Critical Thought 
provides resources for thinking critically about its own future as well as its role 
in the world’s climate crisis and associated economic and political predica-
ments. Thinking critically about Zhōngguó’s opening-up reforms, Wu (2019) 
takes a problem-posing stance to economic exploitation, income distribution 
gap, disparities in people’s property, marked class divisions, serious ecologi-
cal damage, reductions in people’s health, workplace corruption among offi-
cials, and fake commodities. Zhōngguó’s International Critical Thought stands in 
marked contrast to the reductionist construction of the ‘problem’ of ‘uncritical 
Chinese students’ that has produced a narrow range of ‘solutions’ in the form 
of Californian skills and dispositions for critical thinking in Yīngwén.
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Academics who have studied in universities in Zhōngguó engage in critical 
thinking. For instance, Yang (2017) argues that the state’s efforts to create a 
knowledge-based workforce justifies the inclusion of some version of critical 
thinking in students’ education. Because it contradicts the labour demands 
of the market economy, Yang (2017) questions the rigidity of Zhōngguó’s 
examination system for failing to provide appropriate preparation to ensures 
graduates’ employment. Of course, these critical reflections on Zhōngguó’s 
examination system (对中国考试制度的反思; duì zhōngguó kǎoshì zhìdù de 
fǎnsī) raise questions about how Yang (2017) learnt to think critically in an 
education system where this is supposedly not possible. Moreover, the revi-
talisation of Zhōngguó as a knowledge-producing superpower suggest other 
drivers for critical thinking (Jia et al., 2017; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2013; Shen, 
Zheng, & He, 2016; Tollefson, 2018). The assumption in the literature rein-
forces the debatable view that students must develop their capability for critical 
thinking in class through formal education, even though the existence of the 
internet suggests other possibilities (Yang, 2009, 2014).

Academics in Zhōngguó argue for the removal of ideological and political 
teaching from the university curriculum, calling on the government to abide 
by the constitution. They criticise these programs for repressing freedom of 
thought, and satirise the ever-expanding content of political textbooks gener-
ated to incorporate each new leader’s thoughts (Zhang, 2017). Scholars express 
their critical thinking about the rigidity and instrumentality of Rújiā (儒家 
education, based on the teachings of Kǒng Fūzǐ, 孔夫子), for its failure to 
encourage curiosity, creativity and affection for learning. However, universities 
in those countries in which students from Zhōngguó decide to study depend 
upon a deficit conception of students from Zhōngguó, and have an inflated 
conception of critical thinking in Yīngwén. Moreover, their investment in the 
prevailing monolingual mindset prevents universities and these students from 
using their repertoire of languages and knowledge to access critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén for transfer and extension in Yīngwén. The systematic de-skilling 
of students from Zhōngguó occurs through separating the conception, and 
execution of critical thinking in Yīngwén from doing likewise in Zhōngwén.

Interrogating methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén

The assumption that the Californian skills, and dispositions for critical think-
ing in Yīngwén are universal is questionable. When university students in 
Zhōngguó are assessed in terms of such a parochial tradition, the effect is to 
close down alternative sources of knowledge of critical thinking available in 
Zhōngwén, and other languages. After stating that a selected tradition of criti-
cal thinking is a universal intellectual value, Egege and Kutieleh (2004) contend 
that the “students from those [Asian] cultures cannot be learning good aca-
demic thinking skills” (p. 79). Consequently, international students who do not 
master critical thinking in Yīngwén are at a disadvantage. Because universities 
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in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand rely on stu-
dents using this selected tradition of critical thinking, they present a problem 
when they do not have the knowledge to meet this requirement. However, this 
assumption fails to acknowledge that academic and non-academic traditions 
influence definitions of critical thinking. Egege and Kutieleh (2004) concede 
that what counts as critical thinking in these universities “is not something 
universal” (p. 80). Universities in these countries know that the skills of critical 
thinking they expect of international students from Zhōngguó are part of their 
particular, selected tradition.

In the context of structural multilingualism, critical thinking in Yīngwén 
is biased. Durkin (2008a) acknowledged that critical thinking in Yīngwén is 
‘ethnocentric’, acknowledging that “different cultures employ and value dif-
ferent styles of reasoning” (p. 42). Students are socialised into higher order 
critical thinking skills through practices embedded throughout their intellec-
tual cultures. The privileging of critical thinking in Yīngwén is criticised “as 
being ethnocentric and blinded by cultural and social assumptions and bias . . . 
the type of [critical] thinking advocated by the [US] critical thinking move-
ment is narrow” (Durkin, 2008a, p. 44). In the US, critical thinking is reduced 
to legitimising the unipolar, monolingual dominance of a selected tradition 
from what is otherwise a variegated intellectual movement (Szefel, 2017). This 
movement is bounded by its own contextual priorities and parochial interests 
associated with wars of terrorism and economics. Likewise, it is to be expected 
that students from Zhōngguó are likely to employ different skills for critical 
thinking, skills they could extend in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.

The concepts of ‘West’ and ‘Western’ are questionable, ambiguous and 
contested (Bonnett, 2004). Durkin (2008a; also see Durkin, 2008b) uses the 
Yīngwén term for “West” to refer to “Europe, North America, Australia and 
New Zealand” (p. 16). Specifically, Durkin (2008b) links the idea of Xī (西, 
West) to “academia”, “academics”, “cultures”, “educational goals”, “higher 
education”, “mindset”, “norms”, “pedagogy”, “seminars”, “students”, “teach-
ers”, “teaching methods”, “undergraduates”, “universities” and “work expe-
rience” (p. 16). However, the problems with the labels ‘West’ and ‘East’ are 
acknowledged:

[These] terms suggest a homogeny among particular group members, while 
ignoring their differences. [The use of] the term East Asian . . . for the five 
target cultures [of] Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, Thai, Indonesian [does] 
not [recognise that they are] very different from each other in many ways.

(Durkin, 2008a, p. 16; also see  
Durkin, 2008b, p. 39)

The assumption that there is a single ‘Western’ scholarly community that 
shares a common set of meanings about ‘critical thinking’ is problematic. 
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Zhang (2017) argues that the supposed failure of students from Zhōngguó to 
think critically cannot be explained by creating a false dichotomy between 
‘Xī’ (西, West) versus Dōng yang (东洋, East Asian) intellectual cultures. 
Moreover, sensitive intercultural approaches to their education represent 
“conceptual colonialism” (Zhang, 2017, p. 858). Xī-centred definitions of 
critical thinking neglect multiple forms of reasoning and argumentation in 
Zhōngwén.

Using the term ‘Western’ to make proprietary claims on critical thinking 
is questionable. An impediment to students’ education is the assumption that 
critical thinking is recognised, valued and used exclusively within a ‘Western’ 
monolingual mindset. Given this questionable assumption, critical thinking 
should not be reduced to a single tradition such as the Californian tests of 
students’ skills and dispositions for critical thinking (Lim, 2016; Lin, 2018). 
Moreover, in the teaching of political science throughout Asia, critical thinking 
is important (Hu, 1997). Given the investment in socialism with Zhōngguó’s 
characteristics, then historical materialist analyses could provide students intel-
lectual resources for critical thinking (Comninel, 2013; Rehmann, 2000). 
Moreover, contemporary uses of Marxism in Zhōngguó provide an intellectual 
tradition for thinking critically about the coherence of capitalist globalisation 
and international socialism (Knight, 2006). Further, Zhōngguó’s International 
Critical Thought contributes to disseminating knowledge from Africa, Asia and 
Latin America as a counterbalance to that being produced using selected US 
skills and dispositions for critical thinking.

Mı̌ Tù’s (米兔) evaluation

Power dynamics are integral to the production and dissemination of knowl-
edge of critical thinking in Yīngwén. Universities in those countries where 
most students from Zhōngguó undertake study abroad, for these students 
to be identified as ‘Chinese’, any credibility they might claim to be able to 
think critically is undermined by them being identified as the products of 
Zhōngguó’s educational establishment and political systems, both of which 
are deemed deficient. Where these assumptions are systemic and persistent, 
prejudice devalues their repertoire of languages and knowledge, and blocks 
students’ use of them in their everyday educational pursuits. Stultification 
occurs through the subordination of the intelligence of doctoral students with 
evident multilingual capabilities to an Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset. 
Mǐ Tù (米兔), a doctoral student studying in Australia, read this evaluation of 
the prevailing assumptions in the literature relating to ‘critical thinking’ and 
‘Chinese students’. An excerpt from the exchange that followed is provided 
here. Mǐ Tù uses postmonolingual critical thinking to make her multilingual 
capabilities explicit, and to question the orthodox construction of educational 
‘problems’ and conventional ‘solutions’.
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What is your evaluation of the assumptions in the literature that reports on inter-
national students from Zhōngguó and their capabilities for critical thinking?

The construction of ‘Chinese’ students as uncritical is a shared under-
standing in universities in Zhōngguó, and internationally. Such acknowl-
edgement appears not to be a particular concern just for universities in 
the US or the UK. However, the monolingual mindset biases scholarly 
endeavours aimed at understanding the particular challenges or opportu-
nities critical thinking poses for international students from Zhōngguó. 
Here the business aspect of international education seems to be a problem.

What is your assessment of the assumptions in the literature about the connec-
tions between into ‘Chinese students’ and ‘critical thinking’?

This literature describes international students from Zhōngguó as 
lacking the skills and dispositions for thinking critically. As international 
students from Zhōngguó they are likely to lack relevant knowledge and 
proficiency in academic English. This deficiency probably includes ways of 
thinking critically in academic Yīngwén. Similarly, they are likely to lack 
relevant disciplinary and professional knowledge given that the acquisition 
of such knowledge is often grounded in long-term parochial experiences. 
However, neither academic Yīngwén – nor academic Zhōngwén – are 
the native languages of students; they both have to be learnt through uni-
versity education. Accordingly, these students face difficult demands in 
terms of critical thinking in academic Yīngwén, especially when they are 
not encouraged to transfer the knowledge they have of critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén with which they are familiar on the internet.

Are there any particular assumptions in literature about students from Zhōngguó 
and critical thinking that you see as worth challenging?

The label ‘Chinese students’ suggests that because they are from Zhōnghuá 
Rénmín Gònghéguó they are necessarily unable to think critically. This 
label licenses assumptions based on particular views of Zhōngguó. These 
assumptions impose limits on the pedagogies employed to engage them 
in thinking critically. A substantial conceptual shift is necessary to move 
beyond this ethno-national construction of ‘Chinese students’ to draw on 
their familiar knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén.

Have any of these assumptions been evident in your doctoral studies?
Research managers insisted that my thesis, which was about critical 

thinking, be examined by academics from the US. Their very pecu-
liar demand, which was rejected, took an Yīngwén-only stance. It was 
underwritten by the questionable assumption that knowledge of critical 
thinking is the intellectual property of the US. The elitist demand by 
management insisted on conformity with the prescriptions of a single 
intellectual culture. Preventing a doctoral student from Zhōngguó from 
developing a different stance on critical thinking, and defining them-
selves accordingly is an expression of authoritarianism.
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Students from Zhōngguó may position themselves in ways that may be 
more – or less – congruent, unrelated to or antagonistic to their positioning 
by universities as ‘uncritical thinkers’. Mǐ Tù recognises that the prevailing 
assumptions in the literature about the relationships between ‘critical thinking’ 
and ‘Chinese students’ are constituted through Yīngwén, creating shared but 
questionable meanings for both. In doing so, this move constrains or otherwise 
restricts possibilities for students from Zhōngguó using establishing themselves 
as critical thinkers in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. The question here is not 
whether doctoral students from Zhōngguó can learn from US academics how 
they understand critical thinking from their particular province in the world. 
Indeed, the examiners nominated by management were eminent research-
ers in their selected tradition of critical thinking. Given their cultural self- 
confidence as US intellectuals, they could represent their selected tradition 
of critical thinking as having the epistemic credibility for worldwide applica-
tion, as if that particular tradition is not at all parochial. While seeing critical 
thinking from a unipolar, monolingual perspective is predictable, is such a view 
educationally desirable?

Conclusion

To produce their literature review, doctoral students are often provided a scaf-
fold to structure their reading and writing of research published produced in 
Yīngwén in order to acculturate them into chains of monolingual assump-
tions. In contrast, this chapter employed a problem-posing method to open 
up to interrogation the prevailing assumptions in the existing literature about 
the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and those labelled ‘Chinese stu-
dents’. These assumptions are a response to, and an expression of the mono-
lingual mindset which is formed by, and functions through ordering the 
educational and research relationship between languages, and knowledge pro-
duction and its dissemination. However, these assumptions cannot mask the 
tensions between university over-investment in the dominant monolingual 
mindset and their lack of investment in the structural multilingualism which 
their students make manifest. The business model of universities throughout 
those countries means most students from Zhōngguó purchase their educa-
tion privileges themselves as harbingers of critical thinking by and construct-
ing it as a ‘Western’ product and restricting it to Yīngwén. Postmonolingual 
critical thinking explores ways of dealing with the tensions created by the 
constructing ‘Chinese students’ as ‘uncritical thinkers’ and the associated 
assumptions about the failure of their education and political systems, and 
the need to market to them critical thinking in Yīngwén. Chapter 3 moves 
beyond the press in the literature for immersion in the dominant intellectual 
culture governing critical thinking to bring to the fore possibilities for adding 
educational value to students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge through 
postmonolingual critical thinking.
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Introduction

Among the long-standing mythologies in universities across the US, the UK, 
Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand is a folkloric belief, evident in 
the literature about students from Zhōngguó (中国, also known as China), and 
their critical thinking, or supposed lack thereof. Similar claims are made with 
respect to students from other Asian countries, including Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam (see Chapter 2). They are 
said to have neither the skills not the disposition for critical thinking, because 
they have poor Yīngwén (英文, English), and their prior education as well as 
their intellectual and political cultures do not have the intellectual resources for 
it. Supposedly, they are incapable of or ill-disposed to what, in its US educa-
tional nomenclature, are termed high order thinking skills (HOTS). What then 
are the intellectual resources that might provide grounds for confidence in the 
possibilities for postmonolingual critical thinking?

A central goal of the problem-posing method for reviewing the literature in 
Chapter 2 was to disrupt the reproduction institutionalised assumptions about 
the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and those labelled ‘Chinese stu-
dents’ (Verkuyten, & Thijs, 2010). The prevailing assumptions in that research 
privilege a monolingual mindset governing critical thinking only in Yīngwén. 
Through thinking critically about the prevailing theoretical tradition governing 
research into critical thinking, and having its vocabulary, and construction of 
the terrain in Chapter 2, this chapter identifies and draws upon a different set 
of intellectual resources (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013). The task of this chap-
ter is to develop different presuppositions to those identified, articulated and 
evaluated in Chapter 2. This problem-posing method disrupts the inclination 
to specify issues that remain to researched within the prevailing assumptions, by 
specifying problems with research in this field.

In this chapter, this problem-posing method extends to scrutinising an alter-
native set of presuppositions; these presuppositions present challenging pos-
sibilities for research moving in new directions. The scepticism of researchers 
in other fields suggests possibilities for further exploration of postmonolingual 

Chapter 3

Presuppositions about 
postmonolingual critical 
thinking
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critical thinking. Direct quotations are used to illustrate themes emerging from 
the analysis of the literature. The quotations provide evidence for, and dem-
onstrate the connections between, the arguments for postmonolingual critical 
thinking, and the structural multilingualism in which they are produced in 
which they circulate. By examining the assumptions underlying these alterna-
tive studies, this chapter suggests key ingredients in constructing postmono-
lingual critical thinking (Singh & Huang, 2013). Universities, educators and 
students in those countries where most students from Zhōngguó (中国, also 
known as China) choose to study abroad may formulate different education 
policy practices if they value, and work to add value to, students’ repertoires 
of languages and knowledge. They could elect to teaching for language and 
knowledge transfer, and to verify students’ capabilities for postmonolingual 
critical thinking.

Postmonolingual tensions

Structuralism multilingualism is an integral part of the changing socio- 
economic organisation of the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa 
New Zealand. Each of these nation states was formed as colonies, and occupied 
under the British empire, for which the creation of wealth depended from their 
beginnings on the seizure of the land, and seas from their multilingual Indig-
enous inhabitants. In turn, each of these nation states imported multilingual 
slaves, indentured workers or migrant labour from around the world, except 
for the periods when White nationalist protectionism prevailed. Students from 
Zhōngguó (中国) and elsewhere are part of these government’s structuring 
of the international trade in education to secure their economic interests. For 
those whose sensibilities are driven by a monolingual mindset (Creagh, 2017; 
Morgan, 2015), they might begin with reviews of government policies for pro-
viding languages education (Kirkpatrick, 1995; Slaughter, 2009; Weinmann, 
2018). This trade in multilingual intellectual labour, and knowledge workers 
means that every semester these governments structure the importation of a 
new cohort of speakers of many languages into these countries.

The governments of the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa 
New Zealand have made multilingualism a permanent structural condition of 
these societies, and their universities in particular. As each cohort of multilin-
gual international, migrant, refugee and Indigenous students completes their 
degrees, a new cohort arrives speaking these many different languages. While 
the individuals who speak these languages change over time, government 
policies reproduce multilingualism as a structural phenomenon. Structural 
multilingualism will persist for as long as these governments grow academic 
capitalism by recruiting multilingual intellectual labour in the form of interna-
tional students who speak a diversity of languages. Government policies have 
made multilingual students, and staff are the norm for universities throughout 
the countries in which students from Zhōngguó decide to study abroad.
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Structural multilingualism is a permanent organisational condition in these 
countries borne of the colonialisation of multilingual Indigenous peoples. 
Structural multilingualism is reproduced by a continuous yearly inflow of mul-
tilingual immigrants, and refugees, including international students. The exist-
ence and overall prevalence structural multilingualism cannot be eliminated 
by efforts to speed up language shift to Yīngwén through academic literacy 
programs in any of these particular groups. Structural multilingualism is a long-
term, historically constituted phenomenon produced by across generations of 
government policies. It is not a temporary disruption caused by any particular 
groups of migrants, refugees or international students.

Yildiz (2012) uses this concept of ‘postmonolingual condition’ to refer to 
this “field of tension in which the monolingual paradigm continues to assert 
itself, and multilingual practices persist or re-emerge” (p. 5). Importantly, Yildiz 
(2012) studied evidence of these postmonolingual tensions in the multilin-
gual use of Yiddish (שידִיי), Türk (Turkish) and Nihongo (Japanese, 日本語) 
in monolingual Deutsch (German) literature. For Yildiz (2012), these post-
monolingual tensions include the resistant monolingual mindset that has always 
accompanied varied multilingual practices, without the monolingual mindset 
ever overturning multilingual practices, or vice versa. These postmonolingual 
tensions are “full of contradictions and [do] not proceed smoothly towards a 
multilingual paradigm in which language and ethnicity may be fully delinked” 
(Yildiz, 2012, p. 201). Ayash (2016) characterised these postmonolingual ten-
sions in terms of monolingual representations of a language as a bounded, 
fixed entity coexisting, and competing with a translingual view of languages 
as dynamic, mutable, and negotiated. Importantly, these postmonolingual ten-
sions are a vehicle for bringing the multilingualism internal to supposedly 
monolingual languages to the fore, as is evident in the use of loanwords in so 
many languages (Soto & Kharem, 2006; Vervaet, 2017; Zeng, 2016).

That students from Zhōngguó desire to enhance their Yīngwén proficiency, 
and invest in international education in Yīngwén adds to the pressure for privi-
leging the prevailing Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset. Many want to pick 
flowers in a foreign country, so as to make honey in Zhōngguó; yìguó cǎihuā, 
zhōnghuá niàng mì (异国采花，中华酿蜜). For instance, while having a 
strong preference for studying abroad in multilingual countries, students expect 
to learn, and improve their use of Yīngwén much faster than if they had stayed 
in Zhōngguó. However, in their plans for studying abroad, they give little 
consideration to using their repertoire of languages and knowledge to under-
take their doctoral studies or to educate their peers. However, there is much 
critical thinking directed at the hegemony of Yīngwén (Al-Kahtany, Faruk, & 
Al Zumor, 2016; Kaufhold, 2018; Musanti & Rodríguez, 2017; Safari & 
Razmjoo, 2016). This critical thinking focuses on interrogating knowledge 
production in the social sciences and humanities, and the possibilities for diver-
sifying theorising through the use of conceptual resources from divergent intel-
lectual cultures, internationally. For instance, Jenco’s (2016) edited collected 
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on Chinese Thought as Global Theory, explores the advances to be made in 
human knowledge by transporting to distant intellectual cultures, and analys-
ing divergences in concepts such as fēng jiàn (封建, feudalism), qún xué (群
學 group learning), shì (勢, power), tàidu (態度, approach), xù (序, order) and 
zhēng (爭, argue, debate).

Postmonolingual critical thinking is inspired by the revitalisation of Zhōngguó 
as global knowledge producing superpower, as much as by critical thinking 
abroad (Jullien, 2014; Rancière, 1991; Yildiz, 2012). Postmonolingual critical 
thinking is a response to, and an expression of markedly changed 21st-century 
geopolitics of languages and intellectual culture in the world’s knowledge-
producing capabilities. For instance, Zhōngguó has now overtaken the US in 
the volume of scientific research published by each country, a landmark that 
cements its status as a knowledge-producing superpower (Blakely, 2018; Pers-
son & Shrivastava, 2016; National Science Foundation, 2016; Zhou, 2015). 
The government of Zhōngguó is now the world’s second-largest spender on 
research, development and cultivating scientific expertise, leading the world 
in commercial drones and supercomputers (Ni, 2015), problematic though it 
is (Fisman, Shi, Wang, & Xu, 2018; Kennedy, 2017). In contrast, researchers 
in the US are penalised by inconsistent, unstable, and falling levels of public 
investment in research through government revenues.

Students’ uses of multilingual practices in their studies often exists as ‘shadow 
work’ (Illich, 1980), unrecognised intellectual labour undertaken as a necessary 
part of the economy required for producing a doctoral dissertation. This is one 
of the shady sides of the international education economy. The multilingual 
practices engaged in through online and face-to-face peer-to-peer tutoring are 
part of the work that is a necessary complement to the production of advances 
in knowledge doctoral students make. Hidden by universities’ monolingual 
mindset, according to which all the activities students have to undertake only 
in Yīngwén, count as satisfying the requirements of candidature. Unspecified, 
and unexamined, this shadow-work is an area of discrimination against multi-
lingual practices in everyday workings of universities. For those students from 
Zhōngguó who are interested in doing so, the challenges they face are produc-
ing forms of critical thinking in Zhōngwén that are applicable in Yīngwén, and 
extending understanding of humanity’s skills and dispositions in this domain.

The concept of postmonolingual critical thinking captures the tensions, dilem-
mas and contradictions shaping, if not absolutely determining, the relationship 
between universities wedded to Yīngwén-medium instruction, research and 
their education of doctoral students (Singh, 2017a, 2017b). Postmonolingual 
critical thinking provides an explicit engagement with the tensions between 
students’ using multilingual practices and Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset 
that drives the universities where they are studying. Universities that reproduce 
the taken-for-granted Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset fail to recognise 
the multilingual practices undertaken by students. As will be seen from the 
evidence analysed throughout this book, the students who participated in the 
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research for this study had varying degrees to commitment to thinking criti-
cally in Zhōngwén. Some were able to produce knowledge of such thinking 
in forms that could travel across theoretical borders; others constituted local/
global scholarly conversations about postmonolingual critical thinking, and a 
few engaged in informed arguments with scholarly communities beyond the 
local about these issues.

Studying the contextual influences on students’ uses of their repertoire of 
languages and knowledge means critically examining the larger frames that 
narrate the development, and display of their capabilities for postmonolingual 
critical thinking. While these contextual forces are working in tension, they 
operate in conjunction to drive changes in theorising language/knowledge 
transfer, and associated teaching/learning practices (Monzó-Nebot & Salcedo, 
2018). Thus, in this study we tested the use of the concept of ‘postmonolingual 
critical thinking’ by exploring the tensions posed by

1 the monolingual mindset that prevails in Yīngwén-medium universities 
through its demands for critical thinking in academic Yīngwén; and

2 doctoral students’ use of their full repertoire of languages and knowledge 
to extend their critical thinking to make original contributions to knowl-
edge, to signify their intercultural self-confidence, and to establish a degree 
of intellectual freedom.

Education and research are on the fault line, where doctoral students’ every-
day multilingual practices meet the monolingual mindset of Yīngwén-medium 
universities. This chapter presents a postmonolingual analytical lens for inves-
tigating the continued workings of a forceful monolingual mindset alongside 
students’ persistent multilingual practices. The negotiated postmonolingual 
practices tend to be relational, and responsive to pedagogical affordances of 
students’ will to use their full repertoire of languages and knowledge. Stu-
dents’ research writing benefits from doctoral educators who create pedagogi-
cal spaces for them to advance their critical thinking in their various languages 
(Gramling, 2016; Holmes, Fay, Andrews, & Attia, 2013). However, against 
this academic Yīngwén literacy presses for the production of academic forms, 
and meanings that comply with Yīngwén-only monolingualism, interfering 
with possible alternative representations of language/knowledge. Rather than 
transcending the contradictions at stake here, postmonolingual critical thinking 
brings translingual representations, and practices into coexistence with the ten-
sions posed by persistent monolingualism.

In part, postmonolingual critical thinking works to decategorise and rethink 
the tensions that connect and separate multilingualism and the monolingual 
mindset – be it a Yīngwén or Zhōngwén monolingual mindset ( Jullien, 2014). 
Postmonolingual critical thinking speaks to both the connections and separa-
tions that give rise to overlaps in the methods of critical thinking employed in 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. The tensions posed by the separatist assertion of a 
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monolingual mindset, and the persistence of multilingual practices are brought 
to the fore through postmonolingual critical thinking.

Postmonolingual critical thinking makes it possible for doctoral students 
from Zhōngguó (and elsewhere) to use their full repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to explore possibilities for transferring methods of critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén (中文) to methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén. Educa-
tionally, this extends, and deepens their knowledge of both, as well as that of 
those with whom they work. Of course, in doing so, they have to deal with 
the tensions created by the Yīngwén and Zhōngwén monolingual mindsets. 
These tensions arise from both the students’ own demand for Xī fāng (西
方 Western) and Mĕiguó de (美国 US) methods of critical thinking, and the 
demands of Yīngwén-medium universities that they adapt to the conventions 
of academic Yīngwén. These norms are often sanctified as one-dimensional 
scholarly traditions.

This chapter provides grounds for using postmonolingual critical thinking 
to engage with, and critique, established understandings and controversies 
concerned with languages, teaching/learning methodologies and knowledge-
producing capabilities (Singh, 2013). Working with long-established research 
concerning languages and learning, postmonolingual critical thinking provides 
a vehicle for investigating a more comprehensive and flexible understanding of 
languages and education (Yildiz, 2012). The next section provides an analy-
sis of evidence produced by researchers whose studies indicate the challenges 
created by monolingual demands for critical thinking in Yīngwén, while also 
giving directions for innovative possibilities.

Tools for producing and disseminating 
postmonolingual critical thinking

The question posed by postmonolingual critical thinking concerns the 
international conditions for students from Zhōngguó to transferring critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén and thereby contribute to internation-
alising their ‘domestic’ or ‘local’ knowledge in this domain. The aims are to 
call attention to resonances in critical thinking in Zhōngwén, and to move 
beyond the constraints of Californian tests of students’ skills and dispositions 
for critical thinking in Yīngwén. A challenge is to create the educational 
conditions for critical thinking in Zhōngwén to establish its relevance in 
particular international contexts. The creation of the necessary sociopolitical 
conditions, and scholarly communities are indispensable for critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén to transcend the prevailing monolingual mindset. Recognis-
ing the historically situated origin of critical thinking in Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén, the challenge is to investigate demonstrations that elucidate pos-
sibilities for internationalising critical thinking in Zhōngwén. Arguably, ideas 
about the verification of equality, repertoires of languages and knowledge, 
and language and knowledge transfer provide conceptual tools for inventing 
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ways in which postmonolingual critical thinking is produced and dissemi-
nated through doctoral education, internationally.

Verification of equality

To challenge existing assumptions in the literature about ‘Chinese students’ and 
their delicacies in thinking critically, and to get some further independence 
from them, Rancière’s (1991) ‘pedagogies of intellectual equality’ call on edu-
cators to maintain their ignorance of such inequality. In contrast, postmono-
lingual educators presuppose that doctoral students’ multilingual capabilities 
are not just background noise but also provide them access to, and a means of 
producing, high order knowledge. They speak to them, “supposing they [have] 
the intelligence to understand . . . in short, considering them equally reasonable 
beings” (Rancière, 1991, p. 87). Pedagogically, starting with the presupposition 
of the equality of intelligence entails “seeing what can be done under that sup-
position [rather than] proving that all intelligence is equal” (Rancière, 1991, 
p. 48). This verification process has students relating what they can know about 
critical thinking in one language to what they extending their learning about 
critical thinking in another language. Typically, the contributions to knowledge 
arising from such a pedagogy are unexpected, and unanticipated.

Postmonolingual critical thinking begins by presupposing that any and every 
academically literate doctoral student from Zhōngguó is as equally capable of 
thinking critically as other students in their most preferred study abroad desti-
nations. This presupposition of equality can be verified by reading the schol-
arly papers produced by academics from Zhōngguó. Consider for a moment, 
the journal International Critical Thought, which is an official publication of 
Zhōngguó Shèhuì Kēxuéyuàn (中国社会科学院), that is, the Chinese Acad-
emy of Social Sciences. This journal provides insights into critical thinking 
with Zhōngguó shèhuì de tèsè (中国社会的特色, ‘with Chinese social char-
acteristics’), albeit in Yīngwén. International Critical Thought disseminates schol-
arship that takes the social, political, cultural, and economic challenges facing 
humanity, and the planet as the focus for critical thinking. Given that the future 
of humanity requires knowledge from diverse intellectual cultures, International 
Critical Thought aims to bring attention to the contributions to knowledge 
being made in Africa, Asia and Latin America as a counterbalance to the many 
theories produced in Yīngwén. Highlighting the case of Zhōngguó’s socio-
economic transformation, International Critical Thought provides resources for 
thinking critically about its own future as well as its role in the world’s ecologi-
cal, economic and political crises. International Critical Thought challenges the 
prevailing assumptions in the literature about the relationship between ‘critical 
thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’ are questionable (see Chapter 2).

The presupposition of equality might be verified by having doctoral stu-
dents from Zhōngguó reconstruct the skills and disposition of critical thinking 
evident in the journal International Critical Thought. It could also be verified 
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by having students using their full repertoire of languages and knowledge in 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén to demonstrate to themselves, as much as to any-
one else, that they are postmonolingual critical thinkers. This pedagogical pre-
supposition is drawn from Rancière’s (1991) argument that equality should 
be the point of departure for education, and not a goal whose attainment is 
deferred to the distant future. The assumptions of inequality about the rela-
tionship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’, as documented in 
Chapter 2, are ignored. Instead, educators assume that all students are equally 
capable of postmonolingual critical thinking, and work in ways that pursue 
the verification of that assumption. For example, students could reconstruct 
the critical thinking evident in the paper by Yuan and Zhang (2017) which 
was published in International Critical Thought, and questions neo-liberal politi-
cal, and philosophical agendas for the privatisation and marketisation of public 
assets to secure government subsidised profits.

Quoting a 19th-century French language teacher, Joseph Jacotot, Rancière 
(1991, p. 48) explains that for educators who work to verify this presupposi-
tion “about the equality of intelligence [the] problem isn’t proving that all 
intelligence is equal. It’s seeing what can be done under that supposition”. 
Wu’s (2019) critical thinking about Zhōngguó’s post-1978 opening-up reforms 
represents the verification of just such intellectual equality. Writing in Interna-
tional Critical Thought, Wu (2019) takes a problem-posing stance to economic 
exploitation, income distribution gap, disparities in people’s property, marked 
class divisions, the seriousness of ecological damage, the reduction in peo-
ple’s health, workplace corruption among officials and fake commodities. Wu’s 
(2019) performance as a critical thinker adds to the dispute about the assump-
tions of inequality that reign in the literature. On the basis of such verifica-
tions of the presupposition of equality, students from Zhōngguó can use these 
exemplars to advance their skills and demonstrate their disposition for post-
monolingual critical thinking. Thus, students from Zhōngguó who were not 
countered previously as critical thinkers, can verify their intellectual equality 
through postmonolingual critical thinking. In doing so, they bring to the fore 
the tensions between the logics of the prevailing monolingual mindset and 
multilingual practice, and interrupt the dominant order of assumptions.

Repertoires of languages and knowledge

Questioning the assumptions about the ‘problem-solution’ nexus with respect to 
critical thinking in Yīngwén opens up possibilities for postmonolingual think-
ing through expanding the repertoire of languages and knowledge students use 
in their doctoral education. The concept of repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge is derived from the notion of ‘linguistic repertoire’. Busch (2015) explains 
that linguistic repertoire refers to the variety of languages used for speaking 
and writing by members of a particular community. For Yīngwén-speaking 
communities, their linguistic repertoire is made up of humanity’s thousands of 
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languages. For example, the Sanskrit concept avatāra (अवतार, avatar) refers to 
the material incarnation of a divine being on Earth. Thus, in computing, an 
avatar is an icon, figure or other graphical representation of the user in a video 
game, internet forum or other online communities. Likewise, the term ‘pagri’ 
(ਪੱਗ) can refer to the turbans worn by male Punjabis as an assertion of self-
respect and sovereignty. The term ‘puggaree’ refers to the band on the slouch 
hat worn by the Australian Army. Similarly, doctoral students who speak Tiếng 
Việt (language Việt) recognise the origins of the following loanwords in Tiếng 
Anh (language English): Áo dài (long dress), bánh chưng (sticky rice cake), 
bánh mì (sandwich), nước mắm (fish sauce), and phở (soup). In Yīngwén, 
other languages are always present.

Instruction and testing in critical thinking can be approached by decontex-
tualising it, and disconnecting it from students’ repertoire of languages and 
knowledge. Such disconnection means ignoring any possible recognition of 
prior learning students may have had with respect to critical thinking, espe-
cially what they have learnt as part of their ordinary experience of popular cul-
ture as well as the formal intellectual culture. Mǐ Tù (米兔), a doctoral student 
from Zhōngguó who was studying abroad recognised the problems of treating 
critical thinking as an abstract code of logic.

The course I took in ‘critical thinking’ focused on assessing whether an 
abstract statement was supposedly ‘true’ or not using a process for testing 
mathematical equations. ‘Critical thinking’ was reduced to a system of 
closed loop logic. Are the premises for this argument sufficient, neces-
sary, necessary but not sufficient, sufficient and necessary (ahhhhhhhh!!!). 
Now P is supposed to be a premise and Q is the conclusion. If p, then Q. 
If P is true, then Q is true. So,

P → Q
P
–
Q
Now if,
P → Q
Not P
–
Not Q

The teacher asked, “Can you please tell me whether the second inference 
is valid?” I could infer whether an inference was valid or not, whether a 
statement was in a formula such as this was true or not. However, I could 
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not tell whether p is a necessary premise or sufficient or neither. I know 
the answer to a mathematic question but I cannot explain what I know 
about critical thinking in daily life. Teaching so-called critical thinking 
using such abstractions is different from the critical thinking I used in 
everyday life in my everyday language. Given my critical thinking about 
such an abstract form of critical thinking do people still want to say that 
I don’t think critically?

This decontextualised approach is systematically adopted to avoid making 
any explicit links between how to formulate logical syllogism and what might 
be the focus of students’ real-world critical thinking. This decontextualised, 
disconnected approach refuses to deal with both what might be the object of 
students’ critical thinking, and using their repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge in learning to think critically. Any mention of students having such an 
intellectual repertoire avoided. They are discouraged from considering critical 
thinking as a skill or disposition they already use in their everyday consid-
erations of ecological, economic or sociocultural issues. Instead, the focus of 
lessons in critical thinking overwhelms students with exercises devoted to syl-
logisms. The emphasis is on abstract logical structures. Any connotation that 
critical thinking speaks to real-world issues of concern to students is suppressed.

Repertoire of languages and knowledge refers to the potential of stu-
dents using their languages to access and or otherwise produce knowledge of 
postmonolingual critical thinking. As a form of double-knowing, students’ 
intellectual repertoire provides them with resources for using expressions in 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén to create a conversation where divergences in their 
meanings are dialogically interrelated (Busch, 2015). Students’ practices for 
using their languages and knowledge to oppose the homogenisation borne of 
the monolingual mindset that is determined to exclude their languages, and the 
knowledge they can access or produce in it.

Students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge are engaged as part of their 
local education. Contacts between knowledge in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén are 
represented and acknowledged as part of their everyday learning and research. 
Multilingual practices are made present and visible through regular references 
to knowledge in Zhōngwén. Thus, multilingual practices are made visible in 
local academic life, being used in producing inter-communal knowledge co-
construction as part of everyday doctoral studies. The problematic relationship 
between Zhōngguó and countries such as Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, 
Canada, the UK and the US can be kept in view through postmonolingual 
critical thinking. Instead of sidestepping or silencing these issues, educational 
discussions can draw on the critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén 
about the troubled relations between these countries (Yuan & Zhang, 2017). 
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Recognising that discussing this problem is as difficult as it is important requires 
critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén about what it means to construct 
threats or complaints about each other, and the problems of negative reactions.

Language and knowledge transfer

Pedagogically, postmonolingual critical thinking is made possible through 
teaching for, and learning through, language and knowledge transfer. The basic 
principle of doctoral education employed here begins with the presupposition 
that learning and research works with students’ pre-existing knowledge as basis 
for deepening their knowledge of research, including extending their capa-
bilities for critical thinking (Cummins, 2008, 2017). Language and knowledge 
transfers contrast markedly with working within a monolingual mindset which 
emphasises both the use of just one language in instruction, and research, as well 
as the exclusion of any and all other languages in which students may be aca-
demically literature. The monolingual mindset makes other languages ‘foreign’ 
or ‘alien’, and insists that instruction and research be conducted exclusively 
in just one language without recourse to students’ repertoires of languages 
and knowledge. However, effective doctoral education, and research require 
intellectual engagement with students’ prior knowledge, usually access via a 
language other than Yīngwén, which makes it possible for them to integrate 
evidence, methodological knowledge, and conceptual tools in that language 
into the research they produce largely in Yīngwén. Through taking active con-
trol over the learning process for making language and knowledge transfers, 
students also develop their pre-existing metacognitive strategies.

The knowledge students have in one language can be and is used to facili-
tate their learning knowledge in another language. For instance, “conceptual 
knowledge and other academic/cognitive-related skills such as subject mat-
ter knowledge, higher order thinking skills, and reading strategies developed 
through the medium of [their first language] can transfer or become available 
in [their second language] development” (He, 2011, p. 65). Methods of criti-
cal thinking in one language can facilitate the learning of methods of critical 
thinking in another because learners already have the requisite metalinguistic 
knowledge or can obtain that knowledge in their first language. Due to the 
demand to generate methods of critical thinking in one language, and to trans-
fer these to another language, students are likely to deepen, and extend their 
methods of critical thinking in both languages.

The raison d’être for teaching and learning through language and knowledge 
transfers derives from the educational use of students’ pre-existing knowledge 
to further their research and education; and the benefits gained in proficiency 
across languages. Incidentally, raison d’être, which is a Français loanword mean-
ing reason for being, is a reminder that Yīngwén is a multilingual language. 
Students’ learning, and their research are enhanced by engaging their prior 
understandings, integrating factual knowledge with conceptual frameworks, 
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and then taking active control over the process of making language and knowl-
edge transfers through metacognitive strategies. The educational principle of 
learning through language and knowledge transfer that “one must learn some-
thing, and relate everything else to it” (Rancière, 1991, p. 20). Because stu-
dents’ prior knowledge is encoded in their first language, then what they have 
learnt in their first language, and the knowledge they can access or produce 
through that language, are relevant to their learning and research in their sec-
ond language. Students original contributions to the advancement of knowl-
edge in their second language are constructed based on the knowledge that 
exists or is generated in their first language. This educational principle means 
that when students are educated through a second language, students’ prior 
knowledge should be explicitly activated for them to further their research and 
education, and to build relevant knowledge as required.

Even though aspects such as pronunciation and script differ, there are under-
lying cross-sociolinguistic similarities in terms of skills and knowledge across 
languages. Language and knowledge transfers are possible when students dem-
onstrate the willingness to take risks with the pragmatic uses of languages. The 
cross-sociolinguistic similarities that make language and knowledge transfers 
possible include knowledge of phonology (e.g. Mǐ Tù, 米兔, sounds like me 
too); knowledge of metacognitive and metalinguistic strategies, knowledge of 
the meaning of specific linguistic elements, and knowledge of concepts.

Knowledge of the meaning of specific linguistic elements is possible due 
to the use of Yīngwén loanwords in Zhōngwén, and vice versa. Such par-
tial cross-sociolinguistic similarities provide a vehicle for teaching for language 
and knowledge transfer. Investigations into the use of Yīngwén loanwords in 
Zhōngwén indicate their growing presence in Zhōngguó as a result of con-
temporary globalisation (Yang, 2009). Language change is a sociohistorical 
phenomenon. Since 1978, the borrowing of words from Yīngwén for use in 
Zhōngwén has continued to increase. In addition to the borrowing of Yīngwén 
words from the fields of science, and technology, Yīngwén cultural words con-
sidered fashionable or ‘cool’ are also borrowed (Vervaet, 2017). Some loan-
words, and acronyms from Yīngwén which are considered as indicators of 
vitality of Zhōngwén have become very popular, and indicative of knowledge 
exchange especially in fields of commerce and technology. At stake in the 
commercialisation of knowledge through ever-advancing digital technologies 
is the surveillance of people and their control through the digital information 
they produce.

Knowledge of metacognitive and metalinguistic strategies addresses con-
cerns about the use of loanwords. Wang (2018) explores this argument about 
Yīngwén loanwords or guānyú yīngyǔ jiècí de zhēnglùn (关于英语借词的争
论) as being indicative of a linguistic invasion, and the intellectual colonisation 
of Zhōngguó. This issue is the subject of much disputation between those 
who insist on a monolingual mindset and demand linguistic purity, and stand-
ardisation, and those favouring multilingual practices that produce linguistic 
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enrichment and creativity. While the use of Yīngwén loanwords in Zhōngwén 
is regulated, Zhōngguó presses ahead with developing Zhōngwén into a pow-
erful global language to expand its economic and political influence. If the 
status and prestige of Zhōngguó were to improve, then presumably, the number 
of loanwords from Zhōngwén in Yīngwén would increase.

Knowledge of concepts of cross-sociolinguistic similarities, and divergences 
in concepts are important in research (Jullien, 2014). Doctoral students from 
Zhōngguó have a repertoire of languages and knowledge that includes con-
ceptual knowledge of Marx’s method of critical thinking, or access to such 
knowledge (Knight, 2006; Morgan, 2004). In recognising the contribution 
of Marx’s social theory to the capabilities for of critical thinking, Comninel 
(2013) uses Marx’s method in a sociohistorical exploration of flaws in concep-
tions of Zhōngguó, and its changing relationship with the rest of the world. 
Such critical thinking draws on historical evidence to question why, and how 
particular knowledge of the changing place of Zhōngguó in the world is con-
structed, with some knowledge being privileged while other knowledge is 
marginalised (Salinas, Blevins, & Sullivan, 2012). Comninel’s (2013) practice 
provides a useful example of teaching for language and knowledge transfers, by 
drawing concepts from across languages to develop an argument.

The principled use of language and knowledge transfers in doctoral educa-
tion are based on four criteria (Cummins, 2008). For reasons of efficacy, some 
content or instructional routines are communicated in students’ first language. 
Students use their first language alongside their second language to achieve bet-
ter learning outcomes. In addition, students feel more comfortable about using 
their first language rather than their second language when discussing some 
topics. Finally, the use of their first languages helps students to acquire some 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions in their second language that they need for 
their research, and future work. This approach to language and knowledge 
transfers locates postmonolingual critical thinking in the broader context of a 
multipolar, multilingual, globalised world. Postmonolingual critical thinking is 
situated in a multipolar, multilingual transnational context. Within this location 
makes it possible to extricate the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and 
‘Chinese students’ from the monolingual mindset. The prevailing assumptions 
in the literature construct the ‘problem’ in terms of academic Yīngwén, failing 
education systems, and failing nation states. The ‘solution’ is ‘Western’ knowl-
edge of critical thinking in Yīngwén. By situating structural multilingualism 
as a significant intellectual resource in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and 
Aotearoa New Zealand, postmonolingual critical thinking transcends the false 
distinctions between ‘us’ (academic Yīngwén literacy) and ‘them’ (home, com-
munity or even foreign languages). Postmonolingual critical thinkers such Mǐ 
Tù (米兔) project their multilingual capabilities to transcend local monolingual 
borders, and the ‘uncritical thinking Chinese students’ problem, to reposi-
tion universities in the countries where students from Zhōngguó are studying 
abroad the most in a multipolar, multilingual world.
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In sum, postmonolingual critical thinking is grounded in a series of presup-
positions that focus on the verification of equality, repertoires of languages 
and knowledge, and language and knowledge transfers. These presuppositions 
stand in marked contrast to the prevailing assumptions underlying existing 
literature about the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese stu-
dents’. These presuppositions avoid using the taken-for-granted assumptions 
which were identified in Chapter 2 as questionable. Attention now turns to a 
preliminary evaluation of these presuppositions about postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking. By working creatively with doctoral students, we came up with 
some unexpected research that led us to the novel accounts provided in the 
ensuing chapters.

The concept of ‘teaching/learning for language/knowledge transfer’ speaks 
to the educational possibilities for extending and deepening their competence 
and proficiency in making more effective use of postmonolingual practices for 
knowledge exchanges in reading the research literature, in research-writing 
practices, and in making artful and persuasive oral presentations. To affect the 
transfer of languages and knowledge a range of pedagogies have been devel-
oped. For example, pedagogical analytics for scaffolding the teaching/learning 
of language/knowledge transfer include challenge, conceptualise, contextualise 
and connect, which can be combined and elaborated in ways appropriate to the 
task (Singh & Chen, 2012). The challenge entails identifying and questioning 
conceptual categories using a metaphor in Zhōngwén. Conceptualisation is 
concerned with taking the selected metaphor, providing an appropriate trans-
lation of the idea, and expressing it in terms of an analytical concept. Con-
textualisation involves providing sociohistorical knowledge that explains the 
metaphor’s uses in Zhōngguó, and addressing the interests of readers. Making 
the connection draws explicit attention to the intellectual blending of knowl-
edge from Zhōngwén and Yīngwén by showing how this particular metaphor 
offers a useful understanding of the issue under investigation, and reflecting 
upon the importance of engaging with, and learning from, theoretical tools 
from languages ‘othered’ by Yīngwén.

If the learning transformations made possible by the internationalisation of 
universities are to extend students’ full education potential, it is important to 
rethink the use of Yīngwén-only as the medium instruction, research and man-
agement. Given that doctoral students construct new knowledge on the foun-
dations of their existing knowledge, students’ access to knowledge encoded in 
their first language to learn in a second language (Cummins, 2017). Educators 
can question students to identify meaning-making tools from their repertoire 
of languages and knowledge that they can rework as analytical tools for theoris-
ing evidence in their research. Postmonolingual critical thinking effects learn-
ing futures through an appreciative conceptualisation of the interdependent 
education for the development of students’ repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge. Students from Zhōngguó use Yīngwén and Zhōngwén to give them 
access to a range of conceptual knowledge, skills and strategies available in one 
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language that they can do, and make an educational advantage in their learning 
and research in another language.

A preliminary evaluation of postmonolingual 
critical thinking

Here, it is also important to provide an initial evaluation of these alternative 
assumptions about postmonolingual critical thinking. Initially, this evaluation is 
done in reference to related research in this domain, and in subsequent chapters 
through the analysis of relevant evidence. In universities throughout many of 
the countries where students from Zhōngguó study abroad, multilingual prac-
tices play a minor role as sources for knowledge generation and dissemination, 
or in shaping critical thinking in research. In this way, languages other than 
Yīngwén, and their associated theoretical knowledge, are almost invisible in 
the research practices across universities in these countries. They make only a 
marginal contribution to global knowledge production, and to its theoretical 
bases. This marginalisation means there is an absence of theoretical knowledge, 
and methods of critical thinking from outside Yīngwén-speaking academic 
practices. In so doing, universities represent them as not having a contribution 
to make to theoretical knowledge or understanding critical thinking. The rea-
sons for this are inevitably complex. To begin, it is necessary to delineate what 
is meant by the term ‘postmonolingual critical thinking’, and then to delimit 
what is meant by ‘critical thinking in Zhōngwén’, and postmonolingual peda-
gogies. This is followed by an account of Mǐ Tù’s (米兔) views on postmono-
lingual critical thinking which are situated in reference to Zhōngguó’s policy 
of cultural self-confidence (Qiao, 2017).

Delineating postmonolingual critical thinking

Here, it is necessary to delineate the concept of postmonolingual pedagogies. 
To avoid inflating expectations about the likely benefits of postmonolingual 
pedagogies, the transformative claims made for it need to be minimised. It is 
necessary to limit what this concept encompasses. Extending its coverage too 
far will cancel any value it has so that it ends up signifying nothing of practical 
value. We begin by differentiating the notion of postmonolingual pedagogies 
from some uses of the concept of ‘plurilingual pedagogies’.

Moore, Nussbaum, and Borràs (2013) reported on students’ move from 
an initial dependence on pedagogies using their first, and second languages, 
that is, plurilingual pedagogies, to gradually eliminating these practices as they 
learn to complete academic tasks in just one language. Likewise, Pujol-Ferran, 
Di Santo, Rodríguez, and Morales (2016) explored the uses of plurilingual 
pedagogies “to help students to raise their self-esteem, stay in college, and 
master the content of their courses in English” (p. 531). Importantly, for stu-
dents who have difficulties learning academic Yīngwén, and as a result are 
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at high risk of dropping out of college, this research showed that plurilin-
gual pedagogies increased these students’ understanding of content, and their 
intellectual engagement in classroom activities. This thought-provoking study 
demonstrated that “plurilingual pedagogies can help make content accessi-
ble to minority students, raise their confidence, and motivate them to remain 
enrolled” (Pujol-Ferran et al., 2016, p. 544). That the use of plurilingual peda-
gogies to remediate the education of students who speak languages otherwise 
marginalised by the use of Yīngwén-only medium of instruction raises their 
academic self-confidence, and reduces the likelihood of them dropping out are 
educationally significant. However, remedial education is not the focus of, or 
the purpose for, using postmonolingual pedagogies in working with doctoral 
students.

Delimiting postmonolingual critical thinking  
in Zho-ngwén

Use of the term ‘critical thinking in Zhōngwén’ is similar to use of the terms 
‘Islamic history’ and ‘Greek thought’. For instance, Cobb (2004) used the term 
‘Islamic history’ to designate “the study of the past of the people who lived in 
the Islamic world, that is, in areas in which the ruling elite, and (usually) the 
majority of the populace were Muslims” (p. 8). Thus, while there is no word 
for ‘Crusades’ in classical Arabic, this does not mean Islamic scholars had no 
understanding of these events. Likewise, Jullien (2014) used the term ‘Chinese 
thought’ to “designate the thought which has been expressed in Chinese, [just 
as] Greek thought is that expressed in Greek” (p. 147). Similarly, when we 
speak of ‘critical thinking in Zhōngwén’, we are not assuming that it contains 
some particular essence that makes ‘critical thinking in Zhōngwén’ distinct 
from ‘critical thinking in Yīngwén’.

Our use of the term ‘critical thinking in Zhōngwén’ indicates that the research 
project reported here began outside the Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset 
that governs prevailing research in critical thinking in Yīngwén-medium uni-
versities. However, we acknowledge that not all speakers of Zhōngwén share 
the same methods of critical thinking. There are marked economic, politi-
cal and sociocultural differences among the people who speak Zhōngwén 
throughout the world. Therefore, we do not mean that only those who speak 
Zhōngwén, or even more narrowly only those from Zhōngguó who speak 
Zhōngwén, can use, and develop methods of critical thinking in Zhōngwén. 
Such an interpretation would be a misunderstanding of our argument. Our 
interest in developing doctoral students’ mutual transcultural self-confidence 
through them exploring methods of critical thinking in Zhōngwén in particu-
lar is directed at students who also speak other languages. Admittedly, speakers 
of other languages might not experience these methods in the same ways as 
speakers of Zhōngwén might, nor might they necessarily be as sensitive to the 
subtleties involved. However, students from Zhōngguó consider methods of 
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critical thinking in Zhōngwén, and other languages as a starting point for their 
instruction, research and university management policies.

For those stuck in a monolingual filter or bubble, postmonolingual critical 
thinking aims to diversify sources of knowledge production, and dissemination 
for analytical decision-making. Postmonolingual critical thinking generates 
knowledge from languages that students do not typically use, with the sugges-
tion that students who have read/written this in Yīngwén may not have read/
written this in Zhōngwén. Thus, students who summarise methods of criti-
cal thinking in Yīngwén might also explore the synonyms in Zhōngwén, for 
example pīpànxìng sīwéi (批判性思维), that is a dimension of thinking that is 
characterised by critique, or sībiàn nénglì (思辨能力), that is the capacity to 
think through points of distinction. This provides the knowledge that students 
would not otherwise gain through a monolingual mindset.

Postmonolingual pedagogies

In order better to understand local/global shifts in the state of knowledge, 
power and control, this chapter builds on that of Chapter 2 which problema-
tised the underlying assumptions regarding the teaching of critical thinking 
in academic Yīngwén within the sociopolitical context of Yīngwén-medium 
universities. In doing so, we acknowledge that challenge to critical thinking 
by state capitalism, and its illiberal forms of governance (Fisch, 2018; Long & 
Blok, 2017; Sullivan, 2018). Students who think critically learn to question 
their dominant assumptions, assess the credibility of their assertions against rel-
evant evidence, map fallacies in the reasoning of managerial elites, and cata-
lyse alternative conceptions of education (Lim, 2016). Academic dependency 
produces an imbalance in the production and dissemination of knowledge of 
critical thinking between the U.S. and Zhōngguó, and produces a division of 
intellectual labour between producers of critical thinking in Yīngwén, and the 
multilingual consumers of this knowledge.

However, this knowledge transfer is not a passive process. Lim (2016) shows 
that authoritarian societies rework imported knowledge to teach illiberal criti-
cal thinking. He interrogates and problematises the contradictions and tensions 
in the unequal distribution of educational resources to produce Singapore’s 
elites, and the demand for unquestioning subordination and obedience on the 
basis of class, race and gender. For Lim (2016), authoritarianism takes pub-
lic policies governing education, and its associated “politics as principally a 
problem-solving . . . to reach correct conclusions” (p. 90) or solutions through 
“bureaucratic and administrative techniques of control” (p. 91). For Lim 
(2016, p. 91), “dominant groups often play upon the good sense of dominated 
groups” by excluding critical thinking because “state capitalism [limits] the 
space for independent economic and social bases that could be harnessed by 
[critical thinkers]” (p. 93). His research indicates that illiberal approaches to 
critical thinking, and education more generally, employed by the authoritarian 
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capitalist city-state of Singapore is being observed, analysed and repeated in 
other countries, not just Zhōngguó. However, the misidentification of politi-
cal factors shaping the high price of Singapore’s education system – streaming, 
stress and suicides – are reinforced by the failure to think critically about the 
ways academic dependency and methodological nationalism biases global rank-
ings in tests (Jelita, 2017).

It is necessary to think critically about the challenges and limitations of post-
monolingual pedagogies. This is especially so given that the claims for translan-
guaging tend to be over valorised, its resources misconceived and its prospects 
exaggerated (Jaspers, 2018; Wang, 2019). There are significant questions to 
be asked about postmonolingual pedagogies. For example, it is necessary to 
find out whether postmonolingual pedagogies represent a threat to particu-
lar languages, such as those of Indigenous minorities. How, then, might the 
censoring or prohibition of postmonolingual critical thinking be negotiated 
given that research writing by multilingual doctoral students is a high-stakes, 
formalised activity governed by Yīngwén-medium universities, and their asso-
ciated knowledge-producing and disseminating institutions? Postmonolingual 
pedagogies are not a licence for anything goes. Likewise, there is a need to 
know more about how educators, thesis examiners, peer reviewers, and jour-
nal editors interpret, respond to and engage with students’ deliberate use of 
postmonolingual critical thinking. Rather than just being evaluated for dem-
onstrating their skills in monolingual, academic Yīngwén, how might students 
invite assessment of their research-based postmonolingual contributions to 
knowledge? Creating opportunities for students to think critically about, and 
further develop, their postmonolingual capabilities is meant to help them in 
their future educational work or professional prospects; but does it?

Thinking critically about translanguaging pedagogies (Conteh, 2017) is 
important for not making similar mistakes with respect to postmonolingual 
pedagogies. The use of postmonolingual pedagogies as a way of understand-
ing how doctoral students use their repertoire of languages and knowledge still 
needs to be better articulated. In particular, the work of educators is largely 
unrecognised, even though they are active participants in postmonolingual crit-
ical thinking, including the development of models of translanguaging pedago-
gies for research pedagogies. Moreover, there is a continuing lack of official 
support across Yīngwén-medium universities for multilingualism in education, 
let alone in doctoral education. Research educators are not empowered, either 
through university policy practices or workshops to develop their professional 
knowledge, to construct the forms of doctoral education in which postmono-
lingual pedagogies can find an intellectual home.

Postmonolingual critical thinking goes beyond conceptualising translan-
guaging as a vehicle for constructing meanings, reshaping experiences and 
performing identities in specific sociolinguistic encounters. Educators work 
doctoral students who speak multiple languages, or otherwise speak a language 
with loanwords from multiple languages, to have them use their repertoire of 
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languages and knowledge to extend their capabilities for theorising in ten-
sion with monolingual Yīngwén-only pressures, demands and desires. Thus, 
postmonolingual critical thinking refers to explicitly teaching students how to 
learn to deepen their capabilities for theorising using their intellectual reper-
toire. Moreover, the pedagogies for developing postmonolingual critical think-
ing require further investigation. Our focus here is on investigating possible 
postmonolingual critical thinking to enable students to develop their methods 
of critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.

Mı̌ Tù’s (米兔) views on postmonolingual critical thinking

The forgoing review of the literature on the likely beneficiaries of postmono-
lingual critical thinking provided a basis for talking and listening to a doctoral 
student. Mǐ Tù (米兔) shared her views on these particular presuppositions 
about postmonolingual critical thinking in the evidentiary excerpt that follows, 
which provides insights into what Mǐ Tù had to say about these countervail-
ing presumptions. Mǐ Tù’s responses indicated that the presuppositions under-
girding postmonolingual critical thinking seemed interesting, falling between 
the obvious (I am already doing that) and the absurd (that is not possible). 
Being curious, and seeing the possibilities for worthwhile investigation, Mǐ Tù 
posed challenges concerning the real-world impact of postmonolingual critical 
thinking.

What is your evaluation of the assumptions about postmonolingual critical 
thinking?

These assumptions suggest that students from Zhōngguó are capable 
of thinking critically, thereby challenge the deficit view of these stu-
dents, and poses the problems for universities abroad. The literature 
reveals evidence of critical thinking in Zhōngguó in both Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén. The literature about the relationship between ‘critical think-
ing’ and ‘Chinese students’, differs from the literature where people in 
Zhōngguó demonstrate their critical thinking skills and disputations. The 
literature warrants exploration for its the potential to provide students 
from Zhōngguó linguistic access models critical thinking in Zhōngwén, 
which they might deconstruct, and reconstruct in Yīngwén.

Are there any particular assumptions about postmonolingual critical thinking 
that you see are worth challenging or otherwise with respect to students from 
Zhōngguó?

The assumption that the use of multiple labels will elicit educational 
approaches that are more favourable, and more positive evaluations of 
their capabilities might prove useful. It is preferable to using a single label 
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such as ‘Chinese students’ which categorises them as an out-group, and 
positions them their differential within the prevailing hierarchy govern-
ing who is a ‘critical thinker’ and the languages used for thinking criti-
cally. For instance, educators in the UK, and the US may form a different 
impression of students from Zhōngguó if they were also known as ‘mul-
tilingual students’. If this meant they could draw on their knowledge in 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, or other languages, for critical thinking this 
would be educationally valuable. Recognising students from Zhōngguó 
as having access to, and being capable of producing, knowledge in mul-
tiple languages could see improvements in their critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén.

Do you see any grounds for questioning postmonolingual critical thinking?
In making a shift from seeing ‘Chinese students; to seeing ‘multilingual 

students’ from Zhōngguó, this provides a novel framework for propos-
ing educational engagement with these students’ capabilities for critical 
thinking in both in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. In terms of both educa-
tion, and research, there may be more to be gained educationally by pub-
lically representing them as multilingual students, rather than labelling 
them ‘Chinese’ students to identify them with a particular nation state.

Do you have any particular questions regarding postmonolingual critical 
thinking?

I have been wondering how does this critical thinking, and postmono-
lingual critical thinking help people to reach real-life decisions? This 
is a question that puzzles people like me. I guess that it helps to make 
a conceptual shift from the stereotypical view of ‘Chinese students’ as 
uncritical and disengaged to a new frame of reference as ‘multilingual 
students’. If that helps them to use their full repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to develop their critical thinking, then that would be a really 
useful educational decision. If universities in Australia and Canada move 
beyond the limitation of labelling ‘Chinese student’ based on the critical 
thinking around this notion, by making a realistic decision to regard these 
students as equally capable of employing their multilingual capabilities to 
think critically that would be a real-life decision.

Mǐ Tù’s observations are a reflection of, and give expression to the reconfig-
uring of the world order, one in which US superiority is no longer pervasive 
(Hao, 2017; Xu, Mo, & Chen, 2016). In this shift from a unipolar, monolingual 
to multipolar, multilingual global order, US claims on the skills and disposi-
tion for critical thinking are being questioned (Dameron & Durand, 2018). 
As a consequence, the prevailing monolingual mindset can no longer claim 
hegemony over critical thinking in Yīngwén only, let alone this multipolar, 
multilingual world. Mǐ Tù’s self-confidence in Zhōngguó’s intellectual culture 
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is informed by that country’s policy which recognises that “the prosperity of a 
country cannot be separated from the support of culture” (Qiao, 2017, p. 496). 
Zhōngguó’s policy of cultural self-confidence aims to strengthen goal identi-
fication and cohesion, to improve the quality of the people and cadres, and to 
promote the construction of a harmonious society so that its citizens are more 
confident in meeting ‘foreign’ cultures:

There is no need to be afraid of the mingling of gold and sand, let alone the 
loss of national unique quality. . . . The foundation of the national cultural 
soft power is more solid, and the international influence of Chinese culture 
will have improved significantly.

(Qiao, 2017, p. 496)

Zhōngguó’s policy of cultural self-confidence is driving the generation, and 
marketing cultural products having its selected characteristics. For example, 
Confucius Institutes have spread throughout the world to teach Zhōngwén. 
Likewise, Sun Tzu’s Art of War with its knowledge of military strategies is 
applied to promote business competition in university courses in the US (Xu & 
Ling, 2009). However, Zhōngguó’s development of cultural industries lags 
behind and is incompatible with other areas of its economic development. The 
cultural industries of the US exceed 20 per cent of GDP, while Zhōngguó’s 
they amount to just 3 per cent. In part, this reflects a mistaken belief that pro-
gress in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics will automatically 
generate the changes necessary for establishing cultural self-confidence. The 
propaganda or active distortion of knowledge for political purposes, produced 
by creative misinformation entrepreneurs using new media technologies is a 
massive disruptive political-economic force that scrambling people’s capabilities 
for thinking critically across many languages. Having commodifiable cultural 
products, Zhōngguó, an entrepreneurial state, is now investing in its cultural 
industries:

Panda is Zhōngguó’s national treasure, ‘Kung Fu Panda’ has become the 
United States financial resources; Hua Mulan’s story spread in the vast land 
of Zhōngguó in ancient times, but the story on the Disney screen earned 
a few hundred million; Zhōngguó’s import and export has maintained a 
surplus, but cultural industry has been in a deficit state for a long time.

(Qiao, 2017, p. 496)

Today, it is not surprising that Mǐ Tù’s self-confidence in Zhōngguó’s intellec-
tual culture has become more vigorous, vital and influential. The problem of 
constructing mutual intercultural self-confidence is integral to the challenges 
the US, the UK, Canada, Australia, Aotearoa New Zealand and Zhōngguó 
face in the tensions between the structuring of multilingual practices, and the 
resistant monolingual mindset. Zhōngguó’s cultural regeneration has brought 
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to the fore struggles over issues of cultural inferiority, and cultural arrogance 
(Singh, 2018). Mutual learning to strengthen equitable dialogue among the 
world’s divergent intellectual cultures entails repositioning multilingualism so as 
to retrieve marginalised repertoires of languages and knowledge.

Conclusion

How can students represent their languages in doctoral research, and do so in 
ways that gives expression to equality? Chapter 3 offers postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking as a vehicle for interrogating the sociopolitical tensions inherent in 
both the monolingual and multilingual teaching/learning of critical thinking. 
Postmonolingual critical thinking is not a single, one-dimensional project. For 
students who have the will to explore dilemmas of representing their repertoire 
of languages and knowledge in their studies, they contribute to the possibili-
ties of making multilingualism visible in research and building new grounds 
for intellectual equality. The aims of postmonolingual critical thinking are to 
have doctoral students to use their repertoire of languages and knowledge, and 
to reposition themselves in relation to the forms of critical thinking present in 
the dominant monolingual, residual multilingual, and emergent postmono-
lingual intellectual cultures. Postmonolingual critical thinking is an orienta-
tion to knowledge production, and exchange, whereby educators and students 
creatively blend and reshape the resources of dominant, residual and emergent 
intellectual cultures governing thinking critically.

In doctoral education, postmonolingual critical thinking entails the patient 
and habitual re-engagement with the literature to reread, reconsider and reas-
sess its assumptions in the light of new questions. The contradictions in the 
assumptions about the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese 
students’ constitute the key relations underlying the evolution, change, and 
self-negation of the unipolar, monolingual internationalisation of education. 
Postmonolingual critical thinking informs the reconstitution of, and shift in 
focus for research and teaching that rejects labels that position students from 
Zhōngguó (and Asia more generally) as intellectually deficient. Instead, post-
monolingual critical thinking is a vehicle for repositioning them as having a 
repertoire of languages and knowledge that is useful for extending, and deep-
ening their capabilities for thinking critically in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. 
This translates into doctoral education into a mechanism for using postmono-
lingual critical thinking to produce research that multiplies the range of intel-
lectual cultures drawn upon by scholars.

It has always been possible to generate research questions that disrupt the 
dominant assumptions underlying the existing research. Significantly, this 
chapter makes clear the importance of a problem-posing method that makes 
this possible. Chapter 2 pinpointed literature about the relationships between 
‘critical thinking’ and ‘students from China’ as the focus for the review, then 
identified, articulated and evaluated the assumptions underlying this domain. 
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This chapter developed an alternative set of assumptions informing ‘postmono-
lingual critical thinking’, considered these assumptions in relation to ‘students 
from Asia’, and evaluated the grounds that give warrant to these assumptions. 
While this problem-posing method is complex, recursive, and creative, it is 
preferable to reproducing the taken-for-granted assumptions in the literature, 
and opens up postmonolingual critical thinking to further investigation.
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Introduction

Postmonolingual critical thinking encourages and enables students to use 
their knowledge of critical thinking in one language to extend their capa-
bilities for critical thinking in a second language. For international students 
from Zhōngguó (中国, China), for instance, they deepen their knowledge of 
critical thinking in Zhōngwén (中文, Mandarin Chinese) and extend their 
related knowledge of doing likewise in Yīngwén (英文, English), the language 
in which they write much of their dissertations and theses. To do so, stu-
dents explore the roots of their critical thinking in Zhōngwén and use these 
intellectual resources for carrying forward their prior learning into learning 
more about thinking critically in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. Students’ 
autobiographies of their prior critical thinking in Zhōngwén makes explicit 
their capabilities for critical thinking and the connections these have with 
their intellectual culture, its knowledge and educational values. Pedagogically, 
postmonolingual, critical thinking capitalises on the educational relevance of 
students’ prior critical thinking in whatever language as a starting point for 
dialogical learning engagement.

Through constructing life histories of their prior critical thinking students 
narrate evidence of their own lives as critical thinkers in combination with 
their accounts of others they knew to be critical thinkers. This chapter analy-
ses Mǐ Tù’s (米兔) life history of her prior critical thinking in Zhōngguó (中
国, China) drawn from her own personal and temporal evidence. Mǐ Tù, 
a name that sounds like ‘me too’, is a pseudonym for a doctoral student 
from Zhōngguó. Further, Mǐ Tù’s recount of her prior critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén contributes to the production of knowledge that gives mean-
ing to her capabilities for thinking critically. Through an autobiography of 
prior critical thinking Mǐ Tù relates the characteristics of her critical think-
ing to the features of her own sociohistorical context for writing critically, 
and the sociohistorical context that provided the focus for her critical think-
ing. In explaining her prior critical thinking, Mǐ Tù points to the intersec-
tion between her autobiography, these multilayered sociohistorical contexts 

Chapter 4

Pedagogically engaging 
students’ prior critical 
thinking
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and the social structuring of power relations governing her critical thinking. 
Situating students’ prior critical thinking in their life histories contributes to 
their intragenerational and intergenerational learning. Autobiographies make 
it possible for students to explore past instances of critical thinking and estab-
lish connections between those lived experiences and their preparations for 
doing more critical thinking in the future. Educators have important work 
to do vis-à-vis extending students’ capabilities for postmonolingual critical 
thinking.

Educators extend students’ capabilities for 
postmonolingual critical thinking

Educators have much to teach which is necessary for students to extend their 
capabilities for postmonolingual critical thinking. Such teaching occurs despite 
educators not knowing Zhōngwén and therefore having little knowledge to 
transmit to students from Zhōngguó (中国) in that language. Insights into 
the pedagogical moves for doing so can be gleaned from Rancière’s (1991) 
historical account of a displaced educator who ignored claims that his students 
had learning deficits. Educators who invest in this type of ignorance reject 
assumptions that suggest it is necessary to begin with students’ learning defi-
cits in order to reduce inequality. Joseph Jacotot (1770–1840), a monolingual 
French-speaking university lecturer invented pedagogies for teaching French 
to Flemish-speaking students even though he did not speak their language. 
The key lessons to be taken from Rancière’s (1991) account are that the work 
of educators is indispensable in the teaching and learning of postmonolingual 
critical thinking, and this is so even though educators may not have access to 
the same repertoire of languages and knowledge as their students. Educators 
who do not share knowledge of the languages spoken by their students, are 
like Jacotot in that they are unable to transmit knowledge in those languages to 
students. However, that Jacotot’s students learned with their teacher, suggests 
that educators can learn with students about using their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge to deepen their capabilities for critical thinking in their various 
languages.

The pedagogies of Jacotot’s disciples incorporate three key pedagogical 
moves for facilitating teaching/learning: announcing the educational principle 
of equal intelligence, using all possible means to convince students of their 
intellectual power and verifying that students have devoted themselves to using 
their intelligence (Rancière, 1991). To begin, the first pedagogical move is 
for educators to announce the principle of equal intelligence, specifically that 
students from Zhōngguó are equally as capable of critical thinking as students 
from elsewhere. The principle of equal intelligence frames the boundary for 
knowledge production and exchange that is expected. For instance, students 
from Zhōngguó are summoned to provide evidence of their own prior critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén, or knowledge of other’s critical thinking in Zhōngguó. 
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At this stage the route the students take to revealing their own postmonolingual 
critical thinking to themselves is unknown.

The next round of pedagogical moves uses all possible means to convince 
students of the intellectual power they have for thinking critically by using 
their full repertoire of languages and knowledge. Here, educators initiate ques-
tioning which causes students to respond by participating in the anticipated 
knowledge exchange. Even if students declare that they are unaware of having 
the capability for critical thinking or that they have given up on realising this 
capability, they are questioned in ways that encourage them to make manifest 
what they learnt of others’ critical thinking in Zhōngwén while in Zhōngguó. 
They work with students to have them reveal and acknowledge their capabili-
ties for critical thinking in Zhōngwén and in Yīngwén.

The third pedagogical move is to verify that students have devoted the use of 
their intelligence to think critically in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. Progressively, 
educators shift their focus to verifying that students are giving due attention to 
the work of postmonolingual critical thinking. What is verified is that students 
have used their repertoire of languages and knowledge to think critically in 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén, and in the process have used both languages in the 
co-construction of knowledge. The purpose of this verification move is to see 
what students have done, said and become as postmonolingual critical thinkers.

Chapter 4 explores the possibilities for students engaging in postmonolingual 
critical thinking through the example of Mǐ Tù. As a beginning doctoral stu-
dent, Mǐ Tù expressed a desire to resist the dominant practices of universities 
for affecting the instrumental, unidirectional transfer of information about crit-
ical thinking in Yīngwén. This chapter is framed by an educator announcing to 
Mǐ Tù a key educational principle. That is, the presupposition that she is equal 
to any others in terms of her capabilities for critical thinking, and that others 
are as equal to her as critical thinkers. What matters then was her willingness 
to relate what she already knew about thinking critically in Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén to what she will to learn through both. Mǐ Tù was questioned about 
evidence of her prior critical thinking in Zhōngguó. Mǐ Tù’s postmonolingual 
critical thinking was verified in her thoughtful construction of a dual-language 
version of her high school essay. Mǐ Tù’s high school essay, which is presented 
here in both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén, is accompanied by an analytical com-
mentary that unpicks its meaning.

Pedagogies for revealing students’ 
postmonolingual critical thinking

Through engaging students’ prior critical thinking in Zhōngguó it is possible 
to ascertain ways to extend and deepen their critical thinking in Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén. In her doctoral studies, Mǐ Tù wanted to bring her critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén into relationship with her critical thinking in Yīngwén. Her 
purpose for doing so was to open up possibilities for unpacking the power 
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relations embedded in critical thinking, languages and knowledge. The fol-
lowing section is structured around the three pedagogical moves that made this 
possible. Beginning with the announcement that it was possible for her to use 
critical thinking in Zhōngwén in her thesis, Mǐ Tù’s was then questioned about 
evidence of her prior critical thinking in Zhōngwén, and this was subsequently 
verified.

Announcing to Mǐ Tù (米兔) the possibility for thinking 
critically in Zhōngwén

Establishing students’ prior critical thinking confirms the knowledge and skills 
they can share in Zhōngwén and in Yīngwén. Strategically, educators begin 
by announcing to their students, including those from Zhōngguó their pri-
mary educational presupposition, namely that are equally as capable of think-
ing critically as any others (Fairbrother, 2003, 2008; Gao, 2017). Accordingly, 
Mǐ Tù then accessed a range of papers using her repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to gain insights for extending her capabilities in critical thinking 
(Li, 1993; Xu & Du, 2015). She began by drawing on examples of film criti-
cism produced in Zhōngguó in order to gain a better insight into the history 
and expression of popular critical thinking. By reconstructing the methods of 
popular critical thinking in works of film criticism, Mǐ Tù thought about ways 
of extending her capabilities for doing likewise. Li’s (1993) study of critical 
thinking about popular films in Zhōngguó provided Mǐ Tù a suitable refer-
ence. Likewise, in the work of Xu and Du (2015) she found a demonstration 
of critical thinking that questioned the dominant thinking that sets governing 
Zhōngguó’s foreign policy. They challenged that policy’s interpretation of the 
challenges and uncertainties of the current era (see Chapter 9).

The sociopolitical conditions of Zhōngguó during different historical peri-
ods provided an intellectual culture for critical thinking to bloom. As in the US 
(Szefel, 2017), methods of critical thinking in Zhōngguó have a complicated 
sociocultural history, and cannot be treated as an abstract skill set operating 
independently of sociopolitical conditions and agents. In Zhōngguó, critical 
thinking about films was popularised during the 1950s. After 1979 it developed 
into a national venture, large in scale and scope (Li, 1993). Mǐ Tù knew that 
Dèng Xiǎopíng (邓小平) became President of Zhōngguó in 1978. Prior to this 
the country had been recovering from a decade of chaos (Hayhoe, 1989/2015). 
Dèng’s policy was to adapt Marxist theory to the changing socio-economic 
conditions of Zhōngguó in order to pursue ‘socialism with Chinese charac-
teristics’ (Zhōngguó tèsè shèhuì zhǔyì, 中国特色社会主) (Xiang, 1982). In 
1979, Dèng launched the open-door policy, inviting international businesses to 
invest in the country, thereby contributing to Zhōngguó’s modernisation and 
development into todays’ economic superpower.

Post 1979, there emerged a relaxed sociopolitical atmosphere, expanding the 
limits regarding what could be the focus for critical thinking, such that “people 
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gradually shook off the abnormal paranoia that is fearful of being blamed at 
every move” (Li, 1993, p. 45). Changes in power relations in Zhōngguó meant 
that people who cared about thinking critically stated “their views frankly, no 
longer feeling they had to speak insincerely or to cover themselves with a coat 
of protective colouring” (Li, 1993, p. 46). Mǐ Tù discovered that films pro-
vided a valuable focus for popular critical thinking because audience members 
could write brief comments offering their reflections and suggestions regarding 
film production, creation, distribution and presentation. These popular critical 
thinkers came from all occupations across the country, being of different ages, 
gender, occupations, experiences, education and hobbies.

Given the technology of the day, publication of popular critical thinking 
about films appeared in magazines, local newspapers and a dedicated journal. 
Mǐ Tù learnt that such popular critical thinking served a range of purposes 
during Dèng’s reign (Li, 1993). Involvement in film criticism enhanced social 
intercourse, and gained reviewers social recognition and admiration thereby 
raising their self-worth. Further, popular critical thinking made public the 
opinions of the film viewers, popularised film culture and knowledge, raised 
the public’s ability to appreciate films, and provided film producers with the 
public’s suggestions for future film production.

However, Mǐ Tù learned that popular critical thinking about films also had 
its weak points. These weaknesses included a lack of vision of the macro field 
to which any film contributed, along with deficiencies in theorising, and an 
absence of a disciplinary film culture (Li, 1993). Often, narrow and naive judge-
ments about films were made due to a lack of consideration of film technology 
and national cultural developments. The result was an inability to extend the 
history of film in Zhōngguó and internationally. Importantly, popular critical 
thinkers noticed these weak points, and some worked to shake off these limita-
tions. Thus, the limitations of critical thinking about popular films were identi-
fied and reconstituted through the process of thinking critically.

As a result of Dèng’s 1979 open-door policy, the public began to encounter 
thought-provoking films and high quality television programs from the outside 
world. These contacts from abroad widened their field of vision, gradually 
expanding their taste. The stimulation provided by changing the controls gov-
erning access to the world’s films expanded the scope of what was thinkable 
(Li, 1993). Popular critical thinkers used this international reference system 
to develop their competencies for improving the aesthetic standards of the 
film and television industry, rejecting poor, shoddy or insipid products. The 
establishment of new points of intellectual reference drawn from across the 
world uncovered alternative traditions of critical thinking that made it possible 
to redress the weak points identified by and among popular critical thinkers. 
Referencing the coordinates provided by international aesthetic standards gave 
popular critical thinkers alternative traditions to inform their critical thinking, 
especially about the practical means to influence decisions regarding film pro-
duction. Their critical thinking focused on what knowledge might be absorbed 
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from abroad, how it might be translated in the changing sociopolitical context 
of Zhōngguó, and what local traditions of critical thinking might be altered, 
or even abandoned.

In the 10 years up to the early 1990s, there were refinements to popular 
critical thinking about films. Mǐ Tù discovered that popular critical thinkers 
turned their analyses to specific topics to widen and deepen the field of vision 
addressed to films. These developments furthered the advancement of the 
quality of popular critical thinking about Zhōngguó’s film culture. Li (1993) 
argued that the post-1979 improvements in people’s cultural self-confidence 
imbued vigour and vitality into popular critical thinking about films with-
out threatening Dèng’s socio-economic reforms. Importantly, Li’s (1993) own 
critical thinking indicated that an “active and optimistic attitude does not 
result from blind self-respect, nor from insincere flattery, but from concrete 
evidence” (p. 48).

Mǐ Tù worked to extend her capabilities for critical thinking by actively 
reading the work of popular critical thinkers from Zhōngguó, published in 
either Yīngwén or Zhōngwén. A useful teaching/learning strategy, then is for 
educators to refer students from Zhōngguó to evidence of critical thinking 
among of popular critical thinkers and scholars from Zhōngguó. Such readings 
are available in either Yīngwén or Zhōngwén. This evidence is important when 
announcing the educational presupposition that students from Zhōngguó are 
equally capable of thinking critically as any others, and that others are as equally 
capable of critical thinking as they are. Pedagogically, this move provides a 
mean to find common ground on which to build the postmonolingual critical 
thinking of both students and educators. Moreover, as a point of departure, the 
educational principle of equal intelligence is preferable to the familiar, but mis-
taken assumption that students from Zhōngguó are unable to think critically 
(see Chapter 2). This questionable assumption reinforces the unequal power 
relations evident in the tension between assertions of the monolingual mind-
set and the persistence of multilingual practices that postmonolingual critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén addresses. What then matters is the will-
ingness of students to relate what they already know about thinking critically 
in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén to what they will to learn through both languages.

The pedagogical focus now shifts to questioning Mǐ Tù about her knowl-
edge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén prior to undertaking her doctoral 
studies overseas. The focus shifts to reflecting on her own previous learning 
experiences associated with critical thinking.

Questioning Mǐ Tù’s (米兔) about her prior critical thinking

Students’ prior knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngguó makes possible the 
scaffolding of their education in critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. 
Mǐ Tù was questioned about possible evidence she might have of her prior 
critical thinking in Zhōngguó (中国). Questioning brought to light the 
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existence of Mǐ Tù’s long-treasured high school essay into thinking critically 
about ideas in the work of Lŭ Xùn (鲁迅) (1881–1936). Mǐ Tù wrote her essay 
in Zhōngwén while she was in Year 11 at school in Shàoxīng (绍兴). She chose 
to study Lŭ Xùn’s writings because of his connection to Shàoxīng which was 
his hometown in the early 20th century. Her essay stood against the selected 
way of writing about Lŭ Xùn and the required standard answer for examina-
tions. For Mǐ Tù, Lŭ Xùn, a doyen among modern literary scholars, influenced 
her developing knowledge of critical thinking by illuminating contradictory 
cultural forces present in Zhōngguó (Feuerwerker, 1998). Through Lŭ Xùn 
she came to an understanding of the oppositional but interlocking relationship 
between intellectual privilege and peasant subservience, and the communica-
tion gaps between intellectual and physical labourers.

For Mǐ Tù a key motif in Lŭ Xùn’s critical thinking demonstrates the ten-
sions between tradition and modernity, apparent in his exploration of urban 
excesses versus rural struggles. In his writings, tradition represents the shack-
les of feudalism, while modernity represents independent thinking, science, 
democracy and revolution. He resisted the intellectual imbalance in power 
relations marked in feudalism. Lŭ Xùn depicts provincial females as morally 
sound in comparison to the troubling behaviours of superstitious male intel-
lectuals. Lŭ Xùn sowed the seeds of Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking, contributing to 
her understanding of debating, and the debates over Zhōngguó’s civilisation, 
including its self-serving, opportunistic, cruel, greedy, exploitative flaws (Berry, 
2011). For Mǐ Tù, his critical thinking brought into focus the possibility of 
searching for a socially responsible sense of self while interrogating the human 
capacity for delusion and evil. In particular, his literary works directed Mǐ Tù’s 
critical thinking towards the gentry, who (mis)represented themselves as being 
reformed patriarchal despots.

Mǐ Tù found in Lŭ Xùn a writer who used yǐ bǐ wéi dāo (pens as daggers or 
weapons, 以笔为刀). Lŭ Xùn struggled with the troubles of his days in search 
of a renewed sense of self. Lŭ Xùn questioned, quite sharply, his fellow citi-
zen’s ill-behaviour when faced with inequality (Chen, 2017). He questioned 
whether their submissive, uncritical, passivity was a worldly wise means of self-
protection. Through vivid portrayals of the bystander (kàn kè, 看客), Lŭ Xùn 
questioned citizens who regarded the decapitation of revolutionary pioneers 
an event worth watching (Zhao, 2017). These kàn kè cheered for the death of 
pioneers, despite them fighting in their interests. Mǐ Tù searched the works of 
Lŭ Xùn to give definition to herself as a critical thinker. Lŭ Xùn gave her ideas 
with which to think critically about herself and her responsibility for making 
changes given the violence occurring in some communities (Berry, 2011). She 
praised Lŭ Xùn for thinking critically about the pathological state of people 
and the nation (Yue, 2017). His essays and stories are considered by Mǐ Tù as 
illustrations of critical thinking in Zhōngguó (Chen, 2017). For Mi Tu, the 
exposé of fellow citizen’s ill-dispositions is what makes Lŭ Xùn, Lŭ Xùn the 
critical thinker.
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However, Mǐ Tù’s investment in Yīngwén-medium instruction made her 
reluctant to use this story in her thesis. She doubted the purpose of doing such 
task, being convinced that it would have little consequence. Pedagogically, the 
aim was to verify that Mǐ Tù did this work, and that with appropriate thought-
fulness could produce a dual-language text illustrating an aspect of postmono-
lingual critical thinking. This Zhōngwén–Yīngwén version of Mǐ Tù’s essay, 
which follows, provides insights into how doctoral students can extend their 
prior critical thinking and deepen their capabilities for postmonolingual critical 
thinking. As a result of questioning Mǐ Tù about Lŭ Xùn’s critical thinking, she 
was encouraged to use her little essay as evidence of her prior critical thinking 
in her doctoral thesis. Making others aware her long-established capabilities for 
thinking critically were important.

Verifying Mǐ Tù’s (米兔) postmonolingual critical thinking

Autobiographical accounts of student’s prior critical thinking in Zhōngwén 
makes it possible for them to explore their past in reference to their future tra-
jectory given the framework provided by their former schooling and the socio-
historical knowledge of critical thinking it provided them access to. Having 
interrogated Mǐ Tù about evidence of her prior critical thinking in Zhōngguó, 
the next step focused on verify this with evidence her writing in Zhōngwén. 
Following is Mǐ Tù’s essay into critical thinking regarding Lŭ Xùn’s use of the 
concept of tóngqíng (同情, sympathy), along with her open framed translation 
of it into Yīngwén. At the time she wrote this essay Mǐ Tù was a Year 11 stu-
dent in Zhōngguó. Her critical thinking led her to resist accepting the standard 
answer, and instead opened it up to questioning. After highlighting the key 
concept of tóngqíng provided in the standard answer sheet, Mǐ Tù elaborated 
her interpretation of Lŭ Xùn’s idea.

‘鲁迅’ 之我见:有关一道题

My Opinion about ‘Lŭ Xùn’: About a Question

是一道过去的题目了，现在拿来炒炒冷饭罢了。
在拿到有关《祝福》中 ‘雪落在雪褥上发出瑟瑟的响声’
两次出现的理解的答案中说，表现了 ‘我’
对冷漠的人世的悲哀，以静衬动，描绘了 ‘我’
对祥林嫂不行遭遇的同情。
In the ‘Blessing’, the following phrases appear twice: ‘snow falling on 

the snow mattress, making a silent noise’. The answer sheet provides the 
following interpretation: ‘It shows that the ‘I’ feels sad about the coldness 
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of the world, using the salience of these phrases to emphasise an unset-
tling world, and thus depicts ‘my’ tóngqíng (同情, sympathy), towards 
Xianglin Sao’.
对于这个解释，毕竟还是觉得有些牵强。
那个 ‘我’ 是个前卫的知识分子。他是自私卑微和被迫着超越

潮流的，但他毕竟没有超越潮流。他只是一块小小的石头，用小
小的重量奋力抵抗着奔流不止的大江河。  他在此中，在此封建社
会中仍身不由己。他对祥林嫂几个含糊其辞的  ‘说不清’，  不
正体现了他害怕承担责任的懦弱及努力的明哲保身么？他不想惹
事不敢惹事，自己本来就希望躲得远远的称谓一个毫不相干的事
外之人。这样一个人，他怎么敢在那个夜晚 ‘同情’ 祥林嫂呢？

I do not think that the explanation on the answer sheet was appropri-
ate. The ‘I’ was an avant-garde intellectual, that is, he (the character) was 
educated. He is just a small stone, with a small weight, struggling to resist 
the torrent of the river. In this feudal society, his actions are still invol-
untary. The vague statement, ‘Cannot tell’ that he gave to Xianglin Sao 
when she was alive, reflects his fear of taking responsibility. His efforts 
were directed at not getting involved. He (the character) did not want to 
get involved in Xianglin Sao’s death, and dared not to do so. He wanted 
to hide far from the incident, to be an unrelated person. How can he dare 
to show his tóngqíng to Xianglin Sao?

Lŭ Xùn’s intellectual legacy offers insight into critical thinking in Zhōngwén, 
providing a repertoire of languages and knowledge for contemporary students’ 
own critical thinking. Here, Mǐ Tù questions the appropriateness of using 
tóngqíng to interpret Lŭ Xùn’s intention to Xianglin Sao’s death. She elabo-
rates on her understanding of this concept. Tóngqíng is a feeling of sorrow for 
another’s pain that appeals to reflective thinking about one’s own situation and 
leads to a sense of responsibility to help another person. However, tóngqíng 
comes from an unacknowledged sense of being superior to, or have power over 
this other person. Through perceptively applying this meaning of tóngqíng to 
both the character in the story and its author, Mǐ Tù argues that this desire for 
having power over others is not the disposition that the narrator or Lŭ Xùn 
holds.

Mǐ Tù contends that if the narrator feels sorrow for Xianglin Sao in her 
death, he would have to face the fact that he deliberately overlooked his respon-
sibility of offering her help in life. By covering the fact that he did not offer 
help to her during life, he hides this fact from everyone, including himself. He 
stops himself from feeling tóngqíng for Xianglin Sao in death. If tóngqíng was 
the attitude of Lŭ Xùn, the author, when he created this character, it implies 
that he distanced himself from this character to produce this story from the 
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angle of god. To attribute this god-like power to the author is, Mǐ Tù argues, 
inconsistent with Lŭ Xùn’s purpose in all his writing. His purpose as an author 
is expressed in his modesty to willingly serve the weak. Lŭ Xùn’s purpose is 
captured in the words, ‘fǔ shǒu gān wéi rú zǐ niú’ (head bowed, like a willing 
ox I serve the children, 俯首甘为孺子牛). In sum, for Mǐ Tù it is not appro-
priate to apply the term tóngqíng to either the narrator in the story or to Lŭ 
Xùn himself.

是的，他不敢，因为就另一方面而言，他还是善良的，起码他于
别人不同，他仍会因为祥林嫂的死又一些微小联系而感到不安。
那么，归总而言，他因善良而不安，然后因为性格中的软弱只

能自我安慰。
他不敢同情，一旦同情，他的善良就会带动不安悔恨以及悲哀

泛滥起来淹没掉他，他害怕，害怕的全身发冷。他不甘，不甘为
什么这件事碰到的不是别人，他们可以挥着两袖冷眼旁观，他却
多少有些脱不掉的关系。脱不掉，脱不掉，脱不掉的关系会成为
脱不掉的罪过。
所以他怎么敢，怎么敢给自己去 ‘同情’ 的资格。一旦 ‘同

情’，就会看见软弱的自己，不作为的自己，成为了帮凶的自
己。一旦 ‘同情’，就没有办法回避自己的罪了。
于是他只好自我安慰，’祥林嫂的死，对人对己，都是不错

的’。
这样他才能勉强释然，他就是用这种自欺欺人的方法让自己的

心变得冷硬起来，再冷硬一点，才能同别人一样旁观。
Yes, he (the narrator) dares not show his tóngqíng because he is kind. 

He felt uneasy because he was somehow related to the cause of Xianglin 
Sao’s death. Therefore, he is uneasy due to his kindness, but more so 
due to a weakness in his personality, the only thing he can do is comfort 
himself.

Once he becomes sympathetic, his kindness will lead to an uneasy 
remorse and sadness. Because he is an intellectual, he knows better, and 
hence, feels worse. He was afraid of those feelings of tóngqíng flood-
ing him. He was so afraid so that the coldness made him shake. He felt 
depressed and even angry: why does this not happen to someone else? 
They can wave their sleeves and sit on the sidelines, while he cries. He 
cannot get rid of the relationship between himself and the Xianglin Sao. 
That he cannot get rid of her even in her death becomes a crime he can-
not overcome.

So how could he dare to give himself the right to ‘sympathise’ with 
Xainglin Sao and her death? Once he starts to ‘sympathise’, he would 
be forced to see his own weakness, his negative acts. He will come to 
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the realisation that he was an accomplice in her death. Once he starts to 
‘sympathise’, there is no means for him to avoid his own sin. If you really 
are that sympathetic, why would you not do something more for Xaing-
lin Sao in the first place?

So he can only comfort himself, ‘No matter whether for herself or 
for others, Xiangling Sao’s death was a good thing’. Only in comforting 
himself, can he be relieved, but barely. He is using this self-deceptive 
means to make his heart become cold and hard – colder and harder – in 
order to be the same as other bystanders.

In advancing her critical thinking, Mǐ Tù starts by questioning the accepted 
answer provided by her test-driven teacher. This move opens up possibilities 
for disclosing a different, sensitive reading of Lŭ Xùn’s story. She stretches the 
debate through thinking critically about the appropriateness of using tóngqíng 
as a legitimate concept for analysing Lŭ Xùn’s story. Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén involves taking up the dispositions of curiosity and openness 
to multiple available perspectives Lŭ Xùn’s use of tóngqíng for writing her 
little essay. Like other students in Zhōngguó and beyond (Fairbrother, 2003, 
2008), Mǐ Tù understood the politics of education and its relationship to the 
controls on critical thinking. The evidentiary excerpt that follows shows Mǐ 
Tù’s process of reasoning as she elaborates on why the concept of tóngqíng is 
inappropriate to use in characterising Lŭ Xùn’s story. Mǐ Tù’s critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén coexists with her drawing on relevant reasons to inform her 
argument. In Dèng’s Zhōngguó, the teacher communicated the model answer 
but created the intellectual space for Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking.

关于这一点，我想鲁迅已经摆明过了。
他并没有居高临下的去同情他笔下的人物，他也没有想要去做

他们的代言人，反而，  他是带着那种有罪感去写的。他笔下的
知识分子都是带有迷惑的，这是不是他自己的迷惑呢？就像在迷
宫中，东碰西撞出不去，因为确实有些知识与能力，干脆翻上 
了墙顶。
然后被归为先锋，或者异类。
可是翻上去了又如何。
迷宫太大，看不到尽头，何况出路。
可是又不能再下去了，自己身上已经带上无法回归迂腐的骄傲。

这骑虎难下的执拗，恐怕也不能不说是因为被旁人排挤着敬畏。
江波声势浩大，小小的石头就算顶出水面为人所见，却还是抵

不过水势，虽然慢了下来，其实仍在随波逐流。
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没有人逃脱。
无知，也可以是一种温暖的幸福。
Lŭ Xùn is clear about this point: do not sympathise with one’s char-

acters, this is condescending. He did not want to be their spokesperson. 
On the contrary, he writes with a sense of guilt. In his stories intellectuals 
are puzzled as much as being a puzzle. Is this not Lŭ Xùn’s confusion? 
One intellectual was in a maze and could not find the way out. Because 
the intellectual has some knowledge and ability, climbing to the top of 
the wall of the maze was necessary in order to see well. By doing so the 
intellectual is positioned as a pioneer, or a heterogeneous thinker. But 
then what?

The maze is too big, and no one can see its end, no one can see the 
way out. To have a bigger view of the maze only makes explicit how 
powerless the intellectual is. But the intellectual cannot go back to being 
an uninformed spectator, because the intellectual now knows just that 
much more about the maze. Intellectuals are then excluded by other 
spectators, and have to live with their pedantic pride.
自己身上已经带上无法回归迂腐的骄傲。这骑虎难下的执拗，

恐怕也不能不说是因为被旁人排挤着敬畏。
The river is too big and strong. Even the small stone can be seen and 

can slow itself down, but inevitably it will follow the prevailing flow. No 
one, no intellectual can escape. Ignorance is warm happiness.

Mǐ Tù argues that tóngqíng found in the teacher’s accepted answer is a 
feeling produced by readers rather than expressed by the narrator or the Lŭ 
Xùn. Through engaging additional knowledge about the author’s historical 
circumstances, Mǐ Tù demonstrates a sensitive reading of text that creates a 
novel account of its underlying message. She does not provide an alternative 
word to replace tóngqíng. Instead, through her problem-posing thinking, Mǐ 
Tù identifies and unpacks a difficulty not recognised in the standard answer, 
thereby raising new questions about Lŭ Xùn’s work. This move helps her to 
make a new judgement about framing tóngqíng as the ‘problem’. Mǐ Tù is 
not satisfied with presenting only an account that develops her analysis of the 
story’s narrator by linking it to the author. In the latter half of this essay Mǐ 
Tù extends her argument from this particular story to a discussion of Lŭ Xùn’s 
moral goal in writing stories. She revisits her scepticism about the concept of 
tóngqíng proposed by her teacher’s answer sheet. For Mǐ Tù the prescribed 
answer was part of the problem because it obscured more important cultural 
and structural issues in society that were given due attention through her line 
of critical thinking.
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而鲁迅当时要自己在  ‘希望百姓自己站起来’  说话的处境中
任什么角色呢？
他本身就是知识分子。他笔下的知识分子才是最具有灵魂的。

他比任何人都清楚自己能做到什么程度。所以他才用自己的方
式，去试着唤醒 ‘铁屋子’ 中 ‘有些清醒的人’ 来 ‘一同破
坏铁屋子’。
他鞭策知识分子清醒并努力开路，鞭策下层人民，在那条路上

站起来，然后更狠狠的，鞭笞自己在一个最危险的地方，用一种
带着自揭伤疤自我牺牲的态度鞭策别人。
所以  ‘同情’  这个词，很难属于那个时代。没有人可以超

脱，谁都在泥泞里挣扎。自救与救人的没有明确顺序，因为同样
重要。想要好整以暇的去  ‘同情’  什么人，怕只能是年少不知
世事的热血轻狂。
‘同情’ 只能成为我们这一代基本脱离当时社会黑暗麻木的人

的奢侈感情。
是我们的，不是他们的
用一种带着自揭伤疤自我牺牲的态度鞭策别人。
In the situation of ‘wanting people to stand up for themselves’, what role 

does Lŭ Xùn want for himself? Since Lŭ Xùn is an intellectual, the intel-
lectuals under his pen shall reflect his soul. . . . Therefore, the confusion of 
the character in the story who is an intellectual can be read in parallel to Lŭ 
Xùn’s confusion. He knows more than anyone else what he can do. So he 
used his own way to try to wake up ‘some sober people’ in the ‘iron house’ 
to ‘destroy the iron house together’. Lŭ Xùn spurs intellectuals to be sober 
so as to open the path, and to spur lower class people to take a stand on that 
path. He flogs himself fiercely, demanding that he remain in a most dan-
gerous place. Through exposing his and other’s weakness, he spurs others.

So the concept tóngqíng does not belong in any account of Lŭ Xùn. 
No one can be spared, because at that time everyone was struggling 
in the mud. There was no clear order for self-help and helping others, 
and both were equally important. If someone had the time and luxury 
to ‘sympathise’ with somebody else, it was only because that person is 
young and naïve. That person knows little about life’s simple yet brutal 
truths. Tóngqíng is a luxurious feeling that serves a generation that has 
been relieved from the ‘dark side of society’ (yīn àn miàn 阴暗面). This 
feeling is ours, not theirs.

Instead of reading the narrator only as a narrator in print, Mǐ Tù gives life 
to the narrator through reference to the author’s life experiences. Noting that 
both the narrator and Lŭ Xùn are intellectuals, Mǐ Tù explores the impli-
cation of who Lŭ Xùn is for the identity of the narrator. She identifies the 
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historical circumstances in which the story was set and when it was written; 
understanding that tóngqíng should be paid by Lŭ Xùn who was outside of the 
traumatic sociohistorical situation in contrast to the narrator who lived within 
it. However, she understands that both Lŭ Xùn and the narrator lived within 
distressing sociopolitical conditions. Mǐ Tù argues that the sense of confusion 
and fear experienced by the narrator is a reflection of Lŭ Xùn’s own dilemmas. 
Through questioning the commonly accepted answer provided by her teacher, 
that Lŭ Xùn used his writing to carry tóngqíng for the dark side of society, Mǐ 
Tù positions his writing as an appeal for help in the struggle against the dark-
ness in society.

Mǐ Tù demonstrated a willingness and capability for critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén by questioning accepted answers, and testing her reasoning by pro-
ducing an argumentative essay for presentation to her teacher. Her treasured 
essay was marked on a 5-point scale; Mǐ Tù received a 5, which was the high-
est score. However, for the examination the answer proposed in the essay was 
unacceptable for her test-driven teacher. In this case, Mǐ Tù was schooled in 
providing the standardised answer, her critical thinking regulated by the con-
textual rules, to ensure that the answer was within the limits of legitimated 
standards. Mǐ Tù saw standardisation as requiring teachers transmit to students, 
authorised forms of knowledge. For her, the test questions were used to hold 
teachers to account for doing their job within the prescribed limits. However, 
Mǐ Tù showed that simplified solutions, such as the prescribed answer fail to 
deal with complex problems. Nor does such simplification does not account 
for Mǐ Tù’s capability for thinking critically in Zhōngwén. Like other students 
in Zhōngguó (Heng, 2018; Pu & Evans, 2019; Zhang, 2017), Mǐ Tù under-
stood her sociopolitical positioning in relation to the potential for, and the con-
straints testing imposed on her critical thinking. On the one hand, she took the 
opportunity to develop her capabilities for thinking critically in Zhōngwén. 
On the other hand, she disciplined herself to fulfil institutional duties regarding 
the formal examination which precluded her thinking critically. The issue for 
Mǐ Tù, because the examination ‘question’ required a predetermined, fixed 
answer, this meant she could not draw attention to the complexities of what 
a ‘problem’. Then there was the possibility of varying solutions to a complex 
problem. Moreover, any solution could be the harbinger of new problems. 
A decade later, Mǐ Tù reflected on her capability for thinking critically in 
Zhōngwén.

‘Revisiting’ this little essay that I wrote in Zhōngwén when I was in 
high school through the lens of the knowledge I possess now, I find 
signs of critical thinking that I did not realise even when I was con-
structing it fifteen years ago. I actually feel amazed. I did not know then 
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that I had a disposition for thinking critically. I had no idea that such 
thinking critically in Zhōngwén could help me grow my capability for 
critical thinking in Yīngwén. How smart I was then; how self-doubting 
and compromised I have become since. I was a critical thinker then. 
Even if I do not speak ‘perfect’ Yīngwén now, and thus cannot achieve 
as high as I expect, at least there was once when I could think critically 
in Zhōngwén. A long time ago I could think critically in that language. 
Now I am a doctoral student satisfied to know that I can think critically 
again. With the reassurance of my little essay, I am satisfied that I have the 
intelligence to think critically. I can continue the never-ending journey 
of becoming a critical thinker in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. (Mi Tu)

Educationally, students’ autobiographies of their critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén develops their capabilities for analysing evidence from the past; 
making connections between their lived experiences of critical thinking and 
future research projects; and identifying those historical struggles that condi-
tion, but do not determine their educational trajectories. More than a century 
of mass education in Zhōngguó has produced writers like Lŭ Xùn and now 
Mǐ Tù who are now capable of incorporating critical thinking in Zhōngwén 
into their little essays. When deciding on her doctoral research while studying 
abroad, Mǐ Tù revealed evidence of her prior critical thinking in her treasured 
little essay about Lŭ Xùn. By documenting her prior critical thinking Mǐ Tù 
was able to demonstrate the possibilities for learning from what she knew in 
Zhōngwén through further learning in Yīngwén. In doing so, Mǐ Tù provided 
insights into the systematic use of evidence and reasoned argumentation in her 
assessment of the ambiguity in Lu Xun’s concept of tóngqíng was. By think-
ing critically about people’s relationships in life and to death, Mǐ Tù works 
through an analysis of the contradictory interplay between self-production and 
self-undermining. Her prior critical thinking about Lŭ Xùn’s writing provided 
a stimulus for questions about critical thinking among doctoral students from 
Zhōngguó.

Situating students’ prior critical thinking

Educational autobiographies of students’ prior critical thinking provide for the 
exploration of the historical roots of the learning they carry into their further 
education. Postmonolingual critical thinking is framed by two interrelated presupposi-
tions. Namely, that students from Zhōngguó are as equally capable of thinking critically 
as any others, and that others likewise equally capable of being critical thinkers as they 
are. In contrast, banking models of education (see Freire, 1993) explain and 
transmit selected traditions of critical thinking in Yīngwén, the knowledge that 
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students from Zhōngguó supposedly lack. The prevailing assumptions about 
students from Zhōngguó being uncritical thinkers may be so deeply engrained 
that it is presumed educators will find it difficult to change their own mono-
lingual mindset. However, this is not the case for the many open-minded aca-
demics in universities throughout the countries where international students 
from Zhōngguó elect to study (see Chapters 2 and 3). Pedagogically, educators 
working with the principle of equal intelligence differ markedly from those 
wedded to deficit views about students and treat them as passive receptacles for 
thinking critically in Yīngwén. Educators question students about their prior 
critical thinking in languages other than Yīngwén. Then they can verify that 
the students who make thoughtful uses of their full repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to give expression to postmonolingual critical thinking. That is to 
say, educators have an important pedagogical task vis-à-vis making it possible 
for students to use their existing knowledge of critical thinking in one language 
to extend their critical thinking in Yīngwén. Pedagogically, educators shift 
from students’ prior critical thinking, progressing stage by stage from question-
ing to verifying that they are using their repertoire of languages and knowledge 
for postmonolingual critical thinking.

Pedagogically, questioning students about their prior critical thinking in languages 
marginalised by Yīngwén, contributes to the possibilities of them producing postmono-
lingual critical thinking. Mǐ Tù’s prior critical thinking in Zhōngwén was mani-
fest in her high school essay. There she demonstrated that her reasoning was 
grounded in evidence, framed by concepts and informed arguments. Integral 
to her efforts to think critically about Lŭ Xùn’s writing, she had to mediate the 
differential power relations between her test-driven teacher and herself as a stu-
dent. Mǐ Tù’s prior critical thinking in Zhōngwén involved looking cautiously 
at Lŭ Xùn’s writing again and again, making her claims for which she held res-
ervations, while opening possibilities for extending her argument. Specifically, 
an important aspect of Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking in Zhōngwén was opening 
up dialogue about the place of tóngqíng in Lŭ Xùn’s writing. These were dif-
ficult tasks. However, education in postmonolingual critical thinking enables 
students to engage with divergent intellectual cultures and to understand the 
contradictory workings of power in extending and limiting their intellectual 
freedom to use both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén to further their education.

Returning to and interrogating Mǐ Tù about her prior critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén transformed her capabilities for thinking critically in both 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. To engage in debate over whether students from 
Zhōngguó can think critically, Mǐ Tù’s little essay a degree of transcultural self- 
confidence likely to persuade them that the intellectual culture of Zhōngguó 
provides them with resources for doing so. Lŭ Xùn’s writing are but one 
example. Zhōngwén and Yīngwén are carriers and producers of knowledge. 
The knowledge Lŭ Xùn’s produced in his writing includes evidence of criti-
cal thinking in Zhōngwén, knowledge that students of his writing can carry 
forward. However, rather than relying solely on Mǐ Tù’s essay into critical 
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thinking, there are other reputable sources that provide evidence of critical 
thinking in Zhōngguó (Gao, 2017; Li, 1993; Xu & Du, 2015). Given that both 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén produce critical thinking, Zhōngwén can be used 
to produce, represent and extend critical thinking in Yīngwén, and vice versa.

A valuable pedagogical intervention is to verify that students make thoughtful uses of 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge to give expression to postmonolingual critical 
thinking in their research. Mǐ Tù’s postmonolingual critical thinking was verified. 
She provided an understanding of how Lŭ Xùn’s writing served as a stimulus for 
her own doctoral project. Moreover, she produced a Yīngwén version of her 
little essay originally produced in Zhōngwén. On the one hand, Mǐ Tù ques-
tioned accepted answers in a way that did not feel threatening in Zhōngwén. 
On the other hand, Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking in Yīngwén indicated possibili-
ties for producing a more informed, disciplined, and open-minded doctoral 
dissertation. Mǐ Tù’s postmonolingual critical thinking expressed an under-
standing of the tension obvious in assertions of a Yīngwén-only monolingual 
mindset and her emergent multilingual practices of using both Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén. She did so in a calm and friendly manner, without trying to exacer-
bate any anxiety or fears among readers of Zhōngwén or Yīngwén.

Mǐ Tù resisted framing of critical thinking in Yīngwén only by starting with 
critical thinking in Zhōngwén. In doing so Mǐ Tù also resisted the assump-
tion that it is only knowledge produced in Yīngwén that carries the disruptive 
potential by bringing into focus the relations between knowledge production 
and dissemination across languages. Based on the interrogation and verification 
of Mǐ Tù’s postmonolingual critical thinking, students who speak Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén may be willing to deepen their critical thinking through transfer-
ring knowledge of critical thinking generated in one language to knowledge 
in the other.

Pedagogically, postmonolingual critical thinking is an expression of, and response to, 
the sociopolitical tensions produced between university investment in, and assertion of 
the monolingual mindset and the persistence of structural multilingualism unmistak-
able across staff and every new cohort of students. Universities that strip students 
from Zhōngguó of their repertoire of languages and knowledge make it diffi-
cult to gain recognition for, and intellectual engagement with critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén. Presently, university policy practices reinforce and police the 
boundaries between critical thinking in Yīngwén and critical thinking in other 
languages. They use their power to specify that students must think critically 
in Yīngwén; that critical thinking must be written in Yīngwén, what might be 
the focus of critical thinking in Yīngwén, and to whom thinking critically in 
Yīngwén is to be addressed. In their policy practices, universities construct and 
maintain boundaries between critical thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén by 
regulating the languages students use in their intellectual labour. This insulation 
of language, knowledge and labour turns the contingency of Yīngwén-only 
instruction and research into critical thinking an unquestionable necessity by 
putting it above and beyond critical thinking.
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Insulating the knowledge of critical thinking available in students in reper-
toires of languages and knowledge from that available in Yīngwén is integral 
to the tensions that adhere to the assertion of the monolingual mindset in the 
face of the persistence of structural multilingualism. Understanding that post-
monolingual critical thinking is embedded in sociopolitical tensions suggests 
that students’ uses of their repertoire of languages and knowledge is necessary 
to mediate changes in the prevailing order. The structuring agent of change 
is students from Zhōngguó such as Mǐ Tù who carry postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking in Zhōngwén into universities. Postmonolingual critical thinking 
speaks to the possibilities for reducing the insulation between knowledge in 
Yīngwén from knowledge in other languages by contributing to the historical 
blurring of the boundaries of languages and knowledge.

Conclusion

Ignoring the prevailing assumptions that students from Zhōngguó, educators 
work with students explore their will to link their prior knowledge of critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén into possibilities for postmonolingual critical think-
ing. Rather than unquestioningly accepting the assumption that students from 
Zhōngguó are incapable of critical thinking, educators can start from the pre-
supposition that these students are equally capable of critical thinking as any 
others, and that others are equality capable of doing likewise. For students from 
Asia to be told that they are unable to think critically renders them power-
less and thus, academically dependent on those who claim to know the one 
correct tradition for thinking critically, and that it must be done in Yīngwén. 
The problem of academic dependency is produced through claims that criti-
cal thinking is foreign or alien to Asia students, and the ensuing marketing of 
selected US traditions of critical thinking. Hence, the aims of postmonolingual 
critical thinking are, in the case of students from Zhōngguó, to deepen their 
existing skills and dispositions for critical thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén; 
to deepen their collective sense of self-confidence and efficacy in the traditions 
of critical thinking obvious their intellectual culture; and to develop strategies 
for changing the circumstances in which they are engaging in postmonolingual 
critical thinking. Institutionally focused dialogues that directly involve other 
people – researchers and non-researchers alike – are integral to realising the 
combined aims of postmonolingual critical thinking. These dialogues can draw 
the educational autobiographies wherein students generate knowledge about 
the sociological, cultural and historical contexts of their prior critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén, and build meaning into postmonolingual critical thinking.
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Introduction

Students’ repertoires of languages and knowledge and the strategies by which 
they make deliberate uses of them in their research and education provide 
a means for ensuring that their academic proficiency in their languages are 
developed. But more than this, their capabilities for producing and relat-
ing knowledge produced in these languages are also developed. This chapter 
focuses on developing students’ metacognitive functions. Specifically, the focus 
is on engaging them in speaking about the rules that govern postmonolingual 
critical thinking using knowledge they have in Yīngwén (英文, English) and 
Zhōngwén (中文, also known as Mandarin Chinese). Rules legitimise the 
form of critical thinking of elite students, thereby strengthening their power, 
whereas for working class students their learning of critical thinking is limited 
and limits what they do (Lim, 2016). Rules regulate students’ critical thinking, 
and in doing so can serve to reinforce the tensions produced by the assertion 
of the prevailing monolingual mindset, over the persistence of multilingual 
practices.

In effect, they are co-constructors of this knowledge. Understanding how 
students comprehend their own rules and postmonolingual critical thinking 
provides the basis for planning the extension of what they already know, and 
their self-evaluation of their on-going learning. In addition, to skills and dis-
positions, such thinking also requires knowledge of one or more languages, 
contexts and audiences. The immediate focus is the interactions between the 
two (or more) for producing knowledge, rather than language learning per se.

For the purposes of postmonolingual critical thinking, the focus is on the 
two-way transfer of knowledge between Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. In language 
learning, the focus tends to be on the one-way transfer of pre-existing language 
skills from students’ first language to their emerging second language, rather 
than knowledge. In contrast, postmonolingual critical thinking brings to the 
fore the important capability required of university graduates, strategies for 
transfer of knowledge from one context to a different situation, and thus from 
one language to another. The study reported on in this chapter began with the 
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presupposition that if students could develop their own rules for this kind of 
thinking in one language and make them explicit in another, doing so would 
be beneficial to students’ knowledge in both languages. This chapter identi-
fies the students existing conceptualisations of, and approaches to, the rules for 
thinking critically through Zhōngwén and Yīngwén, presenting information 
about the particular rules they saw themselves as coming to use.

Learning rules through knowledge transfer 
between Zhōngwén and Yīngwén

Knowing two or more languages is valuable for transferring knowledge 
between languages, producing knowledge and communicating it. Pedagogi-
cally, it is possible to design and implement an educational approach whereby 
students from Zhōngguó (中国) learn to make more connections between 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén to contribute to advances in knowledge through 
research. Through postmonolingual critical thinking, students make interdisci-
plinary links between their particular field of study and the study of the uses of 
languages for extending their capabilities for knowledge production. The aims 
of research reported in this chapter were twofold. First, to reveal to the students 
their rules of postmonolingual critical thinking. Rather than explain Califor-
nian rules of critical thinking to the students, they were encouraged to explore 
and share their own rules for identifying and thinking through contradictions 
of structural multilingualism and a monolingual mindset in their own educa-
tion and research. The second aim was to ascertain how these rules related to 
particular substantive and distinctive issues of interest to them.

When the students transferred their rules for critical thinking which they 
had in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén, they engaged in an educationally valuable 
and complex learning strategy. Qi’s (2005) study focuses on students’ transfer 
of knowledge of the rules they had about academic writing in Zhōngwén into 
the learning of expository writing in Yīngwén. The students used the rules 
for writing in Zhōngwén when they had inadequate knowledge of Yīngwén 
rhetoric, limited knowledge of the topic, or insufficient skills to write in 
Yīngwén. Their rules included the use of rhetorical questions; the use of cita-
tions as appeals to authorities such as government leaders, famous researchers, 
the media and official publications; and the use of metaphors to reference the 
political ideologies of nationalism and patriotism cultivated by the government 
of Zhōngguó. When the students transferred what they knew about the rules 
for writing in Zhōngwén to further their learning of Yīngwén, at each stage 
they developed new knowledge in both languages.

This chapter focuses on students’ rules for postmonolingual critical think-
ing. Students’ capability to engage in such thinking depends on the rules they 
understand as being necessary for doing so. Having the students make explicit 
their rules in this regard made it possible for them to share these ideas so as to 
open up possibilities for new constructive dialogues. Having students transfer 
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these rules in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén to build their knowledge puts them 
in control of the process, and provides an intellectually rewarding basis for 
constructive dialogue. Then, having students explain their rules provides them 
with a working framework that they can elaborate and model in their studies. 
Pedagogically, this strategy is preferable to providing students with a list of rules 
for critical thinking in Yīngwén, because doing so may communicate an adver-
sarial assumption that ‘Chinese students’ are ‘uncritical thinkers’. Generating 
or otherwise making explicit their rules in Zhōngwén provided students with 
the intellectual readiness and a template for applying, testing, and elaborating 
them in Yīngwén. In other words, as an exercise in reverse logic, students were 
asked to document and discuss their rules for postmonolingual critical think-
ing. What they already knew about making and defending an informed and 
credible argument in Zhōngwén, provided a point of reference for deepening 
their rules for rethinking the contradictions in their uses of Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén.

The evidence presented in this chapter was generated based on the presup-
position that academically literate doctoral students from Zhōngguó (中国) 
already have rules for thinking critically in Zhōngwén, and have the capability 
to extend their knowledge of the rules for doing likewise in Yīngwén. Evi-
dence was generated during seminars that focused on sharing knowledge about 
postmonolingual critical thinking and its rules. During these seminars, students 
presented reports on the way their thinking about the positive and negative 
potentials of structural multilingualism and monolingual mindset. They also 
gained confidence-building support for making public presentations about 
the ‘confusions’ driving such thinking forward; sought formative feedback on 
the significance of their research, learnt to respond to questions and critiques, 
obtained help in tackling challenges in their research and extended their net-
work for follow-up discussions.

In making known their rules of postmonolingual critical thinking, they 
practiced transferring knowledge between Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. The sem-
inars were informed by Pangrazio’s (2017) ‘provocation as a research method’ 
whereby the students performed the critical thinking they knew in Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén. They were not asked to re-present formal rules for Californian 
critical thinking nor were they tested on such rules advanced by others. Instead, 
through their exploration of the rules for such complex dynamic thinking, they 
questioned the benefits of a monolingual mindset over structural multilingual-
ism. The students extended their capabilities for scholarly argumentation by 
explaining and justifying their rules for thinking through struggles over the 
distribution of resources and labour evident in the uses they make of their 
repertoire of languages and knowledge. Pedagogically, these seminars disrupted 
a series of interrelated unwarranted tendencies. The tendency to position the 
students as passive, uncritical thinkers was avoided, as was the tendency to treat 
them as all-knowing experts in their various languages. As will be seen later, 
the students identified their initial rules for postmonolingual critical thinking 
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as recognising the workings of power on thinking critically in Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén. To build a more detailed understanding of the issues they raised, the 
students’ elaboration of their rules for postmonolingual critical thinking were 
cross-checked, correlated and elaborated upon through reference to relevant 
research.

Raising awareness of the rules students  
already use

Raising students’ awareness of the rules they already know and, how and why 
they can use them for postmonolingual critical thinking is a useful strategy. 
For doctoral students who have sufficient knowledge of a given situation, the 
nature of power relations can create moments of uncertainty about the rules 
of postmonolingual thinking. This insecurity threatens arrangements for using 
postmonolingual critical thinking and hence, its reality is fragile. These inter-
view excerpts that follow indicate that ‘status’, ‘power’ and ‘position’ can alter 
students’ uses of postmonolingual critical thinking. The students’ rules rec-
ognise that critical thinking has consequences. The exercise of power over 
postmonolingual critical thinking, preferably by oneself is important. However, 
making these aspects of postmonolingual critical thinking explicit, especially in 
terms of how they affect research, is a challenge. The following analysis of the 
students’ rules governing their postmonolingual critical thinking indicates their 
understanding if, and explanation for the co-existence of power with post-
monolingual critical thinking. Knowledge of these rules was co-constructed 
in seminars, and used as a point of departure students’ to further develop such 
rules. The rules were connected to students’ everyday recurring experiences as 
knowledge workers and their emergence as postmonolingual critical thinkers.

Authority

Authority was integral to the rules the students formed to govern their post-
monolingual critical thinking. Authority can press students to provide results or 
evidence that accord with what they see authorities as favouring. While very 
difficult, students may minimise this bias towards reporting what authorities 
will accept as desirable by indicating that there are no preferred answers, and 
that all views are encouraged. By asking about how a range of other people 
think about an issue, students were able to respond in ways that provided a 
range of representative accounts. To extend her rules for postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking, Zhuān Jiā (砖家) explained the nature of power that shaped her 
thinking critically about critical thinking:

For people who are in a position of authority in Zhōngguó, their critical 
thinking will be different from that of people who are not in such a posi-
tion. The critical thinking of people who are in a position of authority will 
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be a little more aggressive than that of people who are not in such a posi-
tion. Voicing critical thinking in Yīngwén, as in Zhōngwén is a matter of 
having the confidence in one’s own intellectual expertise in a given field. 
Developing such expertise is a necessity for having the confidence required 
debating established authorities in that field. You speak the way people in 
your position speak. You try to make the people above you like what you 
are saying. When you put critical comments to your superiors, you make 
sure that what you say is worth saying. You make sure that your superior 
can make use of your comments.

This interview excerpt indicates that these students had rules for postmono-
lingual critical thinking; rules that anticipated the relations of power in which 
they were embedded. By identifying hierarchical power relations, these stu-
dents identified as a rule for postmonolingual critical thinking, the impor-
tance of being sensitive to how to deploy such thinking. Through hinting at 
the use of potential power inequalities without making this verbally explicit, 
institutional hierarchies embody symbolic threats to students’ use of rules of 
postmonolingual critical thinking. Questions of self-censorship flow from 
questions of authority.

Self-censorship

Self-censorship produces a form of bias whereby researchers or those provid-
ing evidence agree with whatever ‘the authorities’ have to say (Hastie, 2018; 
Hoepner, 2019; Tiffert, 2019). Academics, artists, musicians and writers cen-
sor their own critical thinking by writing and saying what they expect will be 
agreeable to those in authority, for instance in order to get visas to visit the 
USA (Fox, 2019). Self-censorship was a rule for Zhan Zhanren’s postmonolin-
gual critical thinking:

In the research articles written in Zhōngwén and published in academic 
journals, I find more critical thinking about past theories rather than the 
theories of contemporary researchers. It is understandable that research-
ers will engage in such self-censorship because they need to be sure not 
to offend the authorities in this field because it will negatively influence 
their own future career. If critical thinking is needed, they will do this in a 
rather mild way, mixing compliments and points of agreement with a little 
criticism. This is not being uncritical. On the contrary, it is more critical, 
because before engaging with their own critical thinking, they have to 
consider the power relations in which they are situated, and the possible 
consequences. Then if the choice is made that they can and should make 
the critical comments, they will have to think carefully about how to make 
those comments in an acceptable way. The point is that power relations 
complicate critical thinking.
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It was not Gǔ Gē’s (谷鸽) lack of the capability for postmonolingual critical 
thinking that posed a challenge. The issue was not knowing how to perform 
the rule that was required:

Local doctoral students know how to express their critical thinking in 
Yīngwén in class and in writing. They know how to voice their critical 
thinking, even if it is sometimes a matter of repeating or summarising what 
an educator has said. But coming from Zhōngguó I don’t know how to 
voice the critical thinking I have. I am not lacking in critical thinking. In 
Zhōngguó I normally answer when I am asked. When I engage in one-to-
one discussions. In Zhōngguó I don’t want to attract everyone’s attention 
to myself. I feel uncomfortable being the focus of public attention.

These students from Zhōngguó understand that hierarchical, unipolar rela-
tions of power, language and knowledge are an inextricable part of the rules of 
critical thinking. The rules of postmonolingual critical thinking are guided by 
the students’ quest to develop well-reasoned and informed arguments. Like-
wise, these rules are informed by the need to build intellectual connections, 
grounded in a respect with other researchers, research participants and the pro-
spective audience for their research. Mòlì Huā (茉莉花) explained that the 
silence of students from Zhōngguó in class cannot be taken at face value:

My conventional learning strategy is to listen to the lecturer. Then I ask 
questions immediately after class. When I get responses to my particular 
questions I leave. During the class I might not contribute to discussions. 
But this doesn’t mean that I do not have the capability to think criti-
cally. I am a quiet student from Zhōngguó. I didn’t really engage in much 
conversation in class in Zhōngguó either. If you only took my perfor-
mance in class, you might conclude I was unwilling to thinking critically. 
However, criticisms of students from Zhōngguó for not thinking critically 
deserves further discussion. Yīngwén-speaking students and educators be 
more explicit in their critical thinking. I am not used to making my critical 
thinking so explicit, as do Yīngwén-speaking students. Of course, being 
a quiet student from Zhōngguó I fall into a stereotype that plays into the 
very mistaken idea that I am not a critical thinker. However, I have learnt 
to engage in critically thinking more discrete ways, using metaphors and 
historical analogies.

For Mòlì Huā, postmonolingual critical thinking occurs through and contrib-
utes to constructive dialogues:

Written arguments researchers make in theses and publications are responses 
to the arguments advanced by other researchers. They are responded to 
in turn by other researchers and non-researchers, including myself and 
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colleagues in our seminars. As a researcher I am making an argument to 
convince other researchers and non-researchers of the merits of my knowl-
edge claims.

Arguments for postmonolingual critical thinking invite questions and rebuttals 
from other researchers and non-researchers alike. For Mòlì Huā there were 
challenges in deciding whether to extend these arguments and how to respond 
to counterarguments:

Collectively, through the extended practice of constructive dialogue in 
seminars, we developed arguments about sustaining the monolingual sta-
tus quo or otherwise disrupt it through multilingual practices. Through 
reading the work of other researchers and by listening to my research col-
leagues, it is possible to for me to develop my own argument through pro-
viding the evidence, concepts and reasons for supporting new propositions.

Zhōngguó Mèng, a pseudonym, regarded engagement in seminar discussions 
about students’ research writing as beneficial:

Learning needs clear arguments and a very clear process of reasoning. If a 
student approaches one entity with another entity, but does so implicitly, 
the argument may be unclear. However, such an approach might create 
the false impression of students from Zhōngguó lack the ability to think 
critically. Some of these students might know how to think critically in 
both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén, by access knowledge both their languages. 
Students need to be able to ask questions to find appropriate, positive and 
productive ways to make explicit their critical thinking and advance their 
academic arguments and reasoning.

In a communiqué from the Gòng Chǎn Dǎng (共产党, Communist Party) 
a list of ‘Seven Prohibitions’ governing university teaching and research were 
proscribed:

The seven topical areas banned from university classrooms, research semi-
nars and publications all fall within the domain of the humanities and social 
sciences. They include constitutional democracy, civil society, economic 
liberalisation, freedom of the press, historical critiques of the Communist 
Party, challenges to socialism with Chinese characteristics, and discussion 
of ‘universal values’ (local code for human rights and freedoms, including 
academic freedom).

(Fitzgerald, 2016, p. 14)

Academics in Zhōngguó understand the contradiction between the state’s 
efforts to press them to be the world’s best researchers, and its exertion of 
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political control. On the one hand, universities charge academics with the 
responsibility to seek the truth, to be academically independent and to preserve 
their freedom of thought (Du, 2019; Sun, 2019). On the other hand, academ-
ics are trained not to teach politically incorrect content in their classes so as 
to avoid running afoul of security authorities. In practicing self-censorship, 
academics adhere to the core requirement of recognising the Gòng chǎn dǎng’s 
(共产党, Communist Party) leadership of the country, implement the pre-
scribed program of political socialisation, and do not challenge this by discuss-
ing any events and incidents that may cause embarrassment.

Students practice using their rules

Power does not necessarily prohibit or punish postmonolingual critical think-
ing. Depending on the rules that govern concrete situations, the dominant 
monolingual mindset is open to questioning. Postmonolingual critical thinking 
is produced according to rules that are integral to the context of students’ com-
municative interactions.

Questioning dominant thinking sets

Institutionalised labels tend to categorise large numbers of students by a single 
characteristic, which may have a positive or negative attribute. Typically, the 
meaning of institutionalised labels is taken for granted, and they are used so 
often without question they are etched into prevailing understandings. The 
following evidentiary excerpts indicate students’ questioning of the reason for 
the use of particular institutionalised labels and the assumptions behind them. 
Students worked across a range of fronts to address the challenges of such bias. 
Dà Kùchǎ (大裤衩) knew the importance of defining the concepts used to 
make sense of the phenomenon he was studying. Moreover, Dà Kùchǎ made 
explicit the contextual attributes of the concepts he used:

Even if I do not speak Yīngwén fluently, I know that labels such as ‘foreign 
language’ can be derogative. Such a label is a problem because it makes 
the language distant or even alien. This label fails to address the issue, that 
when people learn a second language it becomes theirs. I know that as a 
researcher I cannot just use a label like that. I have to present well-defined 
concepts based on a consideration of various meanings. I work backwards 
from my notes about the different meaning attached to concepts to create 
a flow in my writing. I have learnt to use my writing to explain how I am 
dealing with a problem such as labelling.

Labels such as ‘foreign language’ become take-for-granted buzzwords that are 
part of some people’s everyday talk. However, labels sanction overly simplistic 
understandings of phenomena (Carey, 2014). Labels are problematic when they 
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are polarising. Labels position some people and language as ‘foreign’ or ‘alien’, 
as being beyond the possibility of ever learning Zhōngwén. Through her doc-
toral research, Réngōng Zhìnéng (人工智能) learnt how to question labels and 
to present well-defined concepts to talk about phenomena:

Current research is an outcome of, and a contribution to a long history 
of scholarly debate based on the exchange of knowledge throughout the 
world’s scholarly communities. My job as a researcher is to contribute 
to such debates. I have been studying the practice of teaching for the 
transfer language elements from Yīngwén to Zhōngwén, looking at both 
progressive and undesirable possibilities. I was investigating what students 
know in Yīngwén, and how this might provide as a basis for having them 
learn related dialogues in Zhōngwén. I approach my reading of the litera-
ture systemically, looking at the most up-to-date credible research in both 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. I am interested in what problems differences 
in the meaning of the same concept create. I also search for differences in 
arguments, and in the evidence that is reported by researchers. I then look 
for really important older literature to see how the field has changed as a 
result of debates. I want to see where I can make a really useful contribu-
tion to knowledge.

By questioning the purpose for using a given label, Fēipán Hú (飞盘胡) dived 
deep beneath its taken-for-granted surface meaning to bring its complexities 
to the fore:

‘Critical thinking’ is a word with many meanings. It is not a matter of 
repeating the outline of a lecture; you have to understand and learn. After 
considering different views of critical thinking, I prepared evidence that 
offered more than one perspective on the concepts used in my research. 
After a time, I gradually became familiar with definitions of critical think-
ing. I became open to the fact that some of my evidence did not agree 
with the theory I outlined in my research proposal. I had to think about 
what this evidence meant for modifying my initial expectations, and how 
I would present this problem. This deepened my research; it was no longer 
just a surface level consideration.

Questioning the labels assigned to her, and those she assigns to herself, and 
deciding whether to accept or resist them was important for Fēipán Hú:

I initially ignored concerns about questionable labels, such as ‘non- 
English-speaking background’. However, it is wrong to say speaking 
Yīngwén is not part of my background. I actually speak Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén quite fluently. I can see contradictions here. The idea that 
Zhōngwén should be my ‘home’ or ‘community’ language, and not my 
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‘university’ language creates a disjunction that I find objectionable. Being 
a proficient bilingual speaker is a significant achievement for me. Being 
bilingual is my vehicle for achieving much more in my life than I could if 
I was just monolingual. I am not a disadvantaged ‘non-English-speaking 
background’ student. I question the label ‘NESB’ as being inappropriate in 
universities where students are multilingual.

In rejecting the conventional labels assigned to her, Zhuǎn Shì (转世) rejected 
deference to university managers, using her doctorate to invest in advancing 
her own counterargument:

I understand that no labels are above or beyond questioning. Labels such 
as ‘NESB’ are fraught with many complications. University managers have 
actually used the label ‘non-English-speaking background’ when wel-
coming us to the campus. The use of this label as a marker of my sta-
tus makes explicit an expectation that I require academic literacy support 
in Yīngwén. Now I question the interest in Yīngwén-only research and 
publication, and the larger socioeconomic structures these feed into. This 
label stigmatises me for not fitting a predetermined category. To make 
real advances in knowledge I use my research to explore such labels, using 
evidence and arguments from different angles. I have changed my under-
standing of myself as a researcher; I am a bilingual researcher. I use both my 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén in my research.

Multiplying the labels used to name and understand students may help bring 
forward the recurring question of the categories used and the uses made of 
them. Prudence suggests that any label, no matter how positive its initial reso-
nance, is likely to accrue negative frames of reference over time (Ortmeier-
Hooper, 2008; Song, 2016). These students have created a range of stimulating 
ideas that unsettle what they see as the prevailing biases in languages educa-
tion or otherwise disrupt the dominating prejudices in this field. Their ideas 
disrupt the expectations governing familiar tropes in this field by adding new 
ideas, challenging existing ones and perhaps provoking others. In this way, they 
challenge the governing assumptions of those who occupy roles in this work 
through making meaning of the rules for critical thinking, as well as shifting 
the conventions for undertaking this work. Of particular importance is the 
force their critical thinking brings to confronting students with the question 
of whether they have the transcultural self-confidence to use their language/
knowledge resources for critical thinking. These students are an encourage-
ment for others to think critically by considering multiple perspectives –  
cultural, economic, historical, political or social – thereby taking a broader 
frame to work with issues. They disrupt the familiar narratives about pas-
sive, uncritical Asian students (Durkin, 2008; Egege & Kutieleh, 2004; Rear, 
2017; Tiwari, Avery, & Lai, 2003; Zhang, 2017), and thereby represent an 
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encouragement to other students to consider how they can perform as critical 
thinkers. Their postmonolingual critical thinking encourages others to occupy 
critical thinking as a site where they can explore issues that underpin their 
research work. The complexities of languages education in contemporary con-
texts around the world requires a range of rules for postmonolingual critical 
thinking to better understand and unpack the multiple dynamics at play.

Evaluating the rules used and their transferability

Students came to evaluate the rules for postmonolingual critical thinking they 
used and assessed their potential transferability across languages and contexts. 
Power is understood as interacting with and through postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking. Power is integral to the delineation of the rules for questioning 
authority, and the possibilities for proposing other rules. Delineating the rules 
governing contested and contestable concepts, and for mitigating confirmation 
bias brought to the fore the interactions between power and postmonolingual 
critical thinking.

Recognising contested and contestable concepts

Emphatic claims about what any concept ‘really’ means are as questionable as 
they are unhelpful. The meaning and uses of concepts are subject to debate. 
Concepts require careful reasoning in order to appreciate their complexity. 
Postmonolingual critical thinking encompasses a cluster of interconnected con-
cepts of which ‘discourse’ is one, albeit one that has contested and contestable 
meanings. Li Maizi (李麦子) was lost when she first heard the word ‘discourse’:

I looked up discourse in a Yīngwén dictionary – because in Zhōngguó 
teachers encourage us to understand a Yīngwén word through Yīngwén 
explanations. So I went to my electronic Yīngwén – Zhōngwén diction-
ary, which said the discourse means conversation, text, speech, formal 
argument or discussion (谈话，语篇， 演讲，正式的讨论; tán huà; yǔ 
piān; yǎn jiǎng, zhèng shì tǎo lùn). That did not really help me understand 
the word discourse as a conceptual tool.

Li Maizi did not quite understand the idea of discourse, so she read a range of 
literature:

Turning to open access research papers I asked, ‘What is discourse?’ 
I checked an internet website that said discourse refers to how institu-
tions structure our thinking and shape our communication about people, 
things, and organisations, and their interrelationships. Turned out, that as a 
doctoral student I am a member of a university that organises me to con-
tribute to knowledge-producing scholarly communities that actually shape 
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the production of my knowledge and the kinds of knowledge I create and 
disseminate. This is what discourse means.

Li Maizi established that there are dominating and marginalised discourses that 
reflect the control of knowledge and its connections to hierarchies of power:

I could see how a separatist, monolingual worldview in languages edu-
cation is organised and expressed through the recurrent use of certain 
terms. Some taken-for-granted but questionable slogans include teaching 
Zhōngwén for its ‘foreignness’ (Duìwài Hànyǔ Jiàoxué, 对外汉语教学),  
and Zhōngwén and Yīngwén are distant languages. These labels both 
express and reinforce the biases of the dominant thinking set.

Li Maizi thought about what the different meanings of concepts meant for her 
research:

Before I started researching the meanings given to ‘discourse’ I was not 
confident in my understanding of this concept. . . . When I understood that 
concepts have multiple meanings, I recognised that people may agree or 
disagree with some of those meanings. As a researcher I have to develop a 
sophisticated understanding of the concepts I use. They are all questioned 
and questionable. I have a role in questioning them.

Critical thinking encompasses normative content that includes a cluster of 
interconnected concepts such as ‘democracy’ or ‘mínzhǔ’ (民主) (Gautier, 
2019). Although ‘democracy’ and ‘mínzhǔ’ (民主) are similar terms, they are 
contested and contestable concepts in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, as they 
are in other languages. For instance, where powerful elites are unable to use 
democracy (the power of the people) to secure their privileged interests, they 
erode democratic norms and institutions through polarising and dividing the 
people by structuring racial and economic inequalities (Gilens & Page, 2014; 
Lieberman, Mettler, Pepinsky, Roberts, & Valelly, 2019). It is not possible that 
the meaning of such complex concepts will be stable across all contexts as if 
they are fixed for all time. Ding Zilin’s (丁子霖) realised that being a researcher 
made it necessary to understand that any given concept can have multiple 
meanings and uses in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén:

Through my research I have explored the related concepts of democ-
racy and ‘minzhǔ’ (民主) and their different connotations in Yīngwén 
and Zhōngwén in terms of the different intellectual cultures and politi-
cal contexts in which they are used. However, it was not sufficient to 
assert that they differ, I had to explain how they differ. Although simi-
lar, these concepts reflect and reproduce the different values, ideas, and 
beliefs about the different degrees of power associated with ideas such 
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citizenship, participation, and decision-making. I found that in the US, 
ruling elites either use democracy to secure their interests, or break with 
its institutions and norms when the will of the people opposes their 
interests.

Debates within Zhōngguó about ‘mínzhǔ’ (民主, democracy) are informed by 
debates over Marxist theory. The idea of a socialist democracy with Zhōngguó 
characteristics has affected a major innovation in separating capitalism from 
socialist market reform (Fuyet, 2017; Hee-Yeon, 2014). Ngeow (2014), a doc-
toral graduate in public and international affairs from Northeastern University 
(Zhōngguó), reported that there are debates about what constitutes Zhong-
guoshi mínzhǔ (中国式民主, Chinese-style democracy). These disagreements 
are apparent in a range of associated terms and their meanings, including fǎzhì 
mínzhǔ (constitutional democracy, 法治民主), dǎngnèi mínzhǔ (intraparty 
democracy, 党内民主), jīcéng mínzhǔ (grassroots democracy, 基层民主) and 
xiéshāng mínzhǔ (deliberative democracy, 协商民主).

Critical thinking itself is as contested and a contestable concept in both 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. Definitions of critical thinking range from deciding 
what knowledge claims are reasonable to believe, through to the capability to 
question one’s own knowledge claims (Fung, 2014). For Zheng Churan (郑楚
然) ‘critical thinking’ has one important meaning, namely, being prepared to 
question dominant ways of defining this concept:

As a speaker of Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, I used both languages to make 
meaning of the term critical thinking. A helpful concept for me is sībiàn 
nénglì (思辨能力, capability for seeing four sides). However, I know that 
in Zhōngguó different scholars from different intellectual traditions attach 
different meanings to sībiàn nénglì. The same is true for almost any con-
cept. For instance, in Yīngwén there are as many different ways of con-
ceptualising the word ‘democracy’ as there are for the similar word in 
Zhōngwén, that is ‘mínzhǔ’ (民主). Thus, I can transfer concepts between 
my two languages in order to better comprehend how the similar con-
cepts contains different connotations in different intellectual cultures and 
research contexts.

Li Maizi had learnt in Zhōngguó that democracy means that all the people in 
the US are a source of decision-making power. However, her studies abroad 
led her to think otherwise:

I can see that in the US democracy struggles at every level against those 
with power and money to make public policies. The power of the people 
is subverted from within the US by unelected economic elites and their 
allied interest groups, much more than from outside influences. The col-
lective power of the people to shape public policy in the US is minuscule. 
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They create images of the US as a democracy and defender of democracy 
worldwide. However, there is a democratic deficit in the US.

The challenge of dealing with the contested meanings and uses of concepts 
informed these students’ questioning of the notion of ‘critical thinking’. The 
contested and contestable concept of critical thinking arises with its applica-
tion in new circumstances and adaptation to new domains (Gautier, 2019). 
Given their studies in languages education, foreignness (外, wài) emerged as a 
contested and contestable concept, opening up possibilities for them to explore 
rival meanings and different concepts. Luǒ Guān (裸官) looked at the asser-
tions made in the literature to see where they conflict with contrary evidence-
driven, conceptually informed arguments:

In my study of languages education, I can see there is a major difference 
in how research problems are framed. In teaching students how to learn 
Zhōngwén, it is possible to do so from their perspective or from a focus 
on the language only. The former involves using sociolinguistic content 
from students’ everyday lives to teach them pǔtōnghuà (普通话, com-
monly spoken Chinese). The latter ignores the language students as part 
of their everyday interactions in school, and teaches them a completely 
‘foreign’ language.

To investigate the uses of the sociolinguistics knowledge could contribute to 
making Zhōngwén learnable and usable, Luǒ Guān framed her research ques-
tion in a way that put the teachers in the shoes of learners:

I had to frame my research problem in a way that created real opportuni-
ties for Yīngwén-speaking school students for learning and use Zhōngwén 
in their daily lives. The idea of making Zhōngwén a foreign language 
seemed questionable. I already knew this language. I needed to investigate 
students’ perspectives on what might make it possible for them to learn 
and use Zhōngwén as part of their everyday schooling. The focus of my 
research was to investigate a student-centred, learning-focus to approach to 
localising language education. I used my students’ existing sociolinguistic 
knowledge in Yīngwén to teach locally appropriate forms of Zhōngwén.

Luǒ Guān questions the idea of teaching the ‘foreignness’ of Zhōngwén 
(Duìwài Hànyǔ Jiàoxué, 对外汉语教学). This focus on foreignness (外, wài) 
in languages education is a problem. Tang (2015) explained that foreignness 
means alien, abnormal and not recognised as part of a self. Using the term 
‘foreignness’ to name Zhōngwén in language education positions it in the dis-
tant outside world, as belonging to deviant others who have to be repelled. 
‘Foreignness’ puts Zhōngwén outside that which students belong to by mak-
ing it external to their everyday lives. For Luǒ Guān, teaching Zhōngwén as 
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a ‘foreign’ language (duìwài Hànyǔ jiàoxué, 对外汉语教学) makes it an alien 
or ‘foreign’ language. Luǒ Guān decided to investigate how to teach students 
Zhōngwén from their perspective:

The word ‘foreignness’ is used to emphasise the distance between teachers’ 
language and the possibilities of students’ learning that language. In effect, 
the use of the word ‘foreignness’ creates and reinforces an unnecessary dis-
tance between teachers and students. Currently, many Yīngwén-speaking 
school students fail to learn Zhōngwén, in part because teaching focuses 
on its ‘foreignness’. Such teaching reinforces the idea that Zhōngwén 
is an alien language. From a monolingual perspective is positioned as a 
Zhōngwén language. This problem provided a focus for my study.

Defining Zhōngwén or Yīngwén in terms of foreignness mandates the exclu-
sion of these languages from students’ everyday lives. Tang (2015) argued that 
foreignness signifies the marginality of a language in a given sociopolitical con-
text and a refusal to sanction its local use. ‘Foreignness’ signifies that Zhōngwén 
is marginal and harbours subversiveness or that it represents a potential threat, 
even though it operates as a signifier of privilege for those teachers who are 
already proficient in it. Paradoxically, embracing – renouncing Zhōngwén 
through the emphasis on its ‘foreignness’ is part of the monolingual mindset 
governing languages education, and this creates considerable tensions when 
researching multilingual practices.

Structurally, the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand 
are multilingual nations; however, the use of the label ‘foreignness’ suggests oth-
erwise. The linking of students’ learning of Zhōngwén to foreignness supports 
a monolingual, language-focused, teacher-dominated instruction approach 
(Levine, 2014; Soo Bin, 2018). Like the mistaken claim that insists critical 
thinking is foreign to foreign students from Zhōngguó (Egege & Kutieleh, 
2004), this finds its parallel in the insistence on the foreignness of Pǔtōnghuà 
(普通话, common form of spoken Mandarin Chinese) to ‘foreign’ students 
in these countries. The politics of using foreignness to assert absolute differ-
ences between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén emphases monolingual separatism 
focuses, and ignores shared phonological or semantic features, and common 
morphological or syntactic features. To work against this political agenda, Wu 
Rongrong (武嵘嵘) used the notion of ‘localising Zhōngwén’ to study how 
to teach students to speak this language without making it a threat to them or 
vice versa:

If I just looked for evidence that confirmed my views, and then I am 
bound to find the evidence that confirms it. However, the monolingual 
stance that makes Zhōngwén a ‘foreign’ language itself must be investi-
gated. Such a study can be done by considering alternative pedagogies 
such as the transfer of students’ knowledge of Yīngwén to help them 
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learn Zhōngwén as a local language. With so many students around the 
world failing Zhōngwén, I decided to subject the idea of ‘foreignness’ to 
questioning.

Wu Rongrong tested the prevailing assumption that focused on the ‘foreign-
ness’ of Zhōngwén against educational possibilities for ‘localising Zhōngwén’:

The issues of languages education are more complex than I initially 
thought. My critical thinking connects with my everyday experiences as 
a student, my precarious academic work in Zhōngwén and my emerg-
ing intellectual work in Yīngwén. Hopefully, this more comprehensive 
perspective might provide insights into ways of redressing the ‘foreignness’ 
associated with students’ failure to learn Zhōngwén.

Debating the problem of contested and contestable concepts is an educationally 
important rule. Making meaning of postmonolingual critical thinking and its 
rules need not be the responsibility of academics, but can also be undertaken 
by students who engage with the concrete problems that its poses during their 
research.

Mitigating confirmation bias

Confirmation bias occurs when researchers formulate predetermined claims 
which they then endorse without question. To redress the problem of con-
formation bias, researchers give due regard to counter-evidence, contrary 
arguments and the contestability of concepts (Norris, 1995; Schwind, Buder, 
Cress, & Hesse, 2012; Wheary & Ennis, 1995). Having students identify evi-
dence, arguments or concepts that were inconsistent with their preferred rec-
ommendations was one approach for reducing confirmation bias, stimulating 
their postmonolingual critical thinking, and them developing more nuanced 
research arguments. Students moderated their position in response to disa-
greements in evidence, arguments and concepts, and based judgements on the 
credibility of the relevant sources. In turn, they produced arguments that were 
more novel. By questioning dominant assumptions, Nǐ Guó (你国), a doctoral 
student, was able to examine what he had taken for granted:

I know critical thinking is not so difficult to learn because I can see the 
problems with bias in research. For instance, consider the concept of 
Zhōngtǐ Xīyòng (中体西用), which means keeping the socialist values of 
Zhōngguó as the core while adopting knowledge from the US and else-
where for its practical uses.

Based on the concept of Zhōngtǐ Xīyòng (中体西用) it is possible to 
provide a political account of the efforts by the government of Zhōngguó 
to promote the teaching of the ‘foreignness’ of Zhōngwén throughout the 
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world via its Confucius Institutes. This can be characterised virtuously in 
terms of the Government willingly using its money to fund a noble ven-
ture in friendship and harmony.

The bias comes in the way the US is compared in this regard. For instance, 
the US is represented as only being interested in learning Zhōngwén for its 
economic and geostrategic interests. Unlike Zhōngguó, the US is depicted 
as only being interested in learning Zhōngwén to secure its trading inter-
ests and for national security interests.

I know this example is biased because it fails to consider economic and 
geostrategic interests of Zhōngguó reasons for initially learning Éwén  
(俄文, Russian) and then later Yīngwén. This is an instance of confirma-
tion bias because it fails to rule out evidence of Zhōngguó having eco-
nomic and strategic reasons for learning these languages.

Nǐ Guó recognises and acknowledges the confirmation bias at play here. It is 
questionable to argue that Zhōngguó promotes the teaching of Zhōngwén 
internationally to further its interests in global peace and harmony. The US 
makes similar claims for promoting Yīngwén. The claim that the US is only 
interested in learning Zhōngwén to serve its trade and security interests has to 
be tested against Zhōngguó doing likewise in learning Yīngwén. You (2010) 
argues that in Zhōngguó, Yīngwén is a contested practice across intellectual, 
linguistic and cultural zones. Yīngwén is despised by the literati, being demon-
ised for its ‘foreignness’ as an imperialist language. Positioned as a ‘desirable evil’ 
because of its capitalist connotations, Zhōngguó’s policy has been to selectively 
appropriate Yīngwén, the ‘devil’s tongue’ (You, 2010, p. 27), from its pow-
erful enemies. For You (2010) Zhōngtǐ Xīyòng (中体西用) means learning 
Zhōngwén values and knowledge as essential (体, ti, the body), and learning 
US knowledge, including Yīngwén for practical purposes (用, yong, func-
tion). What is exceptional about Zhōngguó’s investment in learning Yīngwén 
and teaching Zhōngwén internationally is the huge amount of resources it has 
devoted to doing so over a long period. In contrast, the US, the UK and Aus-
tralia have made marginal investment in having their students learn Zhōngwén, 
while profiting from teaching Yīngwén to students from Zhōngguó.

To judge whether the claim that Zhōngguó’s only interest in language edu-
cation is noble is credible, or merely an instance of confirmation bias, it is 
necessary to find evidence that might falsify this claim. During a research sem-
inar, Yǎkè Xī (亚克蜥) presented counter-evidence relating to Zhōngguó’s 
investment in the teaching of Yīngwén as a ‘foreign’ language. She knew that 
ignoring any counter-evidence because it did not support the initial claim was 
unacceptable. Yǎkè Xī used this counter-evidence to challenge the initial asser-
tion and to produce a more credible argument:

Learning Yīngwén is not a noble mission in Zhōngguó. The economic 
benefits of being proficient in Yīngwén in Zhōngguó are quite significant 
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for individuals and the country. There is a high demand for university 
graduates who are very proficient in Yīngwén. With the accession to the 
World Trade Organisation by Zhōngguó in 2001, the demand for gradu-
ates who could communicate well in Yīngwén increased.

The demand for very proficient speakers of Yīngwén has continued to 
grow in support of the economic expansion of Zhōngguó. Increased trade 
and investment in Zhōngguó, and by Zhōngguó overseas investments have 
driven this demand for Yīngwén. The labour market in Zhōngguó recog-
nises the value of graduates who are very proficient in Yīngwén. Critical 
thinking is directed at questioning the ways students might avoid their 
research and education becoming mere instruments of the economy.

Confirmation bias can be exposed by making it visible. As a utilitarian device, 
Yīngwén has been used to realise Zhōngguó’s dream of building a politically, 
economically, and militarily strong state (Gao, 2018). The government of 
Zhōngguó sees the learning of Yīngwén as “paramount to the nation’s eco-
nomic competiveness in the global market [and] emphasises utilitarianism of 
learning Yīngwén for sustaining economic development as a society and for 
social mobility as individuals” (Guo, 2012, p. 28). The massive demand for 
graduates who are highly proficient in Yīngwén means they can earn a pre-
mium (Wang, Smyth, & Cheng, 2017). In Zhōngguó, the economic returns 
on proficiency in Yīngwén are high for those “living on the coastal seaboard, 
middle-aged workers, those with better education, and those in technical and 
service occupations’ (Wang et al., 2017, p. 102). Proficiency in Yīngwén posi-
tively affects graduates’ starting salaries; improves rural graduates’ chances of 
obtaining permanent residence in the cities, and increases their likelihood of 
being admitted for advanced studies and those enhancing their earning poten-
tial (Guo & Sun, 2014). Yīngwén translators and interpreters were the first to 
get well-paid jobs in international tourism and trade. Others gained jobs in the 
commercial sector. Some have sought better jobs by studying abroad.

Zhōngguó Mèng (中国梦) acknowledged her inclination to focus on only 
evidence that supports her claims and to exclude counter-evidence and con-
trary arguments:

I had this tendency of looking at an issue from just one perspective. For 
example, I would just compare the policies of Zhōngguó and Australia’s on 
language education in Zhōngwén. My superficial reading of the policies 
led me to say Zhōngguó is promoting education around the world in ways 
that are charming, friendly, harmonious and ethical. On the other hand, 
I took a shallow view of the Australia’s policy for teaching Zhōngwén, 
seeing it as being driven by economic and military interests. I said 
Zhōngguó was throwing its money away. However, there was a contradic-
tion here. My bias was not to consider any counter-evidence. For instance, 
I totally ignored Zhōngguó’s reasons for Yīngwén language education. In 
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acknowledging that both countries have economic and strategic interests 
in languages education, do not undermine my argument that Australia 
has refused to invest in the language education of its citizens in the way 
Zhōngguó has. In either case, critical thinking is necessary for exploring 
ways to break out of the dependency and splits this creates.

To minimise this bias, Zhōngguó Mèng’s activated multi-angled perspectives to 
evaluate and challenge her own assumptions:

Now I know that thinking only from one angle is not enough – because it 
is biased. I acknowledged that I actually learnt Yīngwén for economic rea-
sons – so I could study, work and live internationally. As a result, I decided 
that I could not look at my research problem from a single perspective. To 
be fair I looked at Zhōngwén education in the Australia, and Yīngwén 
education in Zhōngguó. I compared policies by looking at them from dif-
ferent angles. I looked for a variety of evidence and counter-evidence. By 
being a critical thinker I learnt to make a better argument.

The selecting and understanding of the research literature also raised problems. 
Wénhuà Zìxìn (文化自信) focused on one set of research that confirmed her 
existing views, and did not look for debates around this research. After exam-
ining the counterpoints represented by various sources, Wénhuà Zìxìn found 
value in considering contrary arguments. Wénhuà Zìxìn came to appreciate 
the value of questioning the sources used in her study:

Initially, I looked at ‘Asia literacy’ in Australia from the angle of just a 
single researcher. However, I realised this meant my research was being 
biased. I decided that just citing the work of one researcher was a problem. 
Originally, I just referred to the work of a researcher whose study had been 
commissioned by the government-funded agency whose job it was to pro-
mote ‘Asia literacy’. Then I realised such research might be questionable. 
I searched for research providing counterarguments in order to provide dif-
ferent angles for looking into ‘Asia literacy’. Not all Australian researchers 
see ‘Asia literacy’ through an economic lens, others use it to advance both-
ways exchange of knowledge. Of course, this expanded body of research 
raised more problems for me to consider. By expanding my sources of 
literature I found a way to contain my tendency towards one-dimensional 
thinking. Engaging with multi-angled arguments and evidence is useful.

To minimise confirmation bias, these students gradually moved to re-evaluating 
their claims by using evidence and counter-evidence, and searching for coun-
terpoints in the research literature. Based on this rule, they were in a position to 
challenge their pre-existing expectations and make more persuasive arguments 
(Liu & Wang, 2019). They had a more nuanced view of language education, 
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for instance, recognising that in Zhōngguó, Yīngwén is caught in a tension. 
On the one hand, Yīngwén is a major economic language for trade, a vehicle 
for sourcing scientific knowledge and transferring technological expertise, a 
means of generating income from tourists, and thus a mechanism for strength-
ening the position of Zhōngguó in the world (Adamson, 2004; Alvaro, 2015). 
On the other hand, Yīngwén is associated with military aggressors, barbarians 
and anticommunists, and thus is a threat to national integrity. The concept 
Yīngwén wēixié lùn (威胁论, the threat of Yīngwén language) holds that there 
is now an overemphasis on Yīngwén in Zhōngguó, and this is having negative 
effects on students’ proficiency in Zhōngwén (Wang et al., 2017). Framed as 
a dangerous weapon, Yīngwén is adapted to serve the conditions, culture and 
socialist characterises of Zhōngguó, nationally and internationally.

Presenting procedural mode

What might doctoral students from Zhōngguó teach universities about the 
rules of critical thinking in Zhōngwén? For the students, postmonolingual crit-
ical thinking means asking polite questions about the interests invested in the 
prevailing monolingual mindset and the structures that underwrite it. Ques-
tioning the tensions between the uses of multilingual practices in knowledge 
production and the monolingual mindset which governs the relations of such 
knowledge production is done thoughtfully and tactfully. Minimising threats 
by knowing what to look for and how to manage them when found is integral 
to politeness.

Politeness

To mediate or otherwise mitigate the risks that critical thinking poses for 
upsetting existing power relations, students from Zhōngguó have rules govern-
ing their politeness strategies. Zhan Zhanren (占占人) considered politeness as 
a necessary rule for postmonolingual critical thinking:

When Yīngwén-speakers in this country make critical comments they are 
very polite, they are considerate about other people’s ‘face’ (miànzǐ 面子). 
A ‘thick face’ serves as a shield against criticism. Therefore, I am not so 
different from them. The difference is that in Yīngwén-speaking educa-
tion critical thinking is prized. Researchers consider matters of politeness 
before they propose their critical comments. However, the environment in 
Zhōngguó is different. Researchers are likely to consider consequences for 
themselves before they express their critical thinking. Then they consider 
politeness.

Respect for others opens up for discussion other rules for postmonolingual 
critical thinking. Postmonolingual critical thinking in research calls for care 
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and civility in making one’s argument through a respectful engagement with 
counter indicators and counterarguments (Nussbaum, 2016). Partners in con-
structive dialogues listen to each other in ways underpinned by respect for 
others. Rather than being combative, pedantic or petty, inquiring into which 
evidence, concepts and arguments are the most credible provides a way of 
realising this rule of respect for others. The constructive dialogues integral to 
critical thinking enable partners to investigate a problem and consider possible 
arguments that one could not have produced without the other. For Hē Chá 
(喝茶), the question of status was integral to her rules for postmonolingual 
critical thinking:

Critical thinking in Zhōngwén is strongly influenced by the status of the 
person or persons to whom a researcher’s critical thinking is addressed. If 
a researcher is proposing critical ideas to a superior, the mode of propos-
ing will be indirect and strategic. The critical ideas will be made in what 
I consider to be a mild, tactical way. . . . If critical ideas are to someone of 
lower status, then they can be made quite clearly, and sometimes directly.

Rules for postmonolingual critical thinking are enabled as much as they are 
restricted by definitions of what is ‘appropriate’. However, institutional pres-
sures may discipline students to operate within a predetermined remit that 
defines the scope and sphere of their critical thinking.

For those who see students from Zhōngguó as uncritical thinkers, the 
increase in that nation’s knowledge-producing capabilities must be one of the 
more unexpected, if not extraordinary, global trends of the early 21st century. 
The government of Zhōngguó has effectively used its sustained investment 
in public sector research to make it a leading nation in science, to boost its 
knowledge-based economy, and to make it a leading contributor to the world’s 
knowledge production in critical technologies (Heinze, Jappe, & Pithan, 2019; 
Huang, 2018; Xie & Freeman, 2019). However, the managerial transformation 
of academic institutions in Zhōngguó into world-class universities has come at 
a cost. Tian and Lu (2017) question the intensification of work pressures on 
academics is unmistakable in their feelings of insecurity, uncertainty and anxi-
ety about pushing down the quality of research. They also problematise the 
gendered hierarchies of management power that these reforms have strength-
ened. Zhōngguó has created its own knowledge-producing capabilities and is 
renewing its intellectual culture. The capability for students from Zhōngguó 
to think critically may gain international recognition when there is worldwide 
acceptance accept that it has reinvigorated its long-standing capacity for gen-
erating knowledge.

There are two major implications of this study. First, from an educational 
standpoint, their knowledge of these particular rules provides a basis that 
appropriate pedagogies can extend. Explicit instruction is necessary to stimu-
late students to make connections for linking knowledge across languages and 
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research contexts. In teaching for the cross-sociolinguistic transfer of knowl-
edge, the educational focus is on developing pedagogies that strengthen stu-
dents’ interlanguage capabilities (Haghighi, Shooshtari, & Jalilifar, 2019; James, 
2018). Pedagogically, this requires greater knowledge of how students can make 
use of knowledge for the rules for writing in Zhōngwén, how they transfer 
these to their writing in Yīngwén, and how they make an original contribu-
tion to knowledge by doing so. Educators modelled their own struggles with 
the uncertainties of the processes of postmonolingual critical thinking, indicat-
ing what this meant for the research designs and theoretical frameworks used in 
their intellectual inquiries.

The second implication is that for universities that lock critical thinking 
into just one selected intellectual tradition in just one of humanity’s thousands 
of languages are mired in retrograde assumptions. The monolingual mind-
set governing Yīngwén-only education is under mounting tension because of 
the structural multilingualism universities and their governments have created 
over the centuries. Through reference to students’ rules for postmono-
lingual critical thinking, this chapter demonstrates that unipolar, monolin-
gual university education now exists in tension with multipolar, multilingual 
approaches to doctoral education. Pedagogically, for universities in the US, the 
UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand this shifts the object of the 
gaze from monolingual mindset and its preoccupation with uncritical thinking 
Asian students, to the students producing their own rules for questioning the 
interests governing students uses, or otherwise of their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge in education and research. By shifting the focus to students’ 
negotiation of these rules they gain a degree of control over what is being 
perceived as postmonolingual critical thinking throughout their research.

Conclusion

Does postmonolingual critical thinking counter English-language dominance 
in academic research, teaching and publishing? Through postmonolingual 
critical thinking students can document the contradictions in researching mul-
tilingually between expressing dissent at English linguistic imperialism, and 
their contributions to its continuing dominance as an ‘international’ academic 
language and in publishing research. Rather than focusing on how students 
from Zhōngguó perform on selected tests of critical thinking in Yīngwén, 
this chapter reported on their identification of rules with which they worked 
to govern their postmonolingual critical thinking. The prevailing assumptions 
in the literature suggest that students from Zhōngguó do not possess rules for 
postmonolingual critical thinking (see Chapter 2). However, the evidence in 
this chapter suggests that they have their own rules for doing so. Given the rules 
identified in the chapter in grounded illustrations, students can then build on 
such knowledge to extend their operating rules for postmonolingual critical 
thinking. These students’ capabilities for identifying rules for critical thinking 
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in Zhōngwén provide them intellectual resources for doing so in Yīngwén. 
Their rules for governing postmonolingual critical thinking are integral to their 
efforts to grapple with the tensions posed by the monolingual mindset and the 
everyday uses of multilingual practices across universities.

The evidence in this chapter indicates that teaching students how to extend 
their postmonolingual critical thinking involves practices whereby they make 
their own situated meanings about the rules they use for doing so. Through 
bringing their repertoire of languages and knowledge to bear, the students con-
structed and reconstructed their rules for such thinking, rules that they could 
then collectively use in their research. Accordingly, students extended their 
existing rules for talking about what they can do, say and be, through using this 
approach to thinking in their research, and everyday life. Pedagogically, this 
approach builds on the supposition that students have some prior knowledge of 
the norms of power, educational value and knowledge exchange is embedded 
within postmonolingual critical thinking.
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Introduction

To extend the possibilities for postmonolingual critical thinking among students 
from Zhōngguó (中国) this chapter analyses evidence from popular culture to 
focus on possibilities for its everyday work. Students’ future career trajectories 
are shaped by their past, albeit rarely in a tidy, linear one-to-one correspond-
ence. Their intellectual ancestry may feed into historical continuities in their 
work life, or more likely have to be reconstructed to deal with discontinuities. 
This chapter presents a reconstruction of critical thinking in Zhōngguó gen-
erated through a multilayered analysis of the television series Hou Gong Zhen 
Huan Zhuan (后宫甄嬛传, The Empresses of the Palace) (Liu & Wang, 2011). 
Film and literature provide students insightful case studies into critical think-
ing in a range of workplaces (Kim, 2019). While the palace setting for Hou 
Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan seems remote from the modern workplace as a critical 
thinker Mǐ Tù (米兔) used it to raise questions about graduates surviving their 
first job. Mǐ Tù used this popular television program to interrogate inequalities 
of power, the myths of opportunity and claims that the many are rewarded for 
merit. She was particularly interested in the way dominant assumptions lead 
workers to abandon the questioning necessary for changing their working lives.

American Factory (Reichert & Bognar, 2019) provides a case study of a manu-
facturing company from Zhōngguó. The Fuyao Glass Industry Group estab-
lished a manufacturing in a US rustbelt town where people were abandoned 
by the US government and its businesses. In Zhōngguó this documentary 
prompted critical thinking about the common ground workers have, grinding 
away in the new forms of corporate globalisation. The documentary is about 
the mounting pressures on labour due to totalising micromanagerial control; 
managements’ replacement of workers with machines, and workers’ conflicts 
with the world’s capitalist infrastructure. Workers face long working hours, 
environmental insecurity and safety risks, seen in women picking glass shards 
without safety gloves, and dangerously hot facilities. Low wages and living 
continent away from families for years is no compensation. With automation 
companies in the US could have less reason to invest in Zhōngguó.

Chapter 6

Reconstructing 
postmonolingual  
critical thinking through 
popular culture
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Over the past four decades, Zhōngguó has undergone a series of dramatic 
socio-economic transformations, rendering obsolete the very terms once used 
to describe the country. As always, Zhōngguó is much more complex than 
terms such as Third World and Communist suggest. Likewise, the country’s 
intellectual landscape has not remained static. For instance, Wang (2009), for-
mer co-editor of Dúshū (读书, to read), showed that critical thinking involves 
dissecting the differences between ‘liberal’, ‘new authoritarian’, and ‘new left’ 
stances in Zhōngguó. Pondering Zhōngguó’s current dilemmas and the rel-
evance of everyone from Hannah Arendt to Karl Marx for addressing, Wang 
(2009) analyses the critical thinking driving public protests against economic 
and political grievances. Stepping outside orthodox assumptions, Wang’s 
(2009) critical thinking examined the mixed results of post-1978 reforms that 
have brought increased creature comforts while triggering a worrying rise in 
socio-economic inequality.

Inspired by Wang (2009), Mǐ Tù explored a vision of critical thinking in 
Zhōngguó. To explore the possibilities for reconstructing postmonolingual 
critical thinking in the workplace using popular culture this chapter addresses 
three issues. It identifies Mǐ Tù’s reasons for studying Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking, classifying these into three categories, namely capitalising on vulner-
ability, attaching one’s self to the powerful, and using obedience to mask ambi-
tion. Mǐ Tù’s view of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking was then tested with other 
students from Zhōngguó to which she responded in a plausible, modest, and 
respectful manner. Given the value of what the students said during interviews, 
this chapter presents direct quotations. These evidentiary excerpts capture their 
views and related interests according to way they themselves perceived them.

Zhe-n Huán’s critical thinking

During a series of purposeful conversations, Mǐ Tù explained that her earlier 
efforts at critical thinking often were undertaken without any reference to a 
significant context or purpose. The knowledge Mǐ Tù had of critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén or could access through that language, seem as elementary 
as it was abstract. What she had learnt from Lŭ Xùn (鲁迅) seemed to be 
excluded from the resources she could use to contextualise the what she wrote 
in Yīngwén to demonstrate her critical thinking. Mǐ Tù was told, several times 
that she needed to work on her critical thinking skills.

I was consoled that I didn’t have to feel frustrated because, as I was told, 
I had a ‘typical Chinese students’ problem. I came to the conclusion that 
in order to be recognised as a critical thinker, which I thought I was, I had 
to better understand critical thinking and how it works. To do that, I took 
courses in critical thinking. I read and analysed complex sentences in 
newspaper to understand their structure, logic and intentions. With great 
reluctance and uncomfortableness, I tried to deploy this critical thinking 
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using only Yīngwén in my academic studies. I tried to de-activate my use 
of Zhōngwén when doing my assignments so I would not be distracted by 
any knowledge in that language. I did not want to deviate from the correct 
for thinking critically in Yīngwén. That I kept failing surprised me. There 
was no simple answer to my question.

Postmonolingual critical thinking is learnt through being contextualised, and 
students being encouraged to use their full repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge. Critical thinking is difficult to learn when removed from its multilayered 
contexts and reduced to generating syllogisms. More than this, postmonolin-
gual critical thinking supports the production of knowledge in one context and 
language, and explores the possibilities for transferring that knowledge to other 
contexts and languages. For Mǐ Tù, Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan dramatizes 
the important but problematic question of critical thinking as embedded in 
workplace complexities. In terms of contextualising postmonolingual critical 
thinking, Mǐ Tù explained that she had her reasons for reconstructing Zhēn 
Huán’s critical thinking as a lesson for graduates entering the workplace.

Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan is a television adaptation of the online fic-
tional novel written in Zhōngwén. The series follows the intrigues among 
the Emperor’s concubines in the imperial palace of the Dà Qīng Dài (大清
代) (1644–1911). Written in the first person, Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan 
adopts the standpoint of Zhēn Huán to present the institutionalised power 
of patriarchy and her efforts to transform it, or at least make it serve her 
interests. There were 76 episodes in the television series, each 45 minutes 
long. They were broadcast on provincial satellite TV channels throughout 
Zhōngguó.

This historical television drama is part of Zhōngguó’s development and mar-
keting of international cultural products. The purpose is with strengthen the 
cultural self-confidence and influence of Zhōngguó throughout the world 
(Jaafar, 2015; Liu & Wang, 2011). Mǐ Tù had other reasons for reconstruct-
ing the critical thinking employed by Zhēn Huán in terms of the workplace. 
Zhōngguó’s policies and trading ventures mean that its intellectual and cultural 
resources are becoming familiar to Yīngwén-speakers around the world, creat-
ing new employment opportunities for graduates.

Significantly, the series’ popularity saw versions of it broadcast in Hong 
Kong and Taiwan, as well as Canada, Japan, Korea, and the US. Subti-
tled in Yīngwén and renamed Empresses in the Palace, the U.S. adaptation 
consisted of six episodes, each 90 minutes’ duration. As a result of a col-
laboration between the online streaming provider and LeTV, one of the 
main online platforms for films and television in Zhōngguó, the series was 
broadcast globally on Netflix. Both LeTV and Netflix were interested in 
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facilitating each other’s global ambitions. LeTV’s desire was to enter the 
massive online international market targeting countries where there are 
significant numbers of Zhōngwén speakers. Netflix desire was to branch 
out into Zhōngguó.

Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan stimulated Mǐ Tù’s critical thinking about the work-
place. Her thinking ranges across issues of gender politics, elite capitalist guānxì 
(关系) networks, utilitarian power-building mechanisms and women trading 
love-and-sex for survival. Mǐ Tù chose to reconstruct the critical thinking in Hou 
Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan in terms of the workplace because this historical allegory 
addresses concerns about patriarchy that are relevant to contemporary society.

Every woman throughout history confronts the same institution, the 
absolute authority of the patriarchal elites with its differential hierarchies 
among women. The televisions series captures situations of patriarchy 
visible in the world. Its mechanisms of power and control are explored 
through Zhēn Huán’s own metamorphosis. The power relationships 
engendered through patriarchy are explored through women competing 
with each other as they battle to survive or gain privileges within the 
dominant patriarchal regime. This exploration of patriarchal relations of 
power presents a historical reconstruction of women’s lived experiences. 
For me, it provided a stimulus for thinking critically about recognisable 
instances of unjust and oppressive social conditions. My critical thinking 
was directed at interpreting social dominance and informing efforts to 
transform power relations.

As a guide to workplace critical thinking, Mǐ Tù interpreted Hou Gong Zhen 
Huan Zhuan as a cautionary historical tale for university graduates. Yang’s 
(2016) critical thinking about Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan draws attention 
to the production of authoritarian neoliberal workers. They work at being 
selfish, self-interested, conniving and calculating within the workplace power 
hierarchy, endangering efforts to address pressing socio-economic issues such 
as patriarchy. Mǐ Tù classified Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking into three catego-
ries, namely capitalising on vulnerability, attaching one’s self to the powerful 
and using obedience to mask ambition. Her interpretation of each of these is 
mapped in the next three sections.

Attaching oneself to the powerful

In the struggles of the academy, doctoral students do not have the power to 
protect themselves from authoritarian elites. Therefore, playing at being vul-
nerable and harmless is a useful strategy. However, students get caught up in 
infighting when they try to help their friends. In a situation where her power 
and status was low, Mǐ Tù thought students have to work together to confront 
oppression from sources of dominance.
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Like Zhēn Huán, doctoral students need to find powerful actors to protect 
themselves.

在这后宫中，若想升，必须猜中皇上的心思，若想活，必须猜中别
的女人的心思。In this palace, if you want to be promoted, you have to 
guess what the Emperor is thinking. If you want to live, you have to guess 
what other women are thinking.
后宫中哪来的什么情同姐妹？不过是势弱依附势强，愚笨听从聪

明。There is no such thing as sisterhood in the palace. The weak attach 
themselves to the powerful, the foolish listen to the wise.
‘以后要仰人鼻息，日子可是难过了’ From now on, I am at the 

mercy of others. It is going to be hard to live.

Academic work is challenging. Students have little chance to establish, main-
tain, and increase their status if they fail to recognise the indicators of power in 
universities. In order to prosper, doctoral students have to be aware of powerful 
competitors. Knowing this, Mǐ Tù saw it as necessary to become attached to 
someone from the higher end of the management pyramid to assure herself of 
a degree of protection.

An important task for doctoral students is to determine who are the appro-
priate power figures to whom they might make strategic attachments; 
often it is the manager of higher degree research students.
其实这后宫里头啊，从来就只有一棵树，只是乱花渐欲迷人眼罢

了。只要你看得清哪棵是树、哪朵是花就好了。In this palace, there 
is only one tree. Yet there are too many confusing flowers. You only need 
to see which is a tree and which are flowers.
如今势单力孤，强敌环伺 . . . 必要寻一颗足以挡风遮雨的大树

了 . . . 我低头默默 . . . ‘臣妾等身处后宫之中仰仗的是皇后
的恩泽, 能为皇后分忧解劳是臣妾等份内的事’。 Now I am weak 
and alone, yet enemies are all around. . . . I have to find a tree to give me 
shelter. . . . I lower my head and keep quiet for a while: ‘Concubines like 
us live in the palace by the grace of the Empress. It is our responsibility to 
share the concerns and troubles of the Empress’.

Mǐ Tù sees students walking along a knife’s edge as they are observing, or 
sometimes are drawn into the competitive struggles for power that occur 
among research managers:

The Emperor is at the summit of the scheme of power relations in the 
palace. However, he maintains a distance from it. In Zhōngguó, Emper-
ors were always a ‘he’, except for Wǔ Zétiān (武则天) (Zhou Dynasty, 
690–705). Small slips could see their lives’ destroyed. In Zhēn Huán’s case, 
she lives by the ‘grace’ she exchanges for loyalty to the Empress. It is her 
choice to join in an alliance with the Empress. Zhēn Huán attaches herself 
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to the Empress and enjoys the protection the Empress provides. In doing 
so, she must ‘share the concerns and troubles of the Empress’, and act in 
accord with the interests and principles of the Empress. The arrangement 
of this alliance is such that the lower concubines are obedient to the leader 
of the alliance. In return, the leader takes responsibility for the lower con-
cubines. With the alliance well established, any entity within it can try to 
influence its future.
我苦苦一笑，黯然道：’ . . . 咱们已是一荣俱荣，一衰俱衰的命

数了。I smile bitterly, and say sadly. . . . ‘Honour for one is honour for all. 
Decline for one is decline for all. This is our fate’.

There is strength in the connections provided by an alliance. Zhēn Huán 
attaches herself to the Empress, thereby securing protection through absorb-
ing power without changing her actual status. As students learn the rules of 
the workplace they come to know what actions attract privilege, and which 
actions are valued and by whom (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Being in an 
alliance with a powerful ‘tree’, doctoral students share the honour that belongs 
to someone else. This empowers students with privileges only bestowed upon 
researchers with much greater status. The ‘tree’ raises the students’ power 
through the honour of their attachments.

Using obedience to mask ambition

Having experience in playing vulnerable and making time for attachment to 
the powerful, Mǐ Tù learnt to endure even as her ambitions grew:

The story follows the trajectory of Zhēn Huán’s power struggle and her 
encounters with deadly challenges. The Empress uses her in ways that she 
cannot forgive. Eventually, she decides to take over power.
即使我恭顺, 皇后对我也是心怀敌意，若我不恭顺，不啻与授人

于柄 .  .  . 你要记得一句话，君子报仇，十年不晚。还有一句，
路要一步一步走方能稳当，我实在没有本事能一口气板倒那么多
人。Even as I appear to be obedient, the Empress is a hostile opponent. 
If I appear not to be obedient, I am giving others the right to destroy me. 
I have to remember, for a noble person, revenge can be a matter of 10 years 
in the making. To be secure, I must proceed systematically. It is simply not 
possible to overturn so many people in a moment.

Doctoral students can work to maximise any advantage they find in their appar-
ent vulnerability. While pretending to be obedient, Mǐ Tù patiently awaited 
the opportunity to take power from her competitors.

Zhēn Huán knew that to be a concubine with power would attract 
attention. Such power would create excuses and opportunities for other 
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concubines to destroy her. As explained by her loyal servant, Zhēn Huán’s 
strategy was to use obedience to mask her ambitions.
在这宫中，有利用价值的人才能活下去，好好做一个可利用的

人，安于被利用，才能利用别人。Only useful people can survive in 
this palace. It is best to be someone that can be used, and who is willing to 
be used. Only then will I be able to use others.

Zhēn Huán lesson is: use obedience to direct your thinking and conduct, even-
tually you are likely to take power from the boss, the powerful woman to whom 
you initially attached yourself, who is finally woman you use. For Mǐ Tù, Zhēn 
Huán’s strategy suggests that students who appear to be obedient and ‘willing to 
be used’ can survive to find opportunities to develop their own power and even-
tually ‘use others’. The expression of obedience secures students’ chances to carry 
out their ambition. In doing so they can interrogate the boundaries between 
‘being used’ and ‘using’, between being ‘compliant’ and being ‘ambitious’. 
Deciding to use obedience to mask ambition is a prudent and perhaps deceitful 
and manipulative strategy to achieve outcome in a competitive workplace.

Capitalising on vulnerability

Doctoral education is a structured hierarchical field of relations and forces that 
underwrite and direct the strategies students pursue. Individually and collec-
tively, they work to protect or otherwise improve their situation in ways that 
favour their efforts at knowledge production and dissemination. The strategies 
used by students depend on their position in the field, the value to the intel-
lectual capital they are judged as having by those in power and their perceptions 
of those of the field (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Being an international 
doctoral student seemed to Mǐ Tù much like becoming a concubine:

Being a concubine in the palace was the most significant point in Zhēn 
Huán’s life. It changed everything. She had to leave her parents. She lived 
cautiously in the enclosed world of the palace, depending on her own 
devices. She had to confront the firmly entrenched administrative hier-
archy. She had to find her own ways to derive power to protect herself 
against exploitation.
柔桡嬛嬛，妩媚姌嫋。Soft and graceful, charming yet vulnerable.

Being charming yet vulnerable might be the first impression a new doctoral 
student projects in a patriarchal university. Understanding the risks made it pos-
sible for Mǐ Tù to put her vulnerability to work:

Hua Fei was the second most powerful concubine, second only to the 
Empress in rank in the palace. Through Hua Fei, Zhēn Huán learnt of the 
risks she faced.
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后宫之人嫉妒暗算。[我]  若再以才智相斗，恐怕徒然害了自身 
若是明日  被选中侍寝受到皇帝宠爱以致频频有人在背后暗算，那
可真是防不胜防  万一我圣眷优渥危及她(华妃)的地位，岂不是要
成为她眼中钉肉中刺，必欲除之而后快。The concubines in the pal-
ace stab each other in the back out of jealousy. If I fight them with talent 
and wisdom, I would hurt myself. If I were chosen by the Emperor and 
gained his affection, people would plot behind my back to attack me. Such 
attacks would be impossible to defend against effectively. If I were to gain 
a glorious reward from the Emperor, I would threaten her Hua Fei’s power 
and status. Then I would be a thorn in her flesh. She would definitely 
eliminate me.

Doctoral students like Mǐ Tù understand that if they attract attention, they are 
also likely to attract jealousy, and possible attacks:

Given that their fate is likely to be determined by managers of higher 
degree research, doctoral students might decide to position themselves as 
being weak, consistently giving the managers the impression of detached 
acceptance. This is preferable to becoming competitive, often to the point 
of aggression. Zhēn Huán found other concubines like this.
凡事自会讲求分寸，循规蹈矩 . . . 收敛锋芒 . . . 女儿也不

求能获得圣上宠眷，但求无波无浪在宫中了此一生，保住甄氏满门
和自身性命即可。I will not be carried away in anything. I will play by 
the rules. . . . I will draw in my claws. . . . I do not pray for the emperor’s 
love. I only pray for a peaceful life in the palace. I will preserve my family 
and myself.

New to the world of research, doctoral students know that they face many 
uncertain risks and potential enemies. Mǐ Tù knew that her power is too weak 
to challenge her thesis examiners, and to question peer reviewers.

Like Zhēn Huán, doctoral students need not hide their weakness. To send 
a message of being weak and hence harmless rather, they might emphasise 
it. To do so, Zhēn Huán even feigned sickness.
温实初的药很快就到了，小印子煎了一服让我睡下。次日起来

病发作得更厉害  .  .  .  病情一传出，宫中人人在背后笑话我，
无不以为我虽貌美如花却胆小如鼠，是个中看不中用的绣花枕
头  .  .  . 人们在争斗中也渐渐淡忘了我这个患病的贵人。Doctor 
Wen’s medicine was provided very quickly. Xiao Yin Zi cooked it and 
I drank it. The sickness became serious the next day. . . . When the word 
of my sickness spread, everyone in the palace laughed about me behind 
my back. They all think that despite my beauty, I am just a coward, just a 
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useless embroidered pillow. . . . Gradually those engaging in power strug-
gles have forgotten me, the sickly concubine.

Indeed, doctoral students’ expression of the weakness can bring a period of 
peace as it did for Mǐ Tù. This may prevent students from being harmed by 
those of higher rank, since their competitors do not sense a strong threat in 
them. They use this time to learn to test the loyalty of colleagues.

In her efforts to avoid the enemy, Zhēn Huán senses that not all her serv-
ants are loyal. Her being ill affects the material gains of her chamber and 
in turn those who work there. She sends away the servants who have 
complained and keeps only the servants motivated by loyalty to her, and 
not by profit. Likewise, in a time of weakness, students establish a trust-
worthy personal relationship with research managers so that they need not 
be concerned about any forthcoming power struggles. Here, students use 
their vulnerability to create a break from confrontation with dominance 
and create power bases that they can rely upon in the future. Zhēn Huán’s 
understanding captures this move.
有时候不争，比能争会争的人有福多了。Sometimes you are better 

off when you are not competing, much better off than those who compete.

Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking led Mǐ Tù to conclude that it is important to 
attach oneself to the powerful in one’s workplace in order to gain their support 
and protection, as well as to advance within the organisation. Likewise, Mǐ Tù 
explained that Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking made her realise that obedience 
had be used in the workplace to mask ambition. Zhēn Huán devoted all her 
efforts to securing her boss’ trust and reducing his mistrust. Further, Mǐ Tù 
observed that Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking pointed to the value of capitalising 
on vulnerability by selectively allowing herself to be made use of in the plans 
others had for the workplace. However, doing so was a sacrifice she would 
make in order to secure a better position for herself in the future.

The section has provided an account of Mǐ Tù’s reconstruction of Zhēn 
Huán’s critical thinking, based on its representation in a work of popular cul-
ture produced in Zhōngguó. By analysing instances of Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking, albeit in a palace, Mǐ Tù (米兔) characterised critical thinking in the 
workplace into three broad categories. Specifically, these are: attaching oneself 
to the powerful; using obedience to mask ambition, and capitalising on vulner-
ability. Looked at through these categories, attention is drawn to the ways in 
which thinking critically at work is embedded in particular relations of power 
in given material conditions. Mǐ Tù is an active critical thinker, not passive. 
Given the argument she made about Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking, Mǐ Tù 
asked other doctoral students whether they accepted her account, or what rea-
sons they might have for questioning her claims.
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A charitable consideration of counterpoints

Mǐ Tù was curious about other students’ arguments about Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking and what it might mean for the workplace. Through entering into 
purposeful conversations with them, she saw that they were rational, thought-
ful beings with whom she shared some views, but not all. Her critical thinking 
was stimulated and informed, her peers’ reasoned arguments for considering 
counter-evidence and their contrary arguments (Nussbaum, 2016). These stu-
dents from Zhōngguó raised questions that took issue with the substantive 
value represented by Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking. By respecting the posi-
tions of students who offered alternative viewpoints, Mǐ Tù explored what she 
shared with them.

Debating Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking

Doctoral students debated the potential relevance and application of Zhēn 
Huán’s critical thinking for undertaking research, or gaining a job in today’s 
workplace:

Critical thinking is a strategy that can best be presented by a story. Spe-
cifically, Zhēn Huán’s story says, to gain support for successful doctoral 
candidature, securing a job at the university while studying, to ensure 
one’s protection during such employment, and to obtain career advance-
ment within the university, then engagement with the manager of higher 
degree research is important. Doctoral students need to find those uni-
versity supervisors and research managers whose prospects for their own 
career advancement are strong. Or at least a supervisor with an established 
career who is willing and capable of mentoring them in their studies and 
supporting their career advancement. However, Zhēn Huán’s story is struc-
tured in a literary way. I cannot take use it as an academic way to form an 
argument – it would be too subtle, even for readers of Zhōngwén, not to 
mention Yīngwén-speaking readers. . . . Zhēn Huán’s method of critical 
thinking too fictional for research or doing one’s job. I cannot relate Zhēn 
Huán’s story to my doctoral education or future work.

(Mù Tián, 目田)

Dì Dū (帝都) admit Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking may have uses in the every-
day workplace if it is understood as a political forum:

For instance, when graduates are troubled or unable to cope with their 
job, they must not appear so in front of others, especially their managers 
because there is always someone waiting to take over their position. But 
Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking doesn’t have much use in doctoral educa-
tion. Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking is too bureaucratic.
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Hào Rán (浩然) saw the possibility of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking being use-
ful for secretaries to steal power from their bosses:

In the workplace, graduates have to make themselves indispensable, 
because the moment they lose their value to management their job can 
be eliminated. Even during one’s candidature as a doctoral student this 
means allowing research managers to make use of one’s research in order 
for students to secure advantages in their own studies. But for me Zhēn 
Huán’s critical thinking is too tricky to be used in learning or work. It is 
very complicated, and may not achieve its goal.

It is a mistake not to see complexity and ambiguity in the critical thinking inte-
gral to employment, research and learning. Imagination is required to affect the 
transfer of learning about Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking to students’ research 
and future employment. It takes time and energy to appreciate the possibilities 
for transferring learning about the subtleties of Huan’s critical thinking and 
grounding them in today’s workplace (Pavlova & Huang, 2013). However, it is 
a mistake to assume that critical thinking can guarantee desired outcomes; this 
is not the case.

As a result of her critical thinking, Zhēn Huán decided who should wield the 
power in the palace. She identified possible allies to realise this goal. She also 
identified those she needed to be careful around, because they may affect her 
plan. Using Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking, doctoral students take care in ques-
tioning critical thinking in academic Yīngwén by determining how research 
managers and theses examiners wield their power in in universities. Duǒ Māo 
Māo (躲貓貓) took the view that Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking could have 
value in learning, research and work:

In university, as in other workplaces, managers are the most important 
people to establish close relationships with, for students and graduates alike. 
In the struggle for academic advancement and workplace promotion, both 
students and graduates need to understand their managers well enough to 
know what they like and dislike about research among other things. This 
can be learnt by studying their reactions to different forms of research and 
work practices. But if one person reaches the balance and takes over the 
power through Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking, she or he would still have a 
dependent existence. They would always be a ‘fig’, not an independent tree. 
So they cannot grow big enough – because their future would be limited 
by powerful others.

(Duǒ Māo Māo)

Duǒ Māo Māo recognised that viewing doctoral students from Zhōngguó 
as vessels for receiving methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén reproduces 
academic dependency. Some countries regard themselves as having limited 
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intellectual resources due to stereotypes of intellectual inferiority, and the 
treatment of locally produced knowledge as exotic. They exhibit academic 
dependency when they rely on the US for example to set their research agen-
das and priorities (Fouad, 2018). Academic dependency reproduces the local/
global division of intellectual labour whereby knowledge workers in low- and 
middle-income countries are relegated to providing evidence. Those in the US 
design the research projects, doing so in ways that give them and their knowl-
edge primary roles in theorising the evidence (Alatas, 2006). Thus, researchers 
benefit from using practices of postmonolingual critical thinking to avoid, or at 
least minimise, reproduce such academic dependency.

Ethics, self-censorship, and critical thinking

There was a definite wariness among the students about Mǐ Tù’s interpretation 
of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking in the workplace. A key concern was that her 
account, while credible adds to assumptions that prevail in the literature about 
students from Zhōngguó. Some were conflicted by these complicated issues, 
expressing a mix of critical self-reflections and defensiveness. However, those 
who criticised Zhēn Huán critical thinking as unethical and manipulative, were 
not also forthcoming about their own uses of such skills:

In film and television studies, Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking can be consid-
ered as an art. To promote it in workplace contexts would be an interesting 
challenge. Zhēn Huán teaches doctoral students not to be quick to show 
their emotions because this would allow those with power in the univer-
sity or other workplaces to easily read what’s on their mind. Zhēn Huán 
teaches students to suppress their real emotions, to censor their knowledge 
and to speak in ways that are politically acceptable to their workplace col-
leagues. For doctoral students this is especially important when dealing 
with their research managers. Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking is sending an 
ungrateful, dangerous message. It is not an ethical way of thinking.

(Mù Tián)

For Mù Tián, critical thinking gives expression to a sense of mutual respect. 
Such reciprocal respect embodies a scholarly commitment to engage with 
another person as a rational being with an argument to be analysed thought-
fully and tactfully, not as an enemy to be humiliated:

One may need to put delimitations on the use of Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking. For instance, when students or graduates get into a debate with 
university or workplace colleagues, it does not matter who is right or who 
has made a mistake. It eventually boils down to who management trusts. 
Hence, do not waste time on being sad or engaged in debates. Students and 
graduates should put all their efforts into increasing their managers’ trust 
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of them. However, how would your readers in other countries see students 
from Zhōngguó if they thought they were like Zhēn Huán This could be 
a bad image for these students. Even if you see Zhēn Huán as a critical 
thinker, you shouldn’t talk about it.

(Wǔ Máo, 五毛)

The students had a dual reading of the effects of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking. 
On the one hand, they were aware of the workplace reality to which it spoke, 
while on the other hand, they felt guilty about both admitting and denying its 
reality. The LeTV and Netflix collaborative production of Empresses in the Pal-
ace (2015) was part of the Zǒuchūqū Zhànlüè (走出去战略; Going Out) strat-
egy of Zhōngguó to internationalise its cultural and creative industries (Jaafar, 
2015). This policy encourages the international promotion and marketing of 
Zhōngguó’s cultural products, so as to improve the global competitiveness of 
its cultural industries and reshape its image as a cultural superpower. Standing 
against the LeTV and Netflix collaborative venture, students saw its portrayal of 
Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking as bad publicity for Zhōngguó and its students.

Using personal pronouns in research

Researchers who take responsibility for their research use personal pronouns 
to remind readers of the decisions they made in conducting the research. They 
use personal pronouns to establish their authority as researchers based on the 
confidence they have in the findings they are reporting and the expertise they 
have over their field (Gao, 2017). Alternatively, researchers who avoid using 
personal pronouns may be seen as responsible for their research. Gao (2017) 
argued that personal pronouns are used in research writing in Yīngwén to 
“have important rhetorical effects in constructing authorial voice and project-
ing the writer – reader relationship” (p. 111). Given that readers can accept or 
reject a researcher’s particular findings, the non-use of personal pronouns does 
little to minimise negative feedback. Managerial demands conformity with 
regards the non-use of personal pronouns can work against doctoral students’ 
research writing:

The research manager was like Zhēn Huán. She corrected me a couple of 
times, when I was talking about my own experiences as they related to my 
research. She said that I should keep my personal experiences at distance 
from my research, and likewise my supervisors as a distance. She suggested 
I fellow her example. She gave me a sole-authored paper she had published 
as model. In it she had written ‘we’ instead of ‘I’. For example: ‘We illustrate 
the interplay. . . . In this study, we argue that . . . In our study, we gave our 
subjects . . . In this study, we asked students . . . We found that students . . . 
We were able to generate. . . ’ It seemed strange to be using ‘we’ when there 
was only one researcher named as the author of the study. She reminded 
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me of Zhēn Huán as she kept a close watch over both students and super-
visors. I guess she want to know which ones were the most obedient.

(Wǔ Máo)

The use of personal pronouns in research provides managers of higher degree 
research with a focus for exercising their power by asserting their ideological 
preference. Not all managers appreciate that the use of ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘we’ by 
researchers varies within and across methodologies and disciplines. For instance, 
corpus-based studies of the use of personal pronouns in research writing in 
Yīngwén have revealed their frequent use in physics (Gao, 2017). However, the 
use of personal pronouns across the disciplines of computer science, linguistics 
and management, although frequent, is inconsistent. Research managers who 
insist that doctoral students not use first person pronouns in their research 
have an incorrect understanding of genre ‘rules’ of professionalism (Lascher & 
Melzer, 2013). Their ideas about authorial persuasiveness are out-of-date, as are 
their misguided notions about researcher professionalism.

Wǔ Máo was capable of learning to transfer her knowledge of critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén. She did not have to work only in Yīngwén 
to demonstrate her skilled and systematic uses of critical thinking. Instead, she 
developed her knowledge by linking what she knew already in Zhōngwén to 
the new knowledge she was learning in Yīngwén:

The research manager said, ‘Has it been pointed out to you that you were 
using ‘you’ and ‘I’ wrongly?’ I replied, that I used the subject ‘you’ because 
I tried to include my audience in my paper through the language I used. 
I was trying to evoke ‘resonance.” I explained that I wanted to make read-
ers feel they had experienced the same thing. However, it didn’t work for 
the research manager. She insisted that I had poor English and had made 
grammatical mistakes.

(Wǔ Máo)

There is no demand for conformity regarding pronoun usage among educators. 
There are those who are willing to accept a diverse range of views with respect 
to the avoidance, use and abuse of pronouns. Harwood’s (2006) study revealed 
‘I’ is used judiciously and sparingly to guide readers through research reports. 
Thoughtful and tactful researchers use ‘I’ when defining their key concepts, 
stating their argument and knowledge claims, recounting their research meth-
odology and procedure, and acknowledging the contributions of others. Wǔ 
Máo used pronouns appropriately in her study:

I used pronouns to indicate that as a researcher I was taking responsibility 
for my knowledge claims. This was preferable to concealing my intellectual 
agency which had made the research possible. I find the exclusive use of 
‘we’ to refer to a sole researcher is distracting, ambiguous, and aggravating. 
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It is really pretentious, and old-fashioned, if not archaic. Likewise, the 
egocentric, arrogant, and intrusive use of ‘I’ in research is problematic and 
solipsistic. Editors encourage the elimination of ‘we’ from sole-authored 
research papers for these reasons. It is also questionable whether a researcher 
has any right to claim to be speaking on behalf of any given community.

The American Psychological Association states that it is acceptable to write in 
the first person, there being no reason to hide one’s own agency (Lee, 2014). 
However, the Association insists that authors avoid using ‘we’ to refer to any 
other people than a team of coauthors due to the ambiguities it introduces.

Apparently the use of ‘I’ was a problem for the research manager, even 
when I used it as a purposeful strategy. I explained that I avoided the mass 
use of ‘I’. I actually used ‘you’ or ‘we’ then instead of ‘I’ because I worried 
about qiāng dǎ chū tóu niǎo (枪打出头), ‘the bird that sticks its neck out 
gets shot’. I did this when I was actually writing about my own ideas and 
research work. In following the manager’s directions, I used ‘we’ as a way of 
referring to myself as well as my audiences in order to elevate my experi-
ences to a larger scale, as if these were common understanding. Through 
this language play, I intentionally removed the ‘I’ from the conversation, 
and borrowed power from my audience, by including them as ‘we’. The 
goal of my language play was to attach my research to the audiences and 
by implicating them in it to use their empathy as power to persuade them 
to accept my argument. However, I don’t see anything ‘objective’ in the use 
of ‘we’ in this complicated exercise in language power plays. Some of argu-
ments erase the need to locate oneself in the research. Others use various 
techniques to ensure that readers are informed about the research text and 
context.

(Wǔ Máo)

Doctoral students do well to search publications by researchers in the field that 
is the focus of their investigation. Like the studies by Harwood (2007) and Gao 
(2017), they can examine the frequency and use of personal pronouns in these 
publications. After identifying the contexts in which researchers have actually 
pronouns in their papers, they could discuss their appropriate and inappropriate 
uses. Then they could incorporate this evidence and the reasons they devel-
oped into their own research to demonstrate their considered and informed 
view of the issues at stake.

In sum, these students from Zhōngguó considered the possibilities of using 
skills and disposition for critical thinking demonstrated by Zhēn Huán. Doing 
so enabled them to locate themselves as knowers and identify the possible con-
tributions to knowledge could they make through postmonolingual critical 
thinking. Further, Mǐ Tù was open to, and welcomed their critiques of her 
ideas about critical thinking in the workplace. In all forms of research, the 
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processes of peer review and editing are important to ensuring that one’s argu-
ments are tested through scrutiny by others (MacRitchie, 2018). The next sec-
tion indicates how Mǐ Tù responded to her peers’ critical thinking.

Responding to questioning of Zhēn Huán’s  
critical thinking

No researcher’s claims are above and beyond question. All research findings 
are a provisional contribution to the ongoing scholarly conversations meant 
to advance knowledge. Mǐ Tù worked to comprehend the responses made 
by doctoral students from Zhōngguó to her account of Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking. This exercise gave her opportunities to identify and challenge some 
of her own taken-for-granted assumptions regarding what can and cannot be 
the focus of postmonolingual critical thinking. Rather than working through 
formal, abstract propositions, this concrete questioning of her presuppositions 
extended Mǐ Tù’s postmonolingual critical thinking. As indicated in the fol-
lowing box, the students’ responses to Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking stimulated 
Mǐ Tù to reconsider and further elaborate her argument.

Power relationships are a central part of all workplaces, including uni-
versities. Understanding these lies behind and informs doctoral students’ 
critical thinking.

Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking is a particular skill where critically minded 
workers suffer patriarchal oppression through the institution in which they 
work. Her method may not be useful in every encounter with power. 
Different methods of workplace critical thinking need to be available to 
doctoral students and graduates. In considering Zhēn Huán’s critical think-
ing, my aim was to minimise the constraints produced by framing critical 
thinking as a singular practice – occurring on one language, or in one 
intellectual tradition. Mine is an appeal for multiple sites and methods of 
critical thinking, in Yīngwén as well as in Zhōngwén. Such intellectual 
diversity can inform the learning, research and employment of interna-
tional students from Zhōngguó, and doctoral students in particular.

However, doctoral students have to pay close attention to the argu-
ments of others as a necessary means for testing the potential fallibility of 
our own arguments and to correct any biases. Thus, Zhēn Huán’s critical 
thinking was presented to doctoral students from Zhōngguó for them to 
identify possible limitations. This yielded unexpected information about 
the stresses and strains experienced by students from Zhōngguó and the 
strategies they determined for surviving and thriving in the sometimes 
alienating workplace that is a university.
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Zhēn Huán suggests that it is important not to be taken in by the 
apparent benevolence of the manager of one’s research or work, but to 
juggle the distribution of powers between the main camps in the work-
place. Because these camps are pre-occupied with their struggles against 
each other, they are unable to unify against others. Some students see 
such workplace critical thinking as informing their own perspectives on 
university research management. Others suggested it could obstruct their 
educational studies, research and employment. Even so, Zhēn Huán’s 
critical thinking generates a nuanced understanding of the complex rela-
tionships between power and patriarchy, vulnerability and acceptance, 
trustworthiness and obedience.

Here, critical thinking is understood as evaluating evidence in the 
context of workplace power relations, rather than accepting it without 
question. Using a range of evidence and counter-evidence to develop 
a well-structured plan, and then analysing it by presenting to others for 
further critical analysis seems useful. Such critical thinking is not the 
product of any one language or intellectual culture. However, many uni-
versities have yet to develop an educational response to capitalise on the 
critical thinking of doctoral students who come from different intellec-
tual cultures and speak many diverse languages.

Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking offers analytical tools for ascertaining 
and interpreting the employment capabilities of doctoral students from 
Zhōngguó. Their education challenges doctoral students to go beyond 
scholarly argumentation and extend their critical thinking to the com-
plex world of work. Making sense of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking is sig-
nificant for the workplace, but not because of its origin in Zhōngguó or 
its status as intellectual property. Rather, it is significant because it verifies 
the existence of workplace critical thinking in Zhōngwén, making its 
practice in contemporary Zhōngguó popular culture a fitting subject for 
analysis by students and their educators in universities.

Critical thinking entails thoughtful questioning about a world of work 
as imagined from the standpoint of other workers. There is little value 
in learning abstract, generic forms of critical thinking detached from 
the practical issues of work. To be capable, self-confident participants in 
workplace activities, students have to negotiate their career trajectories 
with those who inhabit such places.

The educational merits of exploring Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking 
with doctoral students from Zhōngguó is that it opens up questions 
about effecting learning transfer from Zhōngwén to Yīngwén, and from 
universities to other workplaces.

Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking also offers new angles on building 
intercultural self-confidence that warrant further research. Her critical 
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thinking can be approached, expressed and interpreted through the 
experiences of female doctoral students from Zhōngguó fighting to sur-
vive in patriarchal universities. Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking can also 
be considered in relation to bureaucratic issues, since it represents tricky 
avenues of power struggle. However, of prime concern is research that 
explores the use of Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking for generating concepts 
in Zhōngwén for use in thinking critically.

Overall, this account suggests that resources from popular culture, such as 
Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan, can be used to extended the capabilities students 
from Zhōngguó have for thinking critically in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. Not 
being able to teach students critical thinking in Zhōngwén does not mean that 
educators cannot teach students from Zhōngguó how to deepen their critical 
thinking. For educators who do not speak Zhōngwén, it is possible for them to 
teach students how to learn by relating knowledge in Zhōngwén to what they 
are learning in Yīngwén (Huang & Turner, 2018; Yang, 2016). While educa-
tors may not share the same repertoire of languages and knowledge as their 
students, they can teach them how to transfer knowledge of critical thinking 
between languages.

Postmonolingual critical thinking at work

Changes in education policy practices across universities have pressed academ-
ics at all levels, including doctoral supervisors, to provide workforce training, 
including capabilities for critical thinking. The purpose is to move graduates 
into employment with job transferable skills that are in demand in workplaces, 
thereby having them avoid ending up on welfare (Deloitte Access Economics, 
2018). Typically, critical thinking for work is defined narrowly. It is concep-
tualised in terms of workers’ responsibility for demonstrating their capability 
to regulate themselves, to make the right decisions, and to avoid or otherwise 
correct mistakes (Penkauskienė, Railienė, & Cruz, 2019).

Mǐ Tù and her colleagues shared concrete, practice-based life examples 
of critical thinking illustrating their understanding of its application within 
the workplace. This is preferable to general, abstract ideas about its impor-
tance or key features. Narrow views of critical thinking in the workplace were 
challenged by the lessons Mǐ Tù found in Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan. By 
analysing Hou Gong Zhen Huan Zhuan for evidence of critical thinking, Mǐ 
Tù generates a framework for her own critical thinking in Zhōngwén (中
文) which she reworked in Yīngwén. She critically examined what constitutes 
critical thinking at work, and offered a more complex view of how and why 
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it can be conceptualised. Specifically, Mǐ Tù’s analyses examine how critical 
thinking at work co-exists with the power of magisterial, patriarchal world-
views that govern women’s work/life trajectories; the impact of patriarchy on 
women’s access to opportunities for advancement; the structural barriers to 
them making changes in their work and lives, and the power struggles among 
co-workers. These insights have consequences for Mǐ Tù’s conceptions of post-
monolingual critical thinking at work.

Mǐ Tù then tested her ideas about critical thinking in the workplace through 
purposeful conversations with doctoral students from Zhōngguó to learn 
through an open-ended approach to reconstructing critical thinking. The 
responses of her peers to the view Mǐ Tù offered made concrete many of her 
arguments about postmonolingual critical thinking at work. Their notions of 
critical thinking challenged Mǐ Tù’s interpretation, which was driven by her 
concern about the suffering and abuse of women. Likewise, the diversity of 
views among Mǐ Tù’s peers were influenced by their contextual considera-
tions, and these informed her developing capabilities for thinking critically in 
the workplace (Hagedorn et al., 1999). The variety of approaches and diversity 
of perspectives her peers offered presented Mǐ Tù with stimulating arguments. 
Their conflicting views provided pivotal insights that led Mǐ Tù to consider 
whether, if at all, she should revise her views for any of the reasons given by her 
peers, given significant threats to women’s safety that informed her own critical 
thinking. Their ripostes stimulated Mǐ Tù’s re-examination of the ways criti-
cal thinking gets accomplished in the workplace, the place and roles of critical 
thinking in the workplace, and the relationship between the uses of critical 
thinking, workers’ interests and the organisation of work.

Together, Mǐ Tù and her colleagues question assumptions in the literature 
that link deficiencies in critical thinking to ‘Chinese students’ (see Chap-
ter 2). Debatable issues, such as shifts in workplace relations, are integral to 
defining postmonolingual critical thinking. Arguments arise in the shifts in 
teacher-student relations, including those associated with moves from teacher- 
centred instruction to student-oriented, learning-focused approaches to critical 
thinking (Fung & Liang, 2019). By linking postmonolingual critical thinking 
to the workplace, they challenged this mischaracterisation of students from 
Zhōngguó and what it means to think critically. Pedagogically, the cultural, 
economic, educational, linguistic, moral, political and social issues that students 
deem as salient or intrinsically important to themselves provide the evidence 
and counter-evidence, arguments and contrary arguments, and the contested 
and contestable concepts for extending their capabilities and dispositions for 
postmonolingual critical thinking.

Educationally, knowing how postmonolingual critical thinking works in 
institutional contexts is important. Understanding the cultural, economic 
and social power relations therein brings to the fore questions about how the 
skills and dispositions of postmonolingual critical thinking might be used in 
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particular contexts, such as producing a doctoral dissertation in a university 
which privileges a monolingual mindset (Mehta & Al-Mahrooqi, 2015; Pu & 
Evans, 2019). Mǐ Tù identified intellectual struggles, conceptual contestations 
and scholarly disputations as inherent in the definition of, and claims on, criti-
cal thinking. Dantley (2017) argues that it is from such scholarly disputation 
among contending ways of perceiving, grounded in situated languages and 
intellectual cultures, that new knowledge and new ways for researchers to par-
ticipate in knowledge production become possible. Understanding this gave 
Mǐ Tù the confidence to reject the use of ‘critical thinking’ as a marker of an 
absence in the intellectual resources of Zhōngguó, and the hegemonic invest-
ment in ‘critical thinking in Yīngwén’.

In universities where students are encouraged to do so, they draw on their 
repertoire of languages and knowledge to construct postmonolingual critical 
thinking in multimodal texts. To gain a sharp, precise and nuanced under-
standing of potential postmonolingual critical thinking, doctoral students situ-
ate their multilingual practices among other modalities for making meaning. 
Taking languages as a central mode for making meanings and communica-
tion, educators and students work together to realise three important aims of 
postmonolingual critical thinking. First, they analyse the workings of multi-
modal research texts they collect or produce, and study the tensions between 
assertions of a monolingual mindset and the persistence of and multilingual 
practices. Second, they construct accounts of how postmonolingual critical 
thinking works multilingual multimodal research texts that incorporate digi-
tal, electronic, graphic means of knowledge production and communication. 
Third, they draw on multiple modalities as resources for making meaning and 
constructing representations of postmonolingual critical thinking in dominant, 
residual and emergent intellectual cultures. These pedagogical moves enable 
students to use their existing and new repertoires of languages and knowledge 
as intellectual resources for putting postmonolingual critical thinking to work 
in their research.

Doing so enables them to contribute to advances in knowledge production 
and exchange in fields where doing so really matters. Locating postmonolin-
gual critical thinking in research texts, makes multilingual practices visible in 
the domains of everyday recurring sociolinguistic activities integral to doc-
toral candidature. Students make visible the multilingual practices inherent in 
postmonolingual critical thinking in the research texts and contexts known to 
them. By doing so they contest ‘deficit’ assumptions in the literature about the 
relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’. Postmonolin-
gual critical thinking challenges assumptions about students from Asia, their 
education systems and their political and intellectual cultures ‘lacking’ the skills 
and dispositions for thinking critically. The contested and contestable defini-
tions of critical thinking gain meaning through debates in the field rather than 
any claimed internal attributes.
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Conclusion

What risks are involved in universities rejecting their investment in a mono-
lingual mindset, given their differential positioned in relation to the socio-
linguistic and (post)colonial histories in which they are embedded? Students 
can explore the risks for researchers and universities in working with mul-
tiple languages in contexts where monolingualism is used for post-colonial 
nation-building or to reconcile sociolinguistic conflicts. This chapter verified 
the existence of workplace critical thinking in Zhōngwén, by reconstructing 
its imperial uses to struggle against the institutionalised dominance of patri-
archy. Specifically, doctoral students from Zhōngguó reconstruct workplace 
critical thinking evident in the television series, Empresses of the Palace (Liu & 
Wang, 2011), a work of popular culture originally produced in Zhōngwén. 
In doing so, they give meaning to Zhēn Huán’s critical thinking in ways that 
relate to their doctoral studies and future as graduate employees. Through the 
points and counterpoints made by these students elaborate and stretch work-
place critical thinking through inviting a charitable consideration of claims and 
counterclaims. The evidence presented throughout this chapter hints at the 
community of critical thinkers produced across the generations in Zhōngguó. 
This chapter adds weight to the argument that postmonolingual critical think-
ing can supplement, if not elongate, those monolingual Yīngwén-only meth-
ods of critical thinking in universities.

Research is concerned with analysing a credible body of evidence, developing 
reasoned interpretations of it and generating conclusions substantiated by the 
evidence. Where the evidence or the reasons do not support the conclusions, 
we need to modify our argument. Researchers use methods of postmonolin-
gual critical thinking to understand the limitations of their own research and 
the value of research produced by others, and thus the value of dialogue with 
researchers and non-researchers alike. This dialogue is an educational process 
involving purposeful scholarly conversations aiming to effect widescale learn-
ing transformations. Researchers value other people’s arguments, especially 
when they give insights into issues they have not considered. Scholarly argu-
ments are not claims to establish superiority or matters of winning. Researchers 
demonstrate a willingness to change one’s conclusion to better accord with the 
evidence, or in the direction of the arguments advanced by other researchers 
or non-researchers.
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Introduction

A defining characteristic of postmonolingual critical thinking is its open-
ness. The open-ended characteristic of postmonolingual critical thinking sees 
an increasing range of concepts, evidence arguments incorporated in public 
debates. Counter-evidence, contested concepts and contrary arguments are 
incorporated into the construction and reconstruction of any given public 
debate. Sometimes these resources are drawn from different languages. To 
explore the openness of postmonolingual critical thinking, this chapter exam-
ines a public debate about why many students from Zhōngguó (中国, also 
known as China) failed a university examination in the subject ‘Critical Think-
ing in Business’ (BUSS5000). This dedicated, stand-alone course was part of 
degree in a Master’s of Commerce and Master’s of Professional Accounting, 
degrees designed by Àodàlìyà Dàxué (澳大利亚 大学 Australia University) to 
recruit students from Zhōngguó. The debate began with assumptions familiar 
in the literature. The students are said to have difficulties with Yīngwén, lead-
ing them to use ghostwriting businesses that have arisen with e-commerce, 
even though, as passive uncritical thinkers they needed re-education. As the 
debates moves along, evidence is drawn into this conversation from interviews 
with doctoral candidates, media reports and academic research. The latter 
includes papers by a Teaching Quality Fellow from Àodàlìyà Dàxué (Paton, 
2007, 2011).

Progressively, the debate over explanations for the students’ failure in this 
examination for Critical Thinking in Business moves to include thinking criti-
cally about the business of education. Government disinvestment in the educa-
tion of the public has produced money problems for many universities around 
the world, which compete for students from Zhōngguó. During the course 
of this public debate, the credibility of the assumptions in the literature about 
students from Zhōngguó being passive uncritical thinkers was further under-
mined. In marked contrast to the entrepreneurial state, Zhōngguó invests heav-
ily in education and research. Moreover, that the US government entered an 
economic and security war with Zhōngguó, points to threats from its critical 
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thinking in business. Together, the thematic analysis of the evidence across this 
chapter provides a basis for conceptualising postmonolingual critical thinking 
as open-ended.

A failure of critical thinking in business?

When hundreds of international students from Zhōngguó fail an examination 
in critical thinking, it is bound to make the international news (Wang, 2015). 
That students from Zhōngguó, which is a global economic superpower (Mor-
rison, 2019), failed an examination in critical thinking in business studies is 
newsworthy:

About 37 per cent of more than 1200 students studying the Critical 
Thinking in Business course at the business school failed the subject. . . . 
The failure rate in the critical thinking unit in previous years had ‘generally 
been quite high’ . . . but there were ‘enormous concerns’ after a substantial 
increase in the numbers of students not passing.

(Smith, 2015, paras. 2, 4)

That so many students from Zhōngguó, a revitalised global economic super-
power failed an examination in critical thinking in business raised questions 
many layers of concern (Platt, 2018; Qian, 2017). For Àodàlìyà Dàxué to 
fail such a large number of students from Zhōngguó goes against the reasons 
for recruiting international students who are likely to be disheartened about 
enrolling at such a university:

There is a distinct disincentive for academics to fail a large proportion of 
international students, as it may be perceived by some as reflecting poorly 
on the academic and may discourage other international students from 
applying to the course. While the high fail rate may be justified, it may 
jeopardise an academic’s promotion opportunities if senior personnel con-
sider this to be indicative of poor teaching ability.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 28)

The reasons for students failing Critical Thinking in Business (BUSS5000) 
provided a key focus for public debate. To explain this large-scale failure, 
Àodàlìyà Dàxué attributed the cause of the problem to the education system in 
Zhōngguó which produces passive uncritical students:

We do have a large number of students coming to us from Bachelor 
degrees undertaken elsewhere, including in China, where the dominant 
mode of learning is what we would describe as passive learning rather than 
critical thinking and engaged learning. . . . What we’ve been seeking to 
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do is transition students coming into our programs from that very differ-
ent learning system or education values system to . . . the critical thinking 
approach. . . . We have put in place quite systematic and comprehensive 
additional support for students that we identify as being at risk.

(Griffits, 2015, paras. 17–18, 21)

Àodàlìyà Dàxué is not alone in considering students from Zhōngguó as passive, 
uncritical thinkers (Chen, 2017; Wang, 2015; Zhang, 2017a). Another line of 
argument by Àodàlìyà Dàxué told readers that the students from Zhōngguó 
failed for a variety of reasons, including the lack of proficiency in Yīngwén  
(英文, English):

students’ pre-exam marks were much higher than the mark they scored 
in the exam, suggesting either ‘extreme exam anxiety’ or ‘undue assis-
tance’. . . . [The Deputy Dean] did not have sufficient evidence to pinpoint 
the reasons for the poor performance but ghostwriting and poor English 
skills could be to blame. ‘We can catch and kill plagiarism with the touch of 
a button with Turnitin [plagiarism detection software]’, [the Deputy Dean] 
said. “Plagiarism is not where the major problem is, it is ghost-writing”.

(Smith, 2015, paras. 5–7)

In an interview with Mǐ Tù (米兔), a doctoral student from Zhōngguó at 
the time of this public debate brought her critical thinking to bear on these 
arguments.

The assumptions that prevailed in the accounts provided by Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué as to why students from Zhōngguó were passive learners rather 
than critical thinkers. This explanation as to why so many failed this 
examination in critical thinking warrants evaluation. They were taught 
critical thinking only in Yīngwén (英文, English). Àodàlìyà Dàxué did 
little to acknowledge the disincentive created by not recognising stu-
dents’ prior knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén (中文, Manda-
rin Chinese). No consideration was given to the effects of discouraging 
students from using their knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén. 
Moreover, no thought was given to transferring students’ knowledge of 
critical thinking in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén. Àodàlìyà Dàxué aimed to 
have a standardised, uniform approach to critical thinking in Yīngwén. 
Ironically, this was said to be a characteristic of education in Zhōngguó, 
and one that is criticised in Àodàlìyà Dàxué.

Pedagogical uniformity favoured critical thinking in Yīngwén. This 
monolingual stance jeopardised exploration of critical thinking in the 
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intellectual culture of Zhōngguó. Instead, Àodàlìyà Dàxué sought to 
‘transition’ international students from the passive learning acquired in 
Zhōngguó to critical thinking in Yīngwén. An assumption here is that 
the education system in Zhōngguó is inferior because it produces passive 
learners who are unable to engage critical thinking. Another assumption 
here is that critical thinking in Yīngwén is the only acceptable approach 
to Critical Thinking in Business. Thus, the burden falls on Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué to be responsible for teaching them to think critically about busi-
ness in Yīngwén.

Some 444 of 1,200 students studying Critical Thinking in Business failed 
the subject. Due to the use of surveillance technology, plagiarism was ruled 
out, leaving ghostwriting a major source of the problem. While noting the 
lack of sufficient evidence, Àodàlìyà Dàxué suggested possible causes for the 
students’ failure to demonstrate critical thinking. The supposed causes included 
Zhōngguó’s education system, undue assistance via ghostwriting and poor aca-
demic skills in Yīngwén.

Yīngwén skills

A lack of proficiency in Yīngwén could be the cause for so many students 
from Zhōngguó failing this examination in Critical Thinking in Business. 
Students from Zhōngguó choose to study abroad in order to improve their 
Yīngwén proficiency: “In going abroad, I am expected to bring back modes 
of thinking in Yīngwén and intellectual resources in Yīngwén. This is my 
competitive advantage in the labour market in Zhōngguó” (Wéi Guān, 围
观). The re-education of students from Zhōngguó by means of improving 
their Yīngwén proficiency can mean critical thinking is a tool for liberating 
their knowledge producing capabilities. However, for Liù Sì (六四), being 
able to mimic Yīngwén-speakers can be disavowed when it signifies intellec-
tual colonisation:

People make comments to me like, ‘You speak Yīngwén like an Ameri-
can’, and ‘I thought Yīngwén was your native language’. Such comments 
are much desired by me as a learner of Yīngwén. Educators use capabilities 
such as ‘communicating with people by speaking Yīngwén’ and ‘thinking 
critically in Yīngwén’ criteria to test student from Zhōngguó. However, 
this view of learning treats me like a child. It assumes that I have not devel-
oped these capabilities. I am supposed to imagine being a grown-up by 
mimicking someone else.
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Hē Chá’s (喝茶), another doctoral student said in her interview:

In Zhōngguó, going abroad to study is regarded as an exercise in liú jīn 
(镏金, gold-plating). I went abroad to further my learning of Yīngwén, 
including critical thinking in Yīngwén. If I go home with poor Yīngwén, 
I will be criticised for wasting money. They will say that I went overseas 
because I couldn’t make anything of myself in Zhōngguó. With millions of 
students, business people and tourists travelling to the US and the UK, the 
limitations of these countries are now better understood. Today’s genera-
tion can see that Zhōngguó is quite successful.

Just mentioning concepts and theories in Yīngwén provides a significant com-
petitive advantage:

I use some theoretical concepts in Yīngwén in my research so it will look more 
sophisticated – gāodàshàng (高大上, high-end, elegant, and classy). If state the 
concept in Yīngwén without elaborating it, some people in Zhōngguó will 
be easily convinced that it is significant. When I use theoretical concepts in 
Yīngwén, my supervisors think I know a great deal more. Because I come 
from Zhōngguó, a different culture, they want me to learn the knowledge they 
have in Yīngwén about and to understand their education system in order to 
help us. However, they really have little that is gāodàshàng.

(Zhuān Jiā, 专家)

Universities cause problems by recruiting international students who lack pro-
ficiency in Yīngwén. Failing students due to the lack of academic skills in 
Yīngwén after Àodàlìyà Dàxué enrolled, and knowing this to be the case have 
been questioned: “International students are not achieving as well as their local 
counterparts, in fact are failing much more readily, seemingly because of lack of 
the requisite English language skills” (Paton, 2007, p. 109). Universities know 
that such students are unprepared for the rigours of an education conducted 
exclusively in Yīngwén (Barker, 2016). These students do not know enough 
Yīngwén to ask the questions necessary to get help. Àodàlìyà Dàxué was 
caught in a tension between recruiting international students with tests results 
that indicated a high level of proficiency in Yīngwén and having to mandate 
extra language support for those students whose proficiency was substandard:

expected its international students to achieve high scores in English lan-
guage tests, but at the moment there was no compulsory course that stu-
dents had to complete to ensure their English improved. . . . ‘We need to do 
what we can to support students and there will be some students referred 
to extra support, and we are looking at making that support mandatory’.

(Smith, 2015, paras. 12–13)
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Àodàlìyà Dàxué made language support services available to students at risk due 
to difficulties with Yīngwén. For instance, in Critical Thinking in Business, 
students’ substandard proficiency in Yīngwén was addressed, albeit through a 
process that was known to fail:

We use a written communication diagnostic in the very first week of the 
students’ enrolment in that unit. We identify students who we believe 
have a level of written communication proficiency that’s substandard. We 
make available to them a zero credit, zero fee, and intensive unit to help 
them sharpen their comprehension and communication skills. [Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué] said the level of participation in those courses was “disappointing 
and we are moving towards making that support mandatory rather than 
voluntary”.

(Griffits, 2015, paras. 22–25)

This remedial comprehension and communication skills course in Yīngwén 
was free to the students with substandard proficiency in Yīngwén. For those 
who were selected to attend this course, its delivery cost was borne by Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué drawing funds from other streams of revenue. Àodàlìyà Dàxué suggested 
it “may introduce compulsory language courses for foreign students with poor 
English skills after more than 400 students, mostly from China, failed a core 
unit of their Masters degrees” (Smith, 2015, para. 1). A spokesperson for the 
Postgraduate Representative Association of Àodàlìyà Dàxué stated,

The university was ‘negligent’ by failing to adequately support students 
ahead of their exams. . . . ‘I unequivocally state SUPRA’s strong support 
for academic standards and the most robust commitment to integrity of 
courses. So in a sense, we applaud the Business School for trying to go 
down that route’, said the association’s president. . . . ‘However, if you try to 
raise requirements, you have to also improve support so students have a fair 
chance to reach those standards’.

(Smith, 2015, paras. 14–16)

The China Daily entered this public debate, calling for Àodàlìyà Dàxué to 
provide better preparatory support for students:

Examinations are just means to check whether students have grasped the gist 
of teaching and learning. Given that a mandated examination for the critical 
thinking part of the course was only introduced last semester, the business 
school should have done more to help the students fully prepare for it.

(Wang, 2015, para. 9)

However, the China Daily also observed a contradiction in Àodàlìyà Dàxué’s 
explanations, noting that it ‘said the students’ poor English, and their lack of 
critical thinking skills were to blame. Yet if the students’ poor English had been 
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an issue, the business school would not have enrolled them in the first place’ 
(Wang, 2015, para. 4). The acknowledgement that some students’ proficiency 
in Yīngwén was substandard led the president of the National Tertiary Educa-
tion Union to ask the management of Àodàlìyà Dàxué:

Why were these students let in and given places if there were real doubts 
about their capacity to successfully complete? The students deny their 
English skills are the problem and say they could not have enrolled at the 
university without first passing an English language test.

(Brown, 2015, paras. 6–7)

For students whose proficiency in Yīngwén is substandard, they are unlikely to 
close the gap required to meet university academic demands as they progress from 
one year to the next. The New South Wales (NSW) Independent Commission 
Against Corruption observed that students attending such remedial courses tend

to lag behind academically compared to those who gain direct entry, as 
they begin with lower English-language scores. The pathways programs 
are very attractive from a revenue perspective but are likely to be widening 
the gap between the capability of the student cohort and the demands of 
the university.

(2015, p. 29)

The proposal for a mandatory academic literacy course in Yīngwén to redress 
the lack of critical thinking skills among students from Zhōngguó is a reasonable 
intervention. However, some students from Zhōngguó have the intellectual cap-
ital necessary to demonstrate familiarity with the skills and dispositions for criti-
cal thinking in Zhōngwén (中文). Mǐ Tù is a prime example. Mǐ Tù considered 
the possibilities for linking her marginalised knowledge of critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén to extending her critical thinking in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.

The promotion of critical thinking and Yīngwén are assumed to be 
defining features of internationalising education. Assumptions about 
students from Zhōngguó lagging behind in their capabilities for criti-
cal thinking, revolve around the attractive revenue streams generated 
through the commodification of Yīngwén. Thus, the requirement for 
critical thinking in Yīngwén. The monolingual mindset that drives this 
business model agenda is part of this complex problem rather than part of 
any simple solution. Accordingly, in the governance of Àodàlìyà Dàxué 
universities, management neglects the positive educational role to stu-
dents’ languages and knowledge. Using students’ knowledge of critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén to help them learn more in Yīngwén is a waste 
of an opportunity to make money.
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One-third of the students studying Critical Thinking in Business at Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué failed the subject. Concerned about the high failure rate among stu-
dents, and while noting the lack of evidence to substantiate its claims, Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué attributed their failure in part to the Zhōngguó education for encour-
aging passive learning, and the students’ poor academic skill in Yīngwén (Grif-
fits, 2015). Due to the use of surveillance technology, plagiarism was ruled out, 
leaving ghostwriting another cause of the problem. This move in the debate 
points to the open-ended character of critical thinking, which resonates with 
the open-ended nature knowledge production and its dissemination.

Ghostwriting businesses

What were the reasons Àodàlìyà Dàxué introduced this examination of stu-
dents’ critical thinking? The mandatory final examination was introduced 
because Àodàlìyà Dàxué:

was among the institutions worst-affected by the MyMaster scandal . . . in 
which as many as 1000 students from 16 universities hired the Sydney-
based company to write their assignments and sit online tests. . . . ‘The deci-
sion was taken that we need to be seen to be enforcing the importance of 
academic standards’. . . . ‘If a student isn’t demonstrating a sufficient level 
of proficiency in a final exam, we shouldn’t be passing them [in that unit]’.

(Smith, 2015, paras. 8–10)

Ghostwriting is a “practice whereby individuals make significant contribu-
tions to writing a manuscript but are not named as authors” (Bosch & Ross, 
2012, p. 324). McNeilage and Visentin (2014) reported that thousands of stu-
dents from Zhōngguó had enlisted a ghostwriting company, the now-defunct 
MyMaster Group Pty Ltd, to write assignments, and to sit online tests for them. 
McNeilage and Visentin (2014) reported that Àodàlìyà Dàxué “was among the 
most widely affected, with cheating spread across multiple faculties” (para. 11). 
However, only some of the students involved in this academic scandal received 
a fail grade for their course, and only a few were suspended or expelled (Visen-
tin, 2015). Universities that do not have policies in place to police ghostwriting 
businesses see students who use these services pass their courses without their 
academic cheating being detected (Bagshaw, 2016; Lines, 2016; Opie, 2016).

Online ghostwriting is a lucrative business in Singapore, enabling students 
there and overseas to buy their degrees (Chia, 2017). After the British media 
reported on the use of ghostwriters among students from Zhōngguó, the UK 
government legislated to outlaw the ghostwriting of academic papers and to 
punish offenders (Zhang, 2017b). The UK’s Quality Assurance Agency for 
Higher Education is responsible for cracking down on businesses offering 
ghostwriting services, and to punish students who ‘contract cheating’ services. 
In 2014, universities in the US expelled about 8,000 students from Zhōngguó 
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for cheating or plagiarism (Zhang, 2017b). Such business practices violate the 
academic conventions and ethics of universities. Addressing the challenge posed 
by ghostwriting businesses is complicated because the company selling assign-
ments may be domiciled in one country, while its ghostwriters and clients are 
based different countries throughout the world (Thomas, 2015). These condi-
tions make appropriate legislation and effective policing very difficult, making 
such investigations time-consuming and costly.

Ghostwriting is as prevalent in the US today as it was a decade ago. Based on 
research that was not directly supported by any external grants or funds, Bosch 
and Ross (2012) reported that this mainly occurs “when academic investiga-
tors collaborate with industry” (p. 324). The industry-employed ghostwriter 
prepares a complete draft of a research report for an academic partner, typi-
cally an expert in the field. However, the academic named as the author of the 
report rarely has access to the industry-generated “data for independent analysis 
and only participate[s] once the manuscript has been drafted, after key deci-
sions have already been made, including which analyses to conduct and which 
findings to disseminate” (p. 324). Why does such ghostwriting occur? For the 
academics, their long-term employment depends on maximising the number 
of publications they author for high-impact journals. Further, ensuring that 
they have a record of “collaboration with industry in itself heightens prestige 
and often results in additional grant support” (p. 324). For industry, ghostwrit-
ing is part of their “publication strategies for product promotion. Strategically 
planned and placed ghost written manuscripts provide an aura of objectivity 
around clinical research and conceal conflict of interest” (p. 324). Litigation 
against companies in the US has exposed ghostwriting as “part of larger efforts 
to develop relationships with academics, fight competition, and build mar-
ket share, and promote pharmaceutical products” (p. 324). Both the integrity 
of the research process “are devalued in an attempt to promote products. . . . 
The evidence-base for the practice medicine is distorted through the selective 
reporting of results” (p. 325). Ghostwriting has a negative impact on research 
and researchers.

Ghostwriting businesses in Zhōngguó advertise across social media platforms 
such as WeChat or QQ, in Zhōngwén. Along with essays, assignments and 
research reports in Yīngwén, these businesses offer services such as speeches, 
work summaries, movie critiques, fiction, self-introductions and love letters 
(Dyer, 2017). Ghostwriting, and other forms of academic cheating, have their 
origins within the policy settings intended to grow universities as business 
enterprises (Singh & Remenyi, 2016). Zhang (2017b) reported that ghostwrit-
ing is widespread in Zhōngguó:

Ghostwriting has existed in China for many years. The Chinese gov-
ernment once issued some policies trying to stem the problem, with-
out succeeding. Chinese students studying abroad are also using these 
‘resources’ for their English-language academic papers. And as their 
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numbers increase, the issue becomes even more serious. . . . In China, 
the phenomenon is so unhinged that it has become a prevalent part of 
campus life. In 2013, China’s Ministry of Education released a policy 
saying if dissertations are counterfeited, the author will be warned, dis-
qualified from teaching or even fired. However, the phenomenon still 
went on as usual.

(paras. 5, 26–27)

Of more than 500,000 students who currently leave Zhōngguó each year to 
study abroad, approximately 75 per cent enrol at universities in Australia, the 
UK or the US. However, some of these students might not read or under-
stand the course in which they are enrolled. Zhang (2017b) explained that 
some choose to pay ghostwriters in order to avoid failing their assignments 
and eventual expulsion, or to help them achieve excellent grades. Many 
blame their decisions to pay ghostwriters on their low level of proficiency in 
Yīngwén, thereby admitting they have good grounds for fear of failure. Some 
students make a sizeable income working as ghostwriters, especially those with 
a good reputation for securing high grades. Of course, there are students from 
Zhōngguó who see all of this as unfair.

Academic courses place considerable demands on those international stu-
dents who have substandard skills in academic Yīngwén (Smith, 2015), and 
who are not well versed in methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén (Griffits, 
2015). Students who are in the desperate position of facing such gaps in their 
knowledge and capabilities seem to have few choices. Likewise, universities 
who have been forced to chase money through recruiting international stu-
dents also have few options. The New South Wales Independent Commission 
Against Corruption (2015) observed that some students:

will cheat on assignments and exams. For others, the desperation of not 
being able to pass their courses makes them vulnerable to exploitation by 
academics and administrators, and also makes the students more likely to 
offer inducements. Conversely, the financial dependence on international 
student numbers and student success creates pressures on university staff to 
accept cheating and plagiarism and to re-mark assessments to pass students 
who otherwise would fail.

(p. 11)

Why did 444 of 1,200 students fail a test in Critical Thinking in Business? 
Answering this question extends well beyond claims about their poor Yīngwén 
skills. The search for answers leads to questions about which the international 
media, anti-corruption authorities, unions, and the students themselves disa-
gree. Moreover, neither the management of Àodàlìyà Dàxué nor researchers 
can provide a correct answer either. Questions of academic integrity among 
the businesses spawned by government policies to internationalise education 
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remain. These questions are part of larger debates about the integrity of online 
businesses, universities and graduates. The decline of academic integrity in 
universities has been attributed to deprioritising face-to-face teaching and 
learning, inadequate funding and the focus on income generation through the 
recruitment of fee-paying students, and research funds from industry (Gard-
ner, 2015). With such cheating widespread across the disciplines of economics, 
law, engineering, astronomy and marketing, it threatens the credibility and 
international standing of universities throughout the world (McCabe, Butter-
field, & Trevino, 2012). A question not addressed in this debate is how a subject 
on Critical Thinking in Business could address these issues through reference 
to ghostwriting businesses. As Mǐ Tù made sense of academic corruption in 
and around universities, her knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén was extended.

Àodàlìyà Dàxué introduced the mandatory in-class final examination to 
minimise the problem of academic ghostwriting. In November 2014, 
investigative journalists revealed that students enlisted MyMaster, a 
ghost-writing company, to write assignments and theses for them as well 
as to sit online tests. Students paid up to $1,000 for the service. I do not 
criticise Àodàlìyà Dàxué’s introduction of this examination.

Instead, I seek to deepen our understanding of the intellectual resources 
available in Zhōngwén to students from Zhōngguó for critical thinking. 
There need for recognising that at least some of these students have the 
capabilities for thinking critically in Zhōngwén. It is these resources and 
capabilities that Àodàlìyà Dàxué need to capitalise upon. Students can 
learn from critical thinking in Zhōngwén to learn more about critical 
thinking in Yīngwén.

Creating online assignment forums with inbuilt monitoring devices 
extend the surveillance to which we are all increasingly subjected. One 
advantage of face-to-face teaching is that academics get to know us as 
students, what we know and how we learn. They are able to detect 
abnormalities in our work. Online courses delete this knowledge along 
with the possibility of academics being role models. Àodàlìyà Dàxué’ 
could decide to create the conditions whereby academics provide a better 
education for the students with substandard proficiency in Yīngwén that 
is it forced to recruit.

Àodàlìyà Dàxué failed 37 per cent of the 1,200 students enrolled in Critical 
Thinking in Business. The students’ failure was associated with their poor aca-
demic skills in Yīngwén. The test itself was introduced due to public concerns 
about the business of ghostwriting. For Zhu (2016) “One of the most important 
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tasks of education is to develop students’ critical thinking, which is anticipated 
to be the core educational outcome” (para. 11). The public debate then shifted 
attention to the need for re-educating students given to passive uncritical thinkers.

Re-educating passive uncritical thinkers

To transition these passive learners from Zhōngguó into critical thinkers, 
Àodàlìyà Dàxué instituted systematic and comprehensive Yīngwén support for 
students identified as being at risk of not having such a valued education (Grif-
fits, 2015). Liù Sì (六四) was among the international students from Zhōngguó 
who positioned herself as a passive uncritical thinker:

According to my supervisors in Zhōngguó and abroad, I am an intelli-
gent, self-motivated and diligent student. I have a broad theoretical knowl-
edge in my major subjects. However, when it comes to critical thinking in 
Yīngwén, I do not compete so well. This is an accurate judgement about 
me. This assumption fits many students from Zhōngguó. While I know how 
to use allegories, homophones and metaphors in Zhōngwén to express my 
critical thinking, my supervisors say they do not want to grapple with lin-
guistic diversity, or the ways in which different languages express critical 
thinking in various ways.

(Liù Sì)

Likewise, Lǜbà Nǚhái (绿坝娘) explained that she did not fully appreciate 
critical thinking as taught in Zhōngguó, even in Zhōngwén:

To be frank, I did not have a comprehensive picture of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén when I was studying in Zhōngguó. I am not saying that we do not 
have this type of education. It is just perhaps not emphasised enough? We are 
encouraged by our teachers to present our own ideas. However, this was not 
regarded as an everyday practice as it is here. However, that it used so publicly 
in the US also suggests that it has little real value in daily life. Critical thinking 
gets sidelined, dismissed, or in some instances even forbidden. People are sent 
to jail for being whistle-blowers, even though they tell the truth.

(Lǜbà Nǚhái)

Similarly, the China Daily accepted that limitations in education in critical 
thinking in Zhōngguó was a contributing factor: ‘It is the lack of training in 
critical thinking in Chinese schools that is the most likely reason for the stu-
dent’s poor performance in this course module’ (Wang, 2015, para. 5). Students 
from Zhōngguó were encouraged to think critically about their own learning 
habits:

Those who were trained by the ‘duck-stuffing’ type of teaching, which is 
typical in Chinese schools, should not expect the same from universities 
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[overseas], where teaching and learning are both student-centered and 
teachers just provide guidance. . . . [As] more and more Chinese students 
now opt for higher education abroad, both the students and their parents 
should better prepare for the differences between the Chinese and educa-
tion systems and classroom practices [in universities overseas]. . . . Chinese 
students who want to pursue their studies overseas that they need to be 
fully prepared physically, psychologically and culturally for the differences 
they will encounter in university life [overseas].

(Wang, 2015, paras. 10, 14–15)

Likewise, Australia’s Secretary of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
(cited in Greene, 2017) urged

students to engage in respectful debate rather than spread propaganda or 
attempt to gag views they disagree with: ‘Let me encourage you not to 
silently withdraw, or blindly condemn, but to respectfully engage’, she said, 
‘It is up to us to choose our response, whether to make an uncomfort-
able compromise or decide instead to remain immune from intolerance or 
external influence’.

(paras. 1, 4, 7)

This argument raises several questions. First, is it only students from Zhōngguó 
who promote propaganda and gag views with which they disagree. Second, 
are they the only ones requiring an education in critical thinking in Yīngwén. 
Paton (2007) argued that the cultural chauvinistic mindset at stake here holds 
that “other cultures than those stemming from Europe are in some way inferior 
programs” (p. 110). The cultural chauvinistic argument holds

that critical thinking is specifically Western [sic] and thus transition pro-
grams in Australia for international Asian students need to incorporate 
critical thinking . . . [and given] that critical thinking is incompatible [sic] 
with Asian cultural attitudes [overseas universities are on the] quest to fulfil 
the ‘white man’s burden’.

(Paton, 2007, p. 107)

When discussing the writing of her doctoral dissertation, Hē Chá (喝茶) 
observed that the education system in Zhōngguó:

has been significantly ‘Westernised’. When I was doing my undergraduate 
and postgraduate degrees, our teachers also encouraged us to put forward 
our own opinions, perspectives and point of view – to think critically is 
educational values – rather than simply following the instructions in the 
textbook, or the teachers’ instructions. Our intellectual cultures are not so 
different now. The bridge by which ‘Western’ knowledge enters Zhōngguó 
was built long ago. This bridge is well used, at least for the one-way flow of 
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ideas into Zhōngguó. Having studied ‘Western’ knowledge in Zhōngguó, 
we are taught further Western knowledge when we study abroad. While 
we want to learn such knowledge, the problem is that a bridge is meant 
for two-way traffic. Zhōngguó is now a successful country, it has knowl-
edge relating to that success to share with the world. As students we have 
to effect the flow of knowledge from Zhōngguó to the rest of the world. 
However, if we are not seen as uncritical thinkers we are now seen thieves 
stealing intellectual property.

(Hē Chá)

China, and other Asian nations such as the Philippines and Vietnam, actively 
and passively resist US global hegemony, which it has established through laws 
governing the trade in copyright and intellectual property. Ballano (2016) 
argues the US has gained hegemonic power in these fields through a range of 
mechanisms, including multilateral, regional and bilateral free trade agreements 
with the aid of US-dominated multilateral institutions. The US uses these 
mechanisms to secure its privileged position as the leading global producer and 
exporter of trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights, over the Asia’s 
fastest-growing knowledge creation economies (Schwartz, 2019). The current 
regime stifles knowledge transfers and harms the economies of Asian national 
and the employment for their citizens. Tăng Chuángpò (躺床破) questioned 
the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘creative thinking’:

To me the concept does not indicate ‘creativity’. So when students from 
Zhōngguó are criticised for being uncritical, do the critics mean these 
students do not have capabilities to create new things? If these critics think 
these students cannot be creative, then they are not looking carefully to see 
who created so many new technologies in Zhōngguó. Moreover, do they 
think these students do not understand the critical thinking being directed 
against them? Students from Zhōngguó ask questions, argue and make 
analyses, albeit in Zhōngwén. The ‘One Belt and One Road’ project led 
by Zhōngguó is meant to boost trade in many directions throughout the 
world. The bridge linking Àodàlìyà Dàxué and Zhōngguó is not a one-
way bridge to ‘Western’ knowledge. The management of Àodàlìyà Dàxué 
must make sure that the bridge to Zhōngguó operates both ways. To could 
start by teaching students from Zhōngguó how to extend their critical 
thinking in Yīngwén based on what they already know in Zhōngwén.

(Tăng Chuángpò)

Various, often competing sociopolitical and educational values give rise to criti-
cal thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. These practices of competing provide 
the rationale for variations in its everyday practice and its formal instruction. 
In turn can both everyday practices and formal instruction in critical think-
ing refine, if not transform, its value (Baba & Shimada, 2019)? Ironically, these 
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students’ critical thinking was extended through the open-ended exploration 
of public debates about students’ failure of a test in Critical Thinking in Busi-
ness. Mǐ Tù used her full repertoire of languages and knowledge to formulate, 
employ, and interpret critical thinking in this context.

Management at Àodàlìyà Dàxué identified poor Yīngwén skills ghost-
writing and the business of ghostwriting businesses as problems associated 
with so many students from Zhōngguó failing Critical Thinking in Busi-
ness. What is to be done with students from Zhōngguó to extend their 
capabilities for critical thinking? An assumption among managers and 
researchers is the students’ education and political systems in Zhōngguó 
give them little help in learning to think critically. Re-educating these 
passive uncritical thinkers in critical thinking in Yīngwén is one possible 
answer.

However, even if there were consensus on this point between manag-
ers and researchers this does not make the teaching and learning of criti-
cal thinking in Yīngwén any easier. There must be some new approaches 
to such educational work. The cultural chauvinism of a monolingual 
mindset is not helping.

Educationally, postmonolingual critical thinking is an open-ended approach 
to open-ended problems encountered in daily life. Both the process of criti-
cal thinking is open, as too is its end. There are different ways of interpreting 
what constitutes a given problem in daily life. Likewise, there are different 
ways of addressing these multifaceted problems. Different interpretations of 
the problem give rise to different answers. Thus, critical thinking is inherently 
open-ended. In turn, this suggests that while critical thinking is necessary, it 
is not sufficient for producing any perfect resolution to problems. Further-
more, any resolutions might prove to be temporary given the complexity of 
the problems and the conditions affecting it. Not surpassingly, the debate about 
students’ failure in Critical Thinking in Business (BUSS5000) extended further 
to include thinking critically about the business of internationalising education. 
The open-ended character of postmonolingual critical thinking extends to the 
political economic context of the business of international education.

Critical thinking in the business of  
international education

Intertextual analysis indicates that the public debate over the relationship 
between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’, turned to critical think-
ing about the business of international education. The China Daily suggested, 
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“The possibility of the school failing the students in deliberation [sic], though 
has not been ruled out completely, is highly unlikely” (Wang, 2015, para. 3). 
Years before, an academic from Àodàlìyà Dàxué saw the economic impera-
tive from a different angle, noting “the difficulty of balancing a full time 
university degree with the full time work needed to pay for such a degree, 
especially those students who come from less monetarily well-endowed coun-
tries such as China” (Paton, 2007, p. 107). Through intertextual references 
to related arguments about government disinvestment in university education, 
and their money problems circulating, open-ended critical thinking takes on 
added meaning. Educationally, it is important to think critically about how the  
political-historical contexts within which the business of international educa-
tion operates sets limits on postmonolingual critical thinking.

Government disinvestment in university education

As a form of academic capitalism, the business of international education sees 
public universities recruiting international students as a means of generating 
revenue (Cantwell, 2015). While not mentioning the challenges and difficul-
ties created by government policies, a former Australian Minister for Education 
and Training stated,

International education is a vital part of our national prosperity and critical 
to the Australian Government’s plan to build a more diverse, world-class 
economy – a five-pillar economy – to unleash Australia’s full economic 
potential. Over the past decades, despite experiencing challenges and dif-
ficulties along the way, Australia has expanded international education to 
become our largest services export and one of our largest exports overall. 
It makes a critical contribution to export activity for regional Australia and 
supports nearly 130,000 jobs nationally. . . . The number of international 
students studying in Australia has begun to climb and the value of interna-
tional education has grown by over a billion dollars in just one year.

(Pyne, 2015, p. 1)

The NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (2015) observed that, 
because of the massive “amount of money at stake, both for the universities and 
the students, increases the risk of improper conduct in the interests of short-
term gain” (p. 14). A serial coalition of conservative and labour governments 
have created problems of integrity through forcing universities to commercialise 
their operations by competing to recruit and retain international students. The 
international financing of Australia’s universities by students from Zhōngguó 
has sociopolitical influences on its higher education policy practices (Croucher, 
Zhong, Moore, Chew, & Coates, 2019). Atomized as individual consumers in 
universities that are now defined almost exclusively by their financial interests; 
their production and dissemination of commoditised knowledge is beholden 
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to capital. Given the revenue at stake, the China Daily raised the possibility that 
such large-scale failure might have a financial imperative:

Some 300 students out of 1,200, with the majority of them being overseas 
Chinese students, failed the critical thinking part of the business course last 
semester. This number was unprecedented, and the Chinese students have 
questioned whether the university was making things difficult for them 
so that it could garner another 5,000 Australian dollars (U.S. $3,666) from 
each of them to restudy the subject.

(Wang, 2015, para. 2)

The cuts in government funding for the education of its citizens means that 
“the quality of research and education provided to [domestic] students depend 
heavily on subsidies from international student revenue” (Universities Aus-
tralia, 2013, p. 56). Government higher education policy ties universities to 
securing short-term financial gains through recruiting international students, 
especially those who want to join the immigrant labour market. This policy 
driver explains why students from Zhōngguó study business courses:

Many international students are studying accountancy at university to gain 
permanent residency when they actually would rather be studying some 
other subject with a consequent negative effect on their ability to pass. . . . 
An international student studying accountancy only takes four years (three 
years in an undergraduate degree and one year in a postgraduate degree) 
to achieve qualification for permanent residency. . . . Thus, an accountancy 
degree has become the most popular method for international students to 
obtain permanent residency in Australia.

(Paton, 2007, pp. 107, 108)

Universities across the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zea-
land sell commoditised educational services and knowledge in Yīngwén. Like 
their many competitors around the globe, these universities are offering prod-
ucts that are difficult to differentiate. The NSW Independent Commission 
Against Corruption (2015) observed that governments have put universities in

a difficult position as price takers in a highly competitive and commod-
itised international student market, where supply exceeds demand. Many 
are accepting lower-capability students without understanding the costs 
incurred and are entering increasingly risky markets without risk being 
central to their market strategies.

(p. 18)

For over two decades, international student revenue has constituted the opera-
tional basis for universities. Revenue from international students has increased 
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from hundreds of millions of dollars in the early 1990s to the billions of today – 
as much as, if not more than, universities receive from governments (Barker, 
2016; Ross & Hare, 2016; Universities Australia, 2013). Students’ critical 
thinking about, and protests against market-oriented higher education are 
delegitimation in the mass media as a public nuisance (Mampaey, De Wit, & 
Broucker, 2019). A consequence for universities of these government policy 
drivers, is that academic funding based on the market equates the value of 
knowledge with those students who pay full-fees:

The popularity of accounting has given a great boost to the power in the 
university system of faculties of business and commerce throughout Australia 
because the funds that these faculties are gaining from their international 
students are becoming to a large extent the basis of university funding . . . this 
shift towards business schools being the power base of universities.

(Paton, 2007, p. 108)

Government disinvestment in the education of the public funding for both 
research and the education of domestic students has fallen to approximately 43 
per cent of university revenue, where it was about 60 per cent in the 1990s (Uni-
versities Australia, 2013). As a consequence, students and their educators alike

have little choice but to enter corrupt markets where student document 
fraud and financial fraud is likely to lead to an influx of international stu-
dents who may struggle to complete their degrees. When it involves suf-
ficient numbers, the tension created by the student capability gap, and the 
need to meet revenue targets become more conducive to corruption. Aca-
demics come under pressure to turn a blind eye to problems caused by 
poor academic capabilities and actively play a part in allowing students to 
pass who should fail. Not only are students more likely to cheat, but they 
are more likely to offer inducements to academics to pass courses or be 
exploited by university staff.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 14)

Not surprisingly, when 444 of 1,200 students failed an examination in Criti-
cal Thinking in Business, it gained media coverage in Zhōngguó. The worry 
always is that such publicity ‘could lead to a reduction in Chinese students 
choosing to study in Australia’ (Griffits, 2015, para. 32). The China Daily 
encouraged Àodàlìyà Dàxué to “quell the furore as quickly as possible so as to 
mitigate the negative impact it might have on international students, especially 
those from China” (Wang, 2015, para. 7).

The meaning of ‘critical thinking in business’ was embedded in arguments 
about the lagging government investment in university education. The value of 
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‘critical thinking in business’ emerged through public debates about universi-
ties’ money problems.

Universities’ money problems

For students enrolled in Critical Thinking in Business (BUSS5000), Àodàlìyà 
Dàxué conducts a written communication diagnostic test. The results of this 
test are used to identify those students whose communication proficiency 
in Yīngwén is substandard. They are offered a voluntary ‘zero fee’ intensive 
unit to improve their comprehension and communication skills in academic 
Yīngwén (Griffits, 2015). A key problem here is that universities which offer 
‘zero fee’ courses are ignoring associated costs, including test administration 
and the remedial education program. Moreover, such remedial courses fail to 
bridge the gap between students’ capabilities working in Yīngwén and the 
requirements for the ever-advancing standards of academic work:

If students fail onsite assessment tests, they are forced to complete remedial 
programs, and this is costed too. While expensive to run, these programs 
allow universities to improve both the literacy of students and measure the 
costs associated with doing so for international students from each of their 
source markets.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 17)

Universities that recruit highly capable international students secure their prof-
itability by having lower service costs and minimal corruption (Wai, Brown, & 
Chabris, 2018). However, few universities actively measure the full costs of 
educating the international students they recruit. Developing a full-cost profile 
for the education of international students includes the cost of managing the 
remediation of the gap between students’ capabilities and academic demands. 
These costs include

their need for remedial assistance, in their need for more extensions and 
their need to submit more applications for special consideration, or are 
generally more demanding of teaching and administrative staff ’s time than 
other students. Each of these activities is costly but few universities measure 
these costs or consider them when determining their recruitment strategies.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 17)

There are conflicts between the drive by universities to maximise revenue while 
maintaining academic standards. These tensions are evident when they offer 
places to fee-paying international students who struggle to pass, and increasing 
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the risks to universities (Tannock, 2018). Deans are under financial pressure to 
recruit students with lower academic capabilities; they authorise

waivers so that entire cohorts of international students could enter the pro-
gram despite possessing IELTS scores that fell well below what the univer-
sity had deemed acceptable . . . the practice of IELTS waivers to maximise 
revenue damages academic standards.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 27)

The business of international education requires universities to have distinct 
structures that separate the oversight of academic standards from their profit-
generating activities. Universities compromised themselves when they inte-
grated these two structures:

They tied significant incentives to the growth of the international student 
business but had not strengthened the compliance function to deal with 
the pressure created by the incentives. . . . Deans have their budgets tied to 
international student numbers while being the arbiter of academic stand-
ards. . . . Academics feel pressure to forsake their role in enforcing compli-
ance with academic standards for the financial good of the faculty.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 25)

Universities in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand 
have large intakes of students from Zhōngguó. Yang (2015) argued that “cash, 
power, and influence become corrupting factors and compromise academic 
standards” (p. 20). Corporate managerialism, and fraudulent accountability 
mechanisms are layered on top of corrupting marketing relationships and pro-
cedures (Sims, 2019). The desire for power has created academic overlords 
whereby a director or dean:

appoints people on the basis of favoritism, seizes funds for personal use, 
and deceives supervisors while deluding subordinates. Management deci-
sions regarding academic promotions, awards and bonuses are then deter-
mined by the power of these personal connections rather than professional 
achievement.

(Yang, 2015, p. 19)

Accounts of corruption in the business of international education provide 
glimpses into what government policies driving the services export economy 
mean (Chapman & Lindner, 2016; McCartney & Gray, 2018). By legitimis-
ing certain groups, and individuals to maximise revenue ahead of maintain-
ing academic standards, this strategy de-legitimises by “containing, dividing 
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or denouncing others so that critics can be co-opted, neutralized or isolated” 
(Wang & Groot, 2018, p. 571). University budgets are now tied directly

to the number of international students they enrol and pass, and this creates 
strong pressure on heads of faculties to maintain or increase international 
student numbers by whatever means necessary or risk losing staff and pro-
grams that are not commercially viable. [Selected university managers are] 
incentivised to grow their international student numbers while they retain 
an unchanged responsibility for compliance with academic standards.

(NSW Independent Commission Against  
Corruption, 2015, p. 27)

This is where academic standards are brought into tension with profit- 
generating activities like organisations operating inside and outside Zhōngguó, 
these university management practices grant “rights and privileges to selected 
social elites via key individuals in order to divide, weaken and isolate others” 
(Wang & Groot, 2018, p. 571). Dirlik (2017) reported that university man-
agers transgress against notions of ‘conflict of interest’, becoming organs of 
Zhōngguó’s ‘soft power’ apparatus. Their expectations of university profits 
are a conspicuous part in securing their compliance with Zhōngguó’s wishes. 
What Zhōngguó has “to offer by way of persuasion is simply – and quite 
openly – ‘money’ [not] an alternative to capitalism or even an alternative ideol-
ogy” (Dirlik, 2017, pp. 358–359). Management assess the worthiness of par-
ticular groups, and individuals for promotions, awards and bonuses. Some are 
co-opted through personal connections with rewards for professional achieve-
ment, others are ignored, and a few are isolated if not actively discredited. 
Management unites with and recognises as allies those with whom they can 
secure financially important international partnerships.

In addition, universities capabilities for addressing the tensions between 
them investing in Yīngwén-only education and research, and developing their 
students’ multilingual capabilities are being questioned. In contrast, universi-
ties in Zhōngguó are using bilingual education programs to enhance students’ 
language proficiency in Yīngwén across a range of majors (Li, 2018). As a 
consequence, the job prospects for graduates returning to Zhōngguó are more 
challenging (Needham, 2017). As Mǐ Tù explains, students are now question-
ing the value of an overseas education.

Critical thinking in Zhōngguó is marked by a shift from Hǎiguī (sea 
turtles, 海龟) – the affectionate moniker once given to students return-
ing home. Now the term Hǎicǎo (seaweed, 海草) is used. Hǎicǎo 
means those now returning home have little or no prospect of finding 
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work, getting wash up on the shore like seaweed. An international 
education is no longer a path to becoming a jīn lǐng (gold collar, 金领), 
a highly skilled knowledge worker, as it once was. In decades past, few 
students from Zhōngguó studied abroad, and only a small proportion 
returned home. However, with the huge increase in students studying 
abroad and the majority of them returning home, the competition for 
jobs has intensified, especially as the education of local graduates has 
also improved.

Disillusioned, students returning from overseas engage in social media 
debate about the risky business of studying abroad. It no longer guaran-
tees a good job, and there are better investments. Risks include losing 
valuable networks in Zhōngguó, and lacking knowledge relevant to the 
rapid changes in Zhōngguó.

Work-integrated learning undertaken while studying abroad may help. 
This is particularly so if linked to studying how to establish a start-up 
business. Such critical thinking about the business of education poses 
a challenge to those governments which have made their universities 
dependent on the international education export market.

Revenue incentives push universities to recruit international fee- 
paying students. If they want to recruit students with low level profi-
ciency in Yīngwén, then these universities need to employ transitional 
bilingual education programs. For such students, this would be better 
than trying to educate them only in Yīngwén. Transitional bilingual edu-
cation programs conducted by academics capable of using translanguag-
ing pedagogies would be a significant innovation. This could contribute 
to the co-development of students’ subject knowledge and improvements 
in their English language proficiency.

Whether students pass an examination in Critical Thinking in Business has 
much to do with Àodàlìyà Dàxué’s recruitment and selection policy practices. 
It has less to do with what academics can achieve through instructing these stu-
dents in critical thinking (Wai et al., 2018). In effect, students’ critical thinking 
is married with, and tarnished by the logic of academic capitalism that prevails 
in universities. The prevailing capitalist logic of universities holds that students 
from Zhōngguó cannot think critically – not because they in any way lack the 
intellectual capacity to do so, but because these universities can create tests that 
show they cannot, and thus positioning them as requiring remedial education. 
The next section discusses another layer of tensions that invites engagement 
through postmonolingual critical thinking.
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Postmonolingual critical thinking in the  
business of international security

The public debate over Critical Thinking in Business (BUSS5000) is embed-
ded in an array of tensions. For Àodàlìyà Dàxué, part of the tension lies in the 
business of internationalising education by unifying markets, and intellectual 
resources in Yīngwén. Integral to these tensions are rise of forces in the US, 
and those nations ostensibly allied to it, to counter the international revitalisa-
tion of Zhōngguó – economically, politically and culturally (Dantley, 2017). 
Together, these bring the adequacy of prevailing assumptions in the literature 
about ‘Chinese students as uncritical thinkers’ and the familiar pedagogical 
responses into questioned (see Chapter 2). The tensions are now such that 
standard proposals for intercultural education in selected US traditions of criti-
cal thinking are likely to be cultural insensitive and ineffective in this situation 
(Charalambous, Charalambous, & Rampton, 2015). Studying the context for 
Critical Thinking in Business (BUSS5000) indicates the tensions between the 
monolingual mindset and multilingual practices, drawing attention to multilay-
ered processes that tend to structure, if not control it.

In a context where there was stability around US global dominance, educa-
tional ventures have sought to broaden students’ intercultural horizons and pro-
mote communication with speakers of other languages. However, despite the 
need for Asia literacy and intercultural orientations to education and research 
being especially significant, the conditions for institutionalising these have pre-
sented considerable challenges. Over the decades, the coalition of two-party 
governments has failed to accomplish educational goals like Asia literacy and 
Asian languages education. In a riskier situation, more appropriate educational 
responses are needed, responses that recognise that these conflicts, like educa-
tion and research, are conducted in and through languages, in this instance in 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.

Educators have to deal with the tensions between public debates about tech-
nologically driven security issues, and peaceful coexistence. Shifts in Zhōngguó’s 
foreign policy that are now framed as security threats, creating major tensions 
for these countries (Duan, 2017; Siddiqui, 2019; Xu & Du, 2015). Considera-
tions of security have come to dominate the tensions between a homogenis-
ing, collectivist narratives of students from Zhōngguó being passive, uncritical 
thinkers and spies (Luqiu & McCarthy, 2019; Yun, 2017). This conflict narra-
tive is reproduced by government legislative actions, and by non-governmental 
bodies including the press and social media. Words such as ‘Zhōngguó influ-
ence’ are associated with this dominant thinking set, being constitutive of this 
conflict, and serving as an index differing stances towards it.

This conflict in business education, and the teaching of critical thinking 
is part of tensions over Zhōngwén language education in the US and Aus-
tralia, and the place of Zhōngguó in the world. The imposition of separatist, 
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monolingual views on Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, exist in tension with more 
convivial views. When this tension figured as an educational topic, linguistic 
separatism became salient, and multilingualism is treated as problematic. In the 
case of students from Zhōngguó using Zhōngwén in their studies in universi-
ties in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand, the 
state of tension between these nation states is likely to favour the assertion of a 
Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset. The organisation of contentious events 
into a seemingly coherent script serves as basis for justifying this conflict nar-
rative, driving feeling of fear and animosity and even hatred (Charalambous, 
Zembylas, & Charalambous, 2016).

The problem is that international students from Zhōngguó and their peers 
can be socialised into the conflictual representations of ‘us as victims’ and ‘them 
as evil doers’. They learn the keywords and dominant narratives of conflict, 
learning the conflict, along with the associated emotions of hate, anger, frus-
tration, and sadness. Languages construct negative representations for the ‘oth-
ers’. The relationship between education and conflict is addressed within the 
educational literature in terms of eliminating violence and contributing to the 
active establishment of peace (Charalambous et al., 2016). An important chal-
lenge for educational practice and associated research is the need to rethink the 
conceptual and methodological tools being used to approach and to account 
for the postmonolingual condition (Yildiz, 2012). The tensions between struc-
tural multilingualism and the monolingual mindset are evident in the constant 
flux of languages and complexities of knowledge production and dissemina-
tion. The postmonolingual condition speaks to the tensions between multilin-
gual practices with the blurring of languages, and the dominating monolingual 
mindset produces conflict-affected homogenising narrative that insists on 
binary categories of national ‘us’ and other national ‘them’. The monolingual 
mindset treats structural multilingualism as a threat.

Postmonolingual critical thinking is a response to, and an expression of the 
tensions in which the monolingual mindset continues to be avowed while mul-
tilingual practices continue. In other words, postmonolingual critical thinking 
speaks to the tensions between the US, which seeks to preserve its domi-
nance of global markets and resources, including Yīngwén, and Zhōngguó’s 
globalising counter-force which aims to secure markets and resources, includ-
ing through education in Zhōngwén. This tension has become evident as uni-
versities worked to cultivate knowledge of Zhōngwén with resources from 
Zhōngguó, and the reassertion of ethno-racial boundaries through curtailing 
such efforts in the interests of national security.

Postmonolingual critical thinking is directed at rethinking orthodox assump-
tions about passive, uncritical students from Zhōngguó, in ways that explicitly 
recognise, and engage the tensions over languages and languages in educa-
tion. Postmonolingual critical thinking adopts an approach to education which 
recognises an appreciation of the wider sociohistorical context is necessary 
for giving a fuller meaning to what is at issue in the tensions between the 
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prevailing monolingual mindset and students’ everyday multilingual practices. 
Through reference to the historical, cultural and political conditions, post-
monolingual critical thinking provides an approach to understanding the ten-
sions between multilingual practices and the monolingual mindset governing 
these interactions.

Making postmonolingual critical thinking an educational project or subject 
in itself establishes an organised, long-term teaching/learning activity where 
students and educators share an intellectual space in which multilingual prac-
tices are invited into close association. Many different students can engage 
intellectually with multilingual practices by using them in divergent ways – as 
an expression of cosmopolitanism, as a tool, as a resource for everyday aca-
demic life, and as a resource for national security. Educators have students’ 
use their repertoire of languages and knowledge as resources for learning, and 
knowledge production, in part to negotiate and challenge solidified categories 
such as the label ‘NESB’.

Conclusion

Might postmonolingual critical thinking be institutionalised in universities 
dominated by neoliberal politics, with their funding mechanisms and inter-
national rankings regimes that privilege English-language academic publish-
ing? This chapter used questions concerning ‘Critical Thinking in Business’ to 
explore the open-ended nature of postmonolingual critical thinking. The evi-
dence indicates that the reasons for students from Zhōngguó failing to demon-
strate the capability for critical thinking are more complex than the assumptions 
that prevail in the literature. Public debate about the failure of international 
students from Zhōngguó in an examination of their critical thinking is situated 
in reference to the state-driven disinvestment in the education of the public. 
The multiple layers of evidence point to the possibility of extending such stu-
dents’ capabilities for thinking critically by addressing real world business issues. 
There is a range of businesses involved in international education, universi-
ties as well as ghostwriting businesses that could provide a focus for ‘Critical 
Thinking in Business’.

Despite all the references to students’ failure to think critically, and the cor-
ruption of academic integrity that comes with making money, something is 
missing. The claim that students from Zhōngguó cannot think critically in 
Zhōngwén or cannot use that knowledge to extend their critical thinking 
Yīngwén is inconclusive. By engaging students’ in postmonolingual critical 
thinking, they can explore the tensions between using their multilingual capa-
bilities as against tokening a monolingual mindset for granted. Because of the 
neoliberal or neo-nationalist politics that dominates universities in many coun-
tries, as is evident in their national research funding mechanisms and inter-
national university rankings regimes that privilege English-language academic 
publishing, we are circumspect about institutionalizing postmonolingual critical 
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thinking. Do students from Zhōngguó provide any clues as to ways forward? 
Chapter 8 examines students’ indications of possibilities for postmonolingual 
critical thinking.
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Introduction

Since the late 1980s, the tendency has been for international knowledge to 
flow into Zhōngguó. However, with Zhōngguó increasingly contributing to 
the world’s knowledge production, there is a shift towards knowledge dissem-
inated from Zhōngguó throughout the world (Tan & Gartland, 2014). For 
instance, in addition to acquiring knowledge from other countries, Zhōngguó 
is increasingly sharing the innovative, high-value knowledge its research and 
development operations are producing, and is further developing its capabilities 
for doing so (Ramburuth, Qin, & Wang, 2016; Zhao, Tan, Papanastassiou, & 
Harzing, 2019). The post-1978 economic development of Zhōngguó has been 
based on the transfer of knowledge produced in Yīngwén into Zhōngwén. 
Today, Zhōngwén and Yīngwén have much closer proximity with both being 
spoken around the world. The possibilities for the sharing of repertoire of lan-
guages and knowledge between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, and vice versa have 
not only increased but are now warranted more than ever.

Since the arrival of the first international students in the late 1980s, Zhōngguó 
has been learning from universities in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and 
Aotearoa New Zealand. The 21st century has seen signs of the revitalisation of 
Zhōngguó as a global knowledge-producing superpower. Yīngwén-medium 
universities now have added incentives for furthering the two-way exchange 
of knowledge through education and research to prepare for and modify their 
orientation to 21st-century education and research. One way for Yīngwén-
medium universities can learn from Zhōngguó is to explore evidence of their 
critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. There are scholarly publications 
by academics in Zhōngguó, available in Yīngwén that students could study to 
define postmonolingual critical thinking, and explore insights into the skills 
and dispositions for doing so. This chapter begins by introducing Xu and Du’s 
(2015) questioning of the dominant thinking sets in Zhōngguó’s foreign policy 
research. Of course, these academics have to negotiate the tensions between 
government requirements for Zhōngguó to be recognised globally as academi-
cally outstanding, while simultaneously serving the educational and research 
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priorities of the nation state. Nevertheless, they demonstrate their critical 
thinking through rejecting sanctioned or otherwise officially approved text-
books, replacing politically incorrect words with metaphors, setting contempo-
rary critiques in historical periods, and using international events as allegories 
for issues in Zhōngguó (Du, 2019).

International students from Zhōngguó can also provide insights into their 
skills and dispositions for postmonolingual critical thinking. The instances of 
postmonolingual critical thinking among the students represented in this chap-
ter arose through the course of their own research. For instance, a number of 
doctoral students responded to this challenge and gave expression to their post-
monolingual critical thinking. Sàn Bù (散步), Guó Bǎo (国宝) and Gǔ Gē (谷
鸽) recount the debate informed by the expression, ‘dédào le tiānkōng, shīqù 
le dàdì’ (得到了天空，失去了大地), which means to gain the sky but lose the 
earth. In turn, Sībā Dá (斯巴达), Dàn Chǎofàn (蛋炒饭), Zhandian Zhan (占
点占), Hé Xié (和谐) and Wei Tingting (韦婷婷) explore what this expression 
means in terms of building their intercultural self-confidence through post-
monolingual critical thinking. For Dà Kùchǎ (大裤衩), Li Tingting (李婷婷), 
Lǜbà Nǚhái (绿坝娘), Nǚ Zhànshì (女战士) and Gǔ Gē the notion of jiān róng 
bìng jì (兼容并济) or ‘inclusive mutual reinforcement’ provided an intellectual 
space for postmonolingual critical thinking. Dǐng tiān lì dì (顶天立地) means 
reaching for the sky, while keeping your feet firmly on the earth. This expres-
sion provided Guó Bǎo and Mǐ Tù (米兔) with a stimulus for thinking criti-
cally about what it means for doctoral students to make a significant, original 
contributions to knowledge. With her focus on transferring knowledge across 
languages, Mǐ Tù (米兔) found gé wù zhì zhī (格物致知), that is the study and 
acquisition of knowledge, a useful idea to inform her postmonolingual critical 
thinking. Together, these students from Zhōngguó drew on their repertoire of 
languages and knowledge to deepen and to extend their capabilities for post-
monolingual critical thinking.

Critical thinkers challenge prevailing assumptions in research by debating 
defenders of those conventional views as a way of opening up new possibilities 
for thought and action. Consider for a moment an instance of critical thinking 
produced by Xu and Du (2015), academics from Zhōngguó as part of their 
everyday work and published in Yīngwén in an internationally accessible, ref-
ereed journal. These sketches of postmonolingual critical thinking, provide a 
stimulus for further exchanges of critical thinking in Yīngwén and Zhongwen, 
fraught though these will inevitably be.

Thinking critically about dominant  
thinking sets

While produced to problematise research into Zhōngguó’s foreign policy, the 
paper by Xu and Du (2015) can be read as an illustration of critical thinking as 
undertaken by scholars in the Zhōngguó Shèhuì Kēxuéyuàn (中国社会科学
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院, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). From the 1980s onwards, the domi-
nant thinking sets governing Zhōngguó’s foreign policy were those expressed 
by Dèng Xiǎopíng (邓小平) (Jerdén, 2014). While Zhōngguó’s foreign pol-
icy of tāo guāng yǎng huì (韬光养晦) is often translated as concealing one’s 
strengths and biding one’s time, However, it can also be read as hiding one’s 
advantages as to redress one’s disadvantages, thereby preventing overreaching 
one’s capabilities (Zhao, 2019). Moreover, given international students from 
Zhōngguó studied Dèng’s ideas at university, it is possible that some adopted 
these dominant thinking sets:

1 observe coolly (lěngjìng guānchá, 冷静观察)
2 hold our line (wěnzhù zhènjiǎo, 稳住阵脚)
3 deal calmly (chénzhuó yìngduì, 沉着应对)
4 keep a low profile (tāoguāngyǎnghuì, 韬光养晦)
5 guard weaknesses (shànyú shǒuzhuō, 善于守拙)
6 never take the lead (juébù dāngtóu, 决不当头)
7 play a role (yǒusuǒ zuòwéi 有所作为).

Critical thinking was necessary to decide whether the foreign policy that had 
dominated Zhōngguó since the 1980s was still appropriate objectives given 
shifts from a unipolar to multipolar global order. Among the characteristics of 
unipolar global order was academic dependency on US research agendas and 
priorities to govern what constitutes the skills and dispositions of critical think-
ing. Such academic dependency is often due to a lack of funds and reproduces 
inability to initiate and conduct relevant research (Fouad, 2018). Zhōngguó has 
now shifted toward a new assertiveness in its foreign policy. Related changes 
are evident in its people’s patriotic attachments, anti-foreign sentiments and 
nationalist sense of superiority and cultural self-confidence (Duan, 2017). 
These policy shifts come with the revitalisation of Zhōngguó as a superpower, 
and find expression in students from Zhōngguó were playing a leadership role 
as critical thinkers (Chu & Ruthrof, 2016; Song & McCarthy, 2018). With the 
international environment changing, students from Zhōngguó may push their 
line, pursue a high profile, and take the lead giving a higher profile to critical 
thinking, albeit with Zhōngguó shèhuì tèsè.

Xu and Du (2015) call the prevailing assumptions in research the “dominant 
thinking sets” which they defined as “particular aspects of knowledge or ideas 
that upon accumulation and dissemination are institutionalised as a means of 
understanding a certain phenomenon or actor, and which enable understand-
ing of the internal logic or principles guiding that phenomenon or actor’s 
behaviour, and associated expectations or preferences” (p. 252). Based on this 
definition of dominant thinking sets, they explain what is required of criti-
cal thinking when undertaking research. For them critical thinking begins by 
identifying the properties of dominant thinking sets, which they characterised 
in the following terms:
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Stability Once a thinking set has formed, it will 
not undergo any obvious change over 
a significant period of time.

Systemic, self-regulating, and [Dominant] thinking sets represent 
predictable a cognitive framework for 

understanding a particular 
phenomenon or actor. In the event 
that this framework is exposed to an 
outside stimulus, it will always be able 
to offer a predictable assessment and 
response that is self-regulated by the 
knowledge and values embedded in 
that cognitive framework.

Closed and conservative As a cognitive structure, a [dominant 
thinking set] has rigid boundaries 
and is resistant to new knowledge 
or norms. Thinking sets have a 
natural proclivity towards prevailing 
knowledge and values.

Advantages [Dominant thinking sets] help people 
understand a phenomenon over a 
period of time, enhance cognitive 
efficiency, help build consensus 
within a community, and are a key 
means through which new ideas or 
new values emerge. (Xu & Du, 2015, 
pp. 252–253)

Critical thinking entails those on the margins questioning dominant thinking 
sets to inform scholarly debates so as to make possible reconsideration of cur-
rent policy practices. For Xu and Du (2015, p. 253) “every dominant thinking 
set has its critics, who are the group’s minorities”. Integral to this minorities’ 
critical thinking is reflection on whether “dominant thinking sets still facilitate 
accurate understanding and interpretation” (Xu & Du, 2015, p. 251) of chang-
ing realities. Having identified the prevailing assumptions in the research, Xu 
and Du’s (2015) critical thinking turns to questioning dominant thinking sets 
in the following terms:

Disadvantages [Dominant thinking sets] are not adaptable across 
space and time, their internal knowledge and 
logic structures are not amenable to change, and 
when faced with new situations or conditions 
they often produce incorrect judgments or 
assessments, thereby constituting a barrier to 
norm or policy innovation.

Debate between [about dominant thinking sets] helps us to 
proponents and reconsider whether or not the thinking sets 
opponents match and reflect the realities.
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Changing dominant depends on two paths: the change of personal 
thinking sets thinking set and the generation change. . . . 

When the environment is changing, a person 
will gradually (but not necessarily) weaken his 
adherence to the old thinking set, and eventually 
establish a new one. When the majority of a 
group are proponents of a newly established 
thinking set, this is the dominant one.

Source: (Xu & Du, 2015, pp. 252–253)

Postmonolingual critical thinking acknowledges the historical tensions 
present in the assertion of the dominating monolingual thinking sets in the 
face of the persistence of multilingual practices. When a majority of uni-
versities in Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, Canada, the UK and the US 
invest in Yīngwén-only instruction and research it is reasonable to assume 
the dominance of monolingual thinking sets throughout those institutions, 
and that it exists in tension with the multilingual capabilities of students 
and staff (Chuang, 2019; Lunny, 2019). This interpretation of postmono-
lingual critical thinking arises from a combination of textual and contextual 
information.

The next section provides insights into the skills and dispositions for post-
monolingual critical thinking international students from Zhōngguó have. 
Their text can be read in relation to the context provided by Xu and Du’s 
(2015) questioning of the dominant thinking sets in Zhōngguó’s foreign pol-
icy. In effect together, this evidence indicates that the dominant monolingual 
thinking set which holds that Yīngwén is, and should be the language for 
thinking critically is being questioned.

Dédào Le Tiānkōng, Shīqù Le Dàdì: 得到了天空， 
失去了大地

Zhihu (知乎) (www.zhihu.com) is a question-and-answer website in Zhōngwén 
where the user community creates, edits, answers and questions. The following 
expression, which was circulated among international students from Zhōngguó 
via Zhihu, provides a starting for extending their critical thinking in Yīngwén 
and Zhōngwén:

得到了天空，失去了大地
Dédào le tiānkōng, shīqù le dàdì
Gain the sky but lose the earth.

To capture the ideas informing this cryptic expression its reconstruction as 
an argument, making evident the critical thinking occurring students from 
Zhōngguó when studying abroad:

http://www.zhihu.com
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PREMISE: When studying abroad, doctoral students from Zhōngguó have to 
think critically about their two languages, Yīngwén (metaphorically, the 
sky) and Zhōngwén (metaphorically, the earth).

PREMISE: Universities abroad operate within a Yīngwén-only monolingual mindset.
PREMISE: It is important to gain Yīngwén.
PREMISE: To gain Yīngwén, you might lose Zhōngwén.
PREMISE: Monolingualism triumphs over multilingualism.
CONCLUSION: Therefore, if students from Zhōngguó embrace Yīngwén, they 

might gradually lose Zhōngwén. In other words, choosing the Yīngwén 
reinforces a language and knowledge hierarchy that leads to disengagement 
with Zhōngwén.

By working with this argument, it is possible to extend students’ capabilities 
for critical thinking in Yīngwén. Postmonolingual critical thinking encour-
ages students to reach for the sky (Yīngwén) without discounting the earth 
(Zhōngwén). Resistance is a familiar response to the initial invitation to stu-
dents to use ideas in Zhōngwén for critical thinking in Yīngwén:

Writing an argumentative essay in Yīngwén is rather different from the way 
I do it in Zhōngguó. If I use a concept in Zhōngwén it takes a long time 
and much intellectual effort on my part to make my point clear. I worry 
that after much explanation, my readers may lose interest. Finally, my inter-
est in using a concept in Zhōngwén gets less and less. I just want to find an 
equivalent term in Yīngwén to make it easier for myself. Why should I use 
six or more sentences to explain the argument in dédào le tiānkōng, shīqù 
le dàdì (得到了天空，失去了大地), when I can make the point clear 
using one sentence in Yīngwén? I realise that is looking at the idea from 
the perspective of translation. However, from a research perspective as much 
as an educational one, the point is to get at the subtleties in the concepts.

(Sàn Bù, 散步)

Sàn Bù confronted the difficulty of explaining critical thinking in Zhōngwén 
in Yīngwén. Initially, she waived the use of her intellectual resources in 
Zhōngwén, and did not take responsibility for finding methods for making 
them interesting and accessible to her readers. In a sense, Sàn Bù did not value 
in critical thinking in Zhōngwén, nor did she see this as intellectually valuable. 
However, when developing the capabilities for re-presenting critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén in Yīngwén became a meaningful option, she took the chance to 
do. Some students from Zhōngguó did not see themselves as capable of trans-
lating methods of critical thinking in Zhōngwén into Yīngwén:

Dédào le tiānkōng, shīqù le dàdì (得到了天空，失去了大地) cannot be 
simply translated into Yīngwén using equivalent terms. I am so used to 
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expressing my critical thinking in Zhōngwén in a strategic way to protect 
myself. I have learnt to use metaphors as euphemisms, international stories 
as allegories, and historical critiques for contemporary lessons. However, 
these approaches to critical thinking did not seem to work when writing in 
Yīngwén. Lecturers expect more direct, targeted critical thinking, perhaps 
because their critical thinking is dismissed by their governments as ‘fake’. 
They also tell me to use my own ‘voice’, but apparently this does not 
include a voice inflected by knowledge of critical thinking in Zhōngwén 
(Guó Bǎo, 国宝). The argument here is quite a modest claim. Namely, 
that pedagogically, educators can work with students from Zhōngguó to 
explore the potential of their repertoire of languages and knowledge, in 
both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén to make meaningful explorations of post-
monolingual critical thinking.

The international students from Zhōngguó who participated in this study 
engaged in postmonolingual critical thinking as part of doctoral projects. They 
translated knowledge in Yīngwén into Zhōngwén, and translated knowledge 
from Zhōngwén into Yīngwén:

Postmonolingual critical thinking helps me extend my existing knowledge 
to gain more perspectives on knowledge in both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. 
This both-ways process of critical thinking combines both my languages 
and my intellectual resources in both. I blend these two different sources 
of knowledge, to create some new ideas that are neither Zhōngwén or 
Yīngwén. The use of this to-and-fro process of back translation has proved 
to be more productive for me than trying to learn using just one language 
alone.

(Gǔ Gē 谷鸽)

To claim my ‘voice’, I use concepts in Zhōngwén and explain them in 
Yīngwén. I explain the sound of each Hànzì (汉字, character), as well as 
the meaning expressed in each Hànzì. This is the method I have learned 
for exploring the potential divergences in ideas in Zhōngwén, and 
between these ideas, and the related ideas in Yīngwén. I give Yīngwén 
explanations for the possible each these separate Hànzì, and their com-
binations. At first, I felt uncomfortable about doing so because I thought 
there was not much to be gained from doing so. I explained a Hànzì 
to my supervisor, but what use was it to me? I then dug deeper into 
the possible divergences in the sounds and meanings of Hànzì, and then 
explained these in Yīngwén. Being asked questions about these Hànzì 
that I had ignored or taken-for-granted I found that they also gained 
more meaning for me.

(Sībā Dá, 斯巴达)
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To engage in postmonolingual critical thinking, these students from Zhōngguó 
learnt to use concepts from Yīngwén and Zhōngwén:

Initially, my research focused on the question of about how to make the 
global something local. For me, that meant making global Yīngwén a part 
of my local educational practices in Zhōngguó. However, through doing 
my doctoral research with a postmonolingual supervisor, I began to explore 
the possibilities for making my local knowledge in Zhōngwén global. My 
supervisor took me to a stage play based on Kate Grenville’s (2011) novel 
Secret River. The play told the story of the encounters between British 
colonists and the local Aboriginal landowners. The play was presented using 
a postmonolingual approach to stimulate the audiences’ critical thinking. 
The Aboriginal actors used their own language, the Dharug language, 
throughout the play. Significantly, the Dharug language was not translated 
into Yīngwén, and no subtitles were provided for the audience. Neverthe-
less, the audience knew the connotation of what was being said in the 
Dharug language, ‘Through colonisation you took our land, our languages, 
our knowledge, our lives’. My supervisor shivered at the deathly beauty of a 
language he could not understand and imaginative power of what the criti-
cal thinking expressed in this language he did not know. During our team’s 
seminar, my supervisor modelled ways in that I could introduce concepts 
in Zhōngwén to the world. I hope to do something as intellectually sophis-
ticated with Zhōngwén in the field of education, one day.

(Dàn Chǎofàn, 蛋炒饭)

Detecting the possibilities for postmonolingual critical thinking meant reading 
the research literature with a more watchful eye:

In the papers I read that were published in Yīngwén-medium research jour-
nals, I see that researchers from Zhōngguó using concepts from Zhōngwén 
as their theoretical resources. I find this expression of ‘voice’ as intellectu-
ally interesting as it is powerful knowledge. These concepts are not difficult 
or profound. However, the way they relate to the theoretical framework 
given in Yīngwén, and the way they are implanted in an Yīngwén-language 
educational environment is something I hadn’t thought about previously.

(Zhandian Zhan, 占点占)

Hé Xié (和谐) shuttled between her knowledge in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén, 
using both in co-constructing a meaning for postmonolingual critical thinking:

What does postmonolingual critical thinking mean to me? It may mean 
sībiàn nénglì (思辨能力), the capacity for thinking about making distinc-
tions or judgements. However, the translation of ‘postmonolingual critical 
thinking’ as sībiàn nénglì (思辨能力) is debatable. The main characteristic 
of sībiàn (思辨) is the presentation of rational and progressive analysis in 
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clear and appropriate manner. As a philosophical term, sībiàn (思辨) can 
be considered as integral to one’s research methodology. It starts with a 
research question and uses evidence, concepts, and arguments to test the 
credibility of knowledge claims.

(Hé Xié)

What is negotiated in making meaning of postmonolingual critical thinking, is 
also students’ intercultural self-confidence in their repertoire of languages and 
knowledge in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. In commenting about her research, 
Wei Tingting’s (韦婷婷) noted:

As long as an explanation can be justified using evidence, concepts and 
reasoning, an argument can be regarded as credible. However, the use 
of sībiàn (思辨) in a research method can lead to a paradox. Although a 
claim might be rational and logical, the claim might be false in reality. 
For instance, claims about passive, uncritical students from Zhōngguó 
seems paradoxical given what the country has achieved in the last four 
decades.

(Wei Tingting)

Jiān Róng Bìng Jì: 兼容并济

By incorporating intellectual resources in Zhōngwén into a dialogue in cross-
language transcultural learning and research, Mǐ Tù alternated between mul-
tiple sources of critical thinking, one linguistic or cultural sphere crossing into 
or overlapping with the other. Specifically, Mǐ Tù found a place for Jiān róng 
bìng jì (兼容并济) or ‘inclusive mutual reinforcement’ in her formulation of 
postmonolingual critical thinking.

A postmonolingual critical thinking agenda might be developed using 
the concept of jiān róng bìng jì (兼容并济), ‘inclusive mutual reinforce-
ment’. This four-character concept may be explained as follows:

1 jiān (兼) means ‘both at the same time’,
2 róng (容) means ‘accommodate, take in’,

a so jiān róng (兼容) is ‘inclusive’.
3 Bìng (并) is ‘together, side by side’,
4 jì (济) means ‘assist’ or ‘achieve’,

a so there is mutual reinforcement.

This concept may be translated as ‘inclusive mutual reinforcement’. Jiān 
róng (兼容) is synonymous with bāo róng (包容), ‘inclusive’. However, 
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bāo róng may involve one component being dominant over another, as 
in the monolingual mindset dominating multilingual practices. For this 
reason, I use jiān róng instead. Jiān róng implies equality with respect 
to students’ capabilities for producing knowledge in Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén. The phrase, jiān róng bìng jì (兼容并济), is a conceptualisa-
tion in Zhōngwén (中文) representing the cross-transfer of knowledge 
between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén that is integral to postmonolingual 
critical thinking.

The concept jiān róng bìng jì (兼容并济) refers to the educational 
principle of mutually inclusive reinforcement. This principle encourages 
students from Zhōngguó to actively access knowledge in both Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén, to build a collective dialogue for producing and commu-
nicating knowledge.

The double knowing possible through postmonolingual critical think-
ing enables connections to be made between knowledge in Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén in a mutually inclusive, reinforcing process. This explicit 
recognition of the multilingual realities of knowledge production is made 
evident through deliberate practice of postmonolingual critical thinking.

My research began with a working elaboration of the term critical 
thinking. Critical thinking helps researchers develop new perceptions of 
phenomenon that may have been existed as unquestioned assumptions 
previously. Through postmonolingual critical thinking it is possible to 
formulate alternative understandings about how different students and 
researchers can be, say and do.

My study began by thinking critically about methods of critical think-
ing in Zhōngwén. This was followed by collecting relevant data that were 
then analysed. In turn, this led to new evidence-driven insights, ideas and 
applications as well as further research questions. This postmonolingual 
critical thinking produced claims of recognisable merit and reasonable 
doubt, reflective understandings and thoughtful disagreements.

The multiple perspectives on critical thinking, the debates in the field, 
created the intellectual space I needed for making my scholarly disrup-
tion. My postmonolingual critical thinking emerged in the form of a 
synthesis of concepts in Zhōngwén and in Yīngwén, driving an unex-
pected but very rewarding understanding of key concepts in my study. 
(Mǐ Tù)

Dà Kùchǎ recognised the cross-sociolinguistic similarities between Yīngwén 
and Zhōngwén. These similarities are evident in loanwords (e.g. dài gòu, 
those who buy goods overseas to sell into Zhōngguó, 代购), and lexical bor-
rowings which use Yīngwén words to express Zhōngwén concepts (e.g. silk 
road; sī chóu zhī lù, 丝绸之路). Such loanwords provide vehicles for teaching, 
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researching and thinking critically about Zhōngwén–Yīngwén knowledge 
co-construction.

There is increasing attention in research to teaching students how to learn 
a second language through the transfer of knowledge between Yīngwén 
and Zhōngwén, and vice versa. Yīngwén has many more loanwords from 
European languages than are drawn from Zhōngwén. However, even the 
limited number of Yīngwén/Zhōngwén loanwords means it is possible to 
use these as a focus for postmonolingual critical thinking. Educationally, 
this approach is preferable to the monolingualist promotion of an almost 
irreconcilable distance between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. Historically, 
Yīngwén was created by absorbing loanwords from invading colonists and 
trading partners from Rome, Scandinavia, Saxony and France. Then British 
imperialism meant more loanwords from wider afield entered Yīngwén. 
Because Roman numerals did not recognise the importance of ‘nothing’, 
they were replaced by the Indian mathematical system and its important 
invention of zero. Without zero there could be no computers or artifi-
cial intelligence. Today, loanwords from Yīngwén are becoming part of 
Zhōngwén, and vice versa.

(Dà Kùchǎ大裤衩)

Change in languages is a sociohistorical phenomenon associated with changes 
in power relations among speakers of different languages. Although hurried 
along by university management’s drive for timely completions, Dà Kùchǎ said:

The transfer of loanwords from Zhōngwén into Yīngwén, and vice versa 
has occurred in the past. Examples of such loanwords include: chǎo (炒), 
dòu fǔ (豆腐), fēng shuǐ (风水), gōng fū (功夫), hún tún (馄饨), lì zhī (荔
枝), má jiāng (麻将), qí páo (旗袍), shāpí (沙皮), (tài jí quán (太极拳), 
and yīn yang (阴阳). The process of generating loanwords will continue 
to occur. Students and researchers can contribute to this important work 
of knowledge co-construction. Because students already know such loan-
words, postmonolingual educators can have them can build on these.

(Dà Kùchǎ)

Investigations into Yīngwén loanwords in Zhōngwén, and in the opposite 
direction, indicate their growing presence is a result of contemporary globali-
sation (Liu & Zhang, 2011; Qi & Mo, 2016; Zhong, 2018). Since 1979, the 
borrowing of words from Yīngwén for use in Zhōngwén, and the other way 
around also, has increased. Four contemporary inventions that often appear 
in news about Zhōngguó are Alipay (支付宝, Zhī fù bǎo), Chang’e (嫦娥, 
the lady in the moon after whom the Lunar probe was named), gāo tiě (高
铁, high-speed rail) and wǎng gòu (网购, online shopping). In addition to the 
borrowing of fashionable and ‘cool’ Yīngwén words, words in Yīngwén have 
also borrowed from the fields of science and technology.
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When asked what she was doing to finalise her thesis on time, Dà Kùchǎ said 
she daydreamed about pīngpāngqiú (乒乓球, ping-pong balls), canned dòufu 
(豆腐, bean curd) and jiǎozi (饺子, dumplings):

These Zhōngwén loanwords in Yīngwén provide a two-way bridge to the 
co-construction of knowledge in both languages. Rather than emphasise 
the distance or difference between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, my research 
focused on the possible connections students could make between the lan-
guages. I do not think language-and-knowledge transfer should be about 
teaching dances, songs and cookery from Zhōngguó. I focus on teaching 
the much more significant knowledge Zhōngguó is producing, such as that 
relating to the climate crisis. That is what postmonolingual critical thinking 
means to me.

(Dà Kùchǎ)

As the global power, if not status and prestige of Zhōngguó increases, then the 
number of loanwords from Zhōngwén entering Yīngwén will increase. For 
instance, to extend her postmonolingual critical thinking Li Tingting (李婷
婷) learnt to draw on her repertoire of languages and knowledge in Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén:

Postmonolingual critical thinking works by transferring concepts from 
Zhōngwén to Yīngwén, and vice versa. This method for generating loan-
words through research to producing knowledge is not a method that I had 
even thought about previously. However, this method of postmonolingual 
critical thinking changed my existing monolingual ways of doing research. 
It now makes much sense to me; it is a quite sensible approach. Those 
who operate within a monolingual framework keep Yīngwén as a distance 
from Zhōngwén. Their approach makes postmonolingual critical thinking 
unthinkable, undoable and unsayable.

(Li Tingting)

Importantly, loanwords represent a step in taking the ‘foreign’ out of lan-
guages, and maintain the multilingual character of Yīngwén and Zhōngwén 
(Fan, 2018; Tang, 2015; Wen, 2018). Educators typically teach their stu-
dents by focusing on what they need to learn in the immediate present, 
while simultaneously teaching them knowledge and capabilities necessary 
for their next, proximal zone of learning (Kellogg, 2019). Such teach-
ing involves identifying students’ current knowledge of critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén and targeting their further learning of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén.

The educational use of students’ capabilities for making the cross- 
sociolinguistic transfer of knowledge is important for scaffolding their learning 
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of content-areas knowledge and was beneficial for their language learning 
(Bao & Du, 2015; He, 2011; Singh & Nguyễn, 2018). Lǜbà Nǚhái (绿坝娘) 
used a concept in Zhōngwén to learn about ‘postmonolingual critical thinking’ 
the Yīngwén:

To describe postmonolingual critical thinking, I use Jìn xìn shū bù rú wú 
shū (尽信书不如无书), which means, ‘It would be better to be short of 
books than believe everything in books’. To explain postmonolingual criti-
cal thinking in Yīngwén, I say it relates to scepticism about knowledge 
claims, and explaining the reasons for being selective in one’s choices of 
knowledge and sources of knowledge. The meaning of postmonolingual 
critical thinking I generate through this concept in Zhōngwén may imply 
more, or perhaps less possibilities than the concept of critical thinking in 
Yīngwén.

(Lǜbà Nǚhái)

Bao and Du (2015) reported that while Zhōngwén constituted the content 
Danish students were learning, they used Danish to construct, coordinate 
and facilitate their learning of Zhōngwén. Nǚ Zhànshì (女战士) engaged 
in postmonolingual critical thinking using the concept shēn rù qiǎn chū 
(深入浅出):

In shēn rù qiǎn chū, shēn means ‘deep’ (深), rù ‘enter’ (入), qiǎn ‘shallow’ 
(浅), and chū ‘to exit’ (出). Taken together, this term means to explain 
what complicated knowledge in language that one’s audience will under-
stand. To transfer knowledge of a concept in Zhōngwén, I have to take 
responsibility for dealing with the challenge of making it comprehensible 
Yīngwén-speakers. I have had to think critically about the ways language 
and knowledge can be used to exclude and to include people.

(Nǚ Zhànshì)

For Gǔ Gē (谷鸽), academic capitalism, irrespective of the particular political 
system, was a key source of the socio-economic problems she observed around 
herself, both at home and abroad. Gǔ Gē knew a term for critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén, pīpànxing sīwéi (批判性思维), however, she preferred another 
concept:

I prefer the term sībiàn nénglì (思辨能力) to express my sense of ‘criti-
cal thinking’. This term covers more than ‘criticism’ (sī, 思) and ‘thinking’ 
(biàn, 辨) with respect to making a judgement. This is what ‘critical think-
ing’ means in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén means to me. If these concepts in 
Zhōngwén cannot be expressed in some ways in Yīngwén, then how can 
students learn either language? I have to develop strategies to introduce 
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these specific linguistic elements as conceptual tools to Yīngwén-speaking 
researchers. I have to choose to make them learnable.

(Gǔ Gē)

As a strategic asset, doctoral students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge is 
necessary for communicating important knowledge across boundaries, includ-
ing the understanding of organisations and their cultural routines. As Wang, 
Tsai, and Yang (2010) demonstrated in their analysis of the concepts qíshí 
(actually, 其实) and shìshíshàng (in fact, 事实上) in Pǔtōnghuà (普通话), it 
is necessary to build on doctoral students’ repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge capabilities to ensure each country has the organisational capabilities and 
strategic assets to transfer and absorb new knowledge. Languages are critical in 
articulating, transferring and integrating the knowledge between the transferor 
and the recipient (Tan & Gartland, 2014). To be able to transfer knowledge, 
there is a need to have language capabilities to access knowledge resources 
related to specific technical, managerial and cultural aspects.

Dǐng Tiān Lì Dì: 顶天立地

Doctoral students explore ways to make significant original contributions 
to knowledge through postmonolingual critical thinking. Students from 
Zhōngguó are able to make novel contributions to the advancement of knowl-
edge by combining ideas from their rich story of concepts they can access in 
Yīngwén and the Zhōngwén:

In my research, I blended my knowledge in both Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén. This is shēn rù (深入), by which I mean to interpret evi-
dence and concepts from a translanguaging perspective. Then, though 
qiǎn chū (浅出), I present the processed knowledge – the evidence and 
concepts I have analysed. I take responsibility for doing so in ways that 
postmonolingual Yīngwén – speaking readers can understand. Impor-
tantly, when I generate evidence and concepts in such a baorong (包容) 
or ‘inclusive’ manner, I discover knowledge that had not been obvious 
to myself before.

(Guó Bǎo, 国宝)

Dǐng tiān lì dì (顶天立地) provides stimulus for Guó Bǎo’s postmonolingual 
critical thinking. In reaching high into the sky, while keeping her feet firmly 
on the earth, Guó Bǎo consider used postmonolingual critical thinking to 
make a significant, original contributions to knowledge:

During the Sòng dài (宋代, Song dynasty, 960–1279), Zhu Xi advanced 
the debatable concept of gé wù zhì zhī (格物致知) to refer to the study, 
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pursuit, and acquisition of knowledge. Gé wù (格物) means to engage in 
investigations using real contexts to understand better the principles and 
logic of society and nature. The pursuit of knowledge (gé wù, 格物) is an 
endless journey, that can be generated and extended (zhì zhī, 致知). With 
there being no predetermined date for timely completion, the concept of 
gé wù zhì zhī (格物致知) presupposes investigators have the capability for 
thinking critically.

Postmonolingual critical thinking provided Dàn Chǎofàn with a vehicle for 
dialogical education among educators and students alike. Educators learnt 
from students, and vice versa when they brought their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge to bear in their studies. Dàn Chǎofàn explained the possibili-
ties thus:

Postmonolingual critical thinking allows various languages to be used 
for thinking critically. This encourages the coexistence of the diver-
gent intellectual cultures to interact in ways that may free students 
from obstructive factors created by having to operate in a monolingual 
knowledge framework. Thus, postmonolingual critical thinking pro-
vides me a vehicle for relating to others through intellectual dialogues 
that are characterised by an exploration of epistemological divergences. 
As an educational actor, I have two languages with which access knowl-
edge from these divergent intellectual cultures. I can engage in knowl-
edge coproduction integral to the testing and further development of 
postmonolingual critical thinking.

To address the dilemma in choosing between the Yīngwén ‘sky’ (tiānkōng, 天
空) and the Zhōngwén ‘earth’ (dàdì, 大地), Mǐ Tù explored the concept of 
dǐng tiān lì dì (顶天立地). Literally, dǐng tiān lì dì means standing with one’s 
head reaching high to the sky, while one’s feet are firmly on the earth. In this 
context, Mǐ Tù used the concept of dǐng tiān lì dì for postmonolingual critical 
thinking with respect to the tensions between pursuing a monolingual mindset 
and multilingual practices (Table 8.1).

Mǐ Tù explored the intellectual divergences made possible through post-
monolingual critical thinking to advance possibilities for knowledge co-
construction and dissemination. In the box that follows she questions 
taken-for-granted assumptions about a familiar concept; demonstrates her 
open mindedness by elaborating alternative evidence, arguments and concepts; 
provides a fair-minded evaluation of the prevailing monolingual assumptions 
that hold Zhōngwén and Yīngwén as totally separate languages, and assumes 
responsibility for being held to account for her judgements about the diver-
gences she identifies.
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Table 8.1 Dǐng tiān lì dì (顶天立地)

Meaning Contextualisation Use

Stand tall to link the Exert yourself to obtain Realise postmonolingual 
space between sky both Yīngwén ‘sky’ critical thinking 
and earth. (tiānkōng, 天空) and through contributing to 

Zhōngwén ‘earth’ transcultural education.
(dàdì, 大地), and cease 
agonising over a choice 
between either.

Doctoral students – Learn to use 
both domestic and postmonolingual critical 
international – use thinking in education 
their full repertoire and research.
of languages and 
knowledge for 
generating analytical 
concepts.

Hold up the heavens Act as a two-way Use postmonolingual 
and stand firm on bridge to connect the critical thinking in 
the earth. intellectual resources local/global knowledge 

for knowledge co-construction.
production available in 
Yīngwén ‘sky’ (tiānkōng) 
and the Zhōngwén 
‘earth’ (dàdì).

Self-confidence Build transcultural Use postmonolingual 
self-confidence critical thinking in 
through exercising scholarly arguments to 
one’s intellectual confront the assertions 
capabilities in Yīngwén of monolingual mindsets 
‘sky’ (tiānkōng) and in both Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén ‘earth’ Zhōngwén.
(dàdì) by bravely 
demonstrating the 
potential of one’s full 
repertoire of languages 
and knowledge.

Honesty Be intellectually honest Ethical research requires 
in using both Yīngwén that the languages used 
‘sky’ (tiānkōng) and the to generate evidence 
Zhōngwén ‘earth’ (dàdì) and conceptual tools be 
in one’s academic field. made explicit.

How does postmonolingual critical thinking work? Consider for a 
moment ‘Coca-Cola’ is a concept, rather than just a brand name. Let us 
examine the divergence in the meanings for the concept Coca-Cola in 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.
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In Yīngwén the name signifies its original ingredients: coca leaves, and 
kola nuts. For the sake of consistency, “K” from kola was changed to a 
“C”. The name is neat, catchy and self-explanatory.

In Pǔtōnghuà (普通话, commonly spoken ‘Chinese’) the name 
was translated as kě kǒu kě lè (可口可乐) to sound similar to spoken 
Yīngwén. Phonetically, Coca-Cola could have been rendered as Kēdǒu 
kěn là (蝌蚪啃蜡). However, such a translation does not sound catchy 
in Pǔtōnghuà.

Further, the Hànzì (汉字, characters) for Kēdǒu kěn là which are 蝌蚪
啃蜡 mean ‘tadpole bite the wax’. These words do not make any sense. 
Having a product with characters that state, ‘tadpole bite the wax’ would 
not be helpful in marketing Coca-Cola in Zhōngguó.

However, the concept for Coca-Cola in Zhōngwén achieves a diver-
gence of meaning. The sound translation in Pǔtōnghuà is kě kǒu kě lè  
(可口可乐), which is phonetically similar to Coca-Cola in Yīngwén.

More than this, however, the Hànzì, 可口可乐, also convey their own 
meaning.

Hànzì (Word) Meaning in 
Zhōngwén

Pǔtōnghuà 
(pronunciation)

Transliteration

可口 tasty; delicious kě kǒu Coca
可乐 happiness; 

enjoyment; 
rejoicing

kě lè Cola

The back-translation for 可口可乐 (kě kǒu kě lè) in Yīngwén is 
something like ‘tasty enjoyment’ or ‘delicious happiness’. While the 
band name in Zhōngwén adds value to the marketability of this prod-
uct, the same feature is not inherent in the product name in Yīngwén. 
Thus, an equivalence translation of ‘可口可乐’ into Yīngwén renders 
it just as ‘Coca-Cola’, and thus missing out important information. 
Equivalence translations fails to provide the depth of meaning, and 
thus the divergences in concepts between Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. 
In equivalence translation, the focus is knowing that ‘Coca-Cola’ 
needs to be translated as ‘可口可乐’ in order to serve the purpose of 
communication.

In contrast, a research orientation is necessary to generate a rich sense 
of the divergences in meaning of this concept in both Yīngwén as well 
as in Pǔtōnghuà and Hànzì. A research-oriented exploration of these 
conceptual divergences provides in-depth understand of these differing 
connotations.
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Postmonolingual critical thinking requires just such a research invest-
ment in exploring the divergences in the interpretation of concepts used 
to refer to the same phenomenon. Doing so makes it possible to make an 
original contribution to knowledge, while also demonstrating the added 
value to be gained from students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge. 
From a research perspective, the purpose is to explore the divergences 
present in conceptual knowledge.

Mǐ Tù examined the tensions between choosing to use her of full reper-
toire of languages and knowledge in her doctoral research, and the press to 
operate within a monolingual mindset by keeping her knowledge in Yīngwén 
and Zhōngwén separate. In doing so, Mǐ Tù’s documented her own shift 
towards postmonolingual critical thinking to structure knowledge produc-
tion in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. Her own postmonolingual critical thinking 
involved working against the familiar monolingual mindset that governed her 
everyday academic life, working in Yīngwén in certain contexts, and in other 
Zhōngwén situations. In Rancière’s (1991) terms, the verification of the pre-
supposition that Mǐ Tù’s was capable of postmonolingual critical thinking indi-
cates the value, and the added value to be gained through a research orientation 
to making intellectual connections across languages (see Figure 8.1).

Since Dèng Xiǎopíng (邓小平) opened Zhōngguó to international invest-
ment in the late 1970s, it has invested heavily in education and research to 
rebuild its place in the world as an international superpower. These develop-
ments give universities throughout the US, the UK, Canada, Australia and 
Aotearoa New Zealand reason to strengthen their capabilities for learning 
from Zhōngguó. For Mǐ Tù gé wù zhì zhī (格物致知), the study, pursuit, and 
acquisition of knowledge of postmonolingual critical thinking is increasingly 
important.

Looking back over the doctoral research now embodied in my thesis, 
I especially value the research knowledge and capabilities that I have 
developed through my studies with a postmonolingual educator. Most 
significantly, I bring away from my doctoral research an awareness of 
the need for scholarly engagement with students’ repertoire of languages 
and knowledge as a method for deepening my own engagement with 
divergent intellectual cultures. In identifying myself as a student from 
Zhōngguó, I have verified my capability for critical thinking, and have 
done so using concepts in Zhōngwén.



Prevailing assumptions governing monolingual mindset

Students’ monolingual mindset 

for educational and research 

purposes

Education and research into everyday monolingual/multiannual tensions 

Postmonolingual educators’ desire 

multilingual practices and the 

assertion of a monolingual 

Uses of students’ repertoire of languages-and-

Doctoral students explore their 

tensions through their repertoire of 

languages-and-

postmonoling

Figure 8.1 Verifying the presupposition of postmonolingual critical thinking
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Professionally, this has been a journey of intellectual emancipation. 
As I came question the assumptions in the literature on critical think-
ing regarding international students from Zhōngguó, I discovered critical 
thinking suppressed within myself. I felt myself empowered to verify my 
capability for thinking critically in Yīngwén and Zhōngwén.

However, my study does not claim to be a voice for intellectual eman-
cipation of students from Zhōngguó. The credibility of the argument put 
forward by my thesis, and its value to students from Zhōngguó and their 
postmonolingual educators alike, are evident in its modest contribution 
to the field of international education, an environment dominated by 
Yīngwén. My study stands as an example of how student can use their 
multilingual capabilities to explore the divergences in knowledge that 
builds bridges both-ways across intellectual cultures.

The unipolar, monolingual approach to internationalising education and 
research has invited much questioning about the politics of the hegemony of 
Yīngwén (Cantwell, 2015; Chuang, 2019; Lunny, 2019). The reputations of 
Yīngwén-medium universities have been undermined in the process (Wang, 
2019). Positioning international students as inferior with respect to critical 
thinking is now counterbalanced by worries that Yīngwén-medium universi-
ties are found wanting and are being reproached deliver degree without value 
(Harrington, 2016). The insularity in knowledge exchange between the US 
and Zhōngguó is noticeable, albeit with the latter’s efforts scholarly endeavours 
skewed towards the former (Abelmann & Kang, 2014; Tierney & Kan, 2016). 
Knowledge transaction between the two sees local forces driving national 
interests, and international forces that seek comparative perspectives being tied 
to these local interests. Likewise, while local and global rankings are important 
for university management’s decision-making about international marketing, 
the knowledge students and parents in Zhōngguó have of them are mitigated 
by local and individual characteristics (Allen, 2019).

Over the course of four decades of innovation and efforts to overcome 
adversity, Zhōngguó has expanded its cultural self-confidence. Among inter-
national students from Zhōngguó insights from these achievements provides 
powerful support for them engaging in postmonolingual critical thinking. 
With Zhōngguó (中国) falling behind other nations from the middle of the 
19th century onwards, its cultural self-confidence was eroded. After genera-
tions of struggle, in the late 1970s, Zhōngguó launched itself on a new jour-
ney to bolster its cultural self-confidence, rejuvenating itself to return to the 
centre of the world stage (Han, 2017). Cultural self-confidence refers to the 
value, characteristics and vitality of Zhōngguó’s diverse repertoire of languages 
and knowledge (Yang & Zhang, 2018). Such cultural self-confidence provides 
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Zhōngguó with the capability to absorb and transform the languages and 
knowledge of other cultures; and the intercultural self-confidence to pursue its 
international development and prosperity. As the national leader of Zhōngguó 
from 1978 to 1992, Dèng Xiǎopíng’s (邓小平) (1904–1997) policy of open-
ing up the country to international investment began in 1979 (Wang, 2009). 
The ensuing reforms that led to the successful socio-economic development 
of Zhōngguó helped validate and consolidate its cultural self-confidence. The 
socio-economic success of Zhōngguó provides warrant for its restored cultural 
self-confidence, and its continuing development in accordance with Dèng’s 
principle of socialism with Zhōngguó characteristics (Zhōngguó tèsè shèhuì 
zhǔyì, 中国特色社会主义) (Han, 2017).

With the shifts in economic globalisation since the beginning of the 21st 
century, Zhōngguó has come to attach a greater role, and increased value to 
communicating its intercultural self-confidence internationally. Given the 
increasing frequency of intercultural communication, Zhōngguó’s exchange 
of knowledge made possible through its investment in Yīngwén language 
education has shifted to promote and disseminate its cultural self-confidence 
worldwide (McNamara, 2018). A key purpose for doing so is to mitigate the 
tendency towards the values of any one dominant global interest being regarded 
as the source of universal norms for humanity (Xinhua News Agency, 2017). 
Zhōngguó’s promotion of its cultural self-confidence internationally aims to 
resist the prevailing global cultural hegemony by inserting itself into the world’s 
cultural structure, and to promote the diversified development of the world’s 
culture (Stuenkel, 2017). In strengthening Zhōngguó’s consciousness of equal-
ity in cross-cultural communication, the aims are to reduce obedience to the 
world’s dominant culture, eliminate the self-denial of Zhōngguó’s culture and 
to take initiatives to excavate, draw on and highlight Zhōngguó’s culture.

While recognising the importance of studying the culture of the US, 
Zhōngguó has moved to use Yīngwén language education as a vehicle for 
giving greater attention to disseminating Zhōngguó’s culture through inter-
national exchanges. Despite the considerable heterogeneity in the economic 
returns to Yīngwén proficiency, the demand for learning Yīngwén is so high 
in Zhōngguó because of the largely positive earnings returns to proficiency in 
Yīngwén (Wang, Smyth, & Cheng, 2017). Teaching for such internationally 
oriented cultural self-confidence is a dynamic process of knowledge creation 
whereby existing cultural knowledge is integrated into the process of construct-
ing new knowledge. Ostensibly, this policy of intercultural self-confidence 
emphasises two-way understanding, interaction and connection between dif-
ferent intellectual cultures (Yang, 2018). In adding Zhōngguó’s cultural content 
to Yīngwén language programs, academics in are working to get beyond the 
exotica of kung fu, paper-cutting, knots, singing and dancing, Yin and Yang, 
and Feng Shui.

Internationally, there are serious disagreements as to the meaning of 
Zhōngguó’s internationally oriented cultural self-confidence. Postmonolingual 
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critical thinking provides a mechanism for asking questions about, and seeking 
explanations for this changed situation. Importantly, postmonolingual critical 
thinking begins by acknowledging the tensions between the drive to maintain 
a unipolar, monolingual global orientation and the emergence of a multipolar, 
multilingual world. The taken for granted assumption evident in the litera-
ture that students from Zhōngguó are passive, uncritical thinking is in need 
of urgent repair to be brought into alignment with these local/global changes.

Conclusion

Postmonolingual critical thinking is a form of attentive intellectual bridge 
building that shifts from a unipolar, monolingual to a multipolar, multilingual 
approach to knowledge production and dissemination. Patience is needed to 
get nearer to understanding critical thinking in Zhōngwén. Likewise, the press 
to teach critical thinking in Yīngwén only, as much as the desire to learn this 
have to be mediated or otherwise mitigated. Postmonolingual critical think-
ing brings the existence of critical thinking in Zhōngwén to the fore, staging 
intellectual encounters across languages, and prepares students’ critical think-
ing in multiple languages to exist in close proximity. Investing in the hierarchy 
that privileges critical thinking in Yīngwén fails to ask what it means to think 
critically in humanity’s other languages. Doing so creates a basis for intellectual 
relations with speakers of other languages. Within the restraints and structures 
of Yīngwén-medium universities, there are places for students who can use 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge to make their multilingual capa-
bilities and postmonolingual critical thinking visible.

In doctoral education, postmonolingual critical thinking involves a theoreti-
cal and practical orientation towards research methods, research texts in multiple 
languages, and their multilingual research contexts. This chapter has not pro-
vided a ‘formula’ or ‘method’ for ‘doing’ postmonolingual critical thinking as 
such. There is not developmental sequence proposed for moving students from 
one stage to another stage of postmonolingual critical thinking. Depending on 
research texts and research contexts, different dimensions to postmonolingual 
critical thinking may be addressed simultaneously, in some instances at varying 
stages, and often through spiralling iterations. Further, the practices of postmono-
lingual critical thinking analysed in this chapter are necessary but not sufficient 
in-and-of themselves for students to extend their existing repertoire of languages 
and knowledge. The willingness by students to investigate the uses of their exist-
ing repertoires of languages and knowledge informs their ensuing learning trans-
formations beyond their doctoral candidature into their future careers.
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Introduction

Postmonolingual critical thinking enacts the tensions found in educational 
institutions between structural multilingualism, and the persistent assertions of 
a monolingual mindset. Postmonolingual critical thinkers make productive uses 
of their multilingual capabilities in educational and research contexts which 
privilege the prevailing monolingual mindset. By conceptualising education 
and research as consisting of multiple, overlapping repertoires of languages and 
knowledge, the education policy practices of universities are brought into flux 
as students and educators negotiate the multilingual/monolingual tensions gov-
erning production and dissemination of knowledge.

Postmonolingual critical thinkers research, write ad publish work that incor-
porates two or more languages. Both Yīngwén (英文, English) and Zhōngwén 
(中文, Mandarin Chinese) are inherently multilingual languages. On the one 
hand, students can use postmonolingual critical thinking to register the pres-
ence of other languages in Yīngwén, and Zhōngwén through loanwords, 
thereby making evident the internal multilingualism of both languages. These 
languages survive through the exchange of loanwords between both – and 
many others languages. On the other hand, through engaging in postmono-
lingual critical thinking, students introduce loanwords from Zhōngwén into 
Yīngwén, thereby extending the inherent multilingualism of these languages. 
Postmonolingual critical thinkers deliberately mix different languages, usually 
with translations but sometimes without, to extend their repertoire of lan-
guages and knowledge, and to explore creative possibilities for knowledge pro-
duction and dissemination. As she now understands herself, Mǐ Tù (米兔) has 
become a postmonolingual critical thinker.

Chapter 9

Lessons in postmonolingual 
critical thinking

As a doctoral student I wanted to contribute something useful through 
my research. I did not just want a piece of paper. I wanted to contribute 
to an ongoing debate and improve myself as a credible scholar. Luckily, 
I had a supervisor who supported my educational pursuit. I gradually 
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picked up the keywords he used to talk about, and scaffold his doc-
toral pedagogies. My supervisor’s active mentoring began by announcing 
that postmonolingual critical thinking was a possibility. Then he ques-
tioned me about what evidence I had of engaging in critical thinking 
in Zhōngguó, prior to coming overseas to study. He explored with me 
conceptual divergences in critical thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. 
At the end, I was able to verify that I could write critically in Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén using explicit examples.

Postmonolingual critical thinkers address the multilingual/monolingual ten-
sions evident in the ways in which students’ uses of their repertoire of lan-
guages and knowledge are often ignored and rarely engaged with intellectually. 
Moreover, postmonolingual critical thinkers address the tensions between a 
monolingual mindset asserting its exclusive claim on critical thinking, and the 
persistence of multilingual practices of critical thinking.

Voicing critical thinking in multiple languages

Postmonolingual critical thinking refers to and enacts the tensions between 
structural multilingualism evident in students’ everyday educational uses of 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge, and the persistent assertions of 
a monolingual mindset with its inherent contradictions. Structural multilin-
gualism is reproduced across the generations through government economic 
programs for recruiting skilled immigrant labour, including in recent decades 
the recruitment of international students (Babones, 2018; Rudick & Dannels, 
2018). Many of these students are capable of giving voice to critical thinking 
by making educational uses of their repertoire of languages and knowledge. For 
students from Zhōngguó they can use what they already know about critical 
thinking in Zhōngwén (中文, Mandarin) as a basis for extending their criti-
cal thinking in Yīngwén and doing likewise in Zhōngwén. They have prior 
experiences in thinking critically, have established rules for thinking critically 
and have made observations about critical thinking through their engagement 
with popular culture.

However, a monolingual mindset persists in asserting itself, sometimes as 
they themselves or their educators ignore their knowledge of critical thinking 
in Zhōngwén. Universities in countries where students from Zhōngguó choose 
to study abroad are known to disallow them from voicing their critical think-
ing in multiple languages (Blommaert, Collins, & Slembrouck, 2005; Wang & 
Curdt-Christiansen, 2019). A monolingual orientation to ‘voice’ underwrites 
a unipolar, one-way flow of knowledge through which Californian norms for 
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critical thinking are legitimised and exported to Zhōngguó via these students. 
This monolingual ‘voice’ cut off the exchange of knowledge about critical 
thinking in their own languages and intellectual cultures. The valorisation of 
this monolingual ‘voice’ reproduces the knowledge and values embedded in the 
prevailing assumptions in the literature about critical thinking in Yīngwén, and 
about it being ‘Western’. The norms, values, methodologies and theoretical 
orientations informing the research that generates knowledge of critical think-
ing in Yīngwén are assumed to be inherently international (Altbach, 2007). 
International students enrolled in such universities acculturate themselves by 
focusing on achieving academic proficiency by thinking critically in Yīngwén.

Between structural multilingualism and assertions of monolingual mindsets, 
falls the shadow of postmonolingual critical thinking or hòu dānyǔ sībiàn (后
单语思辨). Not to foreground the tensions raised by monolingual assumptions 
about ‘voice’ means never bringing to the fore students’ uses their repertoire of 
languages and knowledge for critical thinking. Postmonolingual critical think-
ing invites students consider transferring knowledge they have learnt about 
critical thinking in one language, into new forms of critical thinking in a dif-
ferent language. Even so, deciding to test the possibilities for postmonolingual 
critical thinking in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén was a struggle for Mǐ Tù.

Knowing that I have access to critical thinking in Zhōngwén really gives 
me useful knowledge to share with my Yīngwén-speaking peers who 
really want to learn important knowledge from Zhōngguó. I now ask 
questions in reaction to reading and discussing materials, such as, ‘What 
linguistic-cultural resources might be considered relevant?’ When analys-
ing for the ‘deeper meaning’ of evidence I look for ‘alternative’ theo-
retical concepts in both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén. I build transcultural 
contacts by contextualising conceptual resources in both Zhōngwén and 
Yīngwén, so as to form a more comprehensive picture of the evidence 
and literature with which I am working. After realising that, my desire to 
communicate my postmonolingual critical thinking to others just grew. 
This knowledge changed my understanding of the intellectual relation-
ship between languages and knowledge, and has given me an intellectual 
advantage worth pursuing further.

For students to develop their own ‘voice’ for debating issues with author-
ity figures, there is a need for something more than acculturation into styles 
of argumentation that are assumed to be ‘Western’. Postmonolingual critical 
thinking brings into focus the structural presence of multilingual practices and 
the coexistence of a monolingual governmental mindset. Pedagogies for critical 
thinking that give preference to reimagining students’ repertoire of languages 
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and knowledge, stand in tension with proclamations of a monolingual mindset 
which highlight intercultural deficits.

Postmonolingual critical thinking about labels

Postmonolingual critical thinking brings into focus the tensions evident in the 
complex entanglements of structural multilingualism and the persistent asser-
tion of a monolingual mindset. For students the practical task of postmono-
lingual critical thinking entails them in using their repertoire of languages and 
knowledge to explore the tensions between multilingualism and monolin-
gualism in all aspects of their education and research. The standards used for 
framing the collection and dissemination of evidence is an important site for 
struggles over the tensions between multilingual categories and the assertion of 
monolingual labels.

That the monolingual mindset asserts itself over structural multilingualism is 
evident in the prevailing assumptions in the literature that declares an exclusive 
claim on critical thinking in Yīngwén. This assumption reproduces a stereo-
typical view of ‘Chinese students’ as uncritical (see Chapter 2). The negative 
label, ‘open’ reinforces this banal characterisation. Universities in a diversity of 
destinations where students from Zhōngguó elect to study overseas have used 
the label ‘non-English-speaking background’ to dismiss students’ multilingual 
capabilities and marginalise or otherwise deny their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge (Pinder, 2005). This label has resulted in the provision of inap-
propriate educational services through the neglect of the positive aspects of 
linguistic diversity. In its Standards for Statistics on Cultural and Language Diver-
sity, the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ stressed that it did not recommend a 
single measure such as ‘cultural and language diversity’ or its acronym (CALD) 
to replace NESB (McLennan, 1999). Against such reductionism, the Bureau 
argued for “a combination of variables which produced a range of data about a 
person’s background” (McLennan, 1999, p. 4). Two decades later, and despite 
the Bureau’s recommendation, CALD has taken on the negative connota-
tions of NESB. Adusei-Asante and Adibi (2018) argue that the label ‘CALD’ 
is used to frame students as ‘failing’ to meet the demands of the monolingual  
cultural-linguistic order. Used to negatively portray students as learning prob-
lems, CALD marks them as unable to fulfil educational institutions’ monolin-
gual cultural-linguistic expectations.

In contrast, postmonolingual critical thinking articulates a diversity of cat-
egories for ‘students’, offers a plurality of interpretations of what it means to 
think critically, and a multiplicity of understandings students as critical thinkers. 
Postmonolingual critical thinking contributes to the important task of generat-
ing knowledge that produce different understandings of critical thinking across 
students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge. Postmonolingual critical 
thinking embraces students’ uses of their multilingual capabilities for thinking 
critically in Zhōngwén and transferring such skills and dispositions to extend 
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their learning in Yīngwén. Through postmonolingual critical thinking Mǐ Tù 
recast her everyday educational uses of her repertoire of languages and knowl-
edge. She developed strategies for breaking with the premises of the monolin-
gual mindset, strategies whose promises and shortcomings have to be evaluated. 
As a result of the struggles that constituted her doctoral education, Mǐ Tù now 
has the disposition to use her capabilities for postmonolingual critical thinking.

I went through a learning process that moved from reluctance then 
acceptance through to intrigue about the possibilities of postmonolingual 
critical thinking. Initially, my monolingual mindset was that of a doctoral 
student studying abroad. The affirmation of my monolingual mindset 
was countenanced through feigning unwarranted embarrassment about 
being monolingual. I knew I had to produce a dissertation in academic 
Yīngwén, and that was my only concern. Initially, the reason why I was 
reluctant to engaging postmonolingual critical thinking was low self-
esteem. What if what I am going to do research in an area that is not 
worth noticing? What if my research effort makes no original contribu-
tion to the advancement of knowledge? I thought, ‘I better not ques-
tion the prevailing assumptions. I have to accept that Chinese students 
are uncritical thinkers’. My experiences told me there were risks of not 
being accredited, so I initially decided to stay with the view of myself 
as an ‘uncritical Chinese student’ as the safer way of doing my research. 
Of course, that was never going to be the case. Gradually, through many 
intellectual tussles, I became a postmonolingual critical thinker. That’s a 
label I feel comfortable with, for the time being.

The challenge of getting beyond negative labels, give a sense of the time it 
takes to get to the possibility of postmonolingual critical thinking. Changing 
the dominating monolingual thinking sets in the diversity of countries where 
students from Zhōngguó choose their overseas study takes considerable time. 
Getting a university policy that licenses students’ uses of their full repertoire of 
languages and knowledge in making an original contribution to the advance-
ment of knowledge will take more time. Much depends on the changes made 
by students and their educators driving changes in their universities.

Building multidirectional bridges for knowledge 
co-construction

Postmonolingual critical thinking the contradictory phenomena evident in 
the tensions between the co-occurrence of structural multilingualism and the 
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tenacious proclamations of a monolingual mindset. Postmonolingual critical 
thinking names the tensions between the coexistence of university structures 
that embrace students’ multilingual capabilities and those that pose challenges 
by pressing them into a monolingual mindset. In arguing for multilingual-
ism, Tomuschat (2017) contend that the hegemony of Yīngwén is producing 
‘déformation linguistique’, that is the impoverishment of research and intel-
lectual debate in other languages. The ‘déformation linguistique’ produced 
by the closed and unadventurous project of making Yīngwén being ‘the’ only 
international academic language is widely challenged (Choi, 2010; Chuang, 
2019; Demont-Heinrich, 2012; Lunny, 2019; Major, 2018).

Postmonolingual critical thinking explores the tenacity of a monolingual 
mindset evident in the one-way bridges built for students from Zhōngguó to 
learn ‘Western’ knowledge and research practices. This privileging of a mono-
lingual mindset focuses on providing students with a one-way bridge to ‘West-
ern’ knowledge of critical thinking in Yīngwén. Students are helped to adjust 
to this ‘Western’ knowledge of critical thinking by having the expectations 
for, and ways of operating as a ‘Western’ critical thinker made explicit. One-
way bridges are built for students to learn Californian methods and tests of 
critical thinking skills and dispositions. The knowledge privileged and valued 
by Yīngwén-speaking academic communities in the US has negative conse-
quences for the research, intellectual cultures, and languages of scholars and 
nations pushed to the periphery of the unipolar, monolingual global order 
(Altbach, 2007).

As postmonolingual critical thinker, Mǐ Tù built a two-way bridge for those 
in universities where many students from Zhōngguó study abroad, to effect 
both-ways learning using her repertoire of languages and knowledge. In mak-
ing explicit this expectation Mǐ Tù gave expression to her multilingual capa-
bilities. That her postmonolingual critical thinking was accredited through 
her successful completion of a doctoral dissertation, this has invested Mǐ Tù 
with confidence, and desire to build multidirectional bridges for knowledge 
co-construction.

I read, and then discussed Egege and Kutieleh’s (2004) argument in 
our weekly research seminar. They contended that critical thinking is 
a ‘foreign’ notion for ‘foreign’ students whose international education 
is a burden for their ‘foreign’ educators. I used to consider myself ‘for-
eign’ to critical thinking. Of course, this dominant set of assumptions is 
questionable. I no longer consider myself as a ‘foreign’ in this negative 
way. I now have a more curious understanding of the word ‘foreign’, 
which leads me to ask, what educational problems might foreign students 
solve for overseas universities where we study? It is not just a matter of 
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supervisors building one-way bridges to traffic knowledge of ‘Western’ 
knowledge, including research practices such as critical thinking. Being 
a ‘foreign’ research student in a ‘foreign’ university, provides opportuni-
ties for teaching ‘foreign’ skills and dispositions of critical thinking to a 
‘foreign’ academic community. From a research perspective, this work 
of ‘foreign’ education means much more than translating information 
in Zhōngwén based on the choice of equivalent words to Yīngwén. For 
instance, representing rù xiāng suí sú (入乡随俗) as ‘when in Rome, 
do as the Romans do’ is an example of equivalence translation. Never 
electing to foreground my multilingual practices through my education 
and research is an assertion of a monolingual mindset. To produce new 
knowledge and new learning a literal translation would be, ‘on entering 
a village, follow communal customs’. A comparison of the equivalence 
and literal translations invites consideration of the conceptual divergence 
evident in difference in power relations between Romans and Rome, 
and villagers and village life. Thus, the ‘foreign’ lies in learning some-
thing new from what we have taken for granted. My curiosity for making 
‘foreign’ what I already know is now much stronger. Postmonolingual 
critical thinking is no longer a ‘foreign’ concept that undermines me.

Through postmonolingual critical thinking students decide which aspects of 
their repertoire of languages and knowledge to select for use in their educa-
tion and research. They exercise their intellectual agency in deciding which 
concepts from their languages they will insert into their research and how 
they will use them. Through their postmonolingual critical thinking, students 
bring attention to the substantial disadvantages to the dominating monolingual 
thinking sets for the internationalisation of education. Students’ everyday uses 
of their repertoire of languages and knowledge provide a starting point for 
reworking universities’ education policy practices.

Using postmonolingual critical thinking  
for reviewing the literature

Postmonolingual critical thinking addresses the tensions that arise from the 
continual assertion of a monolingual mindset which directs students to review-
ing literature published in Yīngwén, and the invitation to consider review-
ing literature in two or more languages. A modest step in the latter direction 
is for students to review literature published in Yīngwén by scholars from 
Zhōngguó. Reviewing literature in the journal International Critical Thought 
provides students with insights into critical thinking with Zhōngguó shèhuì 
de tèsè (中国社会的特色, ‘with Chinese social characteristics’). Scholars from 
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Zhōngguó who publish in that journal produce knowledge through critical 
thinking that questions dominant thinking sets to. For instance, He (2018), 
Wang (2012), Yuan and Zhang (2017) hold that critical thinking about neo-
liberalism is important for enriching the theories and policies for Zhōngguó’s 
development reforms, opening up and modernisation. Such critical thinking 
brings into focus problems, contradictions and antagonistic relations that arisen 
in Zhōngguó’s class structure since 1978 (Li, 2018). While the working class is 
meant to be the leading class, the socio-economic status of workers is low, and 
they face large income disparities and declining social mobility.

In working against the review of literature in two or more languages, the 
assertion of a monolingual mindset directs students to reviewing literature pub-
lished only in Yīngwén. Acculturating students into conducting reviews of 
literature produced in Yīngwén by having them find three articles from three 
different journals from the past three years fits within this monolingual think-
ing set. Such literature reviews methods are one of the mechanisms for rein-
forcing the dominating monolingual thinking sets, along with the dominance 
of academic communities privileged by the use of Yīngwén (Lunny, 2019). 
This approach conforms with a taken-for-granted way of generating research 
questions that involves scanning the most up-to-date literature in Yīngwén 
to construct gaps in the field to establish prescriptions for them to be filled. 
A major problem with this gap-spotting approach to reviewing the literature in 
Yīngwén is that it does not systematically question or challenge the dominant 
assumptions underlying the research that is being reviewed (Alvesson & Sand-
berg, 2013). Restricting the repertoire of languages and knowledge to citing 
international authors publishing in Yīngwén impoverishes knowledge crea-
tion (Evans, Besford, Le Fevre, & Goff-Leggett, 2018; Maingueneau, 2015). 
Gap-spotting is a problem because it reinforces the underlying assumptions of 
already influential assumptions in a given field of research.

Evidence of scholars from Zhōngguó engaging in critical thinking in 
Yīngwén provides a stimulus for Mǐ Tù to identify similar critical thinking in 
Zhōngwén. In doing so, Mǐ Tù problem-posing review of the literature chal-
lenged the prevailing assumptions in field about the relationship between ‘criti-
cal thinking’ and ‘Chinese students’. By developing her skills and dispositions 
postmonolingual critical thinking, Mǐ Tù’s problem-posing stance to reviewing 
the literature provided a basis for research questions that produced more inter-
esting and significant advances in knowledge.

Engaging postmonolingual critical thinking has provided me the reassur-
ance I needed for questioning the research literature, and the common 
‘gap filling’ approach to reviewing it. By making use of my multilin-
gual capabilities to think critically, I questioned the literature as a step 
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towards making my own an original contribution to the advancement 
of knowledge. My supervisor provided scaffolded guidance for using a 
problem-posing approach to reviewing the literature, as well as provid-
ing evidence of the distortions in the world’s system of knowledge dis-
semination which privileges research published in Yīngwén. It is not a 
matter of being acculturated into literature produced only in Yīngwén. 
The chain of assumptions in the literature being reviewed needs to be 
questioned, including the assumption that knowledge about a given field 
is only available in Yīngwén. I now exploit every shred of knowledge 
I have or can gain from literature published in Zhōngwén and Yīngwén 
to contribute to seminar discussions and my research writing.

Postmonolingual critical thinking speaks to the multilingual/monolingual 
tensions in routine scholarly practices of reading, studying, reviewing and cit-
ing research literature. In doing so, postmonolingual critical thinking o0pens 
up for exploration the tensions between multilingual practices for reviewing 
the literature, and why and how the monolingual mindset prevails in conduct-
ing such reviews. Identifying and questioning the dominant assumptions in the 
literature on the relationship between ‘critical thinking’ and ‘Chinese’ students 
is necessary for moving beyond these limitations. Postmonolingual critical 
thinking adds educational value to students’ uses of their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge, configuring students, their languages and the knowledge rep-
resented in the literature in new intellectual formations.

Theory and theorising through postmonolingual 
critical thinking

Postmonolingual critical thinking registers the articulation of structural multi-
lingualism, and institutional assertions of a monolingual mindset that stifle stu-
dents’ educational expressions of their repertoire of languages and knowledge. 
Specifically, postmonolingual critical thinking contributes to students’ theoris-
ing in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, while being guided by an existing theory 
on which they build. For instance, students can draw on existing theories pub-
lished in Yīngwén about the creative ways netizens in Zhōngguó subtly and 
playfully express their critical thinking in Zhōngwén (Chu & Ruthrof, 2016; 
Gao, 2008; Guan, 2019).

Postmonolingual critical thinking registers institutional assertions of a mono-
lingual mindset that stifle students’ educational expressions of their repertoire 
of languages and knowledge through being directed to conduct their research, 
using an existing theory in Yīngwén. In part, the question of building stu-
dents’ research capabilities has been in relation to existing theories in Yīngwén. 
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Moreover, students are keen to engage with such knowledge. However, less 
attention has been given to building their capabilities for theorising in both 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. However, doing is as pressing an issue because the 
demands for significant original contributions to the advancement of knowl-
edge depend on advances in theorising (Swedberg, 2016). Building students’ 
capability to capitalise on existing theories produced in Yīngwén from around 
the world is restricted because of the lack of attention to building their capa-
bility for theorising in both Yīngwén and Zhōngwén. The use of existing 
Northern, Western, Eastern and Southern theories restricts the possibility for 
students to develop their capabilities for theorising postmonolingual critical 
thinking using their full repertoire of languages and knowledge.

Knowledge is produced in and through languages. Intellectual cultures are 
accessed through the languages in which they produce knowledge. In this study 
postmonolingual critical thinking has been theorised in both Yīngwén and 
Zhōngwén. Such theorising has provided insights into what postmonolingual 
critical thinking is doing or might do, thereby providing the outlines for how 
to build the capabilities of students to engage in postmonolingual critical think-
ing, and to theorise about doing so. In effect, postmonolingual critical thinking 
explicitly contributes to building students’ capability for theorising in both 
Yīngwén and Zhōngwén, and to developing the case for doing so. Through 
postmonolingual critical thinking students ask questions about the relation-
ships between languages and the content, focus, concepts or direction educa-
tion policy practices. In this way, postmonolingual critical thinking breaches 
the self-evident assumptions that make internationalising Californian tests of 
students’ skills and dispositions in Yīngwén quite strange. Postmonolingual 
critical thinking makes multilingualism visible in universities which constantly 
invoke a monolingual mindset through which they impose Yīngwén as a uni-
form mechanism for thinking critically about knowledge, its production and 
dissemination. Postmonolingual critical thinking stimulated Mǐ Tù to cross 
over linguistic and intellectual borders. In doing so, she changed her status and 
the relationship she has with theory and theorising available to her in both 
Zhōngwén and Yīngwén.

By engaging in postmonolingual critical thinking, I dug deeper into the 
intellectual sources in both Zhōngwén and Yīngwén to explore the con-
ceptual divergences in meanings for keywords. I learnt that theorizing 
means taking a journey during which I make observations which I then 
report on to others. I can do these three theorising tasks in both Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén. Now I write about how I have had to think through ideas 
that I did not think about carefully before, in order to make plausible con-
nections and provide rational contextualisation for my concepts. I have had 
to make what is familiar to me in Zhōngwén strange. Also, I have had 
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to make familiar in Yīngwén ideas that might initially appear strange. In 
doing so, I theorised my own professional learning in terms of jiàn shān 
shì shān (见山是山), which literally means, I looked at a mountain and all 
I saw was a mountain. In other words, jiàn shān shì shān means, initially 
as a I doctoral student I only saw the surface of things. However, through 
education and research, I progressed to jiàn shān bù shì shān (见山不是山), 
which literally means, I looked at a mountain but I did not see a moun-
tain. In other words, now when I look at a mountain and I do not just 
see a mountain, I see so much more. My job as a research student was to 
produce knowledge that showed that there is so much more to learn about 
a mountain than just its surface features. In my case, shān (山, mountain) 
refers to ‘critical thinking’. I looked at ‘critical thinking’ and thought I was 
already familiar with it. However, I was only looking at its surface features. 
Being unsatisfied with just looking at these surface features, I learnt about 
and through postmonolingual critical thinking which help me to discover 
more about this particular shān (山 mountain). In the process I learnt more 
than I initially knew in either Zhōngwén or Yīngwén. Engaging post-
monolingual critical thinking requires me as a researcher to go through this 
process of theorising. Through theorising I gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of my own intellectual resources, and see much more in the 
languages with which I am very familiar, such as Zhōngwén or Yīngwén.

Postmonolingual critical thinking brings into focus what students’ say and do 
when they engage in thinking critically in various languages; why they think 
critically in the ways they do; how the power of the prevailing monolingual 
mindset influences their critical thinking, and what might be done to redress 
this. Of course, this is not a novel insight, but something common to a range 
of educational practices. What is novel, is that students use postmonolingual 
critical thinking to make creative advances in knowledge by investigating what 
is possible when they use their full repertoire of languages and knowledge. 
They theorise postmonolingual critical thinking, explaining points of conver-
gence and divergence to add to existing knowledge. Through postmonolin-
gual critical thinking students theorise the multifaceted entanglements of their 
repertoire of languages and knowledge in the struggles between the prevailing 
monolingual mindset and their recurring everyday multilingual practices.

Grappling with structural multilingualism  
and monolingual mindsets

Postmonolingual critical thinking refers to the tensions between struc-
tural multilingualism and the persistent assertion of a monolingual mindset. 
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These tensions are evident in students’ uses of their repertoire of languages 
and knowledge in their education and research. Assertions of a monolingual 
mindset press such practices into the shadows of their education and research. 
Of course, the dominating monolingual mindset has advantages. Normalising 
critical thinking in Yīngwén advantages the US and the UK, countries which 
dominated knowledge production and dissemination in what was until recently 
a unipolar, monolingual global order (Tierney, 2018). Further, the power of 
academic Yīngwén means that the research and scholarly interests advanced 
in this language largely controls research agendas, methodologies and theo-
ries across many disciplines. Consequently, scholars who undertake research 
in other languages are driven to publish their findings in Yīngwén (Luo & 
Hyland, 2019; Rezaeian, 2015). ‘English for research publication purposes’ is 
but the latest commodity marketed to ensure conformity with the interests of 
journals publishing in Yīngwén (Zheng & Guo, 2019). Moreover, the domi-
nating monolingual mindset enable universities in the US, or other preferred 
overseas study destinations for students from Zhōngguó to sustain their market 
in Yīngwén-only educational and research commodities. Accordingly, they can 
readily formulate education policy practices that shape students’ Yīngwén-only 
academic behaviour, expectations and preferences. What is more, over time 
students and researchers with multilingual capabilities enhance their efficiency 
for producing research only in Yīngwén (Lunny, 2019). In turn, they then 
help build the consensus within the international scholarly community that 
this should be the case. Likewise, they become key to making Yīngwén the 
exclusive language through which advances in knowledge are produced along 
with the values that underwrite this agenda.

However, where students’ repertoire of languages and knowledge is a valued, 
accredited feature of the education policies practices of the universities these 
practices are foregrounded in their education and research. Then postmonolin-
gual critical thinking is used to stimulate originality in knowledge production 
and dissemination by explicitly addressing the tensions between the prevailing 
monolingual mindset and everyday multilingual practices. Specifically, post-
monolingual critical thinking creates opening for researching questions about 
‘critical thinking’ and ‘Asian students’ to explorations of intellectual presup-
positions that are not wedded to the questionable assumptions that currently 
dominate research in this field. Further, postmonolingual critical thinking 
favours the explicit, visible demonstration of the relationship researchers have 
with their repertoire of languages and knowledge and their education and 
research. Of course, where the plurality of students’ languages for knowledge 
production and dissemination are given positive recognition by universities the 
potential for postmonolingual critical thinking expands.

In effect, postmonolingual critical thinking asks two key questions. What 
advances in knowledge can students make by creatively use of their full reper-
toire of languages and knowledge in their education and research? How can 
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universities create the education policies practices necessary for them to be 
accredited for making evident such intellectual uses of their repertoire of lan-
guages and knowledge in the dissemination of their contribution to advances 
in knowledge? Through her investigation using postmonolingual critical think-
ing, Mǐ Tù found that much from what she had learnt in Zhōngwén could be 
transferred to, and extended through what she was learning in Yīngwén.

Working within a monolingual mindset, the ‘solution’ to students from 
Zhōngguó who are said to lack the capability for critical thinking is to 
create a course academic literacy in Yīngwén. The ‘solution’ is to make 
in Yīngwén-only monolingualism mandatory. The dominant assumption 
driving international education is that its defining feature is education in 
Yīngwén-medium of instruction. Therefore, critical thinking must be 
taught and learnt in Yīngwén. However, this technical, problem-solving 
solution arises from the convenience of reinforcing the commodification 
of standardised methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén. Thus, capitalist 
values are privileged and strengthened through teaching critical think-
ing and theories in Yīngwén. While doing so may be necessary, it is not 
sufficient; it is rather a matter of commercial convenience. Ironically, 
this drive for uniformity or standardisation in critical thinking through 
just Yīngwén is an assumption made in the literature about education in 
Zhōngguó that is questioned.

Having students learn methods of critical thinking in the languages 
of their divergent intellectual cultures is subject to the prejudices and 
power of the monolingual mindset governing the commodification of 
education. Managers of universities in Australia, one of the key coun-
tries where students from Zhōngguó decide to study, refuse to publicly 
acknowledge the multilingual capabilities of these students. Instead, they 
use their power to undermine, humiliate and marginalise those who dare 
to question them for labelling international students as ‘non-English 
speaking background speakers’. They do not recognise the contribu-
tions to knowledge that they can and do make through languages such as 
Zhōngwén. Using international students’ various languages as a starting 
point for extending their methods of critical thinking in Yīngwén are 
ignored.

The presupposition that some of these students may have critical 
thinking skills in Zhōngwén is often ignored. However, such material 
provided evidence for my postmonolingual critical thinking, that is a 
platform for me to give expression to my critical thinking in Zhōngwén 
and Yīngwén.
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Postmonolingual critical thinking brings into focus the educational possi-
bilities for developing students’ innovative knowledge producing capabilities. 
Through exploring their full repertoire of languages and knowledge they can 
find ways using it to make unconventional, atypical contributions to knowledge. 
Divergences in critical thinking, which is necessary for the creativity integral to 
research is facilitated by multilingual practices that draw intellectual resources 
from across languages (Fürst & Grin, 2018; Gilmour, 2017; Kharkhurin, 2012). 
Multilingual creativity builds students’ capabilities for establishing conceptual 
associations that link categories from different language.

Tensions between unipolar monolingualism and 
multipolar multilingualism

Postmonolingual critical thinking is attentive to the open-ended, and multi-
dimensional tensions between structural multilingualism, and the monolingual 
mindsets evident in the limits imposed on the production, and public dis-
semination of knowledge that makes multilingualism visible. From the 1990s 
onwards, following the breakdown of the Soviet Union, the press for unipolar, 
monolingual world order was led by the US. A degree of stability was formed 
around the idea that Yīngwén would serve “unchallenged” (Altbach, 2007, 
p. 2) as the lingua franca of international education and research. International 
students from emerging economies paid to study in Yīngwén at universities in 
the US and its satellites (Craven, 2011). In addition to being used for instruc-
tion and research, Yīngwén became an educational commodity in the forms 
of tests, academic literacy programs and course in critical thinking. In some 
countries, the international dominance of Yīngwén in instruction and research 
supplemented or otherwise marginalised the national, minority and Indigenous 
languages once used by universities around the world. While much of the 
world’s intellectual labour necessarily takes place in many languages, much of 
the knowledge that is produced is represented in Yīngwén, while the citations 
of research the US prevails. The international ranking of universities, research 
productivity, and researchers themselves accords with this unipolar global 
Yīngwén-speaking order. This propensity for academic dependency stemmed 
from the unipolar dominance of the US globally, which was reinforced by 
accreditation mechanisms, university rankings and journals rankings.

However, the unipolar, monolingual dominance of the US is now much 
doubted, largely to due to its own undoing (Long & Blok, 2017; Pei, 2017; 
Stuenkel, 2017; Wang & Liu, 2018). The government, media, the academy 
can no longer fulfil their responsibility of discovering and disseminating truth 
because they increasingly beholden to capital. For decades those with the power 
have worked to commoditise digitised knowledge to secure commercial inter-
ests in information control, rather than to enlighten. The world order is now 
leaning towards multipolarity and multilingualism. The revitalisation of the 
power of Zhōngguó is evident in media reports about international students 
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studying in Yīngwén-medium universities throughout the world. In the US 
media, students from Zhōngguó are simultaneously praised and scorned, indi-
cating the tensions in the allure of the Zhōngguó market and the offensively 
labelled huáng huò (黄祸, ‘Yellow Peril’) (Abelmann & Kang, 2014). Students 
from Zhōngguó are seen as failing to assimilate into US liberal education and 
ethically suspect, being seen as stealing intellectual property, while they in turn 
regard US universities as mediocre and mercenary (McNamara, 2018; Zhou, 
2014). These fraught reports about students from Zhōngguó are indicative of 
the challenges and fragilities in the shifts from a unipolar, monolingual to a 
multipolar, multilingual world.

There is no single dominant account of critical thinking; there never has 
been. In a world fractured by the information dystopia of technologies of con-
trol and surveillance, including anti-social media, critical thinking in many 
languages is getting ever more difficult. Postmonolingual critical thinking is 
concerned with questioning whether knowledge produced and disseminated 
in humanity’s diverse languages should be taken as true, or possibly being an 
expression of, or response to political forces and economic interests. While 
sharing critical thinking across languages is not ‘the’ solution, it opens up pos-
sibilities for understanding that because critical thinking is shaped (but not 
absolutely determined) by those in power there is the risk of it being used for 
manipulating people. Postmonolingual critical thinking represents the unend-
ing pursuit of shared consensus about critical thinking based on an explicit 
exploration of the tensions between producing knowledge about critical think-
ing in only one language versus producing knowledge of critical thinking in 
humanity’s multiple languages. Postmonolingual critical thinking expands the 
framework for understanding how bias, distortion and falsehoods masquerade 
as credible knowledge claims.

The study of postmonolingual critical thinking demonstrates that unipolar, 
monolingual now exists in tensions with multipolar, multilingual approaches to 
education and research. Postmonolingual critical thinking itself is a response to, 
and expression of the structural shift from a unipolar, monolingual ordering of 
international education to a multipolar, multilingual global order in instruction 
and research. Nevertheless, understanding this shift to a post-US global order is 
limited by imagining the world from a parochial monolingual mindset. Mǐ Tù 
explained the situation as she saw it.

Postmonolingual critical thinking opened up productive possibilities for 
me to think critically in ways that I had previously overlooked because of 
my singular focus on become proficient in Yīngwén. I had ignored my 
multilingual capabilities and any two-way movement between knowl-
edge in my languages. Postmonolingual critical thinking established 
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my multilingual capabilities publically, and positioned me in a world of 
change I have just begun to think about. It repositioned me as something 
other than ‘uncritical Chinese student’, into the wider, changing edu-
cational context. As a postmonolingual critical thinker, I came to be an 
intellectual agent capable of making connections. By exploring the diver-
gences among intellectual cultures using my repertoire of languages and 
knowledge, I came to see myself as part of a historical change in relation 
to Zhōngguó’s position in the world. Postmonolingual critical think-
ing now poses new challenges for me to demonstrate how Zhōngguó is 
contributing to internationalising education and research, and what this 
means for my students in terms of them making their multilingual capa-
bilities visible when they study abroad.

The verification of my postmonolingual critical thinking through my 
doctorate signals a timely shift in education towards a salient recogni-
tion of students’ multilingual capabilities. This verification was impor-
tant for me, and for new students from Zhōngguó electing to study 
abroad. Míng zhèng zé yán shun (名正则言顺), that is, if the name is 
correct, then the words will ring true. In other words, if the idea of 
postmonolingual critical thinking is correct, then a shift towards multi-
directional education and knowledge exchange is more likely to occur. 
The accreditation of postmonolingual critical thinking that came with 
the awarding of my doctoral degree creates an expectation that I can 
now work to expand my students’ multilingual capabilities. Given 
postmonolingual critical thinking, I no longer consider the use of a 
concept in Zhōngwén (中文) in my research written largely Yīngwén 
above and beyond what is doable. Instead, I now have a strategy to 
contextualise it, and arguments for elaborating its theoretical function. 
Its functions include making explicit my repertoire of languages and 
knowledge; making visible researchers’ multilingual capabilities, and 
providing readers with access to various resources from the intellectual 
culture of Zhōngguó.

The skills and dispositions of postmonolingual critical thinking are bound 
to, and embedded in sociohistorical shifts that sees multipolar multilingualism 
existing in tension with forces operating in the direction of unipolar monolin-
gualism. University education and research now co-exist in these tensions that 
provide a new setting for international education. Other players from other 
poles of the world offer divergent skills and dispositions for thinking critically 
in a variety of languages. Adopting the one-model-for-all approach, such as the 
Californian methods and tests of critical thinking in Yīngwén is past.
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Conclusion

Postmonolingual critical thinking grapples with the tensions between struc-
tural multilingualism and the prevailing monolingual mindset. In effect, post-
monolingual critical thinking addresses the tensions between the monolingual 
mindset that presses for closed-loop critical thinking, and the challenges of mul-
tilingual practices that open up transformative possibilities for thinking criti-
cally. Postmonolingual critical thinking affords opportunities for identifying the 
entanglement of the education policy practices of universities in structural mul-
tilingualism and their investment in a monolingual mindset. The heterogeneity 
of languages and knowledge within the universities are among the conditions 
through which their education policy practices can be reconstituted.

With students and educators doing postmonolingual critical thinking 
together provides a way of learning and renewing communal values that provide 
a compass that give people’s lives a collective sense of direction. By recognising 
the divergent ways in which critical thinking is expressed across languages in 
different countries, it is possible to learn from the different ways of expressing 
critical thinking to give them play in students’ education and research. Thus, it 
is important to build students’ capabilities for postmonolingual critical thinking 
in ways that are international, comparative and historical in outlook. Through 
postmonolingual critical thinking, students learn to analyse their individual 
histories so as to come to a better understanding the complexities of their lives, 
through a sense that they are part of a larger life projects. Through a give-
and-take teaching/learning process, the open-ended character of postmonolin-
gual critical thinking moves towards consideration of larger structure and their 
operations over time. Following is Mǐ Tù’s poetic presentation of the issues 
postmonolingual critical thinking raises (Johnson, Hall, Greene, & Ahn, 2013). 
The poetic form has crafted from Mǐ Tù’s to conveys in her own Yīngwén 
words what it means to be a postmonolingual critical thinker.

The image of being a good doctoral student,
makes it possible to become the chosen one,
in a patriarchal society.
The traditional patriarchal perspective
depicts doctoral students in certain ways.
In order to be chosen,
Doctoral students make use of these salient features.

Doctoral students observe and analyse the situation in which they are 
put in,

and make the choice to ‘draw in their claws’,
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even though others expect to gain the affections of those in power.
Doctoral students know what can and cannot be done,
and why.
They chose not to express their critical thinking.
To preserve themselves,
Doctoral students appeared to be intentionally mild,
and uncritical, in order to keep peace.

New doctoral students know that they face
many uncertain risks
and potential enemies.
At this stage they know that their power is
too weak to challenge the dominant interests.
Disobedience is out of the question.
But doctoral students do not hide her weakness,
rather, they emphasise it.
They send messages about being weak and hence.

Doctoral students are not hot-headed,
this is necessary so everyone else would pay little attention to them.
Doing so,
they may hurt themselves,
and their reputation.
By avoiding conflicts,
they buy time to enable themselves to observe the patterns,
and build up their strength.
They make concessions in order to gain advantages.

Doctoral students have little chance to establish,
maintain and increase their status independently.
They have to recognise the indicators of power in the institution.
After analysing the situation,
Doctoral students see the necessity for attaching themselves
to someone from the higher end of the pyramid,
so as to be assured of better protection.

Doctoral students wilfully choose the powerful ones to attach,
the ‘tree’ or the ‘flower’ –
the play of power relationships in the institution.
The higher status in the power hierarchy
is not occupied by a single person:
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different selections of alliances are necessary
to lead to different power relations,
resulting in absorption into different power alignments.

This shows the strength of the connections within an alliance.
Involved in an alliance with a powerful person,
Doctoral students share the honour that initially belongs to someone 

else.
This empowers doctoral students with privilege,
the privilege only bestowed upon those with much greater power 

status.
The ‘tree’ markedly raises their power status.
In the palace,
power should come with promotion in rank,
but in the doctoral students’ case,
attachment to the powerful enables them to share
in the honour of those in power without promotion.
Doctoral students’ crucial action is in attaching themselves to the 

powerful,
to protect themselves and
to absorb their power
without explicitly changing their actual power status.

Doctoral students continue to maximise the advantage of apparent 
vulnerability.

They knowingly pretend to be obedient,
patiently awaiting the opportunity to take over power from others.
They know that to gain a certain level of power would attract 

attention,
which would likely create opportunities,
if not excuses,
for others to destroy them.

Only doctoral students who appear to be obedient
and ‘willing to be used’ can survive –
then find opportunities to develop their own power and eventually to 

‘use others’.
To exploit her value,
and make this value useful for others,
is a way of keeping safe,
and slowly build their own power status so as to eventually use others.
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Mǐ Tù’s small acts of postmonolingual critical thinking provide intellectual 
resources for hope. Integral to the changes to which postmonolingual critical 
thinking speaks is education for planning change-oriented actions, carrying 
them out, and assessing their successes or otherwise. Students from Zhōngguó 
are important, intellectual agents’ vis-a-vis postmonolingual critical thinking. 
Postmonolingual critical thinking begins with students’ lived experiences of 
thinking critically, an explores how it is situated within larger economic and 
cultural forces. Their own experiences of critical thinking are analysed in rela-
tion to the sociohistorical forces that produced it, providing students a method 
for analyzing the contradictory forces at work in their everyday lives.

Rather than being passive uncritical thinkers ready to consume, they ques-
tion educational products devoted to reproducing Yīngwén hegemony. Integral 
to students extending their own capabilities for postmonolingual critical think-
ing is them exploring the ways in which they will work with others to develop 
these capabilities, through educating them about the workings of the political 
economy of knowledge production and dissemination, and the associated his-
tory of intellectual labour. To this end, postmonolingual critical thinking is 
about making connections with groups working on related projects, so that 
students can situate their own projects as part of a larger range of endeavours. 
Using their repertoire of languages and knowledge, a collective of Mǐ Tù’s 
can drive the learning futures of universities where students choose to study 
abroad. Their drive extends postmonolingual critical thinking as they confront 
monolingual definitions of the ‘problem’ and resist monolingual ‘solutions’. 
The paths for postmonolingual critical thinking are open-ended.
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